
The four sample exams that follow each earned an A. Of course, even the best exams were not perfect. 

Here are the notes I shared with the class after grading the exam: 

1) Affirmative defenses are an important part of negligence, but they are not part of the *prima facie* 

case of negligence. In this course (though not in every courtroom), “scope of liability” is one of these 

five elements, and I am happy to report that more than 97 percent of the answers prudently said so. 

2) Even without market share liability, the plaintiff injured in a storm might be able to show that it is 

more likely than not that ExxonMobil’s allegedly negligent emission of greenhouse gases was a 

substantial factor in her injuries (even if that allegedly negligent emission was not technically a but-

for factor). This is different from cases in which alternative liability or market share liability have 

been applied. In Summers v. Tice, one—and only one—of the two negligently fired bullets injured 

the plaintiff, but he could not show which one. And in a typical DES case, a particular plaintiff was 

harmed by a defective drug manufactured by at least one—but probably not all—of the defendant 

drug manufacturers, but she could not show which one. In contrast, in our climate change hypo, the 

various allegedly negligent emissions *combined* to change the earth’s climate (which in turn may 

have caused or exacerbated the storm that ultimately caused the plaintiff’s injury). This climate 

scenario therefore resembles a scenario in which multiple fires combine before causing damage. As 

you will recall, cases like this were one of the reasons why courts created the substantial factor test. 

3) If you are told to counsel a client, write to and for that client. Use language that they will 

understand. Do not try to persuade them that law is fair when it is unfair to them, and do not tell 

them that everything will be okay or that they will win: Words like “definitely” and “absolutely” 

actually mean definitely and absolutely. Do acknowledge your client’s feelings, do identify their 

stated and actual needs, and do consider how law—as well as tools other than law—might help. For 

example, many good answers to the client counseling question briefly noted, without promising, 

that there might be other potential defendants with deeper pockets. 

4) Liability insurance protects the insured—that is, the person who holds the insurance policy. Here is a 

simplified example (subject to important complications you will learn about in insurance law): A 

defendant has a liability policy with a coverage limit of $100,000, a jury finds the defendant liable for 

$200,000 in damages, and the insurance company pays the first $100,000. In a state without the 

collateral source rule, an independent payment *might* be deducted from the damages awarded to 

the plaintiff. However, this deduction would have nothing to do with the coverage limit of the 

defendant’s liability insurance policy. 

5) In our hail cannon hypo, there were many possible claims against Volkswagen, including public 

nuisance, private nuisance, trespass to land, trespass to chattel, conversion, and strict liability for an 

abnormally dangerous activity, among others. As you will learn again in Property Law, there is a 

difference between land (also known as real property) and chattel (also known as personal 

property). And as you will learn again in Products Liability, a defendant in a products liability case 

must generally have allegedly sold the allegedly defective product; in this hypo, Volkswagen used 

rather than sold the hail cannons. 

6) The final question (about Denmark’s water) tested almost everything that you learned about 

negligence over the course of the semester. Claims other than negligence are also possible, but 

most of your time should have been spent on the various negligence claims. Each negligence claim 

should identify at least one injured plaintiff, at least one negligent defendant, and at least one 

theory of breach to connect them. 



7) The judicial opinion at the end of the packet was particularly important—both for analysis and for 

grading. It was relevant both to the question of whether each of the various governmental actors 

owed a duty to the various potential plaintiffs and, in combination with the South Carolina Tort 

Claims Act, to the separate question of whether each of these defendants could prevail on an 

affirmative defense of sovereign immunity. Only those answers that meaningfully grappled with at 

least one of these two important issues tended to score well. 

8) After establishing duty, a plaintiff would need to show that it is more likely than not that the 

defendant’s specific unreasonable conduct *actually caused*, within the scope of liability, a 

particular harm for which tort law permits recovery. This statement encompasses all five elements 

of the prima facie case of negligence; as several answers observed, cause-in-fact is really the crux 

here. Our discussions of the Daubert standard and fear of future disease are especially relevant. 

9) Remember to consider affirmative defenses such as sovereign immunity, assumption of risk, and the 

statute of limitations—including any relevant complications. A defendant can certainly argue that 

the unreasonable conduct of someone other than the plaintiff also caused the harm—but this will 

only reduce the defendant’s initial liability in a jurisdiction that has abolished (or at least modified) 

joint and several liability. 

10) Good lawyers are good writers. Use sensible paragraphs (or the equivalent in outline form), because 

paragraphs that are consistently as short as a sentence or as long as a page do not communicate 

effectively. And learn the difference between their and there, between effect and affect, between 

it’s and its, and between plural and possessive (among others). Many employers, clients, and judges 

will notice! 

 



Duty

Breach of Duty

Cause-in-Fact

Scope-of-Liability

Damages

   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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Duty

Breach of Duty

Cause-in-Fact

Scope-of-Liability

Damages

   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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Damages

   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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Duty

Breach of Duty

Cause-in-Fact

Scope-of-Liability

Damages

   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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Duty

Breach of Duty

Cause-in-Fact

Scope-of-Liability

Damages

   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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Duty

Breach of Duty

Cause-in-Fact

Scope-of-Liability

Damages

   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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Duty

Breach of Duty

Cause-in-Fact

Scope-of-Liability

Damages

   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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Duty

Breach of Duty

Cause-in-Fact

Scope-of-Liability

Damages

   If I was unable to establish causation through market-share liability, I would take

a few combined alternate approaches. One such approach would be to take an

extremely technical argument that did not correspond to market share, and

advocate a new kind of liability. Unlike DES and lead, which were included in

fungible products that could come from different manufacturers which was a basis

for market share liability, I would argue for a new standard based on the fact that

the gasoline was an identical good to all others and that Exxon, as a predecessor to

the other various firms could be held liable on the fact that they helped create a

situation in which other manufacturers emitted greenhouse gasses. While others

exist now, at the onset of the industry existing, Exxon and its parent companies

innovated the technology that lead to these issues. While there may be more

ambiguity to it, I think that this would be a basis for adopting a modified

substantial factor test which is used in a minority of jurisdictions to avoid over or

underestimating the effect of action. The modification would be that Exxon,

individually, contributed greatly to the storm since its inception as a company. This

would be argued by saying they specifically could be held liable because as a

company due to more greenhouse gasses causing more frequent and more

dangerous storms in which someone could get hurt. Using this modified substantial

factor test would allow for the conclusion that Exxon's unreasonable action in

emitting these gasses was a substantial factor in this storm. Whether that would

extend for the plaintiff's injury would likely be dealt with under the issue of scope

of liability. 

   One of the concepts I found most frustrating was damages. In general, it was

easy to see when there were damages in the case of a broken leg, or a drunk driver

hitting and killing someone. Beyond that, it was frustrating to grapple with how

slow tort law is to catch up with certain cultural norms in determining who can

recover for certain kinds of damages. Examples are limitations for cohabitants,

direct relative restrictions on consortium loss and wrongful death, and the various

ways race can calculate into damages for historically disadvantaged groups or

minorities. This frustrated me because on the fact, it seemed unjust. I expected that

things like this would be held to the microcosm of the individual in questions life,

similar to the rest of the case. Generally, each element looks to the actual person,

and while the jury comes from the community, there may be different

standards/norms/values. While these slip through the cracks for the other elements,

it seems wrong that they can be so restrictive to some when ascertaining damages.

The various rationales of tort law helped me grapple with why this was as did some

of the case law we read that restricted race for future earnings calculations and

more modern rules. Generally, these were half-measures that I was able to

understand and law slowly catching up to what I see as the modern world.

Generally, tort law is not deft at dealing with excessively large problems, and

societal norms about relationships and race in the United States are large problems.

To expect those to all already be remedied or mitigated through one element of

negligence was too high of a standard and I had to realize these things would

change with time. 

Freja,

Due to the high amount of money you need to compensate you for your injuries

and the meager offer of $60,000 from the insurance company, we have a few

options. . Our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, which allows for

recovery both from a tortfeasor and from the insurance. This seems like double the

money and that probably the reason our legislature has decided to get rid of your

ability to do that. Because the driver that hit you is insured for $100,000, we will

have to take him to court and sue for negligence. He had a duty to be reasonable to

anyone who could have been harmed by his conduct and he breached that duty in

driving drunk and hitting you. Without his unreasonable action, you would not

have been hurt. When one drives drunk, it is foreseeable that someone will get hurt

that means scope is established. Because you had actual harm, the damages are

established. This would include recover for your injury, past/future earnings,

medical costs, and pain and suffering, and maybe damages for loss of enjoyment

of life if your quality of life is altered greatly. This means, in a court, we will likely

be able to establish a case of negligence with the elements I explained earlier. Since

our state has gotten rid of the collateral source rule, you will likely have whatever is

awarded by a court lessened by $60,000. This is because a collateral source is

something independent of you that you contracted for double recovery (2x the

money). In your case, we may be able to argue that GoFundMe payments are not

covered by this doctrine due to the fact that you did not actually contract for it,

like would happen with insurance payouts. If we can argue this successfully, then

you would be able to recover your damages plus $60,000. If we take him to court,

we will be able to argue for a large judgement on your behalf due to the fact that

your damages are going to be very high as stated earlier. Since the individual who

hit you had few other assets, we would want to look to negligent entrustment

(something you can sue for when one person gives another person something

dangerous knowing they have a propensity to do it dangerously) or vicarious

liability (in which the driver's employer could be sued if the driver was working and

doing their job). These options would give us an avenue to get more of the money

you need to help you through what happened. 

Respectfully,

Your Lawyer

For the purposes of the below claims, farmers includes the farmers and anyone

else wronged by the conduct such as the residents of the town and families and

other landowners for nuisances and trespass

Farmers v Volkswagen for Public Nuisance

For a case of public nuisance, the farmers would have to prove that Volkswagen

caused an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public. In

preventing rain from falling, Volkswagen could be argued to have prevented

enjoyment of land. Generally, things do not grow if there is no rain. If the hail

cannons can be proven to stop rain, the effects on all public lands, rivers, bodies

of water, etc. can be shown to have been affected by the lack of rain caused by

Volkswagen. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Private Nuisance

For a case of private nuisance, the defendant must have caused and interference

with a plaintiff's use or enjoyment of property that they own or possess. In this

case, the farmers own their farmland and are trying to use it to cultivate crops. If it

can be shown that there was a lack of rain due to Volkswagen, then they might be

shown to have prevented use of the property or enjoyment of the crops that the

farmers would normally get from the crops. Different tests can be used for this

such as utility of conduct, which is a cost benefit in which gravity of the harm

would outweigh the conduct. In this case, it is unlikely that a court would be

swayed by the fact that Volkswagen's cars being protected by hail in this specific

way is worth more than the value of all the crops (which they say is $4million

USD). They could also say that the harm is greater than the injured party should

bear without any compensation, which is very convincing in this case because the

farmer's livelihoods are being affected. The last would be a social benefit analysis,

which would not be resolved in favor of Volkswagen because their cars would

likely not provide more benefit that fruitful lush farmland. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Intentional Interference with an Economic Expectancy

For this, cause of action, plaintiff and 3rd party have to have a valid economic

expectancy, the defendant must know of it, and intend to interfere with it in an

improper way. This could be argued, but it would be very difficult. The valid

expectancy is that all the farmers expect traders to buy their goods. The defendant

could be inferred to know this, as 2000 hectares of farmland could only be used

for sale of crops, not personal gardening. While they may not have intentionally

caused the drought, it is foreseeable and highly likely that in causing a drought,

crops will die (crops need water). This would be arguably improper because of the

severe way in which they are effecting the environment with such high disregard for

the farmer's livelihoods. 

Farmers v Volkswagen Employee who is Manually triggering the device for

Vicarious Liability

The farms could sue for the strict liability offense of vicarious liability in which an

employee is negligent while within the scope of employment. In this case, they say

that they switched the device to manual, meaning someone had to activate it. If this

could be shown to have breached an existing duty and caused actual damages

(such as pure economic loss, if accepted in that court), within the scope of the

defendant's liability, then the farmers could recover from Volkswagen as the

employer. This would be a good argument because the person clicking the button

was certainly engaged in an employee-employer relationship and would have been

acting within the scope during the time of the conduct, as they stated they would

do it intentionally. 

Farmers v Volkswagen for Trespass to Land

When the machine is being fired manually, the farmers could sue for trespass to

land. This requires intentional entrance of self or something else onto land in

current use of the plaintiff. In this case, the cannon ejects gas and air ignited with a

shockwave and a loud whistling sound. While this could also be nuisance, if it

travels over any of the land, it could be trespass. Trespass can be causing a gas or

something else to go into the land, and they intentionally did it or would

intentionally do it anytime they had fired the canon manually. The farmers could

sue for this if the sound/gas went over land that they owned or possessed as could

anyone else that owned or possessed land affected by it. 

Mitigation of the Claims

All of the above offenses potentially committed by Volkswagen could be subject

to  few legal limitations. One is the Daubert Rule. If this was tried under a Federal

court, this would be the absolute rule, if tried in a state, it would merely be

persuasive. The judges would be the gatekeepers of the scientific evidence that

would permit a showing that Volkswagen's device caused a drought while stopping

hail. If the court took the Glastetter approach, anything with a view towards

correctness would be allowed it. Under Globetti, anything that had good grounds

would be allowed in and the jury could decide. This would greatly affect how a

jury viewed the way in which a hail cannon works and how far of a breadth its

effect had. 

Negligence:

1) Denmark Water Users v State of S.C/DHEC: Negligence in Approval of

HaloSan

Duty: Generally, actors owe duty to anyone who can befall physical harm from

conduct. Generally, towns and governments do not owe duties to their citizens but

under certain exceptions to the rule of sovereign immunity. The state and DHEC

(both state entities) could be argued to owe general duty of reasonable care to all

citizens to not be harmed by overt choices being made with regards to the

chemicals put in the water. Per Repko v County of Georgetown, this duty could

arise in the event that the entity was acting under exception (12) to the statute that

prevents a duty from arising and any other applicable section if the defendant was

grossly negligent. In this case, because that could be argued, S.C. and DHEC

could have a duty since subsection 12 pertains to licensing powers which were

exercised when DHEC signed off on a potentially dangerous chemical in a grossly

negligent way. Exhibit 20; Repko v County of Georgetown. The showing of gross

negligence would waive immunity ( a defense) and allow for the general duty to

arise and take effect to allow the citizens to meet this. 

Breach: DHEC breached their duty in approving HaloSan for use in the water in

Denmark. Customarily, this product is not used in any other municipal water

supply. Exhibit 10,20. And has been deemed unsafe by the State of North Carolina

for certain facilities. Exhibit 160, 180. These decisions were made in light of the

fact that this is not touted as a solution to buildup in municipal water supply and

the violation of this custom of not using HaloSan is strong evidence of a breach. 

Cause: Causation is applied through the but-for test, in which one can see that

without approval of the HaloSan by the government, the harm would not have

occurred. If the court chose to apply the substantial factor test, in which material

contribution to the harm will satisfy cause, it is easy to argue that the approval by

the state government for use of this chemical paved a path for the City of Denmark

to use it to clean their well. 

Scope: It is foreseeable that approval of a harmful substance to waater would

cause harm to citizens who drank the water. There are no limitations or exceptions

that would apply in this situation. 

Damages: The damages that resulted from this are physical and economic. Anyone

who made contact with the water or drank it could suffer the effects of the free

bromine in the water as stated in exhibit 200. This includes irritation of skin,

mucous membranes, tissues, dermatitis, systemic poisoning, death, kidney and

brain damages. Some residents of the town suffered extreme issues with bladders

and gallbladers. This would include past and future earnings, medical costs, pain

and suffering. It could also include loss of enjoyment of life for anyone whose

limbs were affected or mentally was diminished. It would also seem that any death

would provide consortium loss based on the rules in the state. Any recklessness

on the part of DHEC in this or later stated might allow for punitive damages, but it

seems unlikely that these would be imposed on a governmental body. 

Defenses: The easiest argument the government will seek to make in its defense is

that it is immune through the South Carolina Torts Claims Act (exhibit 260) and

say that the nature of the approval is exempt. This would have to be overcome by

showing they were grossly negligent past the prima facie case established above

and would allow them to be liable for anything else that was applicable past section

12 of the act. They could also attempt to argue an implied assumption of risk, in

that the citizens knew that there could be foul water and appreciated that and drank

it anyway. This would likely fail as it would oppose theories of tort law to absolve

the government when the citizens asked for help and had no other option other

than driving 20 miles for clean water. Exhibit  10. This could be argued to be

outside the Statute of Limitations due to them fixing the water but harms showing

up now. In this case, it would matter whether the court decided the harm accrued

upon realization of the connection between the wrongful act and the harm (the

connection being the tortfeasor) or whether the clock merely began running upon

realization of the harm. If the latter were chosen, the defense would absolve them

of liability for the claim. If the former is chosen, this could fall within the statute of

limitations. 

2) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark: Negligence for Use of HaloSan

Duty: Exceptions exist in S.C. per the case Jensen v Anderson County Dep't of

Social Services, special duty from public officials towards the public exists when

1) essential purpose of the statute is to protect against harm 2) this directly or

indirectly imposes a specific public officer a duty to guard against or not cause

that harm 3) The class of persons the statute intends to protect is identifiable

before the fact 4) the plaintiff is a person within the protected class 5) the public

officer knows or has reason to know of likelihood of harm to the members of the

class in event of failure, and officer is given enough authority to act on. In this

case, the duty exists because of the statute cited in exhibit 90 that states it was

deficient in water quality, maintenance, flushing, and leak detection and repair

violating the State Primary Drinking Water Regulations and The State Safe Drinking

Water Act. Per the test: this statute was intended to prevent harms from bad water

to water users(1), the City of Denmark is responsible for that per exhibit 70 (2), the

class of persons to be protected is denmark water users (or any water user) (3),

the plaintiffs in this case are all denmark water users (4), the city of denmark and

the agents listed in the articles (mayor, regulators, workers) know that people

would be harmed by bad water (5), and they are able to fix it, as they show by

fixing it (6). Thus, a special duty exists.

Breach: Negligence per se provides evidence of breach, see above. See above

claim for evidence that use of HaloSan is not customary. As stated in exhibit 30,

40, and 50, there is no consensus on where HaloSan can be used. It seems that it

was not intended for municipal water systems of that volume and its use in the cox

mill well seems egregiously unreasonable. Furthermore, there is a cost benefit

analysis that needs to be done. It would seem based off of the explanation in

exhibit 200 and the conclusions of exhibits 160-180 that there are alternatives.

Unless Denmark has a strange system of microbiobes, there are other ways to

prevent the buildup of slime in a municipal well. The loss in this case is 3019

people (exhibit 130) or more (if anyone ever has a visitor in this town) could be

poisoned or affected in the damages examined in claim (1). The probability of such

loss is very high, since people need to drink water. People also need water to cook

and shower and brush teeth, two of which could be argued to be not truly

necessary. The burden this must be weighed against is merely finding another

solution. Unless the solution required human sacrifice, it would probably be

cheaper than the risk of poisoning 3000+ people. Because of this, the breach

should be easily established. 

Cause: But-For (defined above), without them choosing to use HaloSan, this

would never have happened. Examination of substantial factor test is irrelevant due

to them being the only factor in the choice of HaloSan. 

Scope: See above. It is foreseeable that if you put a harmful product in your water

supply, it will harm people supplied by that water. There is no reasonable

alternative to this and as such, it is within the scope of the town. 

Damages: See damages from claim (1).

Defenses: See defenses from claim (1), statute of limitations as well (per claim 1)

3) Denmark Water Users v EPA: Negligence for not alarming of issue/Action levels

Duty: General duty as stated in claim one is owed by EPA to citizens unless

combated by sovereign immunity (discussed under defenses)

Breach: Not having better guidelines.(exhibit 10) Res Ipsa applies when more likely

than not that someone was negligent and more likely than not that the negligent

party was the defendant. Sometimes, there must be exclusive control. In this case,

the guidelines are under the exclusive control of the EPA. In the case that a

guideline exists but still does not prevent the harm it is intended to, it seems that it

is likely the guidelines were negligently formed. In this case, the EPA is the party

likely in control and thus, they breached a duty.(exhibit 10) There could be

evidence allowed in under the Daubert Rule (which is required in federal court but

would be persuasive to a state court) which may allow the scientific evidence

included in the exhibits: 190, 200, 40, 220, 210, and any of the letters sent from

DHEC to the city. Under the Glastetter rule, anything judged with a view toward

correctness would be let it. Under Globetti, anything with good grounds will be

allowed and the jury will get to decide. In this case, that would make a difference in

the whining letter written about Bromine about how the long name of its products

makes it a victim to the public sphere. It would apply to all of the evidence, but

most of the government documents would be allowed in under either test due to

the veracity of its authors and agencies. Page 58 of the supplement and 54 on

exhibit 150 do say that it is okay for human water systems, which seems in

contrary to everything else they published. (exhibit 10)

Cause: This could be the weakest element to prove against the EPA, however, but-

for their failure to warn, this would not have happened. In reverse, if their warnings

did work, this would never have happened to the extent that it did. Under the

substantial factor test or the but for test, causation could be established because

they were a great factor in the injuries to the Denmarkians/Denmarkites (exhibit 10)

Scope: It is foreseeable that a poor or misguided warnings system would create

situations in which water would be subpar. Established for that reason. 

Damages: See above - claims (1) and (2)

Defenses: EPA could cite governmental immunity due to the fact that this is a

ministerial or discretionary function, which is an area in which the government is

generally shielded from claims.  Statute of Limitations from claim 1 also applies. 

4) Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Negligence for saying product is safe

Duty: Berry owes general duty of reasonable care to anyone who can be physically

harmed by their conduct. 

Breach: Berry breached this duty in certifying their product safe using the NSF

certification when the product could cause harm (exhibit 30). The NSF release

even shows that this product is to be used for small to medium systems, which is

probably not meaning a town of 3000 (exhibit 40). In saying it is usable for potable

water supplies, they go against what the prevailing science says about their product

and its key elements (see above for Daubert discussion and evidence of

harmfulness). The B<PL in this case weights adequate warning with the same harm

listed above, except to a vastly higher number of people. It comes out against

them.

Cause: But-For their ad, it is not clear whether the town would have gone for their

product. It is a shaky argument. Under substantial factor, one could easily argue

that the good ad that shows ease of use and safety and training could have

materially contributed to the choice of the city to use HaloSan.

Scope: It is foreseeable that marketing a harmful product will create issues for

those who use it. This could be argued to be too far removed but it appears there

are no superseding intervening events that break the chain from their sketchy ad to

the issues the people have due to the product. It would seem that is letting this

claim fail on an issue of scope would create a perverse incentive in which a

company would intentionally be vague in advertisements when they know end

users are multiple steps away on a supply chain so they can escape liability. 

Damages: See claims (1) (2) (3)

Defenses: While not stated, there was likely a waiver of risk signed in the exchange

of these goods. They could not argued implied assumption of risk due to the

people generally not knowing what products were used in the water the city gave

them. 

6) City of Denmark v Berry Systems

Duty: Berry could be argued to owe a fiscal duty to City of Denmark. This could

cause a great deal of economic harm to the city and there could be argued to be a

special relationship between the City and a contractor who services them for water.

In selling a product they might know could be harmful the users, they create a great

risk for their customer who will be open to liability. Because of this, an argument

for a duty to the city may exist. 

Breach: See breach discussion above. 

Cause: See above

Scope: See above

Damages: The damages in this case would be pure economic damages. It is

unlikely that HaloSan caused physical damage but the class of plaintiff and harm

are foreseeable per scope and as such could warrant a defense.

Defenses: any express assumption taken on by the city. If contributory negligence

applied in this jurisdiction, then the city's negligence in using HaloSan could bar

any recovery. 

   Exhibit 20/

   exhibit 50( use in industrial systems, small to medium systems

7) Denmark Water Users vs City of Denmark: Negligent for upkeep of Cox Mill

Well

Duty: See General Duty Stated Above

Breach: Negligence Per Se: statute violated with regards to safe water, intended to

protect the users of water. In this case, different from the other, is for the upkeep

of the well. As evidenced in exhibit 70, the city failed to have testing supplies that

are offered. The cost benefit of this comes out similar to the other cost benefits,

weighing high health risk vs minimal costs. Comes out against City of Denmark.

Unlike previous evidence, where use of HaloSan was the negligence per se, in this

case, it is the upkeep and maintenance (exhibit 90).  While they did fix the issues,

their conduct prior still constitutes a breach. 

Cause: But-For their maintenance failures, this would not have happened. If the

testing was done, the problem would be spotted sooner. This is a substantial

factor as well in that their maintenance failures contributed to the harm.  

Scope: It is highly foreseeable that if a well is poor maintained, then the water

quality will lag. It is also highly foreseeable that if testing is not done, chemicals will

be off. 

Damages: See above

Defenses: Governmental immunity discussed above, combated through Jensen test

as also discussed above. Statute of limitations, same as above

8) Denmark Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shepherd

This vicarious liability claim would encompass both Jimmie for his role in poor

maintenance, and the city as they could recover from his employer. To make a

claim, the plaintiff must argue 1) an employee-employer relationship and 2) that the

employee was within his scope while acting negligently. Per exhibit 70, the letter is

addressed to Jimmie. it establishes that he is an operator of the system in Denmark.

This established element 1. Element 2 is satisfied by showing that in his actions

lapsing in his certifications and failing to properly treat the water, he was within the

scope of his employment. The case of negligence will be established below. This

would apply because Tort law seeks to provide opportunities for recovery, and

when someone is likely judgement proof, as Jimmie probably is, it provides an

avenue for recovery. 

Duty: General Duty owed to water users

Breach: Jimmie, and his other operators, are unreasonable for their failure to

understand their function for the HaloSan system at Cox Mill. A reasonable person

would seek to understand the functions of the water system which provides water

to the entire city. In not doing so, this seems to be a grave deviation from what a

reasonable person would do. The fact that this creates an unsatisfactory rating with

the state also is evidence of his breach of duty. 

Cause: One could argue that but-for their inability to operate the system (exhibit

70), this may not have happened due to proper administration of HaloSan. 

Scope: This would be foreseeable in that not knowing how to do ones job would

lead to one failing to properly do everything needed to properly due ones job.

While that seems circular, the essential function of the operator was failed and as

such, anything that would result from this vital failure with regards to water quality

is foreseeable.

Damages: Same as above

Defenses: N/A

9) Denmark Water Users v Israel Chemicals Limited (ICL): Negligence via Market

Share Liability

Duty: General duty owed.

Breach: It could be argued that in manufacturing/procuring/transporting bromine,

ICL was unreasonable. This would be argued by the limitations the law has put (via

EPA) on the amount that should be in water or would set off warning levels

(exhibit 100). Their part in manufacturing this could be deemed unreasonable in

that the cost to anyone who consumes their products is not worth the risk of loss. 

Cause: This would be done under market share liability, if adopted in this

jurisdiction, where the causation would be proven with respect to the entire group

and each would be liable for its share. Since bromine is elemental, if Berry gets it

from multiple people in a vast supply chain, this could come up. 

Scope: It could be argued to be foreseeable that if one procures a dangerous

compound and sells it to manufacturers and end users, it could create a harm for

those who use it, similar to lead in paint and DES in pregnant women. Tort law

generally can't handle the size of some problems through the mechanism of

negligence so if this claim failed, that would be a key reason why since ICL is so

far removed from the victims. 

Damages: Same as other claims

Defenses: N/A

Water Users v City of Denmark through Jimmie Shephard: Negligent Entrustment

For negligent entrustment, one has to be shown to have entrusted a dangerous

instrumentality with the knowledge that someone might be negligent while using it,

and that person has to actually be negligent. In this case, the negligence of Jimmie

is established above in a prima facie case (claim 8). It could be argued that

entrusting a municipal water system could be a dangerous instrumentality, due to

the high degree of harm that can be caused in its misuse and then potential for risk

if someone is improperly trained/absent/malicious. If this is established, then two

elements of dangerous instrumentality and employee's negligence are established.

What is missing, is that there must be knowledge of the persons potential misuse.

In this case, the lapsed license as shown in exhibit 70, shows that they should have

known he would be negligent. 

Intentional Torts:

Users v City of Denmark and Mayor: Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Requires material misrepresentation that is untrue and intends to induce reliance. In

this case, the mayor makes many claims that the water is safe and there are no

issues. This is untrue, as evidenced by all of the scienfitic data (subject to Daubert,

potentially, based on if Federal or if State is persuaded) and is intended to induce

reliance in that the mayor and town wanted everyone to quit making a big deal

about it and stop trying to investigate. In this case, it would be a strong cause of

action due to the high level of harm it caused when relied on. There is no defense

available to the town for this. 

Users v City of Denmark: Battery

Battery requires intended contact that is harmful or offensive toward the plaintiff.

In this case, intent can be satisfied when something is almost certain to happen as a

result. It could be argued that microscopically, the contact is between all the

harmful water being consumed and the plaintiff's individual cells. This is highly

offensive in that it caused great harm as evidenced in the CNN article and the

Toxnet listing for bromides. If not harmful, it would probably be deemed by

society to be offensive due to the invasive nature of the harm. 

Users v City of Denmark: Public Nuisance

Public nuisance requires unreasonable interference with something that is a right to

the common public. In this case, the actions of the town interfered with the use of

the water by the public. This is unreasonable due to the nature of water, in that

everyone needs it to live. Without that, they have intruded on the common right. 

Users of Water/Members of Public v Mayor: Abuse of Process

The people in the town could sue the mayor for abuse of process. While I am

unsure of the actual process would be, it would seem that blocking testing of all

wells would be done through something that would be described as a civil process.

In this case, the mayor used the civil process of closing off mills with the ulterior

motive of preventing people from finding out that the water was bad. This would

be hard to prove but any evidence that the mayor actually knew of the bad water

chemicals would be helpful. The actual harm suffered is that the people had no

way of finding out earlier that the water was foul and suffered because of it. 

Denmark Water Users v Berry Systems: Products Liability

There is a products liability case against Berry Systems for their actual product,

HaloSan. 

There is an inherent defect in the warnings that come with the product that could

expose HaloSan to liability. While there is no manufacturing defect, it acted as it

was supposed to, and there was no defect in the planning or creation of the

product, its used caused harm because of the inadequacy of the warnings. If the

product is known to be harmful and not good for human consumption in a large

scale water supply, then the warning needed to be explicit. The warning on the

advertisement in exhibit 30 is rather milquetoast in its description of potential risks.

Not only did it need to show what could happen to humans from over

consumption, it needed to list that it could not be used for municipal water

supplies or municipal wells. 
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Duty, Breach of Duty, Cause-in-fact, Scope of Liability, Damages

I would first argue that it was a toxic tort, an action for injury caused from negative

health effects from exposure to the substance the defendant is responsible for, here

that substance would be CO2. I would enter into evidence such as the packet given

during the in-class exercise as well as other studies that fulfill the Duabert rule, that

being a judge would find the acceptable based on the studies being

tested/replicated, published, with low error rates, and high acceptance- that

demonstrate beyond a preponderance of evidence that CO2 emissions in general

cause more and more intensified storms, and one of those storms caused specific

harm, physical injury to the plaintiff. I would further argue that ExxonMobil and the

other oil/gas companies were independent actors contributing to the plaintiff's

single indivisible injury. Therefore, I would argue that under a theory of joint and

several liability, since there is no substantial proof to match the damages of the

injury to each defendant (Exxon and other oil companies), but it was clear that the

negligent conduct of the defendants were but for causes of the harm, the court

should hold each defendant, including Exxon, liable for the plaintiff's entire harm. 

I struggled with whether I saw the duty of reasonable care as  more of a floor or a

ceiling. I think it is a floor that increases with special relationships (exceptions).

However, we talked about is a ceiling that decreases with limitations (like the status

trichotomy). Duty is a floor because the duty of reasonable care is just a minimum

expected by society. Sometimes, like when someone has superior skills, society

expects a person to utilize those specials skills. Additionally, the duty increases

from its minimum in the instances of special relationships. At the same time, some

might argue that duty is a ceiling that decreases with exceptions. The status

trichotomy is an example of how this works. A property owner owes the same

duty of care as he/she would give him/herself to an invitee, a duty of an owner to

an licensee is to warn of any hidden dangers, and a duty owed to a trespasser is to

not willfully or wantonly cause harm. Yet, all of the exceptions to the status

trichotomy rule (business invitees, child’s attractive nuisance which has recently

moved towards courts applying general duty principles to children) indicate that

courts reflect society’s discomfort with the idea of duty as a ceiling. Many

jurisdictions have even combined the duty owed to a licensee and invitee, some

have done away with the status trichotomy altogether. Convincing arguments do

exist for keeping the status trichotomy, for example, the reduction of duty

encourages land owners to allow invitees to recreationally use their property.

However, I think duty as floor is more appropriate because it reflects society’s

view that a person with a special relationship or special skill may at times have an

increased duty, rather than a reduced duty.

Most jurisdictions have a collateral source rule, meaning payments to Freja from

the GoFundMe would not be allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the

drunk driver. Unfortunately for Freja, the jurisdiction's abolishment of the collateral

source rule means that the $40,000 from the GoFundMe can be deducted from

whatever award she receives. However, Freja should not fret or accept the

settlement if she can prove beyond a preponderance of evidence that her medical

expenses and lost income (through records of her employment history, testimony

of her employer, her doctors records, medical experts, etc. all must be approved

by judge) as well as her pain and suffering (can show through personal testimony

as well as day in the life videos) add up to more than $140,000. From the facts

given, they seem like they do. Since the driver will likely be found grossly

negligent, comparative fault and contributory negligence defense will likely not

apply, so other than the $40k, her award will not be reduced. Thus, Freja should

be able to get the $100,000 from the insurance company, but will unfortunately not

be able to get any more since the driver has no other significant assets. 

Potential claims against Volkswagen (V) include: 

Puebla v. Volkswagen

Farmers in Cuautlancingo v. Volkswagen

Public Nuisance

Volkswagen is causing an unreasonable interference with the general public of

Puebla's right to precipitation- both hail and rain. Drought causes a disruption to

public health (water for hygiene plus growing food), safety (drought increases

conflict, also decreases food security), comfort (a drought in heat is not

comfortable), and convenience (not having rain is inconvenient, especially to

farmers). If the accusers are correct, V is causing this environmental harm.

However, V would be able to argue that while the hail cannons prevent hail, the

technology transforms the hail into slush/rain. Also, V would argue that the hail

cannons only cover a 500 meter radius and the effectiveness decreases as the

distance from the device increases (unclear how many blasters are being

used/where they are placed, this could change analysis). Thus, while the public has

proof of no rain, V has stronger and scientifically backed evidence that the blasters

are not what is causing the drought. 

Puebla would likely not bring the claim since V employs 15,000 people and likely

brings in a significant amount of money into the local economy. 

Individual Farmers within 500 meters of blasters v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If the blasters somehow were in the range of the hail cannons, then a farmer could

potentially make this claim successful. The interference, however, according to  the

research would be preventing hail from going onto the property (which damages

crops) and instead changes the hail into rain (which helps crops out in

moderation). Here, the farmers would have to bring forward stronger evidence that

the drought they experienced on their property was linked to the blasters. 

People who can hear the blasts/shockwaves on their property v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If people can hear the shockwaves from their property, that would likely cause an

unreasonable interference with their enjoyment of the land since it fires every four

seconds during the period that the storm approaches. The damages, however,

would have to be substantial. So, unless the people bringing this claim could prove

the sounds are somehow causing substantial damages, V would probably be ok.

Private nuisance focuses on the reasonableness of V's conduct, and it is

reasonable that V would want to prevent hail from damaging its inventory at its

second largest factory in the world. 

P v. V

Strict Liability is for abnormally dangerous activities. Although the drought is

horrific, the connection to the cannons is unclear, so here this would be a hard sell.

Especially since cannons such as these have been used since the 18th century.

Potential claims that could be brought by users of Denmark's water system

(Users): 

Government Immunity

The first issue to get over here is if Denmark (also referred to as Local Gov),

DHEC (state agency), Clemson (Public University), and the State,  will be able to

utilize government immunity as a complete defense to claims brought by users.The

South Carolina Tort Claims Act provides that state government entities waive

immunity unless the conduct falls under one of the exceptions. The purpose of

waivers are "to promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and to facilitate

timely and adequate provision of ... water, [and] sewage." Here, we see a town

with obvious water and sewer issues being ignored. Of the exceptions (12) waives

immunity when the government entity makes decisions on licensing powers or

functions (including failure or refusal to deny. suspend, renew or revoke any

permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power is exercised in a grossly negligent

manner (Ex. 260). Ex 270 holds that this grossly negligent exception to an entity's

immunity if proven can be applied to other listed immunities. So, if Users can

prove that (12) was done in a grossly negligent manner, then any other power done

in a grossly negligent way may not apply. 

Users v. Local Government

Negligence 

Duty: Here, the town assumedly has a general duty to the public to provide safe

water to the public. Also, general duty not to cause physical harm through

unreasonable conduct. 

Breach:  In 2011, DHEC report says Loc Gov violated State Primary Drinking

Water Regulations, and Denmark was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.

(Ex 90). Loc Gov officials signed the 2011 order. Consent order reqs. met and

approved by DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). However, that order merely

got the water to satisfactory levels, and even then DHEC's approval of Denmark's

water treatment system was questionable (see below). Operators of the treatment

system were unfamiliar how to use (here govt. vicariously liable for employees

neg., also generally neg bc employees should have been trained properly). Some

towns switching water treatment from chlorine to chloramine to reduce

risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back to chlorine after

finding it actually increased leaching (250). Used for 10 years.

Custom serves as evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and

spas; not used in any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Cause-in-fact: Lead in water (below regulated limits) residents say have caused skin

rashes and kidney problems for years. (Ex. 10). Edwards (Expert) thinks may be

connected to bacteria in the wells, was not allowed to test, so unclear (Ex. 10).

Expert took 40 samples from different locations and over 10% (more than 4) were

above legal lead limit, indicating a Denmark-wide water with lead contamination

problem. Bad for ingestion and skin exposure. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex.

10); Cox Mill Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10). Town would say 4,900

customers (residents, students, commercial and industrial properties) (Ex. 60), and

only 40 people bringing forward complaints is odd. Also, kidney failure and skin

rash can be caused by a lot of different things. 

Defense: Government immunity, (Ex. 260) exceptions to waiver of immunity

include execution of the orders of any court ore execution, or lawful

implementation of any process.

Statute OL, any users bringing harms from before 1-3 years would not apply;

however, since the water usage is continual, if it can be proven beyond a

preponderance of the evidence that water was dangerous throughout the years into

the present, may be able to get over this defense.

Neg. for use of HaloSun

Duty: To provide safe water (assume). Also, general duty not to cause physical

harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: Treatment operators were unfamiliar with how to use (Ex. 90). Unclear if

standard daily monitoring was met. Mark Edwards, expert, dumbfounded by use

of HaloSun in a well, also no evidence of regulated dosage (Ex. 10). Could have

had Underwriters Laboratory test the well water in response to user concerns (Ex.

30). Had a daily checklist for monitoring system until all pipes were free of

biofouling. Some towns switching water treatment from chlorine to

chloramine to reduce risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back

to chlorine after finding it actually increased leaching (250). Shows custom

of trying new treatments, good for town. However, Users can use as evidence that

there are other water treatment options that are more customary. Custom serves as

evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in

any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Town: People complaining of brown color for years, they are just trying to

find a way to fix that. Users argue that the brownish color also connected to

Bromine so not fix/ 

Cause: Expert says without knowing the dosages used, hard to know health effects

(Ex. 10). Edwards (expert), unclear how much went into drinking water, so could

never know how it impacted health. Thus, showing that the use of HaloSun

impacted health would be difficult. There is evidence available that would have to

go through a gatekeeper judge- so the evidence must be convincing enough to

make a judge think a jury could reasonably draw a causal connection between

HaloSun and the health impacts. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex. 10); Cox Mill

Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10).

Denmark would argue bromine based chemicals have found their way into drinking

water and until recently products like Gatorade (240). Also, would have to prove

that bromine, if causing the negative health effects, was from HaloSun or naturally

occuring. 

Defense: Government immunity, part of planning (10). Maintenance of waterlines

suffering because of decline in population decreasing revenue of local government

to upkeep pipes. Kept well from clogging (Ex. 20). However natural conditions

of unimproved property waiver does not apply IF the defect or condition

causing loss is not corrected within a reasonable time  after constructive

notice of the condition (10) (Ex. 260). Here, reasonable time of notice, the

community has been complaining for years. (a jury must cannot reasonably

be able to that the waiver  applies)--gross neg standard must be read into all

subsections if (12 from Ex. 260 is successfully shown not to apply bc of its

exception gross negligence standard). 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: After 2011 DHEC report saying water quality

was unsatisfactory- DHEC called findings "significant," town officials said water

safe to drink (Ex. 80). Town residents had loads of clothes ruined by the water

(pecuniary damages). 

Billing Records- apparent errors, city personnel could not explain, locals

complain of price hikes

Neg. for Poor Upkeep of Pipes

Duty: In 2011, DHEC said must develop and implement a more comprehensive

program to flush out pipes.

Breach: Local Gov had been using HaloSun since 2008, so that plan did not meet

DHEC's qualifications of how a reasonable local government would do to treat

water

Users v. DHEC/State bc DHEC state agency

Neg.

Duty: DHEC has a duty to regulate the water systems of local governments and

prevent the general public from being harmed (I assume). Also, general duty not to

cause physical harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: DHEC report said Local Gov violated State Primary Drinking Water

Regulations. Was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.(Ex 90). Loc Gov

officials signed the 2011 order.  However, in the 2011, unsatisfactory rating for

Denmark (Ex. 70) and made recommendations. Denmark had used HaloSun since

2008, so DHEC should have flagged the use of the treatment then. HaloSun use

acknowledged by DHEC in 2011 (Ex. 90). HaloSun's use in private wells was

rejected in the state of NC bc the EPA had not approved  1-bromo-3-chloro-5 

(Ex. 160). The custom of NC Environmental Agency checking into Berry Systems

HaloSun and then not preventing its use in private wells demonstrates that DHEC

deviated from the custom of a reasonable state environmental agency. Not

checking on the EPA standards of a unsatisfactory water treatment system that

causes "significant" concern is a breach. When issues arose from the water in

2018, Did not try to do damage control.Custom serves as evidence of breach

HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in any other water

system. (Ex. 10).

Cause-in-fact: Consent order reqs. for the Local Govt were met and approved by

DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). The Local Govt continued the use of

HaloSun. But for DHEC's oversight of the disapproval and non-customary use of

HaloSun in water treatment facilities, the Local Govt. would have not continued its

use. DHEC would argue that following DHEC orders is voluntary (Ex 60).

However, Users would argue that DHEC's decisions still influence how Loc Govts

operate due to fines and general influence. The poor water quality has negative

impacts on the lives of the Users (see above). 

Scope: Unsatisfactory water treated with chemicals unapproved by the EPA

causing adverse health risks is a foreseeable harm. DHEC may argue since it has

not been evaluated by the FDA and has been approved by NSF the harms were

not foreseeable; however, other studies to prove otherwise exist.

Damages: 

Defenses: Of the exceptions (12) waives immunity when the government entity

makes decisions on licensing powers or functions (including failure or refusal to

deny. suspend, renew or revoke any permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power

is exercised in a grossly negligent manner (Ex. 260). Here, permitting Denmark to

continue its use of HaloSun was grossly negligent, so the exception to the

immunity waiver does not apply. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

DHEC said HaloSun was safe to public (Ex. 20), when its really not that clear. 

12 year old v. Local Gov

15 year old v. Local Gov

Users v. Local Gov

Users v. Clemson Uni.

Oversees pesticide control in SC, and told Denmark to stop using Halson to treat

the water (Ex. 10),  after reports, and Denmark did.

Users v. EPA

EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory program (Ex. 30). 

Users v. Berry Systems

Products Liability: designed to treat Cox Mill Well at proper level (Ex.

10), unclear if standard daily monitoring was met, no way to prove facility was not

exceeding the reccomended amount of HaloSun. Instructions and warnings

seemed appropriate. 

Neg: 

Breach: Insufficient data for the safety of usage of the system in private wells (Ex.

170). 

Comparative Fault: Local Gov could have had Underwriters Laboratory test the

well water in response to user concerns (Ex. 30), so this should be considered

when/if determining % fault. Also provided Local Gov. with a daily checklist. 

Neg Per Se: By law a product intended to be used to disinfect drinking water

must be approved by the EPA. (Ex. 10). NSF, independent org. test products for

health standards and certified HaloSun (Ex. 20; Ex. 30).

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: The treatment was advertised towards treatment

facility/local government as an effective treatment for bacteria for use in water

treatment wells---"eliminate iron bacteria in the well..." and "everyone deserves

clean water." (Ex. 30).

Users v. NSF

Negligence

Duty: EPA granted NSF the responsibility to develop specifications for water

treatments (Ex. 30). EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory

program (Ex. 30). 

Defense: Charitable immunity since it is a not-for-profit; however, many

jurisdictions no longer have charitable immunity or have greatly restricted its use. 

Berry (a local) v. Town

Within last year, B says she contracted E. Coli from drinking water. She posted

this on Facebook. The issue here would be causation. Hard to prove so long after

she contracted. (Ex.140)

Users v. Mayor Wright

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: Flipp-flopped between letting Edwards/outside

tester coming in. Said was because of DHEC; however, DHEC had said it would

be fine/encouraged. Mayor intended statements to induce the users's reliance on

the safety of the water and him as a Mayor. Some users relied on that. If the users

could demonstrate significant pecuniary damages, could be a viable claim. Ex.

medical bills for the cost of lead poisoning if that could be connected to the water.

(since that is what Edwards wanted to test water for).  (Ex. 140).
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Duty, Breach of Duty, Cause-in-fact, Scope of Liability, Damages

I would first argue that it was a toxic tort, an action for injury caused from negative

health effects from exposure to the substance the defendant is responsible for, here

that substance would be CO2. I would enter into evidence such as the packet given

during the in-class exercise as well as other studies that fulfill the Duabert rule, that

being a judge would find the acceptable based on the studies being

tested/replicated, published, with low error rates, and high acceptance- that

demonstrate beyond a preponderance of evidence that CO2 emissions in general

cause more and more intensified storms, and one of those storms caused specific

harm, physical injury to the plaintiff. I would further argue that ExxonMobil and the

other oil/gas companies were independent actors contributing to the plaintiff's

single indivisible injury. Therefore, I would argue that under a theory of joint and

several liability, since there is no substantial proof to match the damages of the

injury to each defendant (Exxon and other oil companies), but it was clear that the

negligent conduct of the defendants were but for causes of the harm, the court

should hold each defendant, including Exxon, liable for the plaintiff's entire harm. 

I struggled with whether I saw the duty of reasonable care as  more of a floor or a

ceiling. I think it is a floor that increases with special relationships (exceptions).

However, we talked about is a ceiling that decreases with limitations (like the status

trichotomy). Duty is a floor because the duty of reasonable care is just a minimum

expected by society. Sometimes, like when someone has superior skills, society

expects a person to utilize those specials skills. Additionally, the duty increases

from its minimum in the instances of special relationships. At the same time, some

might argue that duty is a ceiling that decreases with exceptions. The status

trichotomy is an example of how this works. A property owner owes the same

duty of care as he/she would give him/herself to an invitee, a duty of an owner to

an licensee is to warn of any hidden dangers, and a duty owed to a trespasser is to

not willfully or wantonly cause harm. Yet, all of the exceptions to the status

trichotomy rule (business invitees, child’s attractive nuisance which has recently

moved towards courts applying general duty principles to children) indicate that

courts reflect society’s discomfort with the idea of duty as a ceiling. Many

jurisdictions have even combined the duty owed to a licensee and invitee, some

have done away with the status trichotomy altogether. Convincing arguments do

exist for keeping the status trichotomy, for example, the reduction of duty

encourages land owners to allow invitees to recreationally use their property.

However, I think duty as floor is more appropriate because it reflects society’s

view that a person with a special relationship or special skill may at times have an

increased duty, rather than a reduced duty.

Most jurisdictions have a collateral source rule, meaning payments to Freja from

the GoFundMe would not be allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the

drunk driver. Unfortunately for Freja, the jurisdiction's abolishment of the collateral

source rule means that the $40,000 from the GoFundMe can be deducted from

whatever award she receives. However, Freja should not fret or accept the

settlement if she can prove beyond a preponderance of evidence that her medical

expenses and lost income (through records of her employment history, testimony

of her employer, her doctors records, medical experts, etc. all must be approved

by judge) as well as her pain and suffering (can show through personal testimony

as well as day in the life videos) add up to more than $140,000. From the facts

given, they seem like they do. Since the driver will likely be found grossly

negligent, comparative fault and contributory negligence defense will likely not

apply, so other than the $40k, her award will not be reduced. Thus, Freja should

be able to get the $100,000 from the insurance company, but will unfortunately not

be able to get any more since the driver has no other significant assets. 

Potential claims against Volkswagen (V) include: 

Puebla v. Volkswagen

Farmers in Cuautlancingo v. Volkswagen

Public Nuisance

Volkswagen is causing an unreasonable interference with the general public of

Puebla's right to precipitation- both hail and rain. Drought causes a disruption to

public health (water for hygiene plus growing food), safety (drought increases

conflict, also decreases food security), comfort (a drought in heat is not

comfortable), and convenience (not having rain is inconvenient, especially to

farmers). If the accusers are correct, V is causing this environmental harm.

However, V would be able to argue that while the hail cannons prevent hail, the

technology transforms the hail into slush/rain. Also, V would argue that the hail

cannons only cover a 500 meter radius and the effectiveness decreases as the

distance from the device increases (unclear how many blasters are being

used/where they are placed, this could change analysis). Thus, while the public has

proof of no rain, V has stronger and scientifically backed evidence that the blasters

are not what is causing the drought. 

Puebla would likely not bring the claim since V employs 15,000 people and likely

brings in a significant amount of money into the local economy. 

Individual Farmers within 500 meters of blasters v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If the blasters somehow were in the range of the hail cannons, then a farmer could

potentially make this claim successful. The interference, however, according to  the

research would be preventing hail from going onto the property (which damages

crops) and instead changes the hail into rain (which helps crops out in

moderation). Here, the farmers would have to bring forward stronger evidence that

the drought they experienced on their property was linked to the blasters. 

People who can hear the blasts/shockwaves on their property v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If people can hear the shockwaves from their property, that would likely cause an

unreasonable interference with their enjoyment of the land since it fires every four

seconds during the period that the storm approaches. The damages, however,

would have to be substantial. So, unless the people bringing this claim could prove

the sounds are somehow causing substantial damages, V would probably be ok.

Private nuisance focuses on the reasonableness of V's conduct, and it is

reasonable that V would want to prevent hail from damaging its inventory at its

second largest factory in the world. 

P v. V

Strict Liability is for abnormally dangerous activities. Although the drought is

horrific, the connection to the cannons is unclear, so here this would be a hard sell.

Especially since cannons such as these have been used since the 18th century.

Potential claims that could be brought by users of Denmark's water system

(Users): 

Government Immunity

The first issue to get over here is if Denmark (also referred to as Local Gov),

DHEC (state agency), Clemson (Public University), and the State,  will be able to

utilize government immunity as a complete defense to claims brought by users.The

South Carolina Tort Claims Act provides that state government entities waive

immunity unless the conduct falls under one of the exceptions. The purpose of

waivers are "to promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and to facilitate

timely and adequate provision of ... water, [and] sewage." Here, we see a town

with obvious water and sewer issues being ignored. Of the exceptions (12) waives

immunity when the government entity makes decisions on licensing powers or

functions (including failure or refusal to deny. suspend, renew or revoke any

permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power is exercised in a grossly negligent

manner (Ex. 260). Ex 270 holds that this grossly negligent exception to an entity's

immunity if proven can be applied to other listed immunities. So, if Users can

prove that (12) was done in a grossly negligent manner, then any other power done

in a grossly negligent way may not apply. 

Users v. Local Government

Negligence 

Duty: Here, the town assumedly has a general duty to the public to provide safe

water to the public. Also, general duty not to cause physical harm through

unreasonable conduct. 

Breach:  In 2011, DHEC report says Loc Gov violated State Primary Drinking

Water Regulations, and Denmark was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.

(Ex 90). Loc Gov officials signed the 2011 order. Consent order reqs. met and

approved by DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). However, that order merely

got the water to satisfactory levels, and even then DHEC's approval of Denmark's

water treatment system was questionable (see below). Operators of the treatment

system were unfamiliar how to use (here govt. vicariously liable for employees

neg., also generally neg bc employees should have been trained properly). Some

towns switching water treatment from chlorine to chloramine to reduce

risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back to chlorine after

finding it actually increased leaching (250). Used for 10 years.

Custom serves as evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and

spas; not used in any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Cause-in-fact: Lead in water (below regulated limits) residents say have caused skin

rashes and kidney problems for years. (Ex. 10). Edwards (Expert) thinks may be

connected to bacteria in the wells, was not allowed to test, so unclear (Ex. 10).

Expert took 40 samples from different locations and over 10% (more than 4) were

above legal lead limit, indicating a Denmark-wide water with lead contamination

problem. Bad for ingestion and skin exposure. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex.

10); Cox Mill Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10). Town would say 4,900

customers (residents, students, commercial and industrial properties) (Ex. 60), and

only 40 people bringing forward complaints is odd. Also, kidney failure and skin

rash can be caused by a lot of different things. 

Defense: Government immunity, (Ex. 260) exceptions to waiver of immunity

include execution of the orders of any court ore execution, or lawful

implementation of any process.

Statute OL, any users bringing harms from before 1-3 years would not apply;

however, since the water usage is continual, if it can be proven beyond a

preponderance of the evidence that water was dangerous throughout the years into

the present, may be able to get over this defense.

Neg. for use of HaloSun

Duty: To provide safe water (assume). Also, general duty not to cause physical

harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: Treatment operators were unfamiliar with how to use (Ex. 90). Unclear if

standard daily monitoring was met. Mark Edwards, expert, dumbfounded by use

of HaloSun in a well, also no evidence of regulated dosage (Ex. 10). Could have

had Underwriters Laboratory test the well water in response to user concerns (Ex.

30). Had a daily checklist for monitoring system until all pipes were free of

biofouling. Some towns switching water treatment from chlorine to

chloramine to reduce risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back

to chlorine after finding it actually increased leaching (250). Shows custom

of trying new treatments, good for town. However, Users can use as evidence that

there are other water treatment options that are more customary. Custom serves as

evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in

any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Town: People complaining of brown color for years, they are just trying to

find a way to fix that. Users argue that the brownish color also connected to

Bromine so not fix/ 

Cause: Expert says without knowing the dosages used, hard to know health effects

(Ex. 10). Edwards (expert), unclear how much went into drinking water, so could

never know how it impacted health. Thus, showing that the use of HaloSun

impacted health would be difficult. There is evidence available that would have to

go through a gatekeeper judge- so the evidence must be convincing enough to

make a judge think a jury could reasonably draw a causal connection between

HaloSun and the health impacts. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex. 10); Cox Mill

Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10).

Denmark would argue bromine based chemicals have found their way into drinking

water and until recently products like Gatorade (240). Also, would have to prove

that bromine, if causing the negative health effects, was from HaloSun or naturally

occuring. 

Defense: Government immunity, part of planning (10). Maintenance of waterlines

suffering because of decline in population decreasing revenue of local government

to upkeep pipes. Kept well from clogging (Ex. 20). However natural conditions

of unimproved property waiver does not apply IF the defect or condition

causing loss is not corrected within a reasonable time  after constructive

notice of the condition (10) (Ex. 260). Here, reasonable time of notice, the

community has been complaining for years. (a jury must cannot reasonably

be able to that the waiver  applies)--gross neg standard must be read into all

subsections if (12 from Ex. 260 is successfully shown not to apply bc of its

exception gross negligence standard). 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: After 2011 DHEC report saying water quality

was unsatisfactory- DHEC called findings "significant," town officials said water

safe to drink (Ex. 80). Town residents had loads of clothes ruined by the water

(pecuniary damages). 

Billing Records- apparent errors, city personnel could not explain, locals

complain of price hikes

Neg. for Poor Upkeep of Pipes

Duty: In 2011, DHEC said must develop and implement a more comprehensive

program to flush out pipes.

Breach: Local Gov had been using HaloSun since 2008, so that plan did not meet

DHEC's qualifications of how a reasonable local government would do to treat

water

Users v. DHEC/State bc DHEC state agency

Neg.

Duty: DHEC has a duty to regulate the water systems of local governments and

prevent the general public from being harmed (I assume). Also, general duty not to

cause physical harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: DHEC report said Local Gov violated State Primary Drinking Water

Regulations. Was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.(Ex 90). Loc Gov

officials signed the 2011 order.  However, in the 2011, unsatisfactory rating for

Denmark (Ex. 70) and made recommendations. Denmark had used HaloSun since

2008, so DHEC should have flagged the use of the treatment then. HaloSun use

acknowledged by DHEC in 2011 (Ex. 90). HaloSun's use in private wells was

rejected in the state of NC bc the EPA had not approved  1-bromo-3-chloro-5 

(Ex. 160). The custom of NC Environmental Agency checking into Berry Systems

HaloSun and then not preventing its use in private wells demonstrates that DHEC

deviated from the custom of a reasonable state environmental agency. Not

checking on the EPA standards of a unsatisfactory water treatment system that

causes "significant" concern is a breach. When issues arose from the water in

2018, Did not try to do damage control.Custom serves as evidence of breach

HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in any other water

system. (Ex. 10).

Cause-in-fact: Consent order reqs. for the Local Govt were met and approved by

DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). The Local Govt continued the use of

HaloSun. But for DHEC's oversight of the disapproval and non-customary use of

HaloSun in water treatment facilities, the Local Govt. would have not continued its

use. DHEC would argue that following DHEC orders is voluntary (Ex 60).

However, Users would argue that DHEC's decisions still influence how Loc Govts

operate due to fines and general influence. The poor water quality has negative

impacts on the lives of the Users (see above). 

Scope: Unsatisfactory water treated with chemicals unapproved by the EPA

causing adverse health risks is a foreseeable harm. DHEC may argue since it has

not been evaluated by the FDA and has been approved by NSF the harms were

not foreseeable; however, other studies to prove otherwise exist.

Damages: 

Defenses: Of the exceptions (12) waives immunity when the government entity

makes decisions on licensing powers or functions (including failure or refusal to

deny. suspend, renew or revoke any permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power

is exercised in a grossly negligent manner (Ex. 260). Here, permitting Denmark to

continue its use of HaloSun was grossly negligent, so the exception to the

immunity waiver does not apply. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

DHEC said HaloSun was safe to public (Ex. 20), when its really not that clear. 

12 year old v. Local Gov

15 year old v. Local Gov

Users v. Local Gov

Users v. Clemson Uni.

Oversees pesticide control in SC, and told Denmark to stop using Halson to treat

the water (Ex. 10),  after reports, and Denmark did.

Users v. EPA

EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory program (Ex. 30). 

Users v. Berry Systems

Products Liability: designed to treat Cox Mill Well at proper level (Ex.

10), unclear if standard daily monitoring was met, no way to prove facility was not

exceeding the reccomended amount of HaloSun. Instructions and warnings

seemed appropriate. 

Neg: 

Breach: Insufficient data for the safety of usage of the system in private wells (Ex.

170). 

Comparative Fault: Local Gov could have had Underwriters Laboratory test the

well water in response to user concerns (Ex. 30), so this should be considered

when/if determining % fault. Also provided Local Gov. with a daily checklist. 

Neg Per Se: By law a product intended to be used to disinfect drinking water

must be approved by the EPA. (Ex. 10). NSF, independent org. test products for

health standards and certified HaloSun (Ex. 20; Ex. 30).

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: The treatment was advertised towards treatment

facility/local government as an effective treatment for bacteria for use in water

treatment wells---"eliminate iron bacteria in the well..." and "everyone deserves

clean water." (Ex. 30).

Users v. NSF

Negligence

Duty: EPA granted NSF the responsibility to develop specifications for water

treatments (Ex. 30). EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory

program (Ex. 30). 

Defense: Charitable immunity since it is a not-for-profit; however, many

jurisdictions no longer have charitable immunity or have greatly restricted its use. 

Berry (a local) v. Town

Within last year, B says she contracted E. Coli from drinking water. She posted

this on Facebook. The issue here would be causation. Hard to prove so long after

she contracted. (Ex.140)

Users v. Mayor Wright

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: Flipp-flopped between letting Edwards/outside

tester coming in. Said was because of DHEC; however, DHEC had said it would

be fine/encouraged. Mayor intended statements to induce the users's reliance on

the safety of the water and him as a Mayor. Some users relied on that. If the users

could demonstrate significant pecuniary damages, could be a viable claim. Ex.

medical bills for the cost of lead poisoning if that could be connected to the water.

(since that is what Edwards wanted to test water for).  (Ex. 140).
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Duty, Breach of Duty, Cause-in-fact, Scope of Liability, Damages

I would first argue that it was a toxic tort, an action for injury caused from negative

health effects from exposure to the substance the defendant is responsible for, here

that substance would be CO2. I would enter into evidence such as the packet given

during the in-class exercise as well as other studies that fulfill the Duabert rule, that

being a judge would find the acceptable based on the studies being

tested/replicated, published, with low error rates, and high acceptance- that

demonstrate beyond a preponderance of evidence that CO2 emissions in general

cause more and more intensified storms, and one of those storms caused specific

harm, physical injury to the plaintiff. I would further argue that ExxonMobil and the

other oil/gas companies were independent actors contributing to the plaintiff's

single indivisible injury. Therefore, I would argue that under a theory of joint and

several liability, since there is no substantial proof to match the damages of the

injury to each defendant (Exxon and other oil companies), but it was clear that the

negligent conduct of the defendants were but for causes of the harm, the court

should hold each defendant, including Exxon, liable for the plaintiff's entire harm. 

I struggled with whether I saw the duty of reasonable care as  more of a floor or a

ceiling. I think it is a floor that increases with special relationships (exceptions).

However, we talked about is a ceiling that decreases with limitations (like the status

trichotomy). Duty is a floor because the duty of reasonable care is just a minimum

expected by society. Sometimes, like when someone has superior skills, society

expects a person to utilize those specials skills. Additionally, the duty increases

from its minimum in the instances of special relationships. At the same time, some

might argue that duty is a ceiling that decreases with exceptions. The status

trichotomy is an example of how this works. A property owner owes the same

duty of care as he/she would give him/herself to an invitee, a duty of an owner to

an licensee is to warn of any hidden dangers, and a duty owed to a trespasser is to

not willfully or wantonly cause harm. Yet, all of the exceptions to the status

trichotomy rule (business invitees, child’s attractive nuisance which has recently

moved towards courts applying general duty principles to children) indicate that

courts reflect society’s discomfort with the idea of duty as a ceiling. Many

jurisdictions have even combined the duty owed to a licensee and invitee, some

have done away with the status trichotomy altogether. Convincing arguments do

exist for keeping the status trichotomy, for example, the reduction of duty

encourages land owners to allow invitees to recreationally use their property.

However, I think duty as floor is more appropriate because it reflects society’s

view that a person with a special relationship or special skill may at times have an

increased duty, rather than a reduced duty.

Most jurisdictions have a collateral source rule, meaning payments to Freja from

the GoFundMe would not be allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the

drunk driver. Unfortunately for Freja, the jurisdiction's abolishment of the collateral

source rule means that the $40,000 from the GoFundMe can be deducted from

whatever award she receives. However, Freja should not fret or accept the

settlement if she can prove beyond a preponderance of evidence that her medical

expenses and lost income (through records of her employment history, testimony

of her employer, her doctors records, medical experts, etc. all must be approved

by judge) as well as her pain and suffering (can show through personal testimony

as well as day in the life videos) add up to more than $140,000. From the facts

given, they seem like they do. Since the driver will likely be found grossly

negligent, comparative fault and contributory negligence defense will likely not

apply, so other than the $40k, her award will not be reduced. Thus, Freja should

be able to get the $100,000 from the insurance company, but will unfortunately not

be able to get any more since the driver has no other significant assets. 

Potential claims against Volkswagen (V) include: 

Puebla v. Volkswagen

Farmers in Cuautlancingo v. Volkswagen

Public Nuisance

Volkswagen is causing an unreasonable interference with the general public of

Puebla's right to precipitation- both hail and rain. Drought causes a disruption to

public health (water for hygiene plus growing food), safety (drought increases

conflict, also decreases food security), comfort (a drought in heat is not

comfortable), and convenience (not having rain is inconvenient, especially to

farmers). If the accusers are correct, V is causing this environmental harm.

However, V would be able to argue that while the hail cannons prevent hail, the

technology transforms the hail into slush/rain. Also, V would argue that the hail

cannons only cover a 500 meter radius and the effectiveness decreases as the

distance from the device increases (unclear how many blasters are being

used/where they are placed, this could change analysis). Thus, while the public has

proof of no rain, V has stronger and scientifically backed evidence that the blasters

are not what is causing the drought. 

Puebla would likely not bring the claim since V employs 15,000 people and likely

brings in a significant amount of money into the local economy. 

Individual Farmers within 500 meters of blasters v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If the blasters somehow were in the range of the hail cannons, then a farmer could

potentially make this claim successful. The interference, however, according to  the

research would be preventing hail from going onto the property (which damages

crops) and instead changes the hail into rain (which helps crops out in

moderation). Here, the farmers would have to bring forward stronger evidence that

the drought they experienced on their property was linked to the blasters. 

People who can hear the blasts/shockwaves on their property v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If people can hear the shockwaves from their property, that would likely cause an

unreasonable interference with their enjoyment of the land since it fires every four

seconds during the period that the storm approaches. The damages, however,

would have to be substantial. So, unless the people bringing this claim could prove

the sounds are somehow causing substantial damages, V would probably be ok.

Private nuisance focuses on the reasonableness of V's conduct, and it is

reasonable that V would want to prevent hail from damaging its inventory at its

second largest factory in the world. 

P v. V

Strict Liability is for abnormally dangerous activities. Although the drought is

horrific, the connection to the cannons is unclear, so here this would be a hard sell.

Especially since cannons such as these have been used since the 18th century.

Potential claims that could be brought by users of Denmark's water system

(Users): 

Government Immunity

The first issue to get over here is if Denmark (also referred to as Local Gov),

DHEC (state agency), Clemson (Public University), and the State,  will be able to

utilize government immunity as a complete defense to claims brought by users.The

South Carolina Tort Claims Act provides that state government entities waive

immunity unless the conduct falls under one of the exceptions. The purpose of

waivers are "to promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and to facilitate

timely and adequate provision of ... water, [and] sewage." Here, we see a town

with obvious water and sewer issues being ignored. Of the exceptions (12) waives

immunity when the government entity makes decisions on licensing powers or

functions (including failure or refusal to deny. suspend, renew or revoke any

permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power is exercised in a grossly negligent

manner (Ex. 260). Ex 270 holds that this grossly negligent exception to an entity's

immunity if proven can be applied to other listed immunities. So, if Users can

prove that (12) was done in a grossly negligent manner, then any other power done

in a grossly negligent way may not apply. 

Users v. Local Government

Negligence 

Duty: Here, the town assumedly has a general duty to the public to provide safe

water to the public. Also, general duty not to cause physical harm through

unreasonable conduct. 

Breach:  In 2011, DHEC report says Loc Gov violated State Primary Drinking

Water Regulations, and Denmark was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.

(Ex 90). Loc Gov officials signed the 2011 order. Consent order reqs. met and

approved by DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). However, that order merely

got the water to satisfactory levels, and even then DHEC's approval of Denmark's

water treatment system was questionable (see below). Operators of the treatment

system were unfamiliar how to use (here govt. vicariously liable for employees

neg., also generally neg bc employees should have been trained properly). Some

towns switching water treatment from chlorine to chloramine to reduce

risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back to chlorine after

finding it actually increased leaching (250). Used for 10 years.

Custom serves as evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and

spas; not used in any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Cause-in-fact: Lead in water (below regulated limits) residents say have caused skin

rashes and kidney problems for years. (Ex. 10). Edwards (Expert) thinks may be

connected to bacteria in the wells, was not allowed to test, so unclear (Ex. 10).

Expert took 40 samples from different locations and over 10% (more than 4) were

above legal lead limit, indicating a Denmark-wide water with lead contamination

problem. Bad for ingestion and skin exposure. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex.

10); Cox Mill Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10). Town would say 4,900

customers (residents, students, commercial and industrial properties) (Ex. 60), and

only 40 people bringing forward complaints is odd. Also, kidney failure and skin

rash can be caused by a lot of different things. 

Defense: Government immunity, (Ex. 260) exceptions to waiver of immunity

include execution of the orders of any court ore execution, or lawful

implementation of any process.

Statute OL, any users bringing harms from before 1-3 years would not apply;

however, since the water usage is continual, if it can be proven beyond a

preponderance of the evidence that water was dangerous throughout the years into

the present, may be able to get over this defense.

Neg. for use of HaloSun

Duty: To provide safe water (assume). Also, general duty not to cause physical

harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: Treatment operators were unfamiliar with how to use (Ex. 90). Unclear if

standard daily monitoring was met. Mark Edwards, expert, dumbfounded by use

of HaloSun in a well, also no evidence of regulated dosage (Ex. 10). Could have

had Underwriters Laboratory test the well water in response to user concerns (Ex.

30). Had a daily checklist for monitoring system until all pipes were free of

biofouling. Some towns switching water treatment from chlorine to

chloramine to reduce risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back

to chlorine after finding it actually increased leaching (250). Shows custom

of trying new treatments, good for town. However, Users can use as evidence that

there are other water treatment options that are more customary. Custom serves as

evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in

any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Town: People complaining of brown color for years, they are just trying to

find a way to fix that. Users argue that the brownish color also connected to

Bromine so not fix/ 

Cause: Expert says without knowing the dosages used, hard to know health effects

(Ex. 10). Edwards (expert), unclear how much went into drinking water, so could

never know how it impacted health. Thus, showing that the use of HaloSun

impacted health would be difficult. There is evidence available that would have to

go through a gatekeeper judge- so the evidence must be convincing enough to

make a judge think a jury could reasonably draw a causal connection between

HaloSun and the health impacts. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex. 10); Cox Mill

Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10).

Denmark would argue bromine based chemicals have found their way into drinking

water and until recently products like Gatorade (240). Also, would have to prove

that bromine, if causing the negative health effects, was from HaloSun or naturally

occuring. 

Defense: Government immunity, part of planning (10). Maintenance of waterlines

suffering because of decline in population decreasing revenue of local government

to upkeep pipes. Kept well from clogging (Ex. 20). However natural conditions

of unimproved property waiver does not apply IF the defect or condition

causing loss is not corrected within a reasonable time  after constructive

notice of the condition (10) (Ex. 260). Here, reasonable time of notice, the

community has been complaining for years. (a jury must cannot reasonably

be able to that the waiver  applies)--gross neg standard must be read into all

subsections if (12 from Ex. 260 is successfully shown not to apply bc of its

exception gross negligence standard). 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: After 2011 DHEC report saying water quality

was unsatisfactory- DHEC called findings "significant," town officials said water

safe to drink (Ex. 80). Town residents had loads of clothes ruined by the water

(pecuniary damages). 

Billing Records- apparent errors, city personnel could not explain, locals

complain of price hikes

Neg. for Poor Upkeep of Pipes

Duty: In 2011, DHEC said must develop and implement a more comprehensive

program to flush out pipes.

Breach: Local Gov had been using HaloSun since 2008, so that plan did not meet

DHEC's qualifications of how a reasonable local government would do to treat

water

Users v. DHEC/State bc DHEC state agency

Neg.

Duty: DHEC has a duty to regulate the water systems of local governments and

prevent the general public from being harmed (I assume). Also, general duty not to

cause physical harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: DHEC report said Local Gov violated State Primary Drinking Water

Regulations. Was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.(Ex 90). Loc Gov

officials signed the 2011 order.  However, in the 2011, unsatisfactory rating for

Denmark (Ex. 70) and made recommendations. Denmark had used HaloSun since

2008, so DHEC should have flagged the use of the treatment then. HaloSun use

acknowledged by DHEC in 2011 (Ex. 90). HaloSun's use in private wells was

rejected in the state of NC bc the EPA had not approved  1-bromo-3-chloro-5 

(Ex. 160). The custom of NC Environmental Agency checking into Berry Systems

HaloSun and then not preventing its use in private wells demonstrates that DHEC

deviated from the custom of a reasonable state environmental agency. Not

checking on the EPA standards of a unsatisfactory water treatment system that

causes "significant" concern is a breach. When issues arose from the water in

2018, Did not try to do damage control.Custom serves as evidence of breach

HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in any other water

system. (Ex. 10).

Cause-in-fact: Consent order reqs. for the Local Govt were met and approved by

DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). The Local Govt continued the use of

HaloSun. But for DHEC's oversight of the disapproval and non-customary use of

HaloSun in water treatment facilities, the Local Govt. would have not continued its

use. DHEC would argue that following DHEC orders is voluntary (Ex 60).

However, Users would argue that DHEC's decisions still influence how Loc Govts

operate due to fines and general influence. The poor water quality has negative

impacts on the lives of the Users (see above). 

Scope: Unsatisfactory water treated with chemicals unapproved by the EPA

causing adverse health risks is a foreseeable harm. DHEC may argue since it has

not been evaluated by the FDA and has been approved by NSF the harms were

not foreseeable; however, other studies to prove otherwise exist.

Damages: 

Defenses: Of the exceptions (12) waives immunity when the government entity

makes decisions on licensing powers or functions (including failure or refusal to

deny. suspend, renew or revoke any permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power

is exercised in a grossly negligent manner (Ex. 260). Here, permitting Denmark to

continue its use of HaloSun was grossly negligent, so the exception to the

immunity waiver does not apply. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

DHEC said HaloSun was safe to public (Ex. 20), when its really not that clear. 

12 year old v. Local Gov

15 year old v. Local Gov

Users v. Local Gov

Users v. Clemson Uni.

Oversees pesticide control in SC, and told Denmark to stop using Halson to treat

the water (Ex. 10),  after reports, and Denmark did.

Users v. EPA

EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory program (Ex. 30). 

Users v. Berry Systems

Products Liability: designed to treat Cox Mill Well at proper level (Ex.

10), unclear if standard daily monitoring was met, no way to prove facility was not

exceeding the reccomended amount of HaloSun. Instructions and warnings

seemed appropriate. 

Neg: 

Breach: Insufficient data for the safety of usage of the system in private wells (Ex.

170). 

Comparative Fault: Local Gov could have had Underwriters Laboratory test the

well water in response to user concerns (Ex. 30), so this should be considered

when/if determining % fault. Also provided Local Gov. with a daily checklist. 

Neg Per Se: By law a product intended to be used to disinfect drinking water

must be approved by the EPA. (Ex. 10). NSF, independent org. test products for

health standards and certified HaloSun (Ex. 20; Ex. 30).

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: The treatment was advertised towards treatment

facility/local government as an effective treatment for bacteria for use in water

treatment wells---"eliminate iron bacteria in the well..." and "everyone deserves

clean water." (Ex. 30).

Users v. NSF

Negligence

Duty: EPA granted NSF the responsibility to develop specifications for water

treatments (Ex. 30). EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory

program (Ex. 30). 

Defense: Charitable immunity since it is a not-for-profit; however, many

jurisdictions no longer have charitable immunity or have greatly restricted its use. 

Berry (a local) v. Town

Within last year, B says she contracted E. Coli from drinking water. She posted

this on Facebook. The issue here would be causation. Hard to prove so long after

she contracted. (Ex.140)

Users v. Mayor Wright

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: Flipp-flopped between letting Edwards/outside

tester coming in. Said was because of DHEC; however, DHEC had said it would

be fine/encouraged. Mayor intended statements to induce the users's reliance on

the safety of the water and him as a Mayor. Some users relied on that. If the users

could demonstrate significant pecuniary damages, could be a viable claim. Ex.

medical bills for the cost of lead poisoning if that could be connected to the water.

(since that is what Edwards wanted to test water for).  (Ex. 140).
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Duty, Breach of Duty, Cause-in-fact, Scope of Liability, Damages

I would first argue that it was a toxic tort, an action for injury caused from negative

health effects from exposure to the substance the defendant is responsible for, here

that substance would be CO2. I would enter into evidence such as the packet given

during the in-class exercise as well as other studies that fulfill the Duabert rule, that

being a judge would find the acceptable based on the studies being

tested/replicated, published, with low error rates, and high acceptance- that

demonstrate beyond a preponderance of evidence that CO2 emissions in general

cause more and more intensified storms, and one of those storms caused specific

harm, physical injury to the plaintiff. I would further argue that ExxonMobil and the

other oil/gas companies were independent actors contributing to the plaintiff's

single indivisible injury. Therefore, I would argue that under a theory of joint and

several liability, since there is no substantial proof to match the damages of the

injury to each defendant (Exxon and other oil companies), but it was clear that the

negligent conduct of the defendants were but for causes of the harm, the court

should hold each defendant, including Exxon, liable for the plaintiff's entire harm. 

I struggled with whether I saw the duty of reasonable care as  more of a floor or a

ceiling. I think it is a floor that increases with special relationships (exceptions).

However, we talked about is a ceiling that decreases with limitations (like the status

trichotomy). Duty is a floor because the duty of reasonable care is just a minimum

expected by society. Sometimes, like when someone has superior skills, society

expects a person to utilize those specials skills. Additionally, the duty increases

from its minimum in the instances of special relationships. At the same time, some

might argue that duty is a ceiling that decreases with exceptions. The status

trichotomy is an example of how this works. A property owner owes the same

duty of care as he/she would give him/herself to an invitee, a duty of an owner to

an licensee is to warn of any hidden dangers, and a duty owed to a trespasser is to

not willfully or wantonly cause harm. Yet, all of the exceptions to the status

trichotomy rule (business invitees, child’s attractive nuisance which has recently

moved towards courts applying general duty principles to children) indicate that

courts reflect society’s discomfort with the idea of duty as a ceiling. Many

jurisdictions have even combined the duty owed to a licensee and invitee, some

have done away with the status trichotomy altogether. Convincing arguments do

exist for keeping the status trichotomy, for example, the reduction of duty

encourages land owners to allow invitees to recreationally use their property.

However, I think duty as floor is more appropriate because it reflects society’s

view that a person with a special relationship or special skill may at times have an

increased duty, rather than a reduced duty.

Most jurisdictions have a collateral source rule, meaning payments to Freja from

the GoFundMe would not be allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the

drunk driver. Unfortunately for Freja, the jurisdiction's abolishment of the collateral

source rule means that the $40,000 from the GoFundMe can be deducted from

whatever award she receives. However, Freja should not fret or accept the

settlement if she can prove beyond a preponderance of evidence that her medical

expenses and lost income (through records of her employment history, testimony

of her employer, her doctors records, medical experts, etc. all must be approved

by judge) as well as her pain and suffering (can show through personal testimony

as well as day in the life videos) add up to more than $140,000. From the facts

given, they seem like they do. Since the driver will likely be found grossly

negligent, comparative fault and contributory negligence defense will likely not

apply, so other than the $40k, her award will not be reduced. Thus, Freja should

be able to get the $100,000 from the insurance company, but will unfortunately not

be able to get any more since the driver has no other significant assets. 

Potential claims against Volkswagen (V) include: 

Puebla v. Volkswagen

Farmers in Cuautlancingo v. Volkswagen

Public Nuisance

Volkswagen is causing an unreasonable interference with the general public of

Puebla's right to precipitation- both hail and rain. Drought causes a disruption to

public health (water for hygiene plus growing food), safety (drought increases

conflict, also decreases food security), comfort (a drought in heat is not

comfortable), and convenience (not having rain is inconvenient, especially to

farmers). If the accusers are correct, V is causing this environmental harm.

However, V would be able to argue that while the hail cannons prevent hail, the

technology transforms the hail into slush/rain. Also, V would argue that the hail

cannons only cover a 500 meter radius and the effectiveness decreases as the

distance from the device increases (unclear how many blasters are being

used/where they are placed, this could change analysis). Thus, while the public has

proof of no rain, V has stronger and scientifically backed evidence that the blasters

are not what is causing the drought. 

Puebla would likely not bring the claim since V employs 15,000 people and likely

brings in a significant amount of money into the local economy. 

Individual Farmers within 500 meters of blasters v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If the blasters somehow were in the range of the hail cannons, then a farmer could

potentially make this claim successful. The interference, however, according to  the

research would be preventing hail from going onto the property (which damages

crops) and instead changes the hail into rain (which helps crops out in

moderation). Here, the farmers would have to bring forward stronger evidence that

the drought they experienced on their property was linked to the blasters. 

People who can hear the blasts/shockwaves on their property v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If people can hear the shockwaves from their property, that would likely cause an

unreasonable interference with their enjoyment of the land since it fires every four

seconds during the period that the storm approaches. The damages, however,

would have to be substantial. So, unless the people bringing this claim could prove

the sounds are somehow causing substantial damages, V would probably be ok.

Private nuisance focuses on the reasonableness of V's conduct, and it is

reasonable that V would want to prevent hail from damaging its inventory at its

second largest factory in the world. 

P v. V

Strict Liability is for abnormally dangerous activities. Although the drought is

horrific, the connection to the cannons is unclear, so here this would be a hard sell.

Especially since cannons such as these have been used since the 18th century.

Potential claims that could be brought by users of Denmark's water system

(Users): 

Government Immunity

The first issue to get over here is if Denmark (also referred to as Local Gov),

DHEC (state agency), Clemson (Public University), and the State,  will be able to

utilize government immunity as a complete defense to claims brought by users.The

South Carolina Tort Claims Act provides that state government entities waive

immunity unless the conduct falls under one of the exceptions. The purpose of

waivers are "to promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and to facilitate

timely and adequate provision of ... water, [and] sewage." Here, we see a town

with obvious water and sewer issues being ignored. Of the exceptions (12) waives

immunity when the government entity makes decisions on licensing powers or

functions (including failure or refusal to deny. suspend, renew or revoke any

permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power is exercised in a grossly negligent

manner (Ex. 260). Ex 270 holds that this grossly negligent exception to an entity's

immunity if proven can be applied to other listed immunities. So, if Users can

prove that (12) was done in a grossly negligent manner, then any other power done

in a grossly negligent way may not apply. 

Users v. Local Government

Negligence 

Duty: Here, the town assumedly has a general duty to the public to provide safe

water to the public. Also, general duty not to cause physical harm through

unreasonable conduct. 

Breach:  In 2011, DHEC report says Loc Gov violated State Primary Drinking

Water Regulations, and Denmark was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.

(Ex 90). Loc Gov officials signed the 2011 order. Consent order reqs. met and

approved by DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). However, that order merely

got the water to satisfactory levels, and even then DHEC's approval of Denmark's

water treatment system was questionable (see below). Operators of the treatment

system were unfamiliar how to use (here govt. vicariously liable for employees

neg., also generally neg bc employees should have been trained properly). Some

towns switching water treatment from chlorine to chloramine to reduce

risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back to chlorine after

finding it actually increased leaching (250). Used for 10 years.

Custom serves as evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and

spas; not used in any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Cause-in-fact: Lead in water (below regulated limits) residents say have caused skin

rashes and kidney problems for years. (Ex. 10). Edwards (Expert) thinks may be

connected to bacteria in the wells, was not allowed to test, so unclear (Ex. 10).

Expert took 40 samples from different locations and over 10% (more than 4) were

above legal lead limit, indicating a Denmark-wide water with lead contamination

problem. Bad for ingestion and skin exposure. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex.

10); Cox Mill Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10). Town would say 4,900

customers (residents, students, commercial and industrial properties) (Ex. 60), and

only 40 people bringing forward complaints is odd. Also, kidney failure and skin

rash can be caused by a lot of different things. 

Defense: Government immunity, (Ex. 260) exceptions to waiver of immunity

include execution of the orders of any court ore execution, or lawful

implementation of any process.

Statute OL, any users bringing harms from before 1-3 years would not apply;

however, since the water usage is continual, if it can be proven beyond a

preponderance of the evidence that water was dangerous throughout the years into

the present, may be able to get over this defense.

Neg. for use of HaloSun

Duty: To provide safe water (assume). Also, general duty not to cause physical

harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: Treatment operators were unfamiliar with how to use (Ex. 90). Unclear if

standard daily monitoring was met. Mark Edwards, expert, dumbfounded by use

of HaloSun in a well, also no evidence of regulated dosage (Ex. 10). Could have

had Underwriters Laboratory test the well water in response to user concerns (Ex.

30). Had a daily checklist for monitoring system until all pipes were free of

biofouling. Some towns switching water treatment from chlorine to

chloramine to reduce risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back

to chlorine after finding it actually increased leaching (250). Shows custom

of trying new treatments, good for town. However, Users can use as evidence that

there are other water treatment options that are more customary. Custom serves as

evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in

any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Town: People complaining of brown color for years, they are just trying to

find a way to fix that. Users argue that the brownish color also connected to

Bromine so not fix/ 

Cause: Expert says without knowing the dosages used, hard to know health effects

(Ex. 10). Edwards (expert), unclear how much went into drinking water, so could

never know how it impacted health. Thus, showing that the use of HaloSun

impacted health would be difficult. There is evidence available that would have to

go through a gatekeeper judge- so the evidence must be convincing enough to

make a judge think a jury could reasonably draw a causal connection between

HaloSun and the health impacts. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex. 10); Cox Mill

Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10).

Denmark would argue bromine based chemicals have found their way into drinking

water and until recently products like Gatorade (240). Also, would have to prove

that bromine, if causing the negative health effects, was from HaloSun or naturally

occuring. 

Defense: Government immunity, part of planning (10). Maintenance of waterlines

suffering because of decline in population decreasing revenue of local government

to upkeep pipes. Kept well from clogging (Ex. 20). However natural conditions

of unimproved property waiver does not apply IF the defect or condition

causing loss is not corrected within a reasonable time  after constructive

notice of the condition (10) (Ex. 260). Here, reasonable time of notice, the

community has been complaining for years. (a jury must cannot reasonably

be able to that the waiver  applies)--gross neg standard must be read into all

subsections if (12 from Ex. 260 is successfully shown not to apply bc of its

exception gross negligence standard). 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: After 2011 DHEC report saying water quality

was unsatisfactory- DHEC called findings "significant," town officials said water

safe to drink (Ex. 80). Town residents had loads of clothes ruined by the water

(pecuniary damages). 

Billing Records- apparent errors, city personnel could not explain, locals

complain of price hikes

Neg. for Poor Upkeep of Pipes

Duty: In 2011, DHEC said must develop and implement a more comprehensive

program to flush out pipes.

Breach: Local Gov had been using HaloSun since 2008, so that plan did not meet

DHEC's qualifications of how a reasonable local government would do to treat

water

Users v. DHEC/State bc DHEC state agency

Neg.

Duty: DHEC has a duty to regulate the water systems of local governments and

prevent the general public from being harmed (I assume). Also, general duty not to

cause physical harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: DHEC report said Local Gov violated State Primary Drinking Water

Regulations. Was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.(Ex 90). Loc Gov

officials signed the 2011 order.  However, in the 2011, unsatisfactory rating for

Denmark (Ex. 70) and made recommendations. Denmark had used HaloSun since

2008, so DHEC should have flagged the use of the treatment then. HaloSun use

acknowledged by DHEC in 2011 (Ex. 90). HaloSun's use in private wells was

rejected in the state of NC bc the EPA had not approved  1-bromo-3-chloro-5 

(Ex. 160). The custom of NC Environmental Agency checking into Berry Systems

HaloSun and then not preventing its use in private wells demonstrates that DHEC

deviated from the custom of a reasonable state environmental agency. Not

checking on the EPA standards of a unsatisfactory water treatment system that

causes "significant" concern is a breach. When issues arose from the water in

2018, Did not try to do damage control.Custom serves as evidence of breach

HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in any other water

system. (Ex. 10).

Cause-in-fact: Consent order reqs. for the Local Govt were met and approved by

DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). The Local Govt continued the use of

HaloSun. But for DHEC's oversight of the disapproval and non-customary use of

HaloSun in water treatment facilities, the Local Govt. would have not continued its

use. DHEC would argue that following DHEC orders is voluntary (Ex 60).

However, Users would argue that DHEC's decisions still influence how Loc Govts

operate due to fines and general influence. The poor water quality has negative

impacts on the lives of the Users (see above). 

Scope: Unsatisfactory water treated with chemicals unapproved by the EPA

causing adverse health risks is a foreseeable harm. DHEC may argue since it has

not been evaluated by the FDA and has been approved by NSF the harms were

not foreseeable; however, other studies to prove otherwise exist.

Damages: 

Defenses: Of the exceptions (12) waives immunity when the government entity

makes decisions on licensing powers or functions (including failure or refusal to

deny. suspend, renew or revoke any permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power

is exercised in a grossly negligent manner (Ex. 260). Here, permitting Denmark to

continue its use of HaloSun was grossly negligent, so the exception to the

immunity waiver does not apply. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

DHEC said HaloSun was safe to public (Ex. 20), when its really not that clear. 

12 year old v. Local Gov

15 year old v. Local Gov

Users v. Local Gov

Users v. Clemson Uni.

Oversees pesticide control in SC, and told Denmark to stop using Halson to treat

the water (Ex. 10),  after reports, and Denmark did.

Users v. EPA

EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory program (Ex. 30). 

Users v. Berry Systems

Products Liability: designed to treat Cox Mill Well at proper level (Ex.

10), unclear if standard daily monitoring was met, no way to prove facility was not

exceeding the reccomended amount of HaloSun. Instructions and warnings

seemed appropriate. 

Neg: 

Breach: Insufficient data for the safety of usage of the system in private wells (Ex.

170). 

Comparative Fault: Local Gov could have had Underwriters Laboratory test the

well water in response to user concerns (Ex. 30), so this should be considered

when/if determining % fault. Also provided Local Gov. with a daily checklist. 

Neg Per Se: By law a product intended to be used to disinfect drinking water

must be approved by the EPA. (Ex. 10). NSF, independent org. test products for

health standards and certified HaloSun (Ex. 20; Ex. 30).

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: The treatment was advertised towards treatment

facility/local government as an effective treatment for bacteria for use in water

treatment wells---"eliminate iron bacteria in the well..." and "everyone deserves

clean water." (Ex. 30).

Users v. NSF

Negligence

Duty: EPA granted NSF the responsibility to develop specifications for water

treatments (Ex. 30). EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory

program (Ex. 30). 

Defense: Charitable immunity since it is a not-for-profit; however, many

jurisdictions no longer have charitable immunity or have greatly restricted its use. 

Berry (a local) v. Town

Within last year, B says she contracted E. Coli from drinking water. She posted

this on Facebook. The issue here would be causation. Hard to prove so long after

she contracted. (Ex.140)

Users v. Mayor Wright

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: Flipp-flopped between letting Edwards/outside

tester coming in. Said was because of DHEC; however, DHEC had said it would

be fine/encouraged. Mayor intended statements to induce the users's reliance on

the safety of the water and him as a Mayor. Some users relied on that. If the users

could demonstrate significant pecuniary damages, could be a viable claim. Ex.

medical bills for the cost of lead poisoning if that could be connected to the water.

(since that is what Edwards wanted to test water for).  (Ex. 140).
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Duty, Breach of Duty, Cause-in-fact, Scope of Liability, Damages

I would first argue that it was a toxic tort, an action for injury caused from negative

health effects from exposure to the substance the defendant is responsible for, here

that substance would be CO2. I would enter into evidence such as the packet given

during the in-class exercise as well as other studies that fulfill the Duabert rule, that

being a judge would find the acceptable based on the studies being

tested/replicated, published, with low error rates, and high acceptance- that

demonstrate beyond a preponderance of evidence that CO2 emissions in general

cause more and more intensified storms, and one of those storms caused specific

harm, physical injury to the plaintiff. I would further argue that ExxonMobil and the

other oil/gas companies were independent actors contributing to the plaintiff's

single indivisible injury. Therefore, I would argue that under a theory of joint and

several liability, since there is no substantial proof to match the damages of the

injury to each defendant (Exxon and other oil companies), but it was clear that the

negligent conduct of the defendants were but for causes of the harm, the court

should hold each defendant, including Exxon, liable for the plaintiff's entire harm. 

I struggled with whether I saw the duty of reasonable care as  more of a floor or a

ceiling. I think it is a floor that increases with special relationships (exceptions).

However, we talked about is a ceiling that decreases with limitations (like the status

trichotomy). Duty is a floor because the duty of reasonable care is just a minimum

expected by society. Sometimes, like when someone has superior skills, society

expects a person to utilize those specials skills. Additionally, the duty increases

from its minimum in the instances of special relationships. At the same time, some

might argue that duty is a ceiling that decreases with exceptions. The status

trichotomy is an example of how this works. A property owner owes the same

duty of care as he/she would give him/herself to an invitee, a duty of an owner to

an licensee is to warn of any hidden dangers, and a duty owed to a trespasser is to

not willfully or wantonly cause harm. Yet, all of the exceptions to the status

trichotomy rule (business invitees, child’s attractive nuisance which has recently

moved towards courts applying general duty principles to children) indicate that

courts reflect society’s discomfort with the idea of duty as a ceiling. Many

jurisdictions have even combined the duty owed to a licensee and invitee, some

have done away with the status trichotomy altogether. Convincing arguments do

exist for keeping the status trichotomy, for example, the reduction of duty

encourages land owners to allow invitees to recreationally use their property.

However, I think duty as floor is more appropriate because it reflects society’s

view that a person with a special relationship or special skill may at times have an

increased duty, rather than a reduced duty.

Most jurisdictions have a collateral source rule, meaning payments to Freja from

the GoFundMe would not be allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the

drunk driver. Unfortunately for Freja, the jurisdiction's abolishment of the collateral

source rule means that the $40,000 from the GoFundMe can be deducted from

whatever award she receives. However, Freja should not fret or accept the

settlement if she can prove beyond a preponderance of evidence that her medical

expenses and lost income (through records of her employment history, testimony

of her employer, her doctors records, medical experts, etc. all must be approved

by judge) as well as her pain and suffering (can show through personal testimony

as well as day in the life videos) add up to more than $140,000. From the facts

given, they seem like they do. Since the driver will likely be found grossly

negligent, comparative fault and contributory negligence defense will likely not

apply, so other than the $40k, her award will not be reduced. Thus, Freja should

be able to get the $100,000 from the insurance company, but will unfortunately not

be able to get any more since the driver has no other significant assets. 

Potential claims against Volkswagen (V) include: 

Puebla v. Volkswagen

Farmers in Cuautlancingo v. Volkswagen

Public Nuisance

Volkswagen is causing an unreasonable interference with the general public of

Puebla's right to precipitation- both hail and rain. Drought causes a disruption to

public health (water for hygiene plus growing food), safety (drought increases

conflict, also decreases food security), comfort (a drought in heat is not

comfortable), and convenience (not having rain is inconvenient, especially to

farmers). If the accusers are correct, V is causing this environmental harm.

However, V would be able to argue that while the hail cannons prevent hail, the

technology transforms the hail into slush/rain. Also, V would argue that the hail

cannons only cover a 500 meter radius and the effectiveness decreases as the

distance from the device increases (unclear how many blasters are being

used/where they are placed, this could change analysis). Thus, while the public has

proof of no rain, V has stronger and scientifically backed evidence that the blasters

are not what is causing the drought. 

Puebla would likely not bring the claim since V employs 15,000 people and likely

brings in a significant amount of money into the local economy. 

Individual Farmers within 500 meters of blasters v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If the blasters somehow were in the range of the hail cannons, then a farmer could

potentially make this claim successful. The interference, however, according to  the

research would be preventing hail from going onto the property (which damages

crops) and instead changes the hail into rain (which helps crops out in

moderation). Here, the farmers would have to bring forward stronger evidence that

the drought they experienced on their property was linked to the blasters. 

People who can hear the blasts/shockwaves on their property v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If people can hear the shockwaves from their property, that would likely cause an

unreasonable interference with their enjoyment of the land since it fires every four

seconds during the period that the storm approaches. The damages, however,

would have to be substantial. So, unless the people bringing this claim could prove

the sounds are somehow causing substantial damages, V would probably be ok.

Private nuisance focuses on the reasonableness of V's conduct, and it is

reasonable that V would want to prevent hail from damaging its inventory at its

second largest factory in the world. 

P v. V

Strict Liability is for abnormally dangerous activities. Although the drought is

horrific, the connection to the cannons is unclear, so here this would be a hard sell.

Especially since cannons such as these have been used since the 18th century.

Potential claims that could be brought by users of Denmark's water system

(Users): 

Government Immunity

The first issue to get over here is if Denmark (also referred to as Local Gov),

DHEC (state agency), Clemson (Public University), and the State,  will be able to

utilize government immunity as a complete defense to claims brought by users.The

South Carolina Tort Claims Act provides that state government entities waive

immunity unless the conduct falls under one of the exceptions. The purpose of

waivers are "to promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and to facilitate

timely and adequate provision of ... water, [and] sewage." Here, we see a town

with obvious water and sewer issues being ignored. Of the exceptions (12) waives

immunity when the government entity makes decisions on licensing powers or

functions (including failure or refusal to deny. suspend, renew or revoke any

permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power is exercised in a grossly negligent

manner (Ex. 260). Ex 270 holds that this grossly negligent exception to an entity's

immunity if proven can be applied to other listed immunities. So, if Users can

prove that (12) was done in a grossly negligent manner, then any other power done

in a grossly negligent way may not apply. 

Users v. Local Government

Negligence 

Duty: Here, the town assumedly has a general duty to the public to provide safe

water to the public. Also, general duty not to cause physical harm through

unreasonable conduct. 

Breach:  In 2011, DHEC report says Loc Gov violated State Primary Drinking

Water Regulations, and Denmark was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.

(Ex 90). Loc Gov officials signed the 2011 order. Consent order reqs. met and

approved by DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). However, that order merely

got the water to satisfactory levels, and even then DHEC's approval of Denmark's

water treatment system was questionable (see below). Operators of the treatment

system were unfamiliar how to use (here govt. vicariously liable for employees

neg., also generally neg bc employees should have been trained properly). Some

towns switching water treatment from chlorine to chloramine to reduce

risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back to chlorine after

finding it actually increased leaching (250). Used for 10 years.

Custom serves as evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and

spas; not used in any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Cause-in-fact: Lead in water (below regulated limits) residents say have caused skin

rashes and kidney problems for years. (Ex. 10). Edwards (Expert) thinks may be

connected to bacteria in the wells, was not allowed to test, so unclear (Ex. 10).

Expert took 40 samples from different locations and over 10% (more than 4) were

above legal lead limit, indicating a Denmark-wide water with lead contamination

problem. Bad for ingestion and skin exposure. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex.

10); Cox Mill Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10). Town would say 4,900

customers (residents, students, commercial and industrial properties) (Ex. 60), and

only 40 people bringing forward complaints is odd. Also, kidney failure and skin

rash can be caused by a lot of different things. 

Defense: Government immunity, (Ex. 260) exceptions to waiver of immunity

include execution of the orders of any court ore execution, or lawful

implementation of any process.

Statute OL, any users bringing harms from before 1-3 years would not apply;

however, since the water usage is continual, if it can be proven beyond a

preponderance of the evidence that water was dangerous throughout the years into

the present, may be able to get over this defense.

Neg. for use of HaloSun

Duty: To provide safe water (assume). Also, general duty not to cause physical

harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: Treatment operators were unfamiliar with how to use (Ex. 90). Unclear if

standard daily monitoring was met. Mark Edwards, expert, dumbfounded by use

of HaloSun in a well, also no evidence of regulated dosage (Ex. 10). Could have

had Underwriters Laboratory test the well water in response to user concerns (Ex.

30). Had a daily checklist for monitoring system until all pipes were free of

biofouling. Some towns switching water treatment from chlorine to

chloramine to reduce risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back

to chlorine after finding it actually increased leaching (250). Shows custom

of trying new treatments, good for town. However, Users can use as evidence that

there are other water treatment options that are more customary. Custom serves as

evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in

any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Town: People complaining of brown color for years, they are just trying to

find a way to fix that. Users argue that the brownish color also connected to

Bromine so not fix/ 

Cause: Expert says without knowing the dosages used, hard to know health effects

(Ex. 10). Edwards (expert), unclear how much went into drinking water, so could

never know how it impacted health. Thus, showing that the use of HaloSun

impacted health would be difficult. There is evidence available that would have to

go through a gatekeeper judge- so the evidence must be convincing enough to

make a judge think a jury could reasonably draw a causal connection between

HaloSun and the health impacts. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex. 10); Cox Mill

Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10).

Denmark would argue bromine based chemicals have found their way into drinking

water and until recently products like Gatorade (240). Also, would have to prove

that bromine, if causing the negative health effects, was from HaloSun or naturally

occuring. 

Defense: Government immunity, part of planning (10). Maintenance of waterlines

suffering because of decline in population decreasing revenue of local government

to upkeep pipes. Kept well from clogging (Ex. 20). However natural conditions

of unimproved property waiver does not apply IF the defect or condition

causing loss is not corrected within a reasonable time  after constructive

notice of the condition (10) (Ex. 260). Here, reasonable time of notice, the

community has been complaining for years. (a jury must cannot reasonably

be able to that the waiver  applies)--gross neg standard must be read into all

subsections if (12 from Ex. 260 is successfully shown not to apply bc of its

exception gross negligence standard). 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: After 2011 DHEC report saying water quality

was unsatisfactory- DHEC called findings "significant," town officials said water

safe to drink (Ex. 80). Town residents had loads of clothes ruined by the water

(pecuniary damages). 

Billing Records- apparent errors, city personnel could not explain, locals

complain of price hikes

Neg. for Poor Upkeep of Pipes

Duty: In 2011, DHEC said must develop and implement a more comprehensive

program to flush out pipes.

Breach: Local Gov had been using HaloSun since 2008, so that plan did not meet

DHEC's qualifications of how a reasonable local government would do to treat

water

Users v. DHEC/State bc DHEC state agency

Neg.

Duty: DHEC has a duty to regulate the water systems of local governments and

prevent the general public from being harmed (I assume). Also, general duty not to

cause physical harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: DHEC report said Local Gov violated State Primary Drinking Water

Regulations. Was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.(Ex 90). Loc Gov

officials signed the 2011 order.  However, in the 2011, unsatisfactory rating for

Denmark (Ex. 70) and made recommendations. Denmark had used HaloSun since

2008, so DHEC should have flagged the use of the treatment then. HaloSun use

acknowledged by DHEC in 2011 (Ex. 90). HaloSun's use in private wells was

rejected in the state of NC bc the EPA had not approved  1-bromo-3-chloro-5 

(Ex. 160). The custom of NC Environmental Agency checking into Berry Systems

HaloSun and then not preventing its use in private wells demonstrates that DHEC

deviated from the custom of a reasonable state environmental agency. Not

checking on the EPA standards of a unsatisfactory water treatment system that

causes "significant" concern is a breach. When issues arose from the water in

2018, Did not try to do damage control.Custom serves as evidence of breach

HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in any other water

system. (Ex. 10).

Cause-in-fact: Consent order reqs. for the Local Govt were met and approved by

DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). The Local Govt continued the use of

HaloSun. But for DHEC's oversight of the disapproval and non-customary use of

HaloSun in water treatment facilities, the Local Govt. would have not continued its

use. DHEC would argue that following DHEC orders is voluntary (Ex 60).

However, Users would argue that DHEC's decisions still influence how Loc Govts

operate due to fines and general influence. The poor water quality has negative

impacts on the lives of the Users (see above). 

Scope: Unsatisfactory water treated with chemicals unapproved by the EPA

causing adverse health risks is a foreseeable harm. DHEC may argue since it has

not been evaluated by the FDA and has been approved by NSF the harms were

not foreseeable; however, other studies to prove otherwise exist.

Damages: 

Defenses: Of the exceptions (12) waives immunity when the government entity

makes decisions on licensing powers or functions (including failure or refusal to

deny. suspend, renew or revoke any permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power

is exercised in a grossly negligent manner (Ex. 260). Here, permitting Denmark to

continue its use of HaloSun was grossly negligent, so the exception to the

immunity waiver does not apply. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

DHEC said HaloSun was safe to public (Ex. 20), when its really not that clear. 

12 year old v. Local Gov

15 year old v. Local Gov

Users v. Local Gov

Users v. Clemson Uni.

Oversees pesticide control in SC, and told Denmark to stop using Halson to treat

the water (Ex. 10),  after reports, and Denmark did.

Users v. EPA

EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory program (Ex. 30). 

Users v. Berry Systems

Products Liability: designed to treat Cox Mill Well at proper level (Ex.

10), unclear if standard daily monitoring was met, no way to prove facility was not

exceeding the reccomended amount of HaloSun. Instructions and warnings

seemed appropriate. 

Neg: 

Breach: Insufficient data for the safety of usage of the system in private wells (Ex.

170). 

Comparative Fault: Local Gov could have had Underwriters Laboratory test the

well water in response to user concerns (Ex. 30), so this should be considered

when/if determining % fault. Also provided Local Gov. with a daily checklist. 

Neg Per Se: By law a product intended to be used to disinfect drinking water

must be approved by the EPA. (Ex. 10). NSF, independent org. test products for

health standards and certified HaloSun (Ex. 20; Ex. 30).

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: The treatment was advertised towards treatment

facility/local government as an effective treatment for bacteria for use in water

treatment wells---"eliminate iron bacteria in the well..." and "everyone deserves

clean water." (Ex. 30).

Users v. NSF

Negligence

Duty: EPA granted NSF the responsibility to develop specifications for water

treatments (Ex. 30). EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory

program (Ex. 30). 

Defense: Charitable immunity since it is a not-for-profit; however, many

jurisdictions no longer have charitable immunity or have greatly restricted its use. 

Berry (a local) v. Town

Within last year, B says she contracted E. Coli from drinking water. She posted

this on Facebook. The issue here would be causation. Hard to prove so long after

she contracted. (Ex.140)

Users v. Mayor Wright

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: Flipp-flopped between letting Edwards/outside

tester coming in. Said was because of DHEC; however, DHEC had said it would

be fine/encouraged. Mayor intended statements to induce the users's reliance on

the safety of the water and him as a Mayor. Some users relied on that. If the users

could demonstrate significant pecuniary damages, could be a viable claim. Ex.

medical bills for the cost of lead poisoning if that could be connected to the water.

(since that is what Edwards wanted to test water for).  (Ex. 140).
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Duty, Breach of Duty, Cause-in-fact, Scope of Liability, Damages

I would first argue that it was a toxic tort, an action for injury caused from negative

health effects from exposure to the substance the defendant is responsible for, here

that substance would be CO2. I would enter into evidence such as the packet given

during the in-class exercise as well as other studies that fulfill the Duabert rule, that

being a judge would find the acceptable based on the studies being

tested/replicated, published, with low error rates, and high acceptance- that

demonstrate beyond a preponderance of evidence that CO2 emissions in general

cause more and more intensified storms, and one of those storms caused specific

harm, physical injury to the plaintiff. I would further argue that ExxonMobil and the

other oil/gas companies were independent actors contributing to the plaintiff's

single indivisible injury. Therefore, I would argue that under a theory of joint and

several liability, since there is no substantial proof to match the damages of the

injury to each defendant (Exxon and other oil companies), but it was clear that the

negligent conduct of the defendants were but for causes of the harm, the court

should hold each defendant, including Exxon, liable for the plaintiff's entire harm. 

I struggled with whether I saw the duty of reasonable care as  more of a floor or a

ceiling. I think it is a floor that increases with special relationships (exceptions).

However, we talked about is a ceiling that decreases with limitations (like the status

trichotomy). Duty is a floor because the duty of reasonable care is just a minimum

expected by society. Sometimes, like when someone has superior skills, society

expects a person to utilize those specials skills. Additionally, the duty increases

from its minimum in the instances of special relationships. At the same time, some

might argue that duty is a ceiling that decreases with exceptions. The status

trichotomy is an example of how this works. A property owner owes the same

duty of care as he/she would give him/herself to an invitee, a duty of an owner to

an licensee is to warn of any hidden dangers, and a duty owed to a trespasser is to

not willfully or wantonly cause harm. Yet, all of the exceptions to the status

trichotomy rule (business invitees, child’s attractive nuisance which has recently

moved towards courts applying general duty principles to children) indicate that

courts reflect society’s discomfort with the idea of duty as a ceiling. Many

jurisdictions have even combined the duty owed to a licensee and invitee, some

have done away with the status trichotomy altogether. Convincing arguments do

exist for keeping the status trichotomy, for example, the reduction of duty

encourages land owners to allow invitees to recreationally use their property.

However, I think duty as floor is more appropriate because it reflects society’s

view that a person with a special relationship or special skill may at times have an

increased duty, rather than a reduced duty.

Most jurisdictions have a collateral source rule, meaning payments to Freja from

the GoFundMe would not be allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the

drunk driver. Unfortunately for Freja, the jurisdiction's abolishment of the collateral

source rule means that the $40,000 from the GoFundMe can be deducted from

whatever award she receives. However, Freja should not fret or accept the

settlement if she can prove beyond a preponderance of evidence that her medical

expenses and lost income (through records of her employment history, testimony

of her employer, her doctors records, medical experts, etc. all must be approved

by judge) as well as her pain and suffering (can show through personal testimony

as well as day in the life videos) add up to more than $140,000. From the facts

given, they seem like they do. Since the driver will likely be found grossly

negligent, comparative fault and contributory negligence defense will likely not

apply, so other than the $40k, her award will not be reduced. Thus, Freja should

be able to get the $100,000 from the insurance company, but will unfortunately not

be able to get any more since the driver has no other significant assets. 

Potential claims against Volkswagen (V) include: 

Puebla v. Volkswagen

Farmers in Cuautlancingo v. Volkswagen

Public Nuisance

Volkswagen is causing an unreasonable interference with the general public of

Puebla's right to precipitation- both hail and rain. Drought causes a disruption to

public health (water for hygiene plus growing food), safety (drought increases

conflict, also decreases food security), comfort (a drought in heat is not

comfortable), and convenience (not having rain is inconvenient, especially to

farmers). If the accusers are correct, V is causing this environmental harm.

However, V would be able to argue that while the hail cannons prevent hail, the

technology transforms the hail into slush/rain. Also, V would argue that the hail

cannons only cover a 500 meter radius and the effectiveness decreases as the

distance from the device increases (unclear how many blasters are being

used/where they are placed, this could change analysis). Thus, while the public has

proof of no rain, V has stronger and scientifically backed evidence that the blasters

are not what is causing the drought. 

Puebla would likely not bring the claim since V employs 15,000 people and likely

brings in a significant amount of money into the local economy. 

Individual Farmers within 500 meters of blasters v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If the blasters somehow were in the range of the hail cannons, then a farmer could

potentially make this claim successful. The interference, however, according to  the

research would be preventing hail from going onto the property (which damages

crops) and instead changes the hail into rain (which helps crops out in

moderation). Here, the farmers would have to bring forward stronger evidence that

the drought they experienced on their property was linked to the blasters. 

People who can hear the blasts/shockwaves on their property v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If people can hear the shockwaves from their property, that would likely cause an

unreasonable interference with their enjoyment of the land since it fires every four

seconds during the period that the storm approaches. The damages, however,

would have to be substantial. So, unless the people bringing this claim could prove

the sounds are somehow causing substantial damages, V would probably be ok.

Private nuisance focuses on the reasonableness of V's conduct, and it is

reasonable that V would want to prevent hail from damaging its inventory at its

second largest factory in the world. 

P v. V

Strict Liability is for abnormally dangerous activities. Although the drought is

horrific, the connection to the cannons is unclear, so here this would be a hard sell.

Especially since cannons such as these have been used since the 18th century.

Potential claims that could be brought by users of Denmark's water system

(Users): 

Government Immunity

The first issue to get over here is if Denmark (also referred to as Local Gov),

DHEC (state agency), Clemson (Public University), and the State,  will be able to

utilize government immunity as a complete defense to claims brought by users.The

South Carolina Tort Claims Act provides that state government entities waive

immunity unless the conduct falls under one of the exceptions. The purpose of

waivers are "to promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and to facilitate

timely and adequate provision of ... water, [and] sewage." Here, we see a town

with obvious water and sewer issues being ignored. Of the exceptions (12) waives

immunity when the government entity makes decisions on licensing powers or

functions (including failure or refusal to deny. suspend, renew or revoke any

permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power is exercised in a grossly negligent

manner (Ex. 260). Ex 270 holds that this grossly negligent exception to an entity's

immunity if proven can be applied to other listed immunities. So, if Users can

prove that (12) was done in a grossly negligent manner, then any other power done

in a grossly negligent way may not apply. 

Users v. Local Government

Negligence 

Duty: Here, the town assumedly has a general duty to the public to provide safe

water to the public. Also, general duty not to cause physical harm through

unreasonable conduct. 

Breach:  In 2011, DHEC report says Loc Gov violated State Primary Drinking

Water Regulations, and Denmark was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.

(Ex 90). Loc Gov officials signed the 2011 order. Consent order reqs. met and

approved by DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). However, that order merely

got the water to satisfactory levels, and even then DHEC's approval of Denmark's

water treatment system was questionable (see below). Operators of the treatment

system were unfamiliar how to use (here govt. vicariously liable for employees

neg., also generally neg bc employees should have been trained properly). Some

towns switching water treatment from chlorine to chloramine to reduce

risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back to chlorine after

finding it actually increased leaching (250). Used for 10 years.

Custom serves as evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and

spas; not used in any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Cause-in-fact: Lead in water (below regulated limits) residents say have caused skin

rashes and kidney problems for years. (Ex. 10). Edwards (Expert) thinks may be

connected to bacteria in the wells, was not allowed to test, so unclear (Ex. 10).

Expert took 40 samples from different locations and over 10% (more than 4) were

above legal lead limit, indicating a Denmark-wide water with lead contamination

problem. Bad for ingestion and skin exposure. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex.

10); Cox Mill Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10). Town would say 4,900

customers (residents, students, commercial and industrial properties) (Ex. 60), and

only 40 people bringing forward complaints is odd. Also, kidney failure and skin

rash can be caused by a lot of different things. 

Defense: Government immunity, (Ex. 260) exceptions to waiver of immunity

include execution of the orders of any court ore execution, or lawful

implementation of any process.

Statute OL, any users bringing harms from before 1-3 years would not apply;

however, since the water usage is continual, if it can be proven beyond a

preponderance of the evidence that water was dangerous throughout the years into

the present, may be able to get over this defense.

Neg. for use of HaloSun

Duty: To provide safe water (assume). Also, general duty not to cause physical

harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: Treatment operators were unfamiliar with how to use (Ex. 90). Unclear if

standard daily monitoring was met. Mark Edwards, expert, dumbfounded by use

of HaloSun in a well, also no evidence of regulated dosage (Ex. 10). Could have

had Underwriters Laboratory test the well water in response to user concerns (Ex.

30). Had a daily checklist for monitoring system until all pipes were free of

biofouling. Some towns switching water treatment from chlorine to

chloramine to reduce risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back

to chlorine after finding it actually increased leaching (250). Shows custom

of trying new treatments, good for town. However, Users can use as evidence that

there are other water treatment options that are more customary. Custom serves as

evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in

any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Town: People complaining of brown color for years, they are just trying to

find a way to fix that. Users argue that the brownish color also connected to

Bromine so not fix/ 

Cause: Expert says without knowing the dosages used, hard to know health effects

(Ex. 10). Edwards (expert), unclear how much went into drinking water, so could

never know how it impacted health. Thus, showing that the use of HaloSun

impacted health would be difficult. There is evidence available that would have to

go through a gatekeeper judge- so the evidence must be convincing enough to

make a judge think a jury could reasonably draw a causal connection between

HaloSun and the health impacts. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex. 10); Cox Mill

Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10).

Denmark would argue bromine based chemicals have found their way into drinking

water and until recently products like Gatorade (240). Also, would have to prove

that bromine, if causing the negative health effects, was from HaloSun or naturally

occuring. 

Defense: Government immunity, part of planning (10). Maintenance of waterlines

suffering because of decline in population decreasing revenue of local government

to upkeep pipes. Kept well from clogging (Ex. 20). However natural conditions

of unimproved property waiver does not apply IF the defect or condition

causing loss is not corrected within a reasonable time  after constructive

notice of the condition (10) (Ex. 260). Here, reasonable time of notice, the

community has been complaining for years. (a jury must cannot reasonably

be able to that the waiver  applies)--gross neg standard must be read into all

subsections if (12 from Ex. 260 is successfully shown not to apply bc of its

exception gross negligence standard). 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: After 2011 DHEC report saying water quality

was unsatisfactory- DHEC called findings "significant," town officials said water

safe to drink (Ex. 80). Town residents had loads of clothes ruined by the water

(pecuniary damages). 

Billing Records- apparent errors, city personnel could not explain, locals

complain of price hikes

Neg. for Poor Upkeep of Pipes

Duty: In 2011, DHEC said must develop and implement a more comprehensive

program to flush out pipes.

Breach: Local Gov had been using HaloSun since 2008, so that plan did not meet

DHEC's qualifications of how a reasonable local government would do to treat

water

Users v. DHEC/State bc DHEC state agency

Neg.

Duty: DHEC has a duty to regulate the water systems of local governments and

prevent the general public from being harmed (I assume). Also, general duty not to

cause physical harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: DHEC report said Local Gov violated State Primary Drinking Water

Regulations. Was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.(Ex 90). Loc Gov

officials signed the 2011 order.  However, in the 2011, unsatisfactory rating for

Denmark (Ex. 70) and made recommendations. Denmark had used HaloSun since

2008, so DHEC should have flagged the use of the treatment then. HaloSun use

acknowledged by DHEC in 2011 (Ex. 90). HaloSun's use in private wells was

rejected in the state of NC bc the EPA had not approved  1-bromo-3-chloro-5 

(Ex. 160). The custom of NC Environmental Agency checking into Berry Systems

HaloSun and then not preventing its use in private wells demonstrates that DHEC

deviated from the custom of a reasonable state environmental agency. Not

checking on the EPA standards of a unsatisfactory water treatment system that

causes "significant" concern is a breach. When issues arose from the water in

2018, Did not try to do damage control.Custom serves as evidence of breach

HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in any other water

system. (Ex. 10).

Cause-in-fact: Consent order reqs. for the Local Govt were met and approved by

DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). The Local Govt continued the use of

HaloSun. But for DHEC's oversight of the disapproval and non-customary use of

HaloSun in water treatment facilities, the Local Govt. would have not continued its

use. DHEC would argue that following DHEC orders is voluntary (Ex 60).

However, Users would argue that DHEC's decisions still influence how Loc Govts

operate due to fines and general influence. The poor water quality has negative

impacts on the lives of the Users (see above). 

Scope: Unsatisfactory water treated with chemicals unapproved by the EPA

causing adverse health risks is a foreseeable harm. DHEC may argue since it has

not been evaluated by the FDA and has been approved by NSF the harms were

not foreseeable; however, other studies to prove otherwise exist.

Damages: 

Defenses: Of the exceptions (12) waives immunity when the government entity

makes decisions on licensing powers or functions (including failure or refusal to

deny. suspend, renew or revoke any permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power

is exercised in a grossly negligent manner (Ex. 260). Here, permitting Denmark to

continue its use of HaloSun was grossly negligent, so the exception to the

immunity waiver does not apply. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

DHEC said HaloSun was safe to public (Ex. 20), when its really not that clear. 

12 year old v. Local Gov

15 year old v. Local Gov

Users v. Local Gov

Users v. Clemson Uni.

Oversees pesticide control in SC, and told Denmark to stop using Halson to treat

the water (Ex. 10),  after reports, and Denmark did.

Users v. EPA

EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory program (Ex. 30). 

Users v. Berry Systems

Products Liability: designed to treat Cox Mill Well at proper level (Ex.

10), unclear if standard daily monitoring was met, no way to prove facility was not

exceeding the reccomended amount of HaloSun. Instructions and warnings

seemed appropriate. 

Neg: 

Breach: Insufficient data for the safety of usage of the system in private wells (Ex.

170). 

Comparative Fault: Local Gov could have had Underwriters Laboratory test the

well water in response to user concerns (Ex. 30), so this should be considered

when/if determining % fault. Also provided Local Gov. with a daily checklist. 

Neg Per Se: By law a product intended to be used to disinfect drinking water

must be approved by the EPA. (Ex. 10). NSF, independent org. test products for

health standards and certified HaloSun (Ex. 20; Ex. 30).

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: The treatment was advertised towards treatment

facility/local government as an effective treatment for bacteria for use in water

treatment wells---"eliminate iron bacteria in the well..." and "everyone deserves

clean water." (Ex. 30).

Users v. NSF

Negligence

Duty: EPA granted NSF the responsibility to develop specifications for water

treatments (Ex. 30). EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory

program (Ex. 30). 

Defense: Charitable immunity since it is a not-for-profit; however, many

jurisdictions no longer have charitable immunity or have greatly restricted its use. 

Berry (a local) v. Town

Within last year, B says she contracted E. Coli from drinking water. She posted

this on Facebook. The issue here would be causation. Hard to prove so long after

she contracted. (Ex.140)

Users v. Mayor Wright

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: Flipp-flopped between letting Edwards/outside

tester coming in. Said was because of DHEC; however, DHEC had said it would

be fine/encouraged. Mayor intended statements to induce the users's reliance on

the safety of the water and him as a Mayor. Some users relied on that. If the users

could demonstrate significant pecuniary damages, could be a viable claim. Ex.

medical bills for the cost of lead poisoning if that could be connected to the water.

(since that is what Edwards wanted to test water for).  (Ex. 140).
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Duty, Breach of Duty, Cause-in-fact, Scope of Liability, Damages

I would first argue that it was a toxic tort, an action for injury caused from negative

health effects from exposure to the substance the defendant is responsible for, here

that substance would be CO2. I would enter into evidence such as the packet given

during the in-class exercise as well as other studies that fulfill the Duabert rule, that

being a judge would find the acceptable based on the studies being

tested/replicated, published, with low error rates, and high acceptance- that

demonstrate beyond a preponderance of evidence that CO2 emissions in general

cause more and more intensified storms, and one of those storms caused specific

harm, physical injury to the plaintiff. I would further argue that ExxonMobil and the

other oil/gas companies were independent actors contributing to the plaintiff's

single indivisible injury. Therefore, I would argue that under a theory of joint and

several liability, since there is no substantial proof to match the damages of the

injury to each defendant (Exxon and other oil companies), but it was clear that the

negligent conduct of the defendants were but for causes of the harm, the court

should hold each defendant, including Exxon, liable for the plaintiff's entire harm. 

I struggled with whether I saw the duty of reasonable care as  more of a floor or a

ceiling. I think it is a floor that increases with special relationships (exceptions).

However, we talked about is a ceiling that decreases with limitations (like the status

trichotomy). Duty is a floor because the duty of reasonable care is just a minimum

expected by society. Sometimes, like when someone has superior skills, society

expects a person to utilize those specials skills. Additionally, the duty increases

from its minimum in the instances of special relationships. At the same time, some

might argue that duty is a ceiling that decreases with exceptions. The status

trichotomy is an example of how this works. A property owner owes the same

duty of care as he/she would give him/herself to an invitee, a duty of an owner to

an licensee is to warn of any hidden dangers, and a duty owed to a trespasser is to

not willfully or wantonly cause harm. Yet, all of the exceptions to the status

trichotomy rule (business invitees, child’s attractive nuisance which has recently

moved towards courts applying general duty principles to children) indicate that

courts reflect society’s discomfort with the idea of duty as a ceiling. Many

jurisdictions have even combined the duty owed to a licensee and invitee, some

have done away with the status trichotomy altogether. Convincing arguments do

exist for keeping the status trichotomy, for example, the reduction of duty

encourages land owners to allow invitees to recreationally use their property.

However, I think duty as floor is more appropriate because it reflects society’s

view that a person with a special relationship or special skill may at times have an

increased duty, rather than a reduced duty.

Most jurisdictions have a collateral source rule, meaning payments to Freja from

the GoFundMe would not be allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the

drunk driver. Unfortunately for Freja, the jurisdiction's abolishment of the collateral

source rule means that the $40,000 from the GoFundMe can be deducted from

whatever award she receives. However, Freja should not fret or accept the

settlement if she can prove beyond a preponderance of evidence that her medical

expenses and lost income (through records of her employment history, testimony

of her employer, her doctors records, medical experts, etc. all must be approved

by judge) as well as her pain and suffering (can show through personal testimony

as well as day in the life videos) add up to more than $140,000. From the facts

given, they seem like they do. Since the driver will likely be found grossly

negligent, comparative fault and contributory negligence defense will likely not

apply, so other than the $40k, her award will not be reduced. Thus, Freja should

be able to get the $100,000 from the insurance company, but will unfortunately not

be able to get any more since the driver has no other significant assets. 

Potential claims against Volkswagen (V) include: 

Puebla v. Volkswagen

Farmers in Cuautlancingo v. Volkswagen

Public Nuisance

Volkswagen is causing an unreasonable interference with the general public of

Puebla's right to precipitation- both hail and rain. Drought causes a disruption to

public health (water for hygiene plus growing food), safety (drought increases

conflict, also decreases food security), comfort (a drought in heat is not

comfortable), and convenience (not having rain is inconvenient, especially to

farmers). If the accusers are correct, V is causing this environmental harm.

However, V would be able to argue that while the hail cannons prevent hail, the

technology transforms the hail into slush/rain. Also, V would argue that the hail

cannons only cover a 500 meter radius and the effectiveness decreases as the

distance from the device increases (unclear how many blasters are being

used/where they are placed, this could change analysis). Thus, while the public has

proof of no rain, V has stronger and scientifically backed evidence that the blasters

are not what is causing the drought. 

Puebla would likely not bring the claim since V employs 15,000 people and likely

brings in a significant amount of money into the local economy. 

Individual Farmers within 500 meters of blasters v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If the blasters somehow were in the range of the hail cannons, then a farmer could

potentially make this claim successful. The interference, however, according to  the

research would be preventing hail from going onto the property (which damages

crops) and instead changes the hail into rain (which helps crops out in

moderation). Here, the farmers would have to bring forward stronger evidence that

the drought they experienced on their property was linked to the blasters. 

People who can hear the blasts/shockwaves on their property v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If people can hear the shockwaves from their property, that would likely cause an

unreasonable interference with their enjoyment of the land since it fires every four

seconds during the period that the storm approaches. The damages, however,

would have to be substantial. So, unless the people bringing this claim could prove

the sounds are somehow causing substantial damages, V would probably be ok.

Private nuisance focuses on the reasonableness of V's conduct, and it is

reasonable that V would want to prevent hail from damaging its inventory at its

second largest factory in the world. 

P v. V

Strict Liability is for abnormally dangerous activities. Although the drought is

horrific, the connection to the cannons is unclear, so here this would be a hard sell.

Especially since cannons such as these have been used since the 18th century.

Potential claims that could be brought by users of Denmark's water system

(Users): 

Government Immunity

The first issue to get over here is if Denmark (also referred to as Local Gov),

DHEC (state agency), Clemson (Public University), and the State,  will be able to

utilize government immunity as a complete defense to claims brought by users.The

South Carolina Tort Claims Act provides that state government entities waive

immunity unless the conduct falls under one of the exceptions. The purpose of

waivers are "to promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and to facilitate

timely and adequate provision of ... water, [and] sewage." Here, we see a town

with obvious water and sewer issues being ignored. Of the exceptions (12) waives

immunity when the government entity makes decisions on licensing powers or

functions (including failure or refusal to deny. suspend, renew or revoke any

permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power is exercised in a grossly negligent

manner (Ex. 260). Ex 270 holds that this grossly negligent exception to an entity's

immunity if proven can be applied to other listed immunities. So, if Users can

prove that (12) was done in a grossly negligent manner, then any other power done

in a grossly negligent way may not apply. 

Users v. Local Government

Negligence 

Duty: Here, the town assumedly has a general duty to the public to provide safe

water to the public. Also, general duty not to cause physical harm through

unreasonable conduct. 

Breach:  In 2011, DHEC report says Loc Gov violated State Primary Drinking

Water Regulations, and Denmark was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.

(Ex 90). Loc Gov officials signed the 2011 order. Consent order reqs. met and

approved by DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). However, that order merely

got the water to satisfactory levels, and even then DHEC's approval of Denmark's

water treatment system was questionable (see below). Operators of the treatment

system were unfamiliar how to use (here govt. vicariously liable for employees

neg., also generally neg bc employees should have been trained properly). Some

towns switching water treatment from chlorine to chloramine to reduce

risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back to chlorine after

finding it actually increased leaching (250). Used for 10 years.

Custom serves as evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and

spas; not used in any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Cause-in-fact: Lead in water (below regulated limits) residents say have caused skin

rashes and kidney problems for years. (Ex. 10). Edwards (Expert) thinks may be

connected to bacteria in the wells, was not allowed to test, so unclear (Ex. 10).

Expert took 40 samples from different locations and over 10% (more than 4) were

above legal lead limit, indicating a Denmark-wide water with lead contamination

problem. Bad for ingestion and skin exposure. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex.

10); Cox Mill Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10). Town would say 4,900

customers (residents, students, commercial and industrial properties) (Ex. 60), and

only 40 people bringing forward complaints is odd. Also, kidney failure and skin

rash can be caused by a lot of different things. 

Defense: Government immunity, (Ex. 260) exceptions to waiver of immunity

include execution of the orders of any court ore execution, or lawful

implementation of any process.

Statute OL, any users bringing harms from before 1-3 years would not apply;

however, since the water usage is continual, if it can be proven beyond a

preponderance of the evidence that water was dangerous throughout the years into

the present, may be able to get over this defense.

Neg. for use of HaloSun

Duty: To provide safe water (assume). Also, general duty not to cause physical

harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: Treatment operators were unfamiliar with how to use (Ex. 90). Unclear if

standard daily monitoring was met. Mark Edwards, expert, dumbfounded by use

of HaloSun in a well, also no evidence of regulated dosage (Ex. 10). Could have

had Underwriters Laboratory test the well water in response to user concerns (Ex.

30). Had a daily checklist for monitoring system until all pipes were free of

biofouling. Some towns switching water treatment from chlorine to

chloramine to reduce risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back

to chlorine after finding it actually increased leaching (250). Shows custom

of trying new treatments, good for town. However, Users can use as evidence that

there are other water treatment options that are more customary. Custom serves as

evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in

any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Town: People complaining of brown color for years, they are just trying to

find a way to fix that. Users argue that the brownish color also connected to

Bromine so not fix/ 

Cause: Expert says without knowing the dosages used, hard to know health effects

(Ex. 10). Edwards (expert), unclear how much went into drinking water, so could

never know how it impacted health. Thus, showing that the use of HaloSun

impacted health would be difficult. There is evidence available that would have to

go through a gatekeeper judge- so the evidence must be convincing enough to

make a judge think a jury could reasonably draw a causal connection between

HaloSun and the health impacts. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex. 10); Cox Mill

Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10).

Denmark would argue bromine based chemicals have found their way into drinking

water and until recently products like Gatorade (240). Also, would have to prove

that bromine, if causing the negative health effects, was from HaloSun or naturally

occuring. 

Defense: Government immunity, part of planning (10). Maintenance of waterlines

suffering because of decline in population decreasing revenue of local government

to upkeep pipes. Kept well from clogging (Ex. 20). However natural conditions

of unimproved property waiver does not apply IF the defect or condition

causing loss is not corrected within a reasonable time  after constructive

notice of the condition (10) (Ex. 260). Here, reasonable time of notice, the

community has been complaining for years. (a jury must cannot reasonably

be able to that the waiver  applies)--gross neg standard must be read into all

subsections if (12 from Ex. 260 is successfully shown not to apply bc of its

exception gross negligence standard). 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: After 2011 DHEC report saying water quality

was unsatisfactory- DHEC called findings "significant," town officials said water

safe to drink (Ex. 80). Town residents had loads of clothes ruined by the water

(pecuniary damages). 

Billing Records- apparent errors, city personnel could not explain, locals

complain of price hikes

Neg. for Poor Upkeep of Pipes

Duty: In 2011, DHEC said must develop and implement a more comprehensive

program to flush out pipes.

Breach: Local Gov had been using HaloSun since 2008, so that plan did not meet

DHEC's qualifications of how a reasonable local government would do to treat

water

Users v. DHEC/State bc DHEC state agency

Neg.

Duty: DHEC has a duty to regulate the water systems of local governments and

prevent the general public from being harmed (I assume). Also, general duty not to

cause physical harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: DHEC report said Local Gov violated State Primary Drinking Water

Regulations. Was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.(Ex 90). Loc Gov

officials signed the 2011 order.  However, in the 2011, unsatisfactory rating for

Denmark (Ex. 70) and made recommendations. Denmark had used HaloSun since

2008, so DHEC should have flagged the use of the treatment then. HaloSun use

acknowledged by DHEC in 2011 (Ex. 90). HaloSun's use in private wells was

rejected in the state of NC bc the EPA had not approved  1-bromo-3-chloro-5 

(Ex. 160). The custom of NC Environmental Agency checking into Berry Systems

HaloSun and then not preventing its use in private wells demonstrates that DHEC

deviated from the custom of a reasonable state environmental agency. Not

checking on the EPA standards of a unsatisfactory water treatment system that

causes "significant" concern is a breach. When issues arose from the water in

2018, Did not try to do damage control.Custom serves as evidence of breach

HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in any other water

system. (Ex. 10).

Cause-in-fact: Consent order reqs. for the Local Govt were met and approved by

DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). The Local Govt continued the use of

HaloSun. But for DHEC's oversight of the disapproval and non-customary use of

HaloSun in water treatment facilities, the Local Govt. would have not continued its

use. DHEC would argue that following DHEC orders is voluntary (Ex 60).

However, Users would argue that DHEC's decisions still influence how Loc Govts

operate due to fines and general influence. The poor water quality has negative

impacts on the lives of the Users (see above). 

Scope: Unsatisfactory water treated with chemicals unapproved by the EPA

causing adverse health risks is a foreseeable harm. DHEC may argue since it has

not been evaluated by the FDA and has been approved by NSF the harms were

not foreseeable; however, other studies to prove otherwise exist.

Damages: 

Defenses: Of the exceptions (12) waives immunity when the government entity

makes decisions on licensing powers or functions (including failure or refusal to

deny. suspend, renew or revoke any permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power

is exercised in a grossly negligent manner (Ex. 260). Here, permitting Denmark to

continue its use of HaloSun was grossly negligent, so the exception to the

immunity waiver does not apply. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

DHEC said HaloSun was safe to public (Ex. 20), when its really not that clear. 

12 year old v. Local Gov

15 year old v. Local Gov

Users v. Local Gov

Users v. Clemson Uni.

Oversees pesticide control in SC, and told Denmark to stop using Halson to treat

the water (Ex. 10),  after reports, and Denmark did.

Users v. EPA

EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory program (Ex. 30). 

Users v. Berry Systems

Products Liability: designed to treat Cox Mill Well at proper level (Ex.

10), unclear if standard daily monitoring was met, no way to prove facility was not

exceeding the reccomended amount of HaloSun. Instructions and warnings

seemed appropriate. 

Neg: 

Breach: Insufficient data for the safety of usage of the system in private wells (Ex.

170). 

Comparative Fault: Local Gov could have had Underwriters Laboratory test the

well water in response to user concerns (Ex. 30), so this should be considered

when/if determining % fault. Also provided Local Gov. with a daily checklist. 

Neg Per Se: By law a product intended to be used to disinfect drinking water

must be approved by the EPA. (Ex. 10). NSF, independent org. test products for

health standards and certified HaloSun (Ex. 20; Ex. 30).

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: The treatment was advertised towards treatment

facility/local government as an effective treatment for bacteria for use in water

treatment wells---"eliminate iron bacteria in the well..." and "everyone deserves

clean water." (Ex. 30).

Users v. NSF

Negligence

Duty: EPA granted NSF the responsibility to develop specifications for water

treatments (Ex. 30). EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory

program (Ex. 30). 

Defense: Charitable immunity since it is a not-for-profit; however, many

jurisdictions no longer have charitable immunity or have greatly restricted its use. 

Berry (a local) v. Town

Within last year, B says she contracted E. Coli from drinking water. She posted

this on Facebook. The issue here would be causation. Hard to prove so long after

she contracted. (Ex.140)

Users v. Mayor Wright

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: Flipp-flopped between letting Edwards/outside

tester coming in. Said was because of DHEC; however, DHEC had said it would

be fine/encouraged. Mayor intended statements to induce the users's reliance on

the safety of the water and him as a Mayor. Some users relied on that. If the users

could demonstrate significant pecuniary damages, could be a viable claim. Ex.

medical bills for the cost of lead poisoning if that could be connected to the water.

(since that is what Edwards wanted to test water for).  (Ex. 140).
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Duty, Breach of Duty, Cause-in-fact, Scope of Liability, Damages

I would first argue that it was a toxic tort, an action for injury caused from negative

health effects from exposure to the substance the defendant is responsible for, here

that substance would be CO2. I would enter into evidence such as the packet given

during the in-class exercise as well as other studies that fulfill the Duabert rule, that

being a judge would find the acceptable based on the studies being

tested/replicated, published, with low error rates, and high acceptance- that

demonstrate beyond a preponderance of evidence that CO2 emissions in general

cause more and more intensified storms, and one of those storms caused specific

harm, physical injury to the plaintiff. I would further argue that ExxonMobil and the

other oil/gas companies were independent actors contributing to the plaintiff's

single indivisible injury. Therefore, I would argue that under a theory of joint and

several liability, since there is no substantial proof to match the damages of the

injury to each defendant (Exxon and other oil companies), but it was clear that the

negligent conduct of the defendants were but for causes of the harm, the court

should hold each defendant, including Exxon, liable for the plaintiff's entire harm. 

I struggled with whether I saw the duty of reasonable care as  more of a floor or a

ceiling. I think it is a floor that increases with special relationships (exceptions).

However, we talked about is a ceiling that decreases with limitations (like the status

trichotomy). Duty is a floor because the duty of reasonable care is just a minimum

expected by society. Sometimes, like when someone has superior skills, society

expects a person to utilize those specials skills. Additionally, the duty increases

from its minimum in the instances of special relationships. At the same time, some

might argue that duty is a ceiling that decreases with exceptions. The status

trichotomy is an example of how this works. A property owner owes the same

duty of care as he/she would give him/herself to an invitee, a duty of an owner to

an licensee is to warn of any hidden dangers, and a duty owed to a trespasser is to

not willfully or wantonly cause harm. Yet, all of the exceptions to the status

trichotomy rule (business invitees, child’s attractive nuisance which has recently

moved towards courts applying general duty principles to children) indicate that

courts reflect society’s discomfort with the idea of duty as a ceiling. Many

jurisdictions have even combined the duty owed to a licensee and invitee, some

have done away with the status trichotomy altogether. Convincing arguments do

exist for keeping the status trichotomy, for example, the reduction of duty

encourages land owners to allow invitees to recreationally use their property.

However, I think duty as floor is more appropriate because it reflects society’s

view that a person with a special relationship or special skill may at times have an

increased duty, rather than a reduced duty.

Most jurisdictions have a collateral source rule, meaning payments to Freja from

the GoFundMe would not be allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the

drunk driver. Unfortunately for Freja, the jurisdiction's abolishment of the collateral

source rule means that the $40,000 from the GoFundMe can be deducted from

whatever award she receives. However, Freja should not fret or accept the

settlement if she can prove beyond a preponderance of evidence that her medical

expenses and lost income (through records of her employment history, testimony

of her employer, her doctors records, medical experts, etc. all must be approved

by judge) as well as her pain and suffering (can show through personal testimony

as well as day in the life videos) add up to more than $140,000. From the facts

given, they seem like they do. Since the driver will likely be found grossly

negligent, comparative fault and contributory negligence defense will likely not

apply, so other than the $40k, her award will not be reduced. Thus, Freja should

be able to get the $100,000 from the insurance company, but will unfortunately not

be able to get any more since the driver has no other significant assets. 

Potential claims against Volkswagen (V) include: 

Puebla v. Volkswagen

Farmers in Cuautlancingo v. Volkswagen

Public Nuisance

Volkswagen is causing an unreasonable interference with the general public of

Puebla's right to precipitation- both hail and rain. Drought causes a disruption to

public health (water for hygiene plus growing food), safety (drought increases

conflict, also decreases food security), comfort (a drought in heat is not

comfortable), and convenience (not having rain is inconvenient, especially to

farmers). If the accusers are correct, V is causing this environmental harm.

However, V would be able to argue that while the hail cannons prevent hail, the

technology transforms the hail into slush/rain. Also, V would argue that the hail

cannons only cover a 500 meter radius and the effectiveness decreases as the

distance from the device increases (unclear how many blasters are being

used/where they are placed, this could change analysis). Thus, while the public has

proof of no rain, V has stronger and scientifically backed evidence that the blasters

are not what is causing the drought. 

Puebla would likely not bring the claim since V employs 15,000 people and likely

brings in a significant amount of money into the local economy. 

Individual Farmers within 500 meters of blasters v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If the blasters somehow were in the range of the hail cannons, then a farmer could

potentially make this claim successful. The interference, however, according to  the

research would be preventing hail from going onto the property (which damages

crops) and instead changes the hail into rain (which helps crops out in

moderation). Here, the farmers would have to bring forward stronger evidence that

the drought they experienced on their property was linked to the blasters. 

People who can hear the blasts/shockwaves on their property v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If people can hear the shockwaves from their property, that would likely cause an

unreasonable interference with their enjoyment of the land since it fires every four

seconds during the period that the storm approaches. The damages, however,

would have to be substantial. So, unless the people bringing this claim could prove

the sounds are somehow causing substantial damages, V would probably be ok.

Private nuisance focuses on the reasonableness of V's conduct, and it is

reasonable that V would want to prevent hail from damaging its inventory at its

second largest factory in the world. 

P v. V

Strict Liability is for abnormally dangerous activities. Although the drought is

horrific, the connection to the cannons is unclear, so here this would be a hard sell.

Especially since cannons such as these have been used since the 18th century.

Potential claims that could be brought by users of Denmark's water system

(Users): 

Government Immunity

The first issue to get over here is if Denmark (also referred to as Local Gov),

DHEC (state agency), Clemson (Public University), and the State,  will be able to

utilize government immunity as a complete defense to claims brought by users.The

South Carolina Tort Claims Act provides that state government entities waive

immunity unless the conduct falls under one of the exceptions. The purpose of

waivers are "to promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and to facilitate

timely and adequate provision of ... water, [and] sewage." Here, we see a town

with obvious water and sewer issues being ignored. Of the exceptions (12) waives

immunity when the government entity makes decisions on licensing powers or

functions (including failure or refusal to deny. suspend, renew or revoke any

permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power is exercised in a grossly negligent

manner (Ex. 260). Ex 270 holds that this grossly negligent exception to an entity's

immunity if proven can be applied to other listed immunities. So, if Users can

prove that (12) was done in a grossly negligent manner, then any other power done

in a grossly negligent way may not apply. 

Users v. Local Government

Negligence 

Duty: Here, the town assumedly has a general duty to the public to provide safe

water to the public. Also, general duty not to cause physical harm through

unreasonable conduct. 

Breach:  In 2011, DHEC report says Loc Gov violated State Primary Drinking

Water Regulations, and Denmark was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.

(Ex 90). Loc Gov officials signed the 2011 order. Consent order reqs. met and

approved by DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). However, that order merely

got the water to satisfactory levels, and even then DHEC's approval of Denmark's

water treatment system was questionable (see below). Operators of the treatment

system were unfamiliar how to use (here govt. vicariously liable for employees

neg., also generally neg bc employees should have been trained properly). Some

towns switching water treatment from chlorine to chloramine to reduce

risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back to chlorine after

finding it actually increased leaching (250). Used for 10 years.

Custom serves as evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and

spas; not used in any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Cause-in-fact: Lead in water (below regulated limits) residents say have caused skin

rashes and kidney problems for years. (Ex. 10). Edwards (Expert) thinks may be

connected to bacteria in the wells, was not allowed to test, so unclear (Ex. 10).

Expert took 40 samples from different locations and over 10% (more than 4) were

above legal lead limit, indicating a Denmark-wide water with lead contamination

problem. Bad for ingestion and skin exposure. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex.

10); Cox Mill Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10). Town would say 4,900

customers (residents, students, commercial and industrial properties) (Ex. 60), and

only 40 people bringing forward complaints is odd. Also, kidney failure and skin

rash can be caused by a lot of different things. 

Defense: Government immunity, (Ex. 260) exceptions to waiver of immunity

include execution of the orders of any court ore execution, or lawful

implementation of any process.

Statute OL, any users bringing harms from before 1-3 years would not apply;

however, since the water usage is continual, if it can be proven beyond a

preponderance of the evidence that water was dangerous throughout the years into

the present, may be able to get over this defense.

Neg. for use of HaloSun

Duty: To provide safe water (assume). Also, general duty not to cause physical

harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: Treatment operators were unfamiliar with how to use (Ex. 90). Unclear if

standard daily monitoring was met. Mark Edwards, expert, dumbfounded by use

of HaloSun in a well, also no evidence of regulated dosage (Ex. 10). Could have

had Underwriters Laboratory test the well water in response to user concerns (Ex.

30). Had a daily checklist for monitoring system until all pipes were free of

biofouling. Some towns switching water treatment from chlorine to

chloramine to reduce risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back

to chlorine after finding it actually increased leaching (250). Shows custom

of trying new treatments, good for town. However, Users can use as evidence that

there are other water treatment options that are more customary. Custom serves as

evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in

any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Town: People complaining of brown color for years, they are just trying to

find a way to fix that. Users argue that the brownish color also connected to

Bromine so not fix/ 

Cause: Expert says without knowing the dosages used, hard to know health effects

(Ex. 10). Edwards (expert), unclear how much went into drinking water, so could

never know how it impacted health. Thus, showing that the use of HaloSun

impacted health would be difficult. There is evidence available that would have to

go through a gatekeeper judge- so the evidence must be convincing enough to

make a judge think a jury could reasonably draw a causal connection between

HaloSun and the health impacts. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex. 10); Cox Mill

Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10).

Denmark would argue bromine based chemicals have found their way into drinking

water and until recently products like Gatorade (240). Also, would have to prove

that bromine, if causing the negative health effects, was from HaloSun or naturally

occuring. 

Defense: Government immunity, part of planning (10). Maintenance of waterlines

suffering because of decline in population decreasing revenue of local government

to upkeep pipes. Kept well from clogging (Ex. 20). However natural conditions

of unimproved property waiver does not apply IF the defect or condition

causing loss is not corrected within a reasonable time  after constructive

notice of the condition (10) (Ex. 260). Here, reasonable time of notice, the

community has been complaining for years. (a jury must cannot reasonably

be able to that the waiver  applies)--gross neg standard must be read into all

subsections if (12 from Ex. 260 is successfully shown not to apply bc of its

exception gross negligence standard). 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: After 2011 DHEC report saying water quality

was unsatisfactory- DHEC called findings "significant," town officials said water

safe to drink (Ex. 80). Town residents had loads of clothes ruined by the water

(pecuniary damages). 

Billing Records- apparent errors, city personnel could not explain, locals

complain of price hikes

Neg. for Poor Upkeep of Pipes

Duty: In 2011, DHEC said must develop and implement a more comprehensive

program to flush out pipes.

Breach: Local Gov had been using HaloSun since 2008, so that plan did not meet

DHEC's qualifications of how a reasonable local government would do to treat

water

Users v. DHEC/State bc DHEC state agency

Neg.

Duty: DHEC has a duty to regulate the water systems of local governments and

prevent the general public from being harmed (I assume). Also, general duty not to

cause physical harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: DHEC report said Local Gov violated State Primary Drinking Water

Regulations. Was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.(Ex 90). Loc Gov

officials signed the 2011 order.  However, in the 2011, unsatisfactory rating for

Denmark (Ex. 70) and made recommendations. Denmark had used HaloSun since

2008, so DHEC should have flagged the use of the treatment then. HaloSun use

acknowledged by DHEC in 2011 (Ex. 90). HaloSun's use in private wells was

rejected in the state of NC bc the EPA had not approved  1-bromo-3-chloro-5 

(Ex. 160). The custom of NC Environmental Agency checking into Berry Systems

HaloSun and then not preventing its use in private wells demonstrates that DHEC

deviated from the custom of a reasonable state environmental agency. Not

checking on the EPA standards of a unsatisfactory water treatment system that

causes "significant" concern is a breach. When issues arose from the water in

2018, Did not try to do damage control.Custom serves as evidence of breach

HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in any other water

system. (Ex. 10).

Cause-in-fact: Consent order reqs. for the Local Govt were met and approved by

DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). The Local Govt continued the use of

HaloSun. But for DHEC's oversight of the disapproval and non-customary use of

HaloSun in water treatment facilities, the Local Govt. would have not continued its

use. DHEC would argue that following DHEC orders is voluntary (Ex 60).

However, Users would argue that DHEC's decisions still influence how Loc Govts

operate due to fines and general influence. The poor water quality has negative

impacts on the lives of the Users (see above). 

Scope: Unsatisfactory water treated with chemicals unapproved by the EPA

causing adverse health risks is a foreseeable harm. DHEC may argue since it has

not been evaluated by the FDA and has been approved by NSF the harms were

not foreseeable; however, other studies to prove otherwise exist.

Damages: 

Defenses: Of the exceptions (12) waives immunity when the government entity

makes decisions on licensing powers or functions (including failure or refusal to

deny. suspend, renew or revoke any permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power

is exercised in a grossly negligent manner (Ex. 260). Here, permitting Denmark to

continue its use of HaloSun was grossly negligent, so the exception to the

immunity waiver does not apply. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

DHEC said HaloSun was safe to public (Ex. 20), when its really not that clear. 

12 year old v. Local Gov

15 year old v. Local Gov

Users v. Local Gov

Users v. Clemson Uni.

Oversees pesticide control in SC, and told Denmark to stop using Halson to treat

the water (Ex. 10),  after reports, and Denmark did.

Users v. EPA

EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory program (Ex. 30). 

Users v. Berry Systems

Products Liability: designed to treat Cox Mill Well at proper level (Ex.

10), unclear if standard daily monitoring was met, no way to prove facility was not

exceeding the reccomended amount of HaloSun. Instructions and warnings

seemed appropriate. 

Neg: 

Breach: Insufficient data for the safety of usage of the system in private wells (Ex.

170). 

Comparative Fault: Local Gov could have had Underwriters Laboratory test the

well water in response to user concerns (Ex. 30), so this should be considered

when/if determining % fault. Also provided Local Gov. with a daily checklist. 

Neg Per Se: By law a product intended to be used to disinfect drinking water

must be approved by the EPA. (Ex. 10). NSF, independent org. test products for

health standards and certified HaloSun (Ex. 20; Ex. 30).

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: The treatment was advertised towards treatment

facility/local government as an effective treatment for bacteria for use in water

treatment wells---"eliminate iron bacteria in the well..." and "everyone deserves

clean water." (Ex. 30).

Users v. NSF

Negligence

Duty: EPA granted NSF the responsibility to develop specifications for water

treatments (Ex. 30). EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory

program (Ex. 30). 

Defense: Charitable immunity since it is a not-for-profit; however, many

jurisdictions no longer have charitable immunity or have greatly restricted its use. 

Berry (a local) v. Town

Within last year, B says she contracted E. Coli from drinking water. She posted

this on Facebook. The issue here would be causation. Hard to prove so long after

she contracted. (Ex.140)

Users v. Mayor Wright

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: Flipp-flopped between letting Edwards/outside

tester coming in. Said was because of DHEC; however, DHEC had said it would

be fine/encouraged. Mayor intended statements to induce the users's reliance on

the safety of the water and him as a Mayor. Some users relied on that. If the users

could demonstrate significant pecuniary damages, could be a viable claim. Ex.

medical bills for the cost of lead poisoning if that could be connected to the water.

(since that is what Edwards wanted to test water for).  (Ex. 140).
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Duty, Breach of Duty, Cause-in-fact, Scope of Liability, Damages

I would first argue that it was a toxic tort, an action for injury caused from negative

health effects from exposure to the substance the defendant is responsible for, here

that substance would be CO2. I would enter into evidence such as the packet given

during the in-class exercise as well as other studies that fulfill the Duabert rule, that

being a judge would find the acceptable based on the studies being

tested/replicated, published, with low error rates, and high acceptance- that

demonstrate beyond a preponderance of evidence that CO2 emissions in general

cause more and more intensified storms, and one of those storms caused specific

harm, physical injury to the plaintiff. I would further argue that ExxonMobil and the

other oil/gas companies were independent actors contributing to the plaintiff's

single indivisible injury. Therefore, I would argue that under a theory of joint and

several liability, since there is no substantial proof to match the damages of the

injury to each defendant (Exxon and other oil companies), but it was clear that the

negligent conduct of the defendants were but for causes of the harm, the court

should hold each defendant, including Exxon, liable for the plaintiff's entire harm. 

I struggled with whether I saw the duty of reasonable care as  more of a floor or a

ceiling. I think it is a floor that increases with special relationships (exceptions).

However, we talked about is a ceiling that decreases with limitations (like the status

trichotomy). Duty is a floor because the duty of reasonable care is just a minimum

expected by society. Sometimes, like when someone has superior skills, society

expects a person to utilize those specials skills. Additionally, the duty increases

from its minimum in the instances of special relationships. At the same time, some

might argue that duty is a ceiling that decreases with exceptions. The status

trichotomy is an example of how this works. A property owner owes the same

duty of care as he/she would give him/herself to an invitee, a duty of an owner to

an licensee is to warn of any hidden dangers, and a duty owed to a trespasser is to

not willfully or wantonly cause harm. Yet, all of the exceptions to the status

trichotomy rule (business invitees, child’s attractive nuisance which has recently

moved towards courts applying general duty principles to children) indicate that

courts reflect society’s discomfort with the idea of duty as a ceiling. Many

jurisdictions have even combined the duty owed to a licensee and invitee, some

have done away with the status trichotomy altogether. Convincing arguments do

exist for keeping the status trichotomy, for example, the reduction of duty

encourages land owners to allow invitees to recreationally use their property.

However, I think duty as floor is more appropriate because it reflects society’s

view that a person with a special relationship or special skill may at times have an

increased duty, rather than a reduced duty.

Most jurisdictions have a collateral source rule, meaning payments to Freja from

the GoFundMe would not be allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the

drunk driver. Unfortunately for Freja, the jurisdiction's abolishment of the collateral

source rule means that the $40,000 from the GoFundMe can be deducted from

whatever award she receives. However, Freja should not fret or accept the

settlement if she can prove beyond a preponderance of evidence that her medical

expenses and lost income (through records of her employment history, testimony

of her employer, her doctors records, medical experts, etc. all must be approved

by judge) as well as her pain and suffering (can show through personal testimony

as well as day in the life videos) add up to more than $140,000. From the facts

given, they seem like they do. Since the driver will likely be found grossly

negligent, comparative fault and contributory negligence defense will likely not

apply, so other than the $40k, her award will not be reduced. Thus, Freja should

be able to get the $100,000 from the insurance company, but will unfortunately not

be able to get any more since the driver has no other significant assets. 

Potential claims against Volkswagen (V) include: 

Puebla v. Volkswagen

Farmers in Cuautlancingo v. Volkswagen

Public Nuisance

Volkswagen is causing an unreasonable interference with the general public of

Puebla's right to precipitation- both hail and rain. Drought causes a disruption to

public health (water for hygiene plus growing food), safety (drought increases

conflict, also decreases food security), comfort (a drought in heat is not

comfortable), and convenience (not having rain is inconvenient, especially to

farmers). If the accusers are correct, V is causing this environmental harm.

However, V would be able to argue that while the hail cannons prevent hail, the

technology transforms the hail into slush/rain. Also, V would argue that the hail

cannons only cover a 500 meter radius and the effectiveness decreases as the

distance from the device increases (unclear how many blasters are being

used/where they are placed, this could change analysis). Thus, while the public has

proof of no rain, V has stronger and scientifically backed evidence that the blasters

are not what is causing the drought. 

Puebla would likely not bring the claim since V employs 15,000 people and likely

brings in a significant amount of money into the local economy. 

Individual Farmers within 500 meters of blasters v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If the blasters somehow were in the range of the hail cannons, then a farmer could

potentially make this claim successful. The interference, however, according to  the

research would be preventing hail from going onto the property (which damages

crops) and instead changes the hail into rain (which helps crops out in

moderation). Here, the farmers would have to bring forward stronger evidence that

the drought they experienced on their property was linked to the blasters. 

People who can hear the blasts/shockwaves on their property v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If people can hear the shockwaves from their property, that would likely cause an

unreasonable interference with their enjoyment of the land since it fires every four

seconds during the period that the storm approaches. The damages, however,

would have to be substantial. So, unless the people bringing this claim could prove

the sounds are somehow causing substantial damages, V would probably be ok.

Private nuisance focuses on the reasonableness of V's conduct, and it is

reasonable that V would want to prevent hail from damaging its inventory at its

second largest factory in the world. 

P v. V

Strict Liability is for abnormally dangerous activities. Although the drought is

horrific, the connection to the cannons is unclear, so here this would be a hard sell.

Especially since cannons such as these have been used since the 18th century.

Potential claims that could be brought by users of Denmark's water system

(Users): 

Government Immunity

The first issue to get over here is if Denmark (also referred to as Local Gov),

DHEC (state agency), Clemson (Public University), and the State,  will be able to

utilize government immunity as a complete defense to claims brought by users.The

South Carolina Tort Claims Act provides that state government entities waive

immunity unless the conduct falls under one of the exceptions. The purpose of

waivers are "to promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and to facilitate

timely and adequate provision of ... water, [and] sewage." Here, we see a town

with obvious water and sewer issues being ignored. Of the exceptions (12) waives

immunity when the government entity makes decisions on licensing powers or

functions (including failure or refusal to deny. suspend, renew or revoke any

permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power is exercised in a grossly negligent

manner (Ex. 260). Ex 270 holds that this grossly negligent exception to an entity's

immunity if proven can be applied to other listed immunities. So, if Users can

prove that (12) was done in a grossly negligent manner, then any other power done

in a grossly negligent way may not apply. 

Users v. Local Government

Negligence 

Duty: Here, the town assumedly has a general duty to the public to provide safe

water to the public. Also, general duty not to cause physical harm through

unreasonable conduct. 

Breach:  In 2011, DHEC report says Loc Gov violated State Primary Drinking

Water Regulations, and Denmark was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.

(Ex 90). Loc Gov officials signed the 2011 order. Consent order reqs. met and

approved by DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). However, that order merely

got the water to satisfactory levels, and even then DHEC's approval of Denmark's

water treatment system was questionable (see below). Operators of the treatment

system were unfamiliar how to use (here govt. vicariously liable for employees

neg., also generally neg bc employees should have been trained properly). Some

towns switching water treatment from chlorine to chloramine to reduce

risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back to chlorine after

finding it actually increased leaching (250). Used for 10 years.

Custom serves as evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and

spas; not used in any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Cause-in-fact: Lead in water (below regulated limits) residents say have caused skin

rashes and kidney problems for years. (Ex. 10). Edwards (Expert) thinks may be

connected to bacteria in the wells, was not allowed to test, so unclear (Ex. 10).

Expert took 40 samples from different locations and over 10% (more than 4) were

above legal lead limit, indicating a Denmark-wide water with lead contamination

problem. Bad for ingestion and skin exposure. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex.

10); Cox Mill Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10). Town would say 4,900

customers (residents, students, commercial and industrial properties) (Ex. 60), and

only 40 people bringing forward complaints is odd. Also, kidney failure and skin

rash can be caused by a lot of different things. 

Defense: Government immunity, (Ex. 260) exceptions to waiver of immunity

include execution of the orders of any court ore execution, or lawful

implementation of any process.

Statute OL, any users bringing harms from before 1-3 years would not apply;

however, since the water usage is continual, if it can be proven beyond a

preponderance of the evidence that water was dangerous throughout the years into

the present, may be able to get over this defense.

Neg. for use of HaloSun

Duty: To provide safe water (assume). Also, general duty not to cause physical

harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: Treatment operators were unfamiliar with how to use (Ex. 90). Unclear if

standard daily monitoring was met. Mark Edwards, expert, dumbfounded by use

of HaloSun in a well, also no evidence of regulated dosage (Ex. 10). Could have

had Underwriters Laboratory test the well water in response to user concerns (Ex.

30). Had a daily checklist for monitoring system until all pipes were free of

biofouling. Some towns switching water treatment from chlorine to

chloramine to reduce risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back

to chlorine after finding it actually increased leaching (250). Shows custom

of trying new treatments, good for town. However, Users can use as evidence that

there are other water treatment options that are more customary. Custom serves as

evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in

any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Town: People complaining of brown color for years, they are just trying to

find a way to fix that. Users argue that the brownish color also connected to

Bromine so not fix/ 

Cause: Expert says without knowing the dosages used, hard to know health effects

(Ex. 10). Edwards (expert), unclear how much went into drinking water, so could

never know how it impacted health. Thus, showing that the use of HaloSun

impacted health would be difficult. There is evidence available that would have to

go through a gatekeeper judge- so the evidence must be convincing enough to

make a judge think a jury could reasonably draw a causal connection between

HaloSun and the health impacts. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex. 10); Cox Mill

Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10).

Denmark would argue bromine based chemicals have found their way into drinking

water and until recently products like Gatorade (240). Also, would have to prove

that bromine, if causing the negative health effects, was from HaloSun or naturally

occuring. 

Defense: Government immunity, part of planning (10). Maintenance of waterlines

suffering because of decline in population decreasing revenue of local government

to upkeep pipes. Kept well from clogging (Ex. 20). However natural conditions

of unimproved property waiver does not apply IF the defect or condition

causing loss is not corrected within a reasonable time  after constructive

notice of the condition (10) (Ex. 260). Here, reasonable time of notice, the

community has been complaining for years. (a jury must cannot reasonably

be able to that the waiver  applies)--gross neg standard must be read into all

subsections if (12 from Ex. 260 is successfully shown not to apply bc of its

exception gross negligence standard). 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: After 2011 DHEC report saying water quality

was unsatisfactory- DHEC called findings "significant," town officials said water

safe to drink (Ex. 80). Town residents had loads of clothes ruined by the water

(pecuniary damages). 

Billing Records- apparent errors, city personnel could not explain, locals

complain of price hikes

Neg. for Poor Upkeep of Pipes

Duty: In 2011, DHEC said must develop and implement a more comprehensive

program to flush out pipes.

Breach: Local Gov had been using HaloSun since 2008, so that plan did not meet

DHEC's qualifications of how a reasonable local government would do to treat

water

Users v. DHEC/State bc DHEC state agency

Neg.

Duty: DHEC has a duty to regulate the water systems of local governments and

prevent the general public from being harmed (I assume). Also, general duty not to

cause physical harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: DHEC report said Local Gov violated State Primary Drinking Water

Regulations. Was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.(Ex 90). Loc Gov

officials signed the 2011 order.  However, in the 2011, unsatisfactory rating for

Denmark (Ex. 70) and made recommendations. Denmark had used HaloSun since

2008, so DHEC should have flagged the use of the treatment then. HaloSun use

acknowledged by DHEC in 2011 (Ex. 90). HaloSun's use in private wells was

rejected in the state of NC bc the EPA had not approved  1-bromo-3-chloro-5 

(Ex. 160). The custom of NC Environmental Agency checking into Berry Systems

HaloSun and then not preventing its use in private wells demonstrates that DHEC

deviated from the custom of a reasonable state environmental agency. Not

checking on the EPA standards of a unsatisfactory water treatment system that

causes "significant" concern is a breach. When issues arose from the water in

2018, Did not try to do damage control.Custom serves as evidence of breach

HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in any other water

system. (Ex. 10).

Cause-in-fact: Consent order reqs. for the Local Govt were met and approved by

DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). The Local Govt continued the use of

HaloSun. But for DHEC's oversight of the disapproval and non-customary use of

HaloSun in water treatment facilities, the Local Govt. would have not continued its

use. DHEC would argue that following DHEC orders is voluntary (Ex 60).

However, Users would argue that DHEC's decisions still influence how Loc Govts

operate due to fines and general influence. The poor water quality has negative

impacts on the lives of the Users (see above). 

Scope: Unsatisfactory water treated with chemicals unapproved by the EPA

causing adverse health risks is a foreseeable harm. DHEC may argue since it has

not been evaluated by the FDA and has been approved by NSF the harms were

not foreseeable; however, other studies to prove otherwise exist.

Damages: 

Defenses: Of the exceptions (12) waives immunity when the government entity

makes decisions on licensing powers or functions (including failure or refusal to

deny. suspend, renew or revoke any permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power

is exercised in a grossly negligent manner (Ex. 260). Here, permitting Denmark to

continue its use of HaloSun was grossly negligent, so the exception to the

immunity waiver does not apply. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

DHEC said HaloSun was safe to public (Ex. 20), when its really not that clear. 

12 year old v. Local Gov

15 year old v. Local Gov

Users v. Local Gov

Users v. Clemson Uni.

Oversees pesticide control in SC, and told Denmark to stop using Halson to treat

the water (Ex. 10),  after reports, and Denmark did.

Users v. EPA

EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory program (Ex. 30). 

Users v. Berry Systems

Products Liability: designed to treat Cox Mill Well at proper level (Ex.

10), unclear if standard daily monitoring was met, no way to prove facility was not

exceeding the reccomended amount of HaloSun. Instructions and warnings

seemed appropriate. 

Neg: 

Breach: Insufficient data for the safety of usage of the system in private wells (Ex.

170). 

Comparative Fault: Local Gov could have had Underwriters Laboratory test the

well water in response to user concerns (Ex. 30), so this should be considered

when/if determining % fault. Also provided Local Gov. with a daily checklist. 

Neg Per Se: By law a product intended to be used to disinfect drinking water

must be approved by the EPA. (Ex. 10). NSF, independent org. test products for

health standards and certified HaloSun (Ex. 20; Ex. 30).

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: The treatment was advertised towards treatment

facility/local government as an effective treatment for bacteria for use in water

treatment wells---"eliminate iron bacteria in the well..." and "everyone deserves

clean water." (Ex. 30).

Users v. NSF

Negligence

Duty: EPA granted NSF the responsibility to develop specifications for water

treatments (Ex. 30). EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory

program (Ex. 30). 

Defense: Charitable immunity since it is a not-for-profit; however, many

jurisdictions no longer have charitable immunity or have greatly restricted its use. 

Berry (a local) v. Town

Within last year, B says she contracted E. Coli from drinking water. She posted

this on Facebook. The issue here would be causation. Hard to prove so long after

she contracted. (Ex.140)

Users v. Mayor Wright

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: Flipp-flopped between letting Edwards/outside

tester coming in. Said was because of DHEC; however, DHEC had said it would

be fine/encouraged. Mayor intended statements to induce the users's reliance on

the safety of the water and him as a Mayor. Some users relied on that. If the users

could demonstrate significant pecuniary damages, could be a viable claim. Ex.

medical bills for the cost of lead poisoning if that could be connected to the water.

(since that is what Edwards wanted to test water for).  (Ex. 140).
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Duty, Breach of Duty, Cause-in-fact, Scope of Liability, Damages

I would first argue that it was a toxic tort, an action for injury caused from negative

health effects from exposure to the substance the defendant is responsible for, here

that substance would be CO2. I would enter into evidence such as the packet given

during the in-class exercise as well as other studies that fulfill the Duabert rule, that

being a judge would find the acceptable based on the studies being

tested/replicated, published, with low error rates, and high acceptance- that

demonstrate beyond a preponderance of evidence that CO2 emissions in general

cause more and more intensified storms, and one of those storms caused specific

harm, physical injury to the plaintiff. I would further argue that ExxonMobil and the

other oil/gas companies were independent actors contributing to the plaintiff's

single indivisible injury. Therefore, I would argue that under a theory of joint and

several liability, since there is no substantial proof to match the damages of the

injury to each defendant (Exxon and other oil companies), but it was clear that the

negligent conduct of the defendants were but for causes of the harm, the court

should hold each defendant, including Exxon, liable for the plaintiff's entire harm. 

I struggled with whether I saw the duty of reasonable care as  more of a floor or a

ceiling. I think it is a floor that increases with special relationships (exceptions).

However, we talked about is a ceiling that decreases with limitations (like the status

trichotomy). Duty is a floor because the duty of reasonable care is just a minimum

expected by society. Sometimes, like when someone has superior skills, society

expects a person to utilize those specials skills. Additionally, the duty increases

from its minimum in the instances of special relationships. At the same time, some

might argue that duty is a ceiling that decreases with exceptions. The status

trichotomy is an example of how this works. A property owner owes the same

duty of care as he/she would give him/herself to an invitee, a duty of an owner to

an licensee is to warn of any hidden dangers, and a duty owed to a trespasser is to

not willfully or wantonly cause harm. Yet, all of the exceptions to the status

trichotomy rule (business invitees, child’s attractive nuisance which has recently

moved towards courts applying general duty principles to children) indicate that

courts reflect society’s discomfort with the idea of duty as a ceiling. Many

jurisdictions have even combined the duty owed to a licensee and invitee, some

have done away with the status trichotomy altogether. Convincing arguments do

exist for keeping the status trichotomy, for example, the reduction of duty

encourages land owners to allow invitees to recreationally use their property.

However, I think duty as floor is more appropriate because it reflects society’s

view that a person with a special relationship or special skill may at times have an

increased duty, rather than a reduced duty.

Most jurisdictions have a collateral source rule, meaning payments to Freja from

the GoFundMe would not be allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the

drunk driver. Unfortunately for Freja, the jurisdiction's abolishment of the collateral

source rule means that the $40,000 from the GoFundMe can be deducted from

whatever award she receives. However, Freja should not fret or accept the

settlement if she can prove beyond a preponderance of evidence that her medical

expenses and lost income (through records of her employment history, testimony

of her employer, her doctors records, medical experts, etc. all must be approved

by judge) as well as her pain and suffering (can show through personal testimony

as well as day in the life videos) add up to more than $140,000. From the facts

given, they seem like they do. Since the driver will likely be found grossly

negligent, comparative fault and contributory negligence defense will likely not

apply, so other than the $40k, her award will not be reduced. Thus, Freja should

be able to get the $100,000 from the insurance company, but will unfortunately not

be able to get any more since the driver has no other significant assets. 

Potential claims against Volkswagen (V) include: 

Puebla v. Volkswagen

Farmers in Cuautlancingo v. Volkswagen

Public Nuisance

Volkswagen is causing an unreasonable interference with the general public of

Puebla's right to precipitation- both hail and rain. Drought causes a disruption to

public health (water for hygiene plus growing food), safety (drought increases

conflict, also decreases food security), comfort (a drought in heat is not

comfortable), and convenience (not having rain is inconvenient, especially to

farmers). If the accusers are correct, V is causing this environmental harm.

However, V would be able to argue that while the hail cannons prevent hail, the

technology transforms the hail into slush/rain. Also, V would argue that the hail

cannons only cover a 500 meter radius and the effectiveness decreases as the

distance from the device increases (unclear how many blasters are being

used/where they are placed, this could change analysis). Thus, while the public has

proof of no rain, V has stronger and scientifically backed evidence that the blasters

are not what is causing the drought. 

Puebla would likely not bring the claim since V employs 15,000 people and likely

brings in a significant amount of money into the local economy. 

Individual Farmers within 500 meters of blasters v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If the blasters somehow were in the range of the hail cannons, then a farmer could

potentially make this claim successful. The interference, however, according to  the

research would be preventing hail from going onto the property (which damages

crops) and instead changes the hail into rain (which helps crops out in

moderation). Here, the farmers would have to bring forward stronger evidence that

the drought they experienced on their property was linked to the blasters. 

People who can hear the blasts/shockwaves on their property v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If people can hear the shockwaves from their property, that would likely cause an

unreasonable interference with their enjoyment of the land since it fires every four

seconds during the period that the storm approaches. The damages, however,

would have to be substantial. So, unless the people bringing this claim could prove

the sounds are somehow causing substantial damages, V would probably be ok.

Private nuisance focuses on the reasonableness of V's conduct, and it is

reasonable that V would want to prevent hail from damaging its inventory at its

second largest factory in the world. 

P v. V

Strict Liability is for abnormally dangerous activities. Although the drought is

horrific, the connection to the cannons is unclear, so here this would be a hard sell.

Especially since cannons such as these have been used since the 18th century.

Potential claims that could be brought by users of Denmark's water system

(Users): 

Government Immunity

The first issue to get over here is if Denmark (also referred to as Local Gov),

DHEC (state agency), Clemson (Public University), and the State,  will be able to

utilize government immunity as a complete defense to claims brought by users.The

South Carolina Tort Claims Act provides that state government entities waive

immunity unless the conduct falls under one of the exceptions. The purpose of

waivers are "to promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and to facilitate

timely and adequate provision of ... water, [and] sewage." Here, we see a town

with obvious water and sewer issues being ignored. Of the exceptions (12) waives

immunity when the government entity makes decisions on licensing powers or

functions (including failure or refusal to deny. suspend, renew or revoke any

permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power is exercised in a grossly negligent

manner (Ex. 260). Ex 270 holds that this grossly negligent exception to an entity's

immunity if proven can be applied to other listed immunities. So, if Users can

prove that (12) was done in a grossly negligent manner, then any other power done

in a grossly negligent way may not apply. 

Users v. Local Government

Negligence 

Duty: Here, the town assumedly has a general duty to the public to provide safe

water to the public. Also, general duty not to cause physical harm through

unreasonable conduct. 

Breach:  In 2011, DHEC report says Loc Gov violated State Primary Drinking

Water Regulations, and Denmark was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.

(Ex 90). Loc Gov officials signed the 2011 order. Consent order reqs. met and

approved by DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). However, that order merely

got the water to satisfactory levels, and even then DHEC's approval of Denmark's

water treatment system was questionable (see below). Operators of the treatment

system were unfamiliar how to use (here govt. vicariously liable for employees

neg., also generally neg bc employees should have been trained properly). Some

towns switching water treatment from chlorine to chloramine to reduce

risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back to chlorine after

finding it actually increased leaching (250). Used for 10 years.

Custom serves as evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and

spas; not used in any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Cause-in-fact: Lead in water (below regulated limits) residents say have caused skin

rashes and kidney problems for years. (Ex. 10). Edwards (Expert) thinks may be

connected to bacteria in the wells, was not allowed to test, so unclear (Ex. 10).

Expert took 40 samples from different locations and over 10% (more than 4) were

above legal lead limit, indicating a Denmark-wide water with lead contamination

problem. Bad for ingestion and skin exposure. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex.

10); Cox Mill Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10). Town would say 4,900

customers (residents, students, commercial and industrial properties) (Ex. 60), and

only 40 people bringing forward complaints is odd. Also, kidney failure and skin

rash can be caused by a lot of different things. 

Defense: Government immunity, (Ex. 260) exceptions to waiver of immunity

include execution of the orders of any court ore execution, or lawful

implementation of any process.

Statute OL, any users bringing harms from before 1-3 years would not apply;

however, since the water usage is continual, if it can be proven beyond a

preponderance of the evidence that water was dangerous throughout the years into

the present, may be able to get over this defense.

Neg. for use of HaloSun

Duty: To provide safe water (assume). Also, general duty not to cause physical

harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: Treatment operators were unfamiliar with how to use (Ex. 90). Unclear if

standard daily monitoring was met. Mark Edwards, expert, dumbfounded by use

of HaloSun in a well, also no evidence of regulated dosage (Ex. 10). Could have

had Underwriters Laboratory test the well water in response to user concerns (Ex.

30). Had a daily checklist for monitoring system until all pipes were free of

biofouling. Some towns switching water treatment from chlorine to

chloramine to reduce risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back

to chlorine after finding it actually increased leaching (250). Shows custom

of trying new treatments, good for town. However, Users can use as evidence that

there are other water treatment options that are more customary. Custom serves as

evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in

any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Town: People complaining of brown color for years, they are just trying to

find a way to fix that. Users argue that the brownish color also connected to

Bromine so not fix/ 

Cause: Expert says without knowing the dosages used, hard to know health effects

(Ex. 10). Edwards (expert), unclear how much went into drinking water, so could

never know how it impacted health. Thus, showing that the use of HaloSun

impacted health would be difficult. There is evidence available that would have to

go through a gatekeeper judge- so the evidence must be convincing enough to

make a judge think a jury could reasonably draw a causal connection between

HaloSun and the health impacts. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex. 10); Cox Mill

Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10).

Denmark would argue bromine based chemicals have found their way into drinking

water and until recently products like Gatorade (240). Also, would have to prove

that bromine, if causing the negative health effects, was from HaloSun or naturally

occuring. 

Defense: Government immunity, part of planning (10). Maintenance of waterlines

suffering because of decline in population decreasing revenue of local government

to upkeep pipes. Kept well from clogging (Ex. 20). However natural conditions

of unimproved property waiver does not apply IF the defect or condition

causing loss is not corrected within a reasonable time  after constructive

notice of the condition (10) (Ex. 260). Here, reasonable time of notice, the

community has been complaining for years. (a jury must cannot reasonably

be able to that the waiver  applies)--gross neg standard must be read into all

subsections if (12 from Ex. 260 is successfully shown not to apply bc of its

exception gross negligence standard). 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: After 2011 DHEC report saying water quality

was unsatisfactory- DHEC called findings "significant," town officials said water

safe to drink (Ex. 80). Town residents had loads of clothes ruined by the water

(pecuniary damages). 

Billing Records- apparent errors, city personnel could not explain, locals

complain of price hikes

Neg. for Poor Upkeep of Pipes

Duty: In 2011, DHEC said must develop and implement a more comprehensive

program to flush out pipes.

Breach: Local Gov had been using HaloSun since 2008, so that plan did not meet

DHEC's qualifications of how a reasonable local government would do to treat

water

Users v. DHEC/State bc DHEC state agency

Neg.

Duty: DHEC has a duty to regulate the water systems of local governments and

prevent the general public from being harmed (I assume). Also, general duty not to

cause physical harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: DHEC report said Local Gov violated State Primary Drinking Water

Regulations. Was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.(Ex 90). Loc Gov

officials signed the 2011 order.  However, in the 2011, unsatisfactory rating for

Denmark (Ex. 70) and made recommendations. Denmark had used HaloSun since

2008, so DHEC should have flagged the use of the treatment then. HaloSun use

acknowledged by DHEC in 2011 (Ex. 90). HaloSun's use in private wells was

rejected in the state of NC bc the EPA had not approved  1-bromo-3-chloro-5 

(Ex. 160). The custom of NC Environmental Agency checking into Berry Systems

HaloSun and then not preventing its use in private wells demonstrates that DHEC

deviated from the custom of a reasonable state environmental agency. Not

checking on the EPA standards of a unsatisfactory water treatment system that

causes "significant" concern is a breach. When issues arose from the water in

2018, Did not try to do damage control.Custom serves as evidence of breach

HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in any other water

system. (Ex. 10).

Cause-in-fact: Consent order reqs. for the Local Govt were met and approved by

DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). The Local Govt continued the use of

HaloSun. But for DHEC's oversight of the disapproval and non-customary use of

HaloSun in water treatment facilities, the Local Govt. would have not continued its

use. DHEC would argue that following DHEC orders is voluntary (Ex 60).

However, Users would argue that DHEC's decisions still influence how Loc Govts

operate due to fines and general influence. The poor water quality has negative

impacts on the lives of the Users (see above). 

Scope: Unsatisfactory water treated with chemicals unapproved by the EPA

causing adverse health risks is a foreseeable harm. DHEC may argue since it has

not been evaluated by the FDA and has been approved by NSF the harms were

not foreseeable; however, other studies to prove otherwise exist.

Damages: 

Defenses: Of the exceptions (12) waives immunity when the government entity

makes decisions on licensing powers or functions (including failure or refusal to

deny. suspend, renew or revoke any permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power

is exercised in a grossly negligent manner (Ex. 260). Here, permitting Denmark to

continue its use of HaloSun was grossly negligent, so the exception to the

immunity waiver does not apply. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

DHEC said HaloSun was safe to public (Ex. 20), when its really not that clear. 

12 year old v. Local Gov

15 year old v. Local Gov

Users v. Local Gov

Users v. Clemson Uni.

Oversees pesticide control in SC, and told Denmark to stop using Halson to treat

the water (Ex. 10),  after reports, and Denmark did.

Users v. EPA

EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory program (Ex. 30). 

Users v. Berry Systems

Products Liability: designed to treat Cox Mill Well at proper level (Ex.

10), unclear if standard daily monitoring was met, no way to prove facility was not

exceeding the reccomended amount of HaloSun. Instructions and warnings

seemed appropriate. 

Neg: 

Breach: Insufficient data for the safety of usage of the system in private wells (Ex.

170). 

Comparative Fault: Local Gov could have had Underwriters Laboratory test the

well water in response to user concerns (Ex. 30), so this should be considered

when/if determining % fault. Also provided Local Gov. with a daily checklist. 

Neg Per Se: By law a product intended to be used to disinfect drinking water

must be approved by the EPA. (Ex. 10). NSF, independent org. test products for

health standards and certified HaloSun (Ex. 20; Ex. 30).

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: The treatment was advertised towards treatment

facility/local government as an effective treatment for bacteria for use in water

treatment wells---"eliminate iron bacteria in the well..." and "everyone deserves

clean water." (Ex. 30).

Users v. NSF

Negligence

Duty: EPA granted NSF the responsibility to develop specifications for water

treatments (Ex. 30). EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory

program (Ex. 30). 

Defense: Charitable immunity since it is a not-for-profit; however, many

jurisdictions no longer have charitable immunity or have greatly restricted its use. 

Berry (a local) v. Town

Within last year, B says she contracted E. Coli from drinking water. She posted

this on Facebook. The issue here would be causation. Hard to prove so long after

she contracted. (Ex.140)

Users v. Mayor Wright

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: Flipp-flopped between letting Edwards/outside

tester coming in. Said was because of DHEC; however, DHEC had said it would

be fine/encouraged. Mayor intended statements to induce the users's reliance on

the safety of the water and him as a Mayor. Some users relied on that. If the users

could demonstrate significant pecuniary damages, could be a viable claim. Ex.

medical bills for the cost of lead poisoning if that could be connected to the water.

(since that is what Edwards wanted to test water for).  (Ex. 140).
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Duty, Breach of Duty, Cause-in-fact, Scope of Liability, Damages

I would first argue that it was a toxic tort, an action for injury caused from negative

health effects from exposure to the substance the defendant is responsible for, here

that substance would be CO2. I would enter into evidence such as the packet given

during the in-class exercise as well as other studies that fulfill the Duabert rule, that

being a judge would find the acceptable based on the studies being

tested/replicated, published, with low error rates, and high acceptance- that

demonstrate beyond a preponderance of evidence that CO2 emissions in general

cause more and more intensified storms, and one of those storms caused specific

harm, physical injury to the plaintiff. I would further argue that ExxonMobil and the

other oil/gas companies were independent actors contributing to the plaintiff's

single indivisible injury. Therefore, I would argue that under a theory of joint and

several liability, since there is no substantial proof to match the damages of the

injury to each defendant (Exxon and other oil companies), but it was clear that the

negligent conduct of the defendants were but for causes of the harm, the court

should hold each defendant, including Exxon, liable for the plaintiff's entire harm. 

I struggled with whether I saw the duty of reasonable care as  more of a floor or a

ceiling. I think it is a floor that increases with special relationships (exceptions).

However, we talked about is a ceiling that decreases with limitations (like the status

trichotomy). Duty is a floor because the duty of reasonable care is just a minimum

expected by society. Sometimes, like when someone has superior skills, society

expects a person to utilize those specials skills. Additionally, the duty increases

from its minimum in the instances of special relationships. At the same time, some

might argue that duty is a ceiling that decreases with exceptions. The status

trichotomy is an example of how this works. A property owner owes the same

duty of care as he/she would give him/herself to an invitee, a duty of an owner to

an licensee is to warn of any hidden dangers, and a duty owed to a trespasser is to

not willfully or wantonly cause harm. Yet, all of the exceptions to the status

trichotomy rule (business invitees, child’s attractive nuisance which has recently

moved towards courts applying general duty principles to children) indicate that

courts reflect society’s discomfort with the idea of duty as a ceiling. Many

jurisdictions have even combined the duty owed to a licensee and invitee, some

have done away with the status trichotomy altogether. Convincing arguments do

exist for keeping the status trichotomy, for example, the reduction of duty

encourages land owners to allow invitees to recreationally use their property.

However, I think duty as floor is more appropriate because it reflects society’s

view that a person with a special relationship or special skill may at times have an

increased duty, rather than a reduced duty.

Most jurisdictions have a collateral source rule, meaning payments to Freja from

the GoFundMe would not be allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the

drunk driver. Unfortunately for Freja, the jurisdiction's abolishment of the collateral

source rule means that the $40,000 from the GoFundMe can be deducted from

whatever award she receives. However, Freja should not fret or accept the

settlement if she can prove beyond a preponderance of evidence that her medical

expenses and lost income (through records of her employment history, testimony

of her employer, her doctors records, medical experts, etc. all must be approved

by judge) as well as her pain and suffering (can show through personal testimony

as well as day in the life videos) add up to more than $140,000. From the facts

given, they seem like they do. Since the driver will likely be found grossly

negligent, comparative fault and contributory negligence defense will likely not

apply, so other than the $40k, her award will not be reduced. Thus, Freja should

be able to get the $100,000 from the insurance company, but will unfortunately not

be able to get any more since the driver has no other significant assets. 

Potential claims against Volkswagen (V) include: 

Puebla v. Volkswagen

Farmers in Cuautlancingo v. Volkswagen

Public Nuisance

Volkswagen is causing an unreasonable interference with the general public of

Puebla's right to precipitation- both hail and rain. Drought causes a disruption to

public health (water for hygiene plus growing food), safety (drought increases

conflict, also decreases food security), comfort (a drought in heat is not

comfortable), and convenience (not having rain is inconvenient, especially to

farmers). If the accusers are correct, V is causing this environmental harm.

However, V would be able to argue that while the hail cannons prevent hail, the

technology transforms the hail into slush/rain. Also, V would argue that the hail

cannons only cover a 500 meter radius and the effectiveness decreases as the

distance from the device increases (unclear how many blasters are being

used/where they are placed, this could change analysis). Thus, while the public has

proof of no rain, V has stronger and scientifically backed evidence that the blasters

are not what is causing the drought. 

Puebla would likely not bring the claim since V employs 15,000 people and likely

brings in a significant amount of money into the local economy. 

Individual Farmers within 500 meters of blasters v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If the blasters somehow were in the range of the hail cannons, then a farmer could

potentially make this claim successful. The interference, however, according to  the

research would be preventing hail from going onto the property (which damages

crops) and instead changes the hail into rain (which helps crops out in

moderation). Here, the farmers would have to bring forward stronger evidence that

the drought they experienced on their property was linked to the blasters. 

People who can hear the blasts/shockwaves on their property v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If people can hear the shockwaves from their property, that would likely cause an

unreasonable interference with their enjoyment of the land since it fires every four

seconds during the period that the storm approaches. The damages, however,

would have to be substantial. So, unless the people bringing this claim could prove

the sounds are somehow causing substantial damages, V would probably be ok.

Private nuisance focuses on the reasonableness of V's conduct, and it is

reasonable that V would want to prevent hail from damaging its inventory at its

second largest factory in the world. 

P v. V

Strict Liability is for abnormally dangerous activities. Although the drought is

horrific, the connection to the cannons is unclear, so here this would be a hard sell.

Especially since cannons such as these have been used since the 18th century.

Potential claims that could be brought by users of Denmark's water system

(Users): 

Government Immunity

The first issue to get over here is if Denmark (also referred to as Local Gov),

DHEC (state agency), Clemson (Public University), and the State,  will be able to

utilize government immunity as a complete defense to claims brought by users.The

South Carolina Tort Claims Act provides that state government entities waive

immunity unless the conduct falls under one of the exceptions. The purpose of

waivers are "to promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and to facilitate

timely and adequate provision of ... water, [and] sewage." Here, we see a town

with obvious water and sewer issues being ignored. Of the exceptions (12) waives

immunity when the government entity makes decisions on licensing powers or

functions (including failure or refusal to deny. suspend, renew or revoke any

permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power is exercised in a grossly negligent

manner (Ex. 260). Ex 270 holds that this grossly negligent exception to an entity's

immunity if proven can be applied to other listed immunities. So, if Users can

prove that (12) was done in a grossly negligent manner, then any other power done

in a grossly negligent way may not apply. 

Users v. Local Government

Negligence 

Duty: Here, the town assumedly has a general duty to the public to provide safe

water to the public. Also, general duty not to cause physical harm through

unreasonable conduct. 

Breach:  In 2011, DHEC report says Loc Gov violated State Primary Drinking

Water Regulations, and Denmark was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.

(Ex 90). Loc Gov officials signed the 2011 order. Consent order reqs. met and

approved by DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). However, that order merely

got the water to satisfactory levels, and even then DHEC's approval of Denmark's

water treatment system was questionable (see below). Operators of the treatment

system were unfamiliar how to use (here govt. vicariously liable for employees

neg., also generally neg bc employees should have been trained properly). Some

towns switching water treatment from chlorine to chloramine to reduce

risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back to chlorine after

finding it actually increased leaching (250). Used for 10 years.

Custom serves as evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and

spas; not used in any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Cause-in-fact: Lead in water (below regulated limits) residents say have caused skin

rashes and kidney problems for years. (Ex. 10). Edwards (Expert) thinks may be

connected to bacteria in the wells, was not allowed to test, so unclear (Ex. 10).

Expert took 40 samples from different locations and over 10% (more than 4) were

above legal lead limit, indicating a Denmark-wide water with lead contamination

problem. Bad for ingestion and skin exposure. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex.

10); Cox Mill Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10). Town would say 4,900

customers (residents, students, commercial and industrial properties) (Ex. 60), and

only 40 people bringing forward complaints is odd. Also, kidney failure and skin

rash can be caused by a lot of different things. 

Defense: Government immunity, (Ex. 260) exceptions to waiver of immunity

include execution of the orders of any court ore execution, or lawful

implementation of any process.

Statute OL, any users bringing harms from before 1-3 years would not apply;

however, since the water usage is continual, if it can be proven beyond a

preponderance of the evidence that water was dangerous throughout the years into

the present, may be able to get over this defense.

Neg. for use of HaloSun

Duty: To provide safe water (assume). Also, general duty not to cause physical

harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: Treatment operators were unfamiliar with how to use (Ex. 90). Unclear if

standard daily monitoring was met. Mark Edwards, expert, dumbfounded by use

of HaloSun in a well, also no evidence of regulated dosage (Ex. 10). Could have

had Underwriters Laboratory test the well water in response to user concerns (Ex.

30). Had a daily checklist for monitoring system until all pipes were free of

biofouling. Some towns switching water treatment from chlorine to

chloramine to reduce risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back

to chlorine after finding it actually increased leaching (250). Shows custom

of trying new treatments, good for town. However, Users can use as evidence that

there are other water treatment options that are more customary. Custom serves as

evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in

any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Town: People complaining of brown color for years, they are just trying to

find a way to fix that. Users argue that the brownish color also connected to

Bromine so not fix/ 

Cause: Expert says without knowing the dosages used, hard to know health effects

(Ex. 10). Edwards (expert), unclear how much went into drinking water, so could

never know how it impacted health. Thus, showing that the use of HaloSun

impacted health would be difficult. There is evidence available that would have to

go through a gatekeeper judge- so the evidence must be convincing enough to

make a judge think a jury could reasonably draw a causal connection between

HaloSun and the health impacts. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex. 10); Cox Mill

Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10).

Denmark would argue bromine based chemicals have found their way into drinking

water and until recently products like Gatorade (240). Also, would have to prove

that bromine, if causing the negative health effects, was from HaloSun or naturally

occuring. 

Defense: Government immunity, part of planning (10). Maintenance of waterlines

suffering because of decline in population decreasing revenue of local government

to upkeep pipes. Kept well from clogging (Ex. 20). However natural conditions

of unimproved property waiver does not apply IF the defect or condition

causing loss is not corrected within a reasonable time  after constructive

notice of the condition (10) (Ex. 260). Here, reasonable time of notice, the

community has been complaining for years. (a jury must cannot reasonably

be able to that the waiver  applies)--gross neg standard must be read into all

subsections if (12 from Ex. 260 is successfully shown not to apply bc of its

exception gross negligence standard). 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: After 2011 DHEC report saying water quality

was unsatisfactory- DHEC called findings "significant," town officials said water

safe to drink (Ex. 80). Town residents had loads of clothes ruined by the water

(pecuniary damages). 

Billing Records- apparent errors, city personnel could not explain, locals

complain of price hikes

Neg. for Poor Upkeep of Pipes

Duty: In 2011, DHEC said must develop and implement a more comprehensive

program to flush out pipes.

Breach: Local Gov had been using HaloSun since 2008, so that plan did not meet

DHEC's qualifications of how a reasonable local government would do to treat

water

Users v. DHEC/State bc DHEC state agency

Neg.

Duty: DHEC has a duty to regulate the water systems of local governments and

prevent the general public from being harmed (I assume). Also, general duty not to

cause physical harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: DHEC report said Local Gov violated State Primary Drinking Water

Regulations. Was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.(Ex 90). Loc Gov

officials signed the 2011 order.  However, in the 2011, unsatisfactory rating for

Denmark (Ex. 70) and made recommendations. Denmark had used HaloSun since

2008, so DHEC should have flagged the use of the treatment then. HaloSun use

acknowledged by DHEC in 2011 (Ex. 90). HaloSun's use in private wells was

rejected in the state of NC bc the EPA had not approved  1-bromo-3-chloro-5 

(Ex. 160). The custom of NC Environmental Agency checking into Berry Systems

HaloSun and then not preventing its use in private wells demonstrates that DHEC

deviated from the custom of a reasonable state environmental agency. Not

checking on the EPA standards of a unsatisfactory water treatment system that

causes "significant" concern is a breach. When issues arose from the water in

2018, Did not try to do damage control.Custom serves as evidence of breach

HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in any other water

system. (Ex. 10).

Cause-in-fact: Consent order reqs. for the Local Govt were met and approved by

DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). The Local Govt continued the use of

HaloSun. But for DHEC's oversight of the disapproval and non-customary use of

HaloSun in water treatment facilities, the Local Govt. would have not continued its

use. DHEC would argue that following DHEC orders is voluntary (Ex 60).

However, Users would argue that DHEC's decisions still influence how Loc Govts

operate due to fines and general influence. The poor water quality has negative

impacts on the lives of the Users (see above). 

Scope: Unsatisfactory water treated with chemicals unapproved by the EPA

causing adverse health risks is a foreseeable harm. DHEC may argue since it has

not been evaluated by the FDA and has been approved by NSF the harms were

not foreseeable; however, other studies to prove otherwise exist.

Damages: 

Defenses: Of the exceptions (12) waives immunity when the government entity

makes decisions on licensing powers or functions (including failure or refusal to

deny. suspend, renew or revoke any permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power

is exercised in a grossly negligent manner (Ex. 260). Here, permitting Denmark to

continue its use of HaloSun was grossly negligent, so the exception to the

immunity waiver does not apply. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

DHEC said HaloSun was safe to public (Ex. 20), when its really not that clear. 

12 year old v. Local Gov

15 year old v. Local Gov

Users v. Local Gov

Users v. Clemson Uni.

Oversees pesticide control in SC, and told Denmark to stop using Halson to treat

the water (Ex. 10),  after reports, and Denmark did.

Users v. EPA

EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory program (Ex. 30). 

Users v. Berry Systems

Products Liability: designed to treat Cox Mill Well at proper level (Ex.

10), unclear if standard daily monitoring was met, no way to prove facility was not

exceeding the reccomended amount of HaloSun. Instructions and warnings

seemed appropriate. 

Neg: 

Breach: Insufficient data for the safety of usage of the system in private wells (Ex.

170). 

Comparative Fault: Local Gov could have had Underwriters Laboratory test the

well water in response to user concerns (Ex. 30), so this should be considered

when/if determining % fault. Also provided Local Gov. with a daily checklist. 

Neg Per Se: By law a product intended to be used to disinfect drinking water

must be approved by the EPA. (Ex. 10). NSF, independent org. test products for

health standards and certified HaloSun (Ex. 20; Ex. 30).

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: The treatment was advertised towards treatment

facility/local government as an effective treatment for bacteria for use in water

treatment wells---"eliminate iron bacteria in the well..." and "everyone deserves

clean water." (Ex. 30).

Users v. NSF

Negligence

Duty: EPA granted NSF the responsibility to develop specifications for water

treatments (Ex. 30). EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory

program (Ex. 30). 

Defense: Charitable immunity since it is a not-for-profit; however, many

jurisdictions no longer have charitable immunity or have greatly restricted its use. 

Berry (a local) v. Town

Within last year, B says she contracted E. Coli from drinking water. She posted

this on Facebook. The issue here would be causation. Hard to prove so long after

she contracted. (Ex.140)

Users v. Mayor Wright

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: Flipp-flopped between letting Edwards/outside

tester coming in. Said was because of DHEC; however, DHEC had said it would

be fine/encouraged. Mayor intended statements to induce the users's reliance on

the safety of the water and him as a Mayor. Some users relied on that. If the users

could demonstrate significant pecuniary damages, could be a viable claim. Ex.

medical bills for the cost of lead poisoning if that could be connected to the water.

(since that is what Edwards wanted to test water for).  (Ex. 140).
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Duty, Breach of Duty, Cause-in-fact, Scope of Liability, Damages

I would first argue that it was a toxic tort, an action for injury caused from negative

health effects from exposure to the substance the defendant is responsible for, here

that substance would be CO2. I would enter into evidence such as the packet given

during the in-class exercise as well as other studies that fulfill the Duabert rule, that

being a judge would find the acceptable based on the studies being

tested/replicated, published, with low error rates, and high acceptance- that

demonstrate beyond a preponderance of evidence that CO2 emissions in general

cause more and more intensified storms, and one of those storms caused specific

harm, physical injury to the plaintiff. I would further argue that ExxonMobil and the

other oil/gas companies were independent actors contributing to the plaintiff's

single indivisible injury. Therefore, I would argue that under a theory of joint and

several liability, since there is no substantial proof to match the damages of the

injury to each defendant (Exxon and other oil companies), but it was clear that the

negligent conduct of the defendants were but for causes of the harm, the court

should hold each defendant, including Exxon, liable for the plaintiff's entire harm. 

I struggled with whether I saw the duty of reasonable care as  more of a floor or a

ceiling. I think it is a floor that increases with special relationships (exceptions).

However, we talked about is a ceiling that decreases with limitations (like the status

trichotomy). Duty is a floor because the duty of reasonable care is just a minimum

expected by society. Sometimes, like when someone has superior skills, society

expects a person to utilize those specials skills. Additionally, the duty increases

from its minimum in the instances of special relationships. At the same time, some

might argue that duty is a ceiling that decreases with exceptions. The status

trichotomy is an example of how this works. A property owner owes the same

duty of care as he/she would give him/herself to an invitee, a duty of an owner to

an licensee is to warn of any hidden dangers, and a duty owed to a trespasser is to

not willfully or wantonly cause harm. Yet, all of the exceptions to the status

trichotomy rule (business invitees, child’s attractive nuisance which has recently

moved towards courts applying general duty principles to children) indicate that

courts reflect society’s discomfort with the idea of duty as a ceiling. Many

jurisdictions have even combined the duty owed to a licensee and invitee, some

have done away with the status trichotomy altogether. Convincing arguments do

exist for keeping the status trichotomy, for example, the reduction of duty

encourages land owners to allow invitees to recreationally use their property.

However, I think duty as floor is more appropriate because it reflects society’s

view that a person with a special relationship or special skill may at times have an

increased duty, rather than a reduced duty.

Most jurisdictions have a collateral source rule, meaning payments to Freja from

the GoFundMe would not be allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the

drunk driver. Unfortunately for Freja, the jurisdiction's abolishment of the collateral

source rule means that the $40,000 from the GoFundMe can be deducted from

whatever award she receives. However, Freja should not fret or accept the

settlement if she can prove beyond a preponderance of evidence that her medical

expenses and lost income (through records of her employment history, testimony

of her employer, her doctors records, medical experts, etc. all must be approved

by judge) as well as her pain and suffering (can show through personal testimony

as well as day in the life videos) add up to more than $140,000. From the facts

given, they seem like they do. Since the driver will likely be found grossly

negligent, comparative fault and contributory negligence defense will likely not

apply, so other than the $40k, her award will not be reduced. Thus, Freja should

be able to get the $100,000 from the insurance company, but will unfortunately not

be able to get any more since the driver has no other significant assets. 

Potential claims against Volkswagen (V) include: 

Puebla v. Volkswagen

Farmers in Cuautlancingo v. Volkswagen

Public Nuisance

Volkswagen is causing an unreasonable interference with the general public of

Puebla's right to precipitation- both hail and rain. Drought causes a disruption to

public health (water for hygiene plus growing food), safety (drought increases

conflict, also decreases food security), comfort (a drought in heat is not

comfortable), and convenience (not having rain is inconvenient, especially to

farmers). If the accusers are correct, V is causing this environmental harm.

However, V would be able to argue that while the hail cannons prevent hail, the

technology transforms the hail into slush/rain. Also, V would argue that the hail

cannons only cover a 500 meter radius and the effectiveness decreases as the

distance from the device increases (unclear how many blasters are being

used/where they are placed, this could change analysis). Thus, while the public has

proof of no rain, V has stronger and scientifically backed evidence that the blasters

are not what is causing the drought. 

Puebla would likely not bring the claim since V employs 15,000 people and likely

brings in a significant amount of money into the local economy. 

Individual Farmers within 500 meters of blasters v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If the blasters somehow were in the range of the hail cannons, then a farmer could

potentially make this claim successful. The interference, however, according to  the

research would be preventing hail from going onto the property (which damages

crops) and instead changes the hail into rain (which helps crops out in

moderation). Here, the farmers would have to bring forward stronger evidence that

the drought they experienced on their property was linked to the blasters. 

People who can hear the blasts/shockwaves on their property v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If people can hear the shockwaves from their property, that would likely cause an

unreasonable interference with their enjoyment of the land since it fires every four

seconds during the period that the storm approaches. The damages, however,

would have to be substantial. So, unless the people bringing this claim could prove

the sounds are somehow causing substantial damages, V would probably be ok.

Private nuisance focuses on the reasonableness of V's conduct, and it is

reasonable that V would want to prevent hail from damaging its inventory at its

second largest factory in the world. 

P v. V

Strict Liability is for abnormally dangerous activities. Although the drought is

horrific, the connection to the cannons is unclear, so here this would be a hard sell.

Especially since cannons such as these have been used since the 18th century.

Potential claims that could be brought by users of Denmark's water system

(Users): 

Government Immunity

The first issue to get over here is if Denmark (also referred to as Local Gov),

DHEC (state agency), Clemson (Public University), and the State,  will be able to

utilize government immunity as a complete defense to claims brought by users.The

South Carolina Tort Claims Act provides that state government entities waive

immunity unless the conduct falls under one of the exceptions. The purpose of

waivers are "to promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and to facilitate

timely and adequate provision of ... water, [and] sewage." Here, we see a town

with obvious water and sewer issues being ignored. Of the exceptions (12) waives

immunity when the government entity makes decisions on licensing powers or

functions (including failure or refusal to deny. suspend, renew or revoke any

permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power is exercised in a grossly negligent

manner (Ex. 260). Ex 270 holds that this grossly negligent exception to an entity's

immunity if proven can be applied to other listed immunities. So, if Users can

prove that (12) was done in a grossly negligent manner, then any other power done

in a grossly negligent way may not apply. 

Users v. Local Government

Negligence 

Duty: Here, the town assumedly has a general duty to the public to provide safe

water to the public. Also, general duty not to cause physical harm through

unreasonable conduct. 

Breach:  In 2011, DHEC report says Loc Gov violated State Primary Drinking

Water Regulations, and Denmark was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.

(Ex 90). Loc Gov officials signed the 2011 order. Consent order reqs. met and

approved by DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). However, that order merely

got the water to satisfactory levels, and even then DHEC's approval of Denmark's

water treatment system was questionable (see below). Operators of the treatment

system were unfamiliar how to use (here govt. vicariously liable for employees

neg., also generally neg bc employees should have been trained properly). Some

towns switching water treatment from chlorine to chloramine to reduce

risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back to chlorine after

finding it actually increased leaching (250). Used for 10 years.

Custom serves as evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and

spas; not used in any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Cause-in-fact: Lead in water (below regulated limits) residents say have caused skin

rashes and kidney problems for years. (Ex. 10). Edwards (Expert) thinks may be

connected to bacteria in the wells, was not allowed to test, so unclear (Ex. 10).

Expert took 40 samples from different locations and over 10% (more than 4) were

above legal lead limit, indicating a Denmark-wide water with lead contamination

problem. Bad for ingestion and skin exposure. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex.

10); Cox Mill Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10). Town would say 4,900

customers (residents, students, commercial and industrial properties) (Ex. 60), and

only 40 people bringing forward complaints is odd. Also, kidney failure and skin

rash can be caused by a lot of different things. 

Defense: Government immunity, (Ex. 260) exceptions to waiver of immunity

include execution of the orders of any court ore execution, or lawful

implementation of any process.

Statute OL, any users bringing harms from before 1-3 years would not apply;

however, since the water usage is continual, if it can be proven beyond a

preponderance of the evidence that water was dangerous throughout the years into

the present, may be able to get over this defense.

Neg. for use of HaloSun

Duty: To provide safe water (assume). Also, general duty not to cause physical

harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: Treatment operators were unfamiliar with how to use (Ex. 90). Unclear if

standard daily monitoring was met. Mark Edwards, expert, dumbfounded by use

of HaloSun in a well, also no evidence of regulated dosage (Ex. 10). Could have

had Underwriters Laboratory test the well water in response to user concerns (Ex.

30). Had a daily checklist for monitoring system until all pipes were free of

biofouling. Some towns switching water treatment from chlorine to

chloramine to reduce risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back

to chlorine after finding it actually increased leaching (250). Shows custom

of trying new treatments, good for town. However, Users can use as evidence that

there are other water treatment options that are more customary. Custom serves as

evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in

any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Town: People complaining of brown color for years, they are just trying to

find a way to fix that. Users argue that the brownish color also connected to

Bromine so not fix/ 

Cause: Expert says without knowing the dosages used, hard to know health effects

(Ex. 10). Edwards (expert), unclear how much went into drinking water, so could

never know how it impacted health. Thus, showing that the use of HaloSun

impacted health would be difficult. There is evidence available that would have to

go through a gatekeeper judge- so the evidence must be convincing enough to

make a judge think a jury could reasonably draw a causal connection between

HaloSun and the health impacts. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex. 10); Cox Mill

Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10).

Denmark would argue bromine based chemicals have found their way into drinking

water and until recently products like Gatorade (240). Also, would have to prove

that bromine, if causing the negative health effects, was from HaloSun or naturally

occuring. 

Defense: Government immunity, part of planning (10). Maintenance of waterlines

suffering because of decline in population decreasing revenue of local government

to upkeep pipes. Kept well from clogging (Ex. 20). However natural conditions

of unimproved property waiver does not apply IF the defect or condition

causing loss is not corrected within a reasonable time  after constructive

notice of the condition (10) (Ex. 260). Here, reasonable time of notice, the

community has been complaining for years. (a jury must cannot reasonably

be able to that the waiver  applies)--gross neg standard must be read into all

subsections if (12 from Ex. 260 is successfully shown not to apply bc of its

exception gross negligence standard). 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: After 2011 DHEC report saying water quality

was unsatisfactory- DHEC called findings "significant," town officials said water

safe to drink (Ex. 80). Town residents had loads of clothes ruined by the water

(pecuniary damages). 

Billing Records- apparent errors, city personnel could not explain, locals

complain of price hikes

Neg. for Poor Upkeep of Pipes

Duty: In 2011, DHEC said must develop and implement a more comprehensive

program to flush out pipes.

Breach: Local Gov had been using HaloSun since 2008, so that plan did not meet

DHEC's qualifications of how a reasonable local government would do to treat

water

Users v. DHEC/State bc DHEC state agency

Neg.

Duty: DHEC has a duty to regulate the water systems of local governments and

prevent the general public from being harmed (I assume). Also, general duty not to

cause physical harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: DHEC report said Local Gov violated State Primary Drinking Water

Regulations. Was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.(Ex 90). Loc Gov

officials signed the 2011 order.  However, in the 2011, unsatisfactory rating for

Denmark (Ex. 70) and made recommendations. Denmark had used HaloSun since

2008, so DHEC should have flagged the use of the treatment then. HaloSun use

acknowledged by DHEC in 2011 (Ex. 90). HaloSun's use in private wells was

rejected in the state of NC bc the EPA had not approved  1-bromo-3-chloro-5 

(Ex. 160). The custom of NC Environmental Agency checking into Berry Systems

HaloSun and then not preventing its use in private wells demonstrates that DHEC

deviated from the custom of a reasonable state environmental agency. Not

checking on the EPA standards of a unsatisfactory water treatment system that

causes "significant" concern is a breach. When issues arose from the water in

2018, Did not try to do damage control.Custom serves as evidence of breach

HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in any other water

system. (Ex. 10).

Cause-in-fact: Consent order reqs. for the Local Govt were met and approved by

DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). The Local Govt continued the use of

HaloSun. But for DHEC's oversight of the disapproval and non-customary use of

HaloSun in water treatment facilities, the Local Govt. would have not continued its

use. DHEC would argue that following DHEC orders is voluntary (Ex 60).

However, Users would argue that DHEC's decisions still influence how Loc Govts

operate due to fines and general influence. The poor water quality has negative

impacts on the lives of the Users (see above). 

Scope: Unsatisfactory water treated with chemicals unapproved by the EPA

causing adverse health risks is a foreseeable harm. DHEC may argue since it has

not been evaluated by the FDA and has been approved by NSF the harms were

not foreseeable; however, other studies to prove otherwise exist.

Damages: 

Defenses: Of the exceptions (12) waives immunity when the government entity

makes decisions on licensing powers or functions (including failure or refusal to

deny. suspend, renew or revoke any permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power

is exercised in a grossly negligent manner (Ex. 260). Here, permitting Denmark to

continue its use of HaloSun was grossly negligent, so the exception to the

immunity waiver does not apply. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

DHEC said HaloSun was safe to public (Ex. 20), when its really not that clear. 

12 year old v. Local Gov

15 year old v. Local Gov

Users v. Local Gov

Users v. Clemson Uni.

Oversees pesticide control in SC, and told Denmark to stop using Halson to treat

the water (Ex. 10),  after reports, and Denmark did.

Users v. EPA

EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory program (Ex. 30). 

Users v. Berry Systems

Products Liability: designed to treat Cox Mill Well at proper level (Ex.

10), unclear if standard daily monitoring was met, no way to prove facility was not

exceeding the reccomended amount of HaloSun. Instructions and warnings

seemed appropriate. 

Neg: 

Breach: Insufficient data for the safety of usage of the system in private wells (Ex.

170). 

Comparative Fault: Local Gov could have had Underwriters Laboratory test the

well water in response to user concerns (Ex. 30), so this should be considered

when/if determining % fault. Also provided Local Gov. with a daily checklist. 

Neg Per Se: By law a product intended to be used to disinfect drinking water

must be approved by the EPA. (Ex. 10). NSF, independent org. test products for

health standards and certified HaloSun (Ex. 20; Ex. 30).

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: The treatment was advertised towards treatment

facility/local government as an effective treatment for bacteria for use in water

treatment wells---"eliminate iron bacteria in the well..." and "everyone deserves

clean water." (Ex. 30).

Users v. NSF

Negligence

Duty: EPA granted NSF the responsibility to develop specifications for water

treatments (Ex. 30). EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory

program (Ex. 30). 

Defense: Charitable immunity since it is a not-for-profit; however, many

jurisdictions no longer have charitable immunity or have greatly restricted its use. 

Berry (a local) v. Town

Within last year, B says she contracted E. Coli from drinking water. She posted

this on Facebook. The issue here would be causation. Hard to prove so long after

she contracted. (Ex.140)

Users v. Mayor Wright

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: Flipp-flopped between letting Edwards/outside

tester coming in. Said was because of DHEC; however, DHEC had said it would

be fine/encouraged. Mayor intended statements to induce the users's reliance on

the safety of the water and him as a Mayor. Some users relied on that. If the users

could demonstrate significant pecuniary damages, could be a viable claim. Ex.

medical bills for the cost of lead poisoning if that could be connected to the water.

(since that is what Edwards wanted to test water for).  (Ex. 140).
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Duty, Breach of Duty, Cause-in-fact, Scope of Liability, Damages

I would first argue that it was a toxic tort, an action for injury caused from negative

health effects from exposure to the substance the defendant is responsible for, here

that substance would be CO2. I would enter into evidence such as the packet given

during the in-class exercise as well as other studies that fulfill the Duabert rule, that

being a judge would find the acceptable based on the studies being

tested/replicated, published, with low error rates, and high acceptance- that

demonstrate beyond a preponderance of evidence that CO2 emissions in general

cause more and more intensified storms, and one of those storms caused specific

harm, physical injury to the plaintiff. I would further argue that ExxonMobil and the

other oil/gas companies were independent actors contributing to the plaintiff's

single indivisible injury. Therefore, I would argue that under a theory of joint and

several liability, since there is no substantial proof to match the damages of the

injury to each defendant (Exxon and other oil companies), but it was clear that the

negligent conduct of the defendants were but for causes of the harm, the court

should hold each defendant, including Exxon, liable for the plaintiff's entire harm. 

I struggled with whether I saw the duty of reasonable care as  more of a floor or a

ceiling. I think it is a floor that increases with special relationships (exceptions).

However, we talked about is a ceiling that decreases with limitations (like the status

trichotomy). Duty is a floor because the duty of reasonable care is just a minimum

expected by society. Sometimes, like when someone has superior skills, society

expects a person to utilize those specials skills. Additionally, the duty increases

from its minimum in the instances of special relationships. At the same time, some

might argue that duty is a ceiling that decreases with exceptions. The status

trichotomy is an example of how this works. A property owner owes the same

duty of care as he/she would give him/herself to an invitee, a duty of an owner to

an licensee is to warn of any hidden dangers, and a duty owed to a trespasser is to

not willfully or wantonly cause harm. Yet, all of the exceptions to the status

trichotomy rule (business invitees, child’s attractive nuisance which has recently

moved towards courts applying general duty principles to children) indicate that

courts reflect society’s discomfort with the idea of duty as a ceiling. Many

jurisdictions have even combined the duty owed to a licensee and invitee, some

have done away with the status trichotomy altogether. Convincing arguments do

exist for keeping the status trichotomy, for example, the reduction of duty

encourages land owners to allow invitees to recreationally use their property.

However, I think duty as floor is more appropriate because it reflects society’s

view that a person with a special relationship or special skill may at times have an

increased duty, rather than a reduced duty.

Most jurisdictions have a collateral source rule, meaning payments to Freja from

the GoFundMe would not be allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the

drunk driver. Unfortunately for Freja, the jurisdiction's abolishment of the collateral

source rule means that the $40,000 from the GoFundMe can be deducted from

whatever award she receives. However, Freja should not fret or accept the

settlement if she can prove beyond a preponderance of evidence that her medical

expenses and lost income (through records of her employment history, testimony

of her employer, her doctors records, medical experts, etc. all must be approved

by judge) as well as her pain and suffering (can show through personal testimony

as well as day in the life videos) add up to more than $140,000. From the facts

given, they seem like they do. Since the driver will likely be found grossly

negligent, comparative fault and contributory negligence defense will likely not

apply, so other than the $40k, her award will not be reduced. Thus, Freja should

be able to get the $100,000 from the insurance company, but will unfortunately not

be able to get any more since the driver has no other significant assets. 

Potential claims against Volkswagen (V) include: 

Puebla v. Volkswagen

Farmers in Cuautlancingo v. Volkswagen

Public Nuisance

Volkswagen is causing an unreasonable interference with the general public of

Puebla's right to precipitation- both hail and rain. Drought causes a disruption to

public health (water for hygiene plus growing food), safety (drought increases

conflict, also decreases food security), comfort (a drought in heat is not

comfortable), and convenience (not having rain is inconvenient, especially to

farmers). If the accusers are correct, V is causing this environmental harm.

However, V would be able to argue that while the hail cannons prevent hail, the

technology transforms the hail into slush/rain. Also, V would argue that the hail

cannons only cover a 500 meter radius and the effectiveness decreases as the

distance from the device increases (unclear how many blasters are being

used/where they are placed, this could change analysis). Thus, while the public has

proof of no rain, V has stronger and scientifically backed evidence that the blasters

are not what is causing the drought. 

Puebla would likely not bring the claim since V employs 15,000 people and likely

brings in a significant amount of money into the local economy. 

Individual Farmers within 500 meters of blasters v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If the blasters somehow were in the range of the hail cannons, then a farmer could

potentially make this claim successful. The interference, however, according to  the

research would be preventing hail from going onto the property (which damages

crops) and instead changes the hail into rain (which helps crops out in

moderation). Here, the farmers would have to bring forward stronger evidence that

the drought they experienced on their property was linked to the blasters. 

People who can hear the blasts/shockwaves on their property v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If people can hear the shockwaves from their property, that would likely cause an

unreasonable interference with their enjoyment of the land since it fires every four

seconds during the period that the storm approaches. The damages, however,

would have to be substantial. So, unless the people bringing this claim could prove

the sounds are somehow causing substantial damages, V would probably be ok.

Private nuisance focuses on the reasonableness of V's conduct, and it is

reasonable that V would want to prevent hail from damaging its inventory at its

second largest factory in the world. 

P v. V

Strict Liability is for abnormally dangerous activities. Although the drought is

horrific, the connection to the cannons is unclear, so here this would be a hard sell.

Especially since cannons such as these have been used since the 18th century.

Potential claims that could be brought by users of Denmark's water system

(Users): 

Government Immunity

The first issue to get over here is if Denmark (also referred to as Local Gov),

DHEC (state agency), Clemson (Public University), and the State,  will be able to

utilize government immunity as a complete defense to claims brought by users.The

South Carolina Tort Claims Act provides that state government entities waive

immunity unless the conduct falls under one of the exceptions. The purpose of

waivers are "to promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and to facilitate

timely and adequate provision of ... water, [and] sewage." Here, we see a town

with obvious water and sewer issues being ignored. Of the exceptions (12) waives

immunity when the government entity makes decisions on licensing powers or

functions (including failure or refusal to deny. suspend, renew or revoke any

permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power is exercised in a grossly negligent

manner (Ex. 260). Ex 270 holds that this grossly negligent exception to an entity's

immunity if proven can be applied to other listed immunities. So, if Users can

prove that (12) was done in a grossly negligent manner, then any other power done

in a grossly negligent way may not apply. 

Users v. Local Government

Negligence 

Duty: Here, the town assumedly has a general duty to the public to provide safe

water to the public. Also, general duty not to cause physical harm through

unreasonable conduct. 

Breach:  In 2011, DHEC report says Loc Gov violated State Primary Drinking

Water Regulations, and Denmark was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.

(Ex 90). Loc Gov officials signed the 2011 order. Consent order reqs. met and

approved by DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). However, that order merely

got the water to satisfactory levels, and even then DHEC's approval of Denmark's

water treatment system was questionable (see below). Operators of the treatment

system were unfamiliar how to use (here govt. vicariously liable for employees

neg., also generally neg bc employees should have been trained properly). Some

towns switching water treatment from chlorine to chloramine to reduce

risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back to chlorine after

finding it actually increased leaching (250). Used for 10 years.

Custom serves as evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and

spas; not used in any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Cause-in-fact: Lead in water (below regulated limits) residents say have caused skin

rashes and kidney problems for years. (Ex. 10). Edwards (Expert) thinks may be

connected to bacteria in the wells, was not allowed to test, so unclear (Ex. 10).

Expert took 40 samples from different locations and over 10% (more than 4) were

above legal lead limit, indicating a Denmark-wide water with lead contamination

problem. Bad for ingestion and skin exposure. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex.

10); Cox Mill Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10). Town would say 4,900

customers (residents, students, commercial and industrial properties) (Ex. 60), and

only 40 people bringing forward complaints is odd. Also, kidney failure and skin

rash can be caused by a lot of different things. 

Defense: Government immunity, (Ex. 260) exceptions to waiver of immunity

include execution of the orders of any court ore execution, or lawful

implementation of any process.

Statute OL, any users bringing harms from before 1-3 years would not apply;

however, since the water usage is continual, if it can be proven beyond a

preponderance of the evidence that water was dangerous throughout the years into

the present, may be able to get over this defense.

Neg. for use of HaloSun

Duty: To provide safe water (assume). Also, general duty not to cause physical

harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: Treatment operators were unfamiliar with how to use (Ex. 90). Unclear if

standard daily monitoring was met. Mark Edwards, expert, dumbfounded by use

of HaloSun in a well, also no evidence of regulated dosage (Ex. 10). Could have

had Underwriters Laboratory test the well water in response to user concerns (Ex.

30). Had a daily checklist for monitoring system until all pipes were free of

biofouling. Some towns switching water treatment from chlorine to

chloramine to reduce risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back

to chlorine after finding it actually increased leaching (250). Shows custom

of trying new treatments, good for town. However, Users can use as evidence that

there are other water treatment options that are more customary. Custom serves as

evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in

any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Town: People complaining of brown color for years, they are just trying to

find a way to fix that. Users argue that the brownish color also connected to

Bromine so not fix/ 

Cause: Expert says without knowing the dosages used, hard to know health effects

(Ex. 10). Edwards (expert), unclear how much went into drinking water, so could

never know how it impacted health. Thus, showing that the use of HaloSun

impacted health would be difficult. There is evidence available that would have to

go through a gatekeeper judge- so the evidence must be convincing enough to

make a judge think a jury could reasonably draw a causal connection between

HaloSun and the health impacts. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex. 10); Cox Mill

Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10).

Denmark would argue bromine based chemicals have found their way into drinking

water and until recently products like Gatorade (240). Also, would have to prove

that bromine, if causing the negative health effects, was from HaloSun or naturally

occuring. 

Defense: Government immunity, part of planning (10). Maintenance of waterlines

suffering because of decline in population decreasing revenue of local government

to upkeep pipes. Kept well from clogging (Ex. 20). However natural conditions

of unimproved property waiver does not apply IF the defect or condition

causing loss is not corrected within a reasonable time  after constructive

notice of the condition (10) (Ex. 260). Here, reasonable time of notice, the

community has been complaining for years. (a jury must cannot reasonably

be able to that the waiver  applies)--gross neg standard must be read into all

subsections if (12 from Ex. 260 is successfully shown not to apply bc of its

exception gross negligence standard). 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: After 2011 DHEC report saying water quality

was unsatisfactory- DHEC called findings "significant," town officials said water

safe to drink (Ex. 80). Town residents had loads of clothes ruined by the water

(pecuniary damages). 

Billing Records- apparent errors, city personnel could not explain, locals

complain of price hikes

Neg. for Poor Upkeep of Pipes

Duty: In 2011, DHEC said must develop and implement a more comprehensive

program to flush out pipes.

Breach: Local Gov had been using HaloSun since 2008, so that plan did not meet

DHEC's qualifications of how a reasonable local government would do to treat

water

Users v. DHEC/State bc DHEC state agency

Neg.

Duty: DHEC has a duty to regulate the water systems of local governments and

prevent the general public from being harmed (I assume). Also, general duty not to

cause physical harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: DHEC report said Local Gov violated State Primary Drinking Water

Regulations. Was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.(Ex 90). Loc Gov

officials signed the 2011 order.  However, in the 2011, unsatisfactory rating for

Denmark (Ex. 70) and made recommendations. Denmark had used HaloSun since

2008, so DHEC should have flagged the use of the treatment then. HaloSun use

acknowledged by DHEC in 2011 (Ex. 90). HaloSun's use in private wells was

rejected in the state of NC bc the EPA had not approved  1-bromo-3-chloro-5 

(Ex. 160). The custom of NC Environmental Agency checking into Berry Systems

HaloSun and then not preventing its use in private wells demonstrates that DHEC

deviated from the custom of a reasonable state environmental agency. Not

checking on the EPA standards of a unsatisfactory water treatment system that

causes "significant" concern is a breach. When issues arose from the water in

2018, Did not try to do damage control.Custom serves as evidence of breach

HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in any other water

system. (Ex. 10).

Cause-in-fact: Consent order reqs. for the Local Govt were met and approved by

DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). The Local Govt continued the use of

HaloSun. But for DHEC's oversight of the disapproval and non-customary use of

HaloSun in water treatment facilities, the Local Govt. would have not continued its

use. DHEC would argue that following DHEC orders is voluntary (Ex 60).

However, Users would argue that DHEC's decisions still influence how Loc Govts

operate due to fines and general influence. The poor water quality has negative

impacts on the lives of the Users (see above). 

Scope: Unsatisfactory water treated with chemicals unapproved by the EPA

causing adverse health risks is a foreseeable harm. DHEC may argue since it has

not been evaluated by the FDA and has been approved by NSF the harms were

not foreseeable; however, other studies to prove otherwise exist.

Damages: 

Defenses: Of the exceptions (12) waives immunity when the government entity

makes decisions on licensing powers or functions (including failure or refusal to

deny. suspend, renew or revoke any permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power

is exercised in a grossly negligent manner (Ex. 260). Here, permitting Denmark to

continue its use of HaloSun was grossly negligent, so the exception to the

immunity waiver does not apply. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

DHEC said HaloSun was safe to public (Ex. 20), when its really not that clear. 

12 year old v. Local Gov

15 year old v. Local Gov

Users v. Local Gov

Users v. Clemson Uni.

Oversees pesticide control in SC, and told Denmark to stop using Halson to treat

the water (Ex. 10),  after reports, and Denmark did.

Users v. EPA

EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory program (Ex. 30). 

Users v. Berry Systems

Products Liability: designed to treat Cox Mill Well at proper level (Ex.

10), unclear if standard daily monitoring was met, no way to prove facility was not

exceeding the reccomended amount of HaloSun. Instructions and warnings

seemed appropriate. 

Neg: 

Breach: Insufficient data for the safety of usage of the system in private wells (Ex.

170). 

Comparative Fault: Local Gov could have had Underwriters Laboratory test the

well water in response to user concerns (Ex. 30), so this should be considered

when/if determining % fault. Also provided Local Gov. with a daily checklist. 

Neg Per Se: By law a product intended to be used to disinfect drinking water

must be approved by the EPA. (Ex. 10). NSF, independent org. test products for

health standards and certified HaloSun (Ex. 20; Ex. 30).

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: The treatment was advertised towards treatment

facility/local government as an effective treatment for bacteria for use in water

treatment wells---"eliminate iron bacteria in the well..." and "everyone deserves

clean water." (Ex. 30).

Users v. NSF

Negligence

Duty: EPA granted NSF the responsibility to develop specifications for water

treatments (Ex. 30). EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory

program (Ex. 30). 

Defense: Charitable immunity since it is a not-for-profit; however, many

jurisdictions no longer have charitable immunity or have greatly restricted its use. 

Berry (a local) v. Town

Within last year, B says she contracted E. Coli from drinking water. She posted

this on Facebook. The issue here would be causation. Hard to prove so long after

she contracted. (Ex.140)

Users v. Mayor Wright

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: Flipp-flopped between letting Edwards/outside

tester coming in. Said was because of DHEC; however, DHEC had said it would

be fine/encouraged. Mayor intended statements to induce the users's reliance on

the safety of the water and him as a Mayor. Some users relied on that. If the users

could demonstrate significant pecuniary damages, could be a viable claim. Ex.

medical bills for the cost of lead poisoning if that could be connected to the water.

(since that is what Edwards wanted to test water for).  (Ex. 140).
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Duty, Breach of Duty, Cause-in-fact, Scope of Liability, Damages

I would first argue that it was a toxic tort, an action for injury caused from negative

health effects from exposure to the substance the defendant is responsible for, here

that substance would be CO2. I would enter into evidence such as the packet given

during the in-class exercise as well as other studies that fulfill the Duabert rule, that

being a judge would find the acceptable based on the studies being

tested/replicated, published, with low error rates, and high acceptance- that

demonstrate beyond a preponderance of evidence that CO2 emissions in general

cause more and more intensified storms, and one of those storms caused specific

harm, physical injury to the plaintiff. I would further argue that ExxonMobil and the

other oil/gas companies were independent actors contributing to the plaintiff's

single indivisible injury. Therefore, I would argue that under a theory of joint and

several liability, since there is no substantial proof to match the damages of the

injury to each defendant (Exxon and other oil companies), but it was clear that the

negligent conduct of the defendants were but for causes of the harm, the court

should hold each defendant, including Exxon, liable for the plaintiff's entire harm. 

I struggled with whether I saw the duty of reasonable care as  more of a floor or a

ceiling. I think it is a floor that increases with special relationships (exceptions).

However, we talked about is a ceiling that decreases with limitations (like the status

trichotomy). Duty is a floor because the duty of reasonable care is just a minimum

expected by society. Sometimes, like when someone has superior skills, society

expects a person to utilize those specials skills. Additionally, the duty increases

from its minimum in the instances of special relationships. At the same time, some

might argue that duty is a ceiling that decreases with exceptions. The status

trichotomy is an example of how this works. A property owner owes the same

duty of care as he/she would give him/herself to an invitee, a duty of an owner to

an licensee is to warn of any hidden dangers, and a duty owed to a trespasser is to

not willfully or wantonly cause harm. Yet, all of the exceptions to the status

trichotomy rule (business invitees, child’s attractive nuisance which has recently

moved towards courts applying general duty principles to children) indicate that

courts reflect society’s discomfort with the idea of duty as a ceiling. Many

jurisdictions have even combined the duty owed to a licensee and invitee, some

have done away with the status trichotomy altogether. Convincing arguments do

exist for keeping the status trichotomy, for example, the reduction of duty

encourages land owners to allow invitees to recreationally use their property.

However, I think duty as floor is more appropriate because it reflects society’s

view that a person with a special relationship or special skill may at times have an

increased duty, rather than a reduced duty.

Most jurisdictions have a collateral source rule, meaning payments to Freja from

the GoFundMe would not be allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the

drunk driver. Unfortunately for Freja, the jurisdiction's abolishment of the collateral

source rule means that the $40,000 from the GoFundMe can be deducted from

whatever award she receives. However, Freja should not fret or accept the

settlement if she can prove beyond a preponderance of evidence that her medical

expenses and lost income (through records of her employment history, testimony

of her employer, her doctors records, medical experts, etc. all must be approved

by judge) as well as her pain and suffering (can show through personal testimony

as well as day in the life videos) add up to more than $140,000. From the facts

given, they seem like they do. Since the driver will likely be found grossly

negligent, comparative fault and contributory negligence defense will likely not

apply, so other than the $40k, her award will not be reduced. Thus, Freja should

be able to get the $100,000 from the insurance company, but will unfortunately not

be able to get any more since the driver has no other significant assets. 

Potential claims against Volkswagen (V) include: 

Puebla v. Volkswagen

Farmers in Cuautlancingo v. Volkswagen

Public Nuisance

Volkswagen is causing an unreasonable interference with the general public of

Puebla's right to precipitation- both hail and rain. Drought causes a disruption to

public health (water for hygiene plus growing food), safety (drought increases

conflict, also decreases food security), comfort (a drought in heat is not

comfortable), and convenience (not having rain is inconvenient, especially to

farmers). If the accusers are correct, V is causing this environmental harm.

However, V would be able to argue that while the hail cannons prevent hail, the

technology transforms the hail into slush/rain. Also, V would argue that the hail

cannons only cover a 500 meter radius and the effectiveness decreases as the

distance from the device increases (unclear how many blasters are being

used/where they are placed, this could change analysis). Thus, while the public has

proof of no rain, V has stronger and scientifically backed evidence that the blasters

are not what is causing the drought. 

Puebla would likely not bring the claim since V employs 15,000 people and likely

brings in a significant amount of money into the local economy. 

Individual Farmers within 500 meters of blasters v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If the blasters somehow were in the range of the hail cannons, then a farmer could

potentially make this claim successful. The interference, however, according to  the

research would be preventing hail from going onto the property (which damages

crops) and instead changes the hail into rain (which helps crops out in

moderation). Here, the farmers would have to bring forward stronger evidence that

the drought they experienced on their property was linked to the blasters. 

People who can hear the blasts/shockwaves on their property v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If people can hear the shockwaves from their property, that would likely cause an

unreasonable interference with their enjoyment of the land since it fires every four

seconds during the period that the storm approaches. The damages, however,

would have to be substantial. So, unless the people bringing this claim could prove

the sounds are somehow causing substantial damages, V would probably be ok.

Private nuisance focuses on the reasonableness of V's conduct, and it is

reasonable that V would want to prevent hail from damaging its inventory at its

second largest factory in the world. 

P v. V

Strict Liability is for abnormally dangerous activities. Although the drought is

horrific, the connection to the cannons is unclear, so here this would be a hard sell.

Especially since cannons such as these have been used since the 18th century.

Potential claims that could be brought by users of Denmark's water system

(Users): 

Government Immunity

The first issue to get over here is if Denmark (also referred to as Local Gov),

DHEC (state agency), Clemson (Public University), and the State,  will be able to

utilize government immunity as a complete defense to claims brought by users.The

South Carolina Tort Claims Act provides that state government entities waive

immunity unless the conduct falls under one of the exceptions. The purpose of

waivers are "to promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and to facilitate

timely and adequate provision of ... water, [and] sewage." Here, we see a town

with obvious water and sewer issues being ignored. Of the exceptions (12) waives

immunity when the government entity makes decisions on licensing powers or

functions (including failure or refusal to deny. suspend, renew or revoke any

permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power is exercised in a grossly negligent

manner (Ex. 260). Ex 270 holds that this grossly negligent exception to an entity's

immunity if proven can be applied to other listed immunities. So, if Users can

prove that (12) was done in a grossly negligent manner, then any other power done

in a grossly negligent way may not apply. 

Users v. Local Government

Negligence 

Duty: Here, the town assumedly has a general duty to the public to provide safe

water to the public. Also, general duty not to cause physical harm through

unreasonable conduct. 

Breach:  In 2011, DHEC report says Loc Gov violated State Primary Drinking

Water Regulations, and Denmark was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.

(Ex 90). Loc Gov officials signed the 2011 order. Consent order reqs. met and

approved by DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). However, that order merely

got the water to satisfactory levels, and even then DHEC's approval of Denmark's

water treatment system was questionable (see below). Operators of the treatment

system were unfamiliar how to use (here govt. vicariously liable for employees

neg., also generally neg bc employees should have been trained properly). Some

towns switching water treatment from chlorine to chloramine to reduce

risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back to chlorine after

finding it actually increased leaching (250). Used for 10 years.

Custom serves as evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and

spas; not used in any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Cause-in-fact: Lead in water (below regulated limits) residents say have caused skin

rashes and kidney problems for years. (Ex. 10). Edwards (Expert) thinks may be

connected to bacteria in the wells, was not allowed to test, so unclear (Ex. 10).

Expert took 40 samples from different locations and over 10% (more than 4) were

above legal lead limit, indicating a Denmark-wide water with lead contamination

problem. Bad for ingestion and skin exposure. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex.

10); Cox Mill Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10). Town would say 4,900

customers (residents, students, commercial and industrial properties) (Ex. 60), and

only 40 people bringing forward complaints is odd. Also, kidney failure and skin

rash can be caused by a lot of different things. 

Defense: Government immunity, (Ex. 260) exceptions to waiver of immunity

include execution of the orders of any court ore execution, or lawful

implementation of any process.

Statute OL, any users bringing harms from before 1-3 years would not apply;

however, since the water usage is continual, if it can be proven beyond a

preponderance of the evidence that water was dangerous throughout the years into

the present, may be able to get over this defense.

Neg. for use of HaloSun

Duty: To provide safe water (assume). Also, general duty not to cause physical

harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: Treatment operators were unfamiliar with how to use (Ex. 90). Unclear if

standard daily monitoring was met. Mark Edwards, expert, dumbfounded by use

of HaloSun in a well, also no evidence of regulated dosage (Ex. 10). Could have

had Underwriters Laboratory test the well water in response to user concerns (Ex.

30). Had a daily checklist for monitoring system until all pipes were free of

biofouling. Some towns switching water treatment from chlorine to

chloramine to reduce risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back

to chlorine after finding it actually increased leaching (250). Shows custom

of trying new treatments, good for town. However, Users can use as evidence that

there are other water treatment options that are more customary. Custom serves as

evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in

any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Town: People complaining of brown color for years, they are just trying to

find a way to fix that. Users argue that the brownish color also connected to

Bromine so not fix/ 

Cause: Expert says without knowing the dosages used, hard to know health effects

(Ex. 10). Edwards (expert), unclear how much went into drinking water, so could

never know how it impacted health. Thus, showing that the use of HaloSun

impacted health would be difficult. There is evidence available that would have to

go through a gatekeeper judge- so the evidence must be convincing enough to

make a judge think a jury could reasonably draw a causal connection between

HaloSun and the health impacts. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex. 10); Cox Mill

Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10).

Denmark would argue bromine based chemicals have found their way into drinking

water and until recently products like Gatorade (240). Also, would have to prove

that bromine, if causing the negative health effects, was from HaloSun or naturally

occuring. 

Defense: Government immunity, part of planning (10). Maintenance of waterlines

suffering because of decline in population decreasing revenue of local government

to upkeep pipes. Kept well from clogging (Ex. 20). However natural conditions

of unimproved property waiver does not apply IF the defect or condition

causing loss is not corrected within a reasonable time  after constructive

notice of the condition (10) (Ex. 260). Here, reasonable time of notice, the

community has been complaining for years. (a jury must cannot reasonably

be able to that the waiver  applies)--gross neg standard must be read into all

subsections if (12 from Ex. 260 is successfully shown not to apply bc of its

exception gross negligence standard). 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: After 2011 DHEC report saying water quality

was unsatisfactory- DHEC called findings "significant," town officials said water

safe to drink (Ex. 80). Town residents had loads of clothes ruined by the water

(pecuniary damages). 

Billing Records- apparent errors, city personnel could not explain, locals

complain of price hikes

Neg. for Poor Upkeep of Pipes

Duty: In 2011, DHEC said must develop and implement a more comprehensive

program to flush out pipes.

Breach: Local Gov had been using HaloSun since 2008, so that plan did not meet

DHEC's qualifications of how a reasonable local government would do to treat

water

Users v. DHEC/State bc DHEC state agency

Neg.

Duty: DHEC has a duty to regulate the water systems of local governments and

prevent the general public from being harmed (I assume). Also, general duty not to

cause physical harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: DHEC report said Local Gov violated State Primary Drinking Water

Regulations. Was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.(Ex 90). Loc Gov

officials signed the 2011 order.  However, in the 2011, unsatisfactory rating for

Denmark (Ex. 70) and made recommendations. Denmark had used HaloSun since

2008, so DHEC should have flagged the use of the treatment then. HaloSun use

acknowledged by DHEC in 2011 (Ex. 90). HaloSun's use in private wells was

rejected in the state of NC bc the EPA had not approved  1-bromo-3-chloro-5 

(Ex. 160). The custom of NC Environmental Agency checking into Berry Systems

HaloSun and then not preventing its use in private wells demonstrates that DHEC

deviated from the custom of a reasonable state environmental agency. Not

checking on the EPA standards of a unsatisfactory water treatment system that

causes "significant" concern is a breach. When issues arose from the water in

2018, Did not try to do damage control.Custom serves as evidence of breach

HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in any other water

system. (Ex. 10).

Cause-in-fact: Consent order reqs. for the Local Govt were met and approved by

DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). The Local Govt continued the use of

HaloSun. But for DHEC's oversight of the disapproval and non-customary use of

HaloSun in water treatment facilities, the Local Govt. would have not continued its

use. DHEC would argue that following DHEC orders is voluntary (Ex 60).

However, Users would argue that DHEC's decisions still influence how Loc Govts

operate due to fines and general influence. The poor water quality has negative

impacts on the lives of the Users (see above). 

Scope: Unsatisfactory water treated with chemicals unapproved by the EPA

causing adverse health risks is a foreseeable harm. DHEC may argue since it has

not been evaluated by the FDA and has been approved by NSF the harms were

not foreseeable; however, other studies to prove otherwise exist.

Damages: 

Defenses: Of the exceptions (12) waives immunity when the government entity

makes decisions on licensing powers or functions (including failure or refusal to

deny. suspend, renew or revoke any permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power

is exercised in a grossly negligent manner (Ex. 260). Here, permitting Denmark to

continue its use of HaloSun was grossly negligent, so the exception to the

immunity waiver does not apply. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

DHEC said HaloSun was safe to public (Ex. 20), when its really not that clear. 

12 year old v. Local Gov

15 year old v. Local Gov

Users v. Local Gov

Users v. Clemson Uni.

Oversees pesticide control in SC, and told Denmark to stop using Halson to treat

the water (Ex. 10),  after reports, and Denmark did.

Users v. EPA

EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory program (Ex. 30). 

Users v. Berry Systems

Products Liability: designed to treat Cox Mill Well at proper level (Ex.

10), unclear if standard daily monitoring was met, no way to prove facility was not

exceeding the reccomended amount of HaloSun. Instructions and warnings

seemed appropriate. 

Neg: 

Breach: Insufficient data for the safety of usage of the system in private wells (Ex.

170). 

Comparative Fault: Local Gov could have had Underwriters Laboratory test the

well water in response to user concerns (Ex. 30), so this should be considered

when/if determining % fault. Also provided Local Gov. with a daily checklist. 

Neg Per Se: By law a product intended to be used to disinfect drinking water

must be approved by the EPA. (Ex. 10). NSF, independent org. test products for

health standards and certified HaloSun (Ex. 20; Ex. 30).

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: The treatment was advertised towards treatment

facility/local government as an effective treatment for bacteria for use in water

treatment wells---"eliminate iron bacteria in the well..." and "everyone deserves

clean water." (Ex. 30).

Users v. NSF

Negligence

Duty: EPA granted NSF the responsibility to develop specifications for water

treatments (Ex. 30). EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory

program (Ex. 30). 

Defense: Charitable immunity since it is a not-for-profit; however, many

jurisdictions no longer have charitable immunity or have greatly restricted its use. 

Berry (a local) v. Town

Within last year, B says she contracted E. Coli from drinking water. She posted

this on Facebook. The issue here would be causation. Hard to prove so long after

she contracted. (Ex.140)

Users v. Mayor Wright

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: Flipp-flopped between letting Edwards/outside

tester coming in. Said was because of DHEC; however, DHEC had said it would

be fine/encouraged. Mayor intended statements to induce the users's reliance on

the safety of the water and him as a Mayor. Some users relied on that. If the users

could demonstrate significant pecuniary damages, could be a viable claim. Ex.

medical bills for the cost of lead poisoning if that could be connected to the water.

(since that is what Edwards wanted to test water for).  (Ex. 140).
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Duty, Breach of Duty, Cause-in-fact, Scope of Liability, Damages

I would first argue that it was a toxic tort, an action for injury caused from negative

health effects from exposure to the substance the defendant is responsible for, here

that substance would be CO2. I would enter into evidence such as the packet given

during the in-class exercise as well as other studies that fulfill the Duabert rule, that

being a judge would find the acceptable based on the studies being

tested/replicated, published, with low error rates, and high acceptance- that

demonstrate beyond a preponderance of evidence that CO2 emissions in general

cause more and more intensified storms, and one of those storms caused specific

harm, physical injury to the plaintiff. I would further argue that ExxonMobil and the

other oil/gas companies were independent actors contributing to the plaintiff's

single indivisible injury. Therefore, I would argue that under a theory of joint and

several liability, since there is no substantial proof to match the damages of the

injury to each defendant (Exxon and other oil companies), but it was clear that the

negligent conduct of the defendants were but for causes of the harm, the court

should hold each defendant, including Exxon, liable for the plaintiff's entire harm. 

I struggled with whether I saw the duty of reasonable care as  more of a floor or a

ceiling. I think it is a floor that increases with special relationships (exceptions).

However, we talked about is a ceiling that decreases with limitations (like the status

trichotomy). Duty is a floor because the duty of reasonable care is just a minimum

expected by society. Sometimes, like when someone has superior skills, society

expects a person to utilize those specials skills. Additionally, the duty increases

from its minimum in the instances of special relationships. At the same time, some

might argue that duty is a ceiling that decreases with exceptions. The status

trichotomy is an example of how this works. A property owner owes the same

duty of care as he/she would give him/herself to an invitee, a duty of an owner to

an licensee is to warn of any hidden dangers, and a duty owed to a trespasser is to

not willfully or wantonly cause harm. Yet, all of the exceptions to the status

trichotomy rule (business invitees, child’s attractive nuisance which has recently

moved towards courts applying general duty principles to children) indicate that

courts reflect society’s discomfort with the idea of duty as a ceiling. Many

jurisdictions have even combined the duty owed to a licensee and invitee, some

have done away with the status trichotomy altogether. Convincing arguments do

exist for keeping the status trichotomy, for example, the reduction of duty

encourages land owners to allow invitees to recreationally use their property.

However, I think duty as floor is more appropriate because it reflects society’s

view that a person with a special relationship or special skill may at times have an

increased duty, rather than a reduced duty.

Most jurisdictions have a collateral source rule, meaning payments to Freja from

the GoFundMe would not be allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the

drunk driver. Unfortunately for Freja, the jurisdiction's abolishment of the collateral

source rule means that the $40,000 from the GoFundMe can be deducted from

whatever award she receives. However, Freja should not fret or accept the

settlement if she can prove beyond a preponderance of evidence that her medical

expenses and lost income (through records of her employment history, testimony

of her employer, her doctors records, medical experts, etc. all must be approved

by judge) as well as her pain and suffering (can show through personal testimony

as well as day in the life videos) add up to more than $140,000. From the facts

given, they seem like they do. Since the driver will likely be found grossly

negligent, comparative fault and contributory negligence defense will likely not

apply, so other than the $40k, her award will not be reduced. Thus, Freja should

be able to get the $100,000 from the insurance company, but will unfortunately not

be able to get any more since the driver has no other significant assets. 

Potential claims against Volkswagen (V) include: 

Puebla v. Volkswagen

Farmers in Cuautlancingo v. Volkswagen

Public Nuisance

Volkswagen is causing an unreasonable interference with the general public of

Puebla's right to precipitation- both hail and rain. Drought causes a disruption to

public health (water for hygiene plus growing food), safety (drought increases

conflict, also decreases food security), comfort (a drought in heat is not

comfortable), and convenience (not having rain is inconvenient, especially to

farmers). If the accusers are correct, V is causing this environmental harm.

However, V would be able to argue that while the hail cannons prevent hail, the

technology transforms the hail into slush/rain. Also, V would argue that the hail

cannons only cover a 500 meter radius and the effectiveness decreases as the

distance from the device increases (unclear how many blasters are being

used/where they are placed, this could change analysis). Thus, while the public has

proof of no rain, V has stronger and scientifically backed evidence that the blasters

are not what is causing the drought. 

Puebla would likely not bring the claim since V employs 15,000 people and likely

brings in a significant amount of money into the local economy. 

Individual Farmers within 500 meters of blasters v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If the blasters somehow were in the range of the hail cannons, then a farmer could

potentially make this claim successful. The interference, however, according to  the

research would be preventing hail from going onto the property (which damages

crops) and instead changes the hail into rain (which helps crops out in

moderation). Here, the farmers would have to bring forward stronger evidence that

the drought they experienced on their property was linked to the blasters. 

People who can hear the blasts/shockwaves on their property v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If people can hear the shockwaves from their property, that would likely cause an

unreasonable interference with their enjoyment of the land since it fires every four

seconds during the period that the storm approaches. The damages, however,

would have to be substantial. So, unless the people bringing this claim could prove

the sounds are somehow causing substantial damages, V would probably be ok.

Private nuisance focuses on the reasonableness of V's conduct, and it is

reasonable that V would want to prevent hail from damaging its inventory at its

second largest factory in the world. 

P v. V

Strict Liability is for abnormally dangerous activities. Although the drought is

horrific, the connection to the cannons is unclear, so here this would be a hard sell.

Especially since cannons such as these have been used since the 18th century.

Potential claims that could be brought by users of Denmark's water system

(Users): 

Government Immunity

The first issue to get over here is if Denmark (also referred to as Local Gov),

DHEC (state agency), Clemson (Public University), and the State,  will be able to

utilize government immunity as a complete defense to claims brought by users.The

South Carolina Tort Claims Act provides that state government entities waive

immunity unless the conduct falls under one of the exceptions. The purpose of

waivers are "to promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and to facilitate

timely and adequate provision of ... water, [and] sewage." Here, we see a town

with obvious water and sewer issues being ignored. Of the exceptions (12) waives

immunity when the government entity makes decisions on licensing powers or

functions (including failure or refusal to deny. suspend, renew or revoke any

permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power is exercised in a grossly negligent

manner (Ex. 260). Ex 270 holds that this grossly negligent exception to an entity's

immunity if proven can be applied to other listed immunities. So, if Users can

prove that (12) was done in a grossly negligent manner, then any other power done

in a grossly negligent way may not apply. 

Users v. Local Government

Negligence 

Duty: Here, the town assumedly has a general duty to the public to provide safe

water to the public. Also, general duty not to cause physical harm through

unreasonable conduct. 

Breach:  In 2011, DHEC report says Loc Gov violated State Primary Drinking

Water Regulations, and Denmark was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.

(Ex 90). Loc Gov officials signed the 2011 order. Consent order reqs. met and

approved by DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). However, that order merely

got the water to satisfactory levels, and even then DHEC's approval of Denmark's

water treatment system was questionable (see below). Operators of the treatment

system were unfamiliar how to use (here govt. vicariously liable for employees

neg., also generally neg bc employees should have been trained properly). Some

towns switching water treatment from chlorine to chloramine to reduce

risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back to chlorine after

finding it actually increased leaching (250). Used for 10 years.

Custom serves as evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and

spas; not used in any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Cause-in-fact: Lead in water (below regulated limits) residents say have caused skin

rashes and kidney problems for years. (Ex. 10). Edwards (Expert) thinks may be

connected to bacteria in the wells, was not allowed to test, so unclear (Ex. 10).

Expert took 40 samples from different locations and over 10% (more than 4) were

above legal lead limit, indicating a Denmark-wide water with lead contamination

problem. Bad for ingestion and skin exposure. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex.

10); Cox Mill Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10). Town would say 4,900

customers (residents, students, commercial and industrial properties) (Ex. 60), and

only 40 people bringing forward complaints is odd. Also, kidney failure and skin

rash can be caused by a lot of different things. 

Defense: Government immunity, (Ex. 260) exceptions to waiver of immunity

include execution of the orders of any court ore execution, or lawful

implementation of any process.

Statute OL, any users bringing harms from before 1-3 years would not apply;

however, since the water usage is continual, if it can be proven beyond a

preponderance of the evidence that water was dangerous throughout the years into

the present, may be able to get over this defense.

Neg. for use of HaloSun

Duty: To provide safe water (assume). Also, general duty not to cause physical

harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: Treatment operators were unfamiliar with how to use (Ex. 90). Unclear if

standard daily monitoring was met. Mark Edwards, expert, dumbfounded by use

of HaloSun in a well, also no evidence of regulated dosage (Ex. 10). Could have

had Underwriters Laboratory test the well water in response to user concerns (Ex.

30). Had a daily checklist for monitoring system until all pipes were free of

biofouling. Some towns switching water treatment from chlorine to

chloramine to reduce risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back

to chlorine after finding it actually increased leaching (250). Shows custom

of trying new treatments, good for town. However, Users can use as evidence that

there are other water treatment options that are more customary. Custom serves as

evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in

any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Town: People complaining of brown color for years, they are just trying to

find a way to fix that. Users argue that the brownish color also connected to

Bromine so not fix/ 

Cause: Expert says without knowing the dosages used, hard to know health effects

(Ex. 10). Edwards (expert), unclear how much went into drinking water, so could

never know how it impacted health. Thus, showing that the use of HaloSun

impacted health would be difficult. There is evidence available that would have to

go through a gatekeeper judge- so the evidence must be convincing enough to

make a judge think a jury could reasonably draw a causal connection between

HaloSun and the health impacts. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex. 10); Cox Mill

Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10).

Denmark would argue bromine based chemicals have found their way into drinking

water and until recently products like Gatorade (240). Also, would have to prove

that bromine, if causing the negative health effects, was from HaloSun or naturally

occuring. 

Defense: Government immunity, part of planning (10). Maintenance of waterlines

suffering because of decline in population decreasing revenue of local government

to upkeep pipes. Kept well from clogging (Ex. 20). However natural conditions

of unimproved property waiver does not apply IF the defect or condition

causing loss is not corrected within a reasonable time  after constructive

notice of the condition (10) (Ex. 260). Here, reasonable time of notice, the

community has been complaining for years. (a jury must cannot reasonably

be able to that the waiver  applies)--gross neg standard must be read into all

subsections if (12 from Ex. 260 is successfully shown not to apply bc of its

exception gross negligence standard). 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: After 2011 DHEC report saying water quality

was unsatisfactory- DHEC called findings "significant," town officials said water

safe to drink (Ex. 80). Town residents had loads of clothes ruined by the water

(pecuniary damages). 

Billing Records- apparent errors, city personnel could not explain, locals

complain of price hikes

Neg. for Poor Upkeep of Pipes

Duty: In 2011, DHEC said must develop and implement a more comprehensive

program to flush out pipes.

Breach: Local Gov had been using HaloSun since 2008, so that plan did not meet

DHEC's qualifications of how a reasonable local government would do to treat

water

Users v. DHEC/State bc DHEC state agency

Neg.

Duty: DHEC has a duty to regulate the water systems of local governments and

prevent the general public from being harmed (I assume). Also, general duty not to

cause physical harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: DHEC report said Local Gov violated State Primary Drinking Water

Regulations. Was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.(Ex 90). Loc Gov

officials signed the 2011 order.  However, in the 2011, unsatisfactory rating for

Denmark (Ex. 70) and made recommendations. Denmark had used HaloSun since

2008, so DHEC should have flagged the use of the treatment then. HaloSun use

acknowledged by DHEC in 2011 (Ex. 90). HaloSun's use in private wells was

rejected in the state of NC bc the EPA had not approved  1-bromo-3-chloro-5 

(Ex. 160). The custom of NC Environmental Agency checking into Berry Systems

HaloSun and then not preventing its use in private wells demonstrates that DHEC

deviated from the custom of a reasonable state environmental agency. Not

checking on the EPA standards of a unsatisfactory water treatment system that

causes "significant" concern is a breach. When issues arose from the water in

2018, Did not try to do damage control.Custom serves as evidence of breach

HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in any other water

system. (Ex. 10).

Cause-in-fact: Consent order reqs. for the Local Govt were met and approved by

DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). The Local Govt continued the use of

HaloSun. But for DHEC's oversight of the disapproval and non-customary use of

HaloSun in water treatment facilities, the Local Govt. would have not continued its

use. DHEC would argue that following DHEC orders is voluntary (Ex 60).

However, Users would argue that DHEC's decisions still influence how Loc Govts

operate due to fines and general influence. The poor water quality has negative

impacts on the lives of the Users (see above). 

Scope: Unsatisfactory water treated with chemicals unapproved by the EPA

causing adverse health risks is a foreseeable harm. DHEC may argue since it has

not been evaluated by the FDA and has been approved by NSF the harms were

not foreseeable; however, other studies to prove otherwise exist.

Damages: 

Defenses: Of the exceptions (12) waives immunity when the government entity

makes decisions on licensing powers or functions (including failure or refusal to

deny. suspend, renew or revoke any permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power

is exercised in a grossly negligent manner (Ex. 260). Here, permitting Denmark to

continue its use of HaloSun was grossly negligent, so the exception to the

immunity waiver does not apply. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

DHEC said HaloSun was safe to public (Ex. 20), when its really not that clear. 

12 year old v. Local Gov

15 year old v. Local Gov

Users v. Local Gov

Users v. Clemson Uni.

Oversees pesticide control in SC, and told Denmark to stop using Halson to treat

the water (Ex. 10),  after reports, and Denmark did.

Users v. EPA

EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory program (Ex. 30). 

Users v. Berry Systems

Products Liability: designed to treat Cox Mill Well at proper level (Ex.

10), unclear if standard daily monitoring was met, no way to prove facility was not

exceeding the reccomended amount of HaloSun. Instructions and warnings

seemed appropriate. 

Neg: 

Breach: Insufficient data for the safety of usage of the system in private wells (Ex.

170). 

Comparative Fault: Local Gov could have had Underwriters Laboratory test the

well water in response to user concerns (Ex. 30), so this should be considered

when/if determining % fault. Also provided Local Gov. with a daily checklist. 

Neg Per Se: By law a product intended to be used to disinfect drinking water

must be approved by the EPA. (Ex. 10). NSF, independent org. test products for

health standards and certified HaloSun (Ex. 20; Ex. 30).

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: The treatment was advertised towards treatment

facility/local government as an effective treatment for bacteria for use in water

treatment wells---"eliminate iron bacteria in the well..." and "everyone deserves

clean water." (Ex. 30).

Users v. NSF

Negligence

Duty: EPA granted NSF the responsibility to develop specifications for water

treatments (Ex. 30). EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory

program (Ex. 30). 

Defense: Charitable immunity since it is a not-for-profit; however, many

jurisdictions no longer have charitable immunity or have greatly restricted its use. 

Berry (a local) v. Town

Within last year, B says she contracted E. Coli from drinking water. She posted

this on Facebook. The issue here would be causation. Hard to prove so long after

she contracted. (Ex.140)

Users v. Mayor Wright

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: Flipp-flopped between letting Edwards/outside

tester coming in. Said was because of DHEC; however, DHEC had said it would

be fine/encouraged. Mayor intended statements to induce the users's reliance on

the safety of the water and him as a Mayor. Some users relied on that. If the users

could demonstrate significant pecuniary damages, could be a viable claim. Ex.

medical bills for the cost of lead poisoning if that could be connected to the water.

(since that is what Edwards wanted to test water for).  (Ex. 140).
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Duty, Breach of Duty, Cause-in-fact, Scope of Liability, Damages

I would first argue that it was a toxic tort, an action for injury caused from negative

health effects from exposure to the substance the defendant is responsible for, here

that substance would be CO2. I would enter into evidence such as the packet given

during the in-class exercise as well as other studies that fulfill the Duabert rule, that

being a judge would find the acceptable based on the studies being

tested/replicated, published, with low error rates, and high acceptance- that

demonstrate beyond a preponderance of evidence that CO2 emissions in general

cause more and more intensified storms, and one of those storms caused specific

harm, physical injury to the plaintiff. I would further argue that ExxonMobil and the

other oil/gas companies were independent actors contributing to the plaintiff's

single indivisible injury. Therefore, I would argue that under a theory of joint and

several liability, since there is no substantial proof to match the damages of the

injury to each defendant (Exxon and other oil companies), but it was clear that the

negligent conduct of the defendants were but for causes of the harm, the court

should hold each defendant, including Exxon, liable for the plaintiff's entire harm. 

I struggled with whether I saw the duty of reasonable care as  more of a floor or a

ceiling. I think it is a floor that increases with special relationships (exceptions).

However, we talked about is a ceiling that decreases with limitations (like the status

trichotomy). Duty is a floor because the duty of reasonable care is just a minimum

expected by society. Sometimes, like when someone has superior skills, society

expects a person to utilize those specials skills. Additionally, the duty increases

from its minimum in the instances of special relationships. At the same time, some

might argue that duty is a ceiling that decreases with exceptions. The status

trichotomy is an example of how this works. A property owner owes the same

duty of care as he/she would give him/herself to an invitee, a duty of an owner to

an licensee is to warn of any hidden dangers, and a duty owed to a trespasser is to

not willfully or wantonly cause harm. Yet, all of the exceptions to the status

trichotomy rule (business invitees, child’s attractive nuisance which has recently

moved towards courts applying general duty principles to children) indicate that

courts reflect society’s discomfort with the idea of duty as a ceiling. Many

jurisdictions have even combined the duty owed to a licensee and invitee, some

have done away with the status trichotomy altogether. Convincing arguments do

exist for keeping the status trichotomy, for example, the reduction of duty

encourages land owners to allow invitees to recreationally use their property.

However, I think duty as floor is more appropriate because it reflects society’s

view that a person with a special relationship or special skill may at times have an

increased duty, rather than a reduced duty.

Most jurisdictions have a collateral source rule, meaning payments to Freja from

the GoFundMe would not be allowed to diminish damages recoverable from the

drunk driver. Unfortunately for Freja, the jurisdiction's abolishment of the collateral

source rule means that the $40,000 from the GoFundMe can be deducted from

whatever award she receives. However, Freja should not fret or accept the

settlement if she can prove beyond a preponderance of evidence that her medical

expenses and lost income (through records of her employment history, testimony

of her employer, her doctors records, medical experts, etc. all must be approved

by judge) as well as her pain and suffering (can show through personal testimony

as well as day in the life videos) add up to more than $140,000. From the facts

given, they seem like they do. Since the driver will likely be found grossly

negligent, comparative fault and contributory negligence defense will likely not

apply, so other than the $40k, her award will not be reduced. Thus, Freja should

be able to get the $100,000 from the insurance company, but will unfortunately not

be able to get any more since the driver has no other significant assets. 

Potential claims against Volkswagen (V) include: 

Puebla v. Volkswagen

Farmers in Cuautlancingo v. Volkswagen

Public Nuisance

Volkswagen is causing an unreasonable interference with the general public of

Puebla's right to precipitation- both hail and rain. Drought causes a disruption to

public health (water for hygiene plus growing food), safety (drought increases

conflict, also decreases food security), comfort (a drought in heat is not

comfortable), and convenience (not having rain is inconvenient, especially to

farmers). If the accusers are correct, V is causing this environmental harm.

However, V would be able to argue that while the hail cannons prevent hail, the

technology transforms the hail into slush/rain. Also, V would argue that the hail

cannons only cover a 500 meter radius and the effectiveness decreases as the

distance from the device increases (unclear how many blasters are being

used/where they are placed, this could change analysis). Thus, while the public has

proof of no rain, V has stronger and scientifically backed evidence that the blasters

are not what is causing the drought. 

Puebla would likely not bring the claim since V employs 15,000 people and likely

brings in a significant amount of money into the local economy. 

Individual Farmers within 500 meters of blasters v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If the blasters somehow were in the range of the hail cannons, then a farmer could

potentially make this claim successful. The interference, however, according to  the

research would be preventing hail from going onto the property (which damages

crops) and instead changes the hail into rain (which helps crops out in

moderation). Here, the farmers would have to bring forward stronger evidence that

the drought they experienced on their property was linked to the blasters. 

People who can hear the blasts/shockwaves on their property v. V

Private Nuisance: 

If people can hear the shockwaves from their property, that would likely cause an

unreasonable interference with their enjoyment of the land since it fires every four

seconds during the period that the storm approaches. The damages, however,

would have to be substantial. So, unless the people bringing this claim could prove

the sounds are somehow causing substantial damages, V would probably be ok.

Private nuisance focuses on the reasonableness of V's conduct, and it is

reasonable that V would want to prevent hail from damaging its inventory at its

second largest factory in the world. 

P v. V

Strict Liability is for abnormally dangerous activities. Although the drought is

horrific, the connection to the cannons is unclear, so here this would be a hard sell.

Especially since cannons such as these have been used since the 18th century.

Potential claims that could be brought by users of Denmark's water system

(Users): 

Government Immunity

The first issue to get over here is if Denmark (also referred to as Local Gov),

DHEC (state agency), Clemson (Public University), and the State,  will be able to

utilize government immunity as a complete defense to claims brought by users.The

South Carolina Tort Claims Act provides that state government entities waive

immunity unless the conduct falls under one of the exceptions. The purpose of

waivers are "to promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and to facilitate

timely and adequate provision of ... water, [and] sewage." Here, we see a town

with obvious water and sewer issues being ignored. Of the exceptions (12) waives

immunity when the government entity makes decisions on licensing powers or

functions (including failure or refusal to deny. suspend, renew or revoke any

permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power is exercised in a grossly negligent

manner (Ex. 260). Ex 270 holds that this grossly negligent exception to an entity's

immunity if proven can be applied to other listed immunities. So, if Users can

prove that (12) was done in a grossly negligent manner, then any other power done

in a grossly negligent way may not apply. 

Users v. Local Government

Negligence 

Duty: Here, the town assumedly has a general duty to the public to provide safe

water to the public. Also, general duty not to cause physical harm through

unreasonable conduct. 

Breach:  In 2011, DHEC report says Loc Gov violated State Primary Drinking

Water Regulations, and Denmark was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.

(Ex 90). Loc Gov officials signed the 2011 order. Consent order reqs. met and

approved by DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). However, that order merely

got the water to satisfactory levels, and even then DHEC's approval of Denmark's

water treatment system was questionable (see below). Operators of the treatment

system were unfamiliar how to use (here govt. vicariously liable for employees

neg., also generally neg bc employees should have been trained properly). Some

towns switching water treatment from chlorine to chloramine to reduce

risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back to chlorine after

finding it actually increased leaching (250). Used for 10 years.

Custom serves as evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and

spas; not used in any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Cause-in-fact: Lead in water (below regulated limits) residents say have caused skin

rashes and kidney problems for years. (Ex. 10). Edwards (Expert) thinks may be

connected to bacteria in the wells, was not allowed to test, so unclear (Ex. 10).

Expert took 40 samples from different locations and over 10% (more than 4) were

above legal lead limit, indicating a Denmark-wide water with lead contamination

problem. Bad for ingestion and skin exposure. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex.

10); Cox Mill Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10). Town would say 4,900

customers (residents, students, commercial and industrial properties) (Ex. 60), and

only 40 people bringing forward complaints is odd. Also, kidney failure and skin

rash can be caused by a lot of different things. 

Defense: Government immunity, (Ex. 260) exceptions to waiver of immunity

include execution of the orders of any court ore execution, or lawful

implementation of any process.

Statute OL, any users bringing harms from before 1-3 years would not apply;

however, since the water usage is continual, if it can be proven beyond a

preponderance of the evidence that water was dangerous throughout the years into

the present, may be able to get over this defense.

Neg. for use of HaloSun

Duty: To provide safe water (assume). Also, general duty not to cause physical

harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: Treatment operators were unfamiliar with how to use (Ex. 90). Unclear if

standard daily monitoring was met. Mark Edwards, expert, dumbfounded by use

of HaloSun in a well, also no evidence of regulated dosage (Ex. 10). Could have

had Underwriters Laboratory test the well water in response to user concerns (Ex.

30). Had a daily checklist for monitoring system until all pipes were free of

biofouling. Some towns switching water treatment from chlorine to

chloramine to reduce risks of lead leaching from pipes; then switched back

to chlorine after finding it actually increased leaching (250). Shows custom

of trying new treatments, good for town. However, Users can use as evidence that

there are other water treatment options that are more customary. Custom serves as

evidence of breach HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in

any other water system. (Ex. 10).

Iron and manganese levels are not regulated by FDA. Treatment to reduce them

arguably not needed. However, community would likely want it to be treated, since

DHEC and Local Gov. have received complaints throughout the years (Ex. 60).

HaloSun: has bromine (1-bromo-3-chloro-5) and EPA has not approved the

chemical (160) dysinfection bryproducts; bromine also makes red/brownish

color (Ex. 200) as described in water, in water on skin can lead skin

irritation and if consumed kidney problems- long term health problems (Ex.

200); considerable dangerous health effects proven by

epidemiological studies (210)

Town: People complaining of brown color for years, they are just trying to

find a way to fix that. Users argue that the brownish color also connected to

Bromine so not fix/ 

Cause: Expert says without knowing the dosages used, hard to know health effects

(Ex. 10). Edwards (expert), unclear how much went into drinking water, so could

never know how it impacted health. Thus, showing that the use of HaloSun

impacted health would be difficult. There is evidence available that would have to

go through a gatekeeper judge- so the evidence must be convincing enough to

make a judge think a jury could reasonably draw a causal connection between

HaloSun and the health impacts. 40 residents blame for illnesses (Ex. 10); Cox Mill

Well treated with HaloSun (Ex. 10).

Denmark would argue bromine based chemicals have found their way into drinking

water and until recently products like Gatorade (240). Also, would have to prove

that bromine, if causing the negative health effects, was from HaloSun or naturally

occuring. 

Defense: Government immunity, part of planning (10). Maintenance of waterlines

suffering because of decline in population decreasing revenue of local government

to upkeep pipes. Kept well from clogging (Ex. 20). However natural conditions

of unimproved property waiver does not apply IF the defect or condition

causing loss is not corrected within a reasonable time  after constructive

notice of the condition (10) (Ex. 260). Here, reasonable time of notice, the

community has been complaining for years. (a jury must cannot reasonably

be able to that the waiver  applies)--gross neg standard must be read into all

subsections if (12 from Ex. 260 is successfully shown not to apply bc of its

exception gross negligence standard). 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: After 2011 DHEC report saying water quality

was unsatisfactory- DHEC called findings "significant," town officials said water

safe to drink (Ex. 80). Town residents had loads of clothes ruined by the water

(pecuniary damages). 

Billing Records- apparent errors, city personnel could not explain, locals

complain of price hikes

Neg. for Poor Upkeep of Pipes

Duty: In 2011, DHEC said must develop and implement a more comprehensive

program to flush out pipes.

Breach: Local Gov had been using HaloSun since 2008, so that plan did not meet

DHEC's qualifications of how a reasonable local government would do to treat

water

Users v. DHEC/State bc DHEC state agency

Neg.

Duty: DHEC has a duty to regulate the water systems of local governments and

prevent the general public from being harmed (I assume). Also, general duty not to

cause physical harm through unreasonable conduct. 

Breach: DHEC report said Local Gov violated State Primary Drinking Water

Regulations. Was ordered to fix or pay civil penalty of $9K.(Ex 90). Loc Gov

officials signed the 2011 order.  However, in the 2011, unsatisfactory rating for

Denmark (Ex. 70) and made recommendations. Denmark had used HaloSun since

2008, so DHEC should have flagged the use of the treatment then. HaloSun use

acknowledged by DHEC in 2011 (Ex. 90). HaloSun's use in private wells was

rejected in the state of NC bc the EPA had not approved  1-bromo-3-chloro-5 

(Ex. 160). The custom of NC Environmental Agency checking into Berry Systems

HaloSun and then not preventing its use in private wells demonstrates that DHEC

deviated from the custom of a reasonable state environmental agency. Not

checking on the EPA standards of a unsatisfactory water treatment system that

causes "significant" concern is a breach. When issues arose from the water in

2018, Did not try to do damage control.Custom serves as evidence of breach

HaloSon used as a disinfectant for pools and spas; not used in any other water

system. (Ex. 10).

Cause-in-fact: Consent order reqs. for the Local Govt were met and approved by

DHEC in 2013 and 2014 (Ex. 110; 120). The Local Govt continued the use of

HaloSun. But for DHEC's oversight of the disapproval and non-customary use of

HaloSun in water treatment facilities, the Local Govt. would have not continued its

use. DHEC would argue that following DHEC orders is voluntary (Ex 60).

However, Users would argue that DHEC's decisions still influence how Loc Govts

operate due to fines and general influence. The poor water quality has negative

impacts on the lives of the Users (see above). 

Scope: Unsatisfactory water treated with chemicals unapproved by the EPA

causing adverse health risks is a foreseeable harm. DHEC may argue since it has

not been evaluated by the FDA and has been approved by NSF the harms were

not foreseeable; however, other studies to prove otherwise exist.

Damages: 

Defenses: Of the exceptions (12) waives immunity when the government entity

makes decisions on licensing powers or functions (including failure or refusal to

deny. suspend, renew or revoke any permit/certificate/etc.) unless when the power

is exercised in a grossly negligent manner (Ex. 260). Here, permitting Denmark to

continue its use of HaloSun was grossly negligent, so the exception to the

immunity waiver does not apply. 

Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

DHEC said HaloSun was safe to public (Ex. 20), when its really not that clear. 

12 year old v. Local Gov

15 year old v. Local Gov

Users v. Local Gov

Users v. Clemson Uni.

Oversees pesticide control in SC, and told Denmark to stop using Halson to treat

the water (Ex. 10),  after reports, and Denmark did.

Users v. EPA

EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory program (Ex. 30). 

Users v. Berry Systems

Products Liability: designed to treat Cox Mill Well at proper level (Ex.

10), unclear if standard daily monitoring was met, no way to prove facility was not

exceeding the reccomended amount of HaloSun. Instructions and warnings

seemed appropriate. 

Neg: 

Breach: Insufficient data for the safety of usage of the system in private wells (Ex.

170). 

Comparative Fault: Local Gov could have had Underwriters Laboratory test the

well water in response to user concerns (Ex. 30), so this should be considered

when/if determining % fault. Also provided Local Gov. with a daily checklist. 

Neg Per Se: By law a product intended to be used to disinfect drinking water

must be approved by the EPA. (Ex. 10). NSF, independent org. test products for

health standards and certified HaloSun (Ex. 20; Ex. 30).

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: The treatment was advertised towards treatment

facility/local government as an effective treatment for bacteria for use in water

treatment wells---"eliminate iron bacteria in the well..." and "everyone deserves

clean water." (Ex. 30).

Users v. NSF

Negligence

Duty: EPA granted NSF the responsibility to develop specifications for water

treatments (Ex. 30). EPA terminated its informal chemical additives advisory

program (Ex. 30). 

Defense: Charitable immunity since it is a not-for-profit; however, many

jurisdictions no longer have charitable immunity or have greatly restricted its use. 

Berry (a local) v. Town

Within last year, B says she contracted E. Coli from drinking water. She posted

this on Facebook. The issue here would be causation. Hard to prove so long after

she contracted. (Ex.140)

Users v. Mayor Wright

Fraudulent Misrepresentation: Flipp-flopped between letting Edwards/outside

tester coming in. Said was because of DHEC; however, DHEC had said it would

be fine/encouraged. Mayor intended statements to induce the users's reliance on

the safety of the water and him as a Mayor. Some users relied on that. If the users

could demonstrate significant pecuniary damages, could be a viable claim. Ex.

medical bills for the cost of lead poisoning if that could be connected to the water.

(since that is what Edwards wanted to test water for).  (Ex. 140).
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.

Tort claims brought by users of H2O; exhibit #

causation issue probs-hard to know what health effects ; Daubert?

Neg per se

all wells flow togerher 

responding to replacement upon urgent need-reasonable for circumst.

fraud misrep-water was properly treated (3yr old data all avail thou)

harms- kidney issues 

NSF vs EPA ?

the amount is the issue 

used for unclogging for Fe bacteria 

automatice daily disinfection? what?

NSF part of EPA? 

PG17- was used wrong!!!! all wells run together 

grossness will move downstream 

did people in house use right? Did they know 

says person is the operator 

BCDMH in wells?? 

Clemson; DHEC; gov officials 

2011 water is unsatis 

operators in 2011 unfamiliar with halo 

the halo kit not used by the system 

future need to know re adding chemical treatment 

bad water flushing and leaks and repairs 

leaks=billing 

pg 29 

licensing lapsed yrs ago 

pg 30

pg 34

order was in 2011fixed in 90 dys 

failure to comply- pg 37

2012-U 

Halo well not in service n

in 2012 using the kit and know now; satifatory 

2013 requiremtns were met 

mayor stopped team from testing 

were they sampling correctly?

ecoli near pipe and hurt Deanna 

DHEC samples not lead- limited sampling 

found higher lead but similar to DHEC

NSF test cover teh Halo stuff? 

bromine=kidney

Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.

Tort claims brought by users of H2O; exhibit #

causation issue probs-hard to know what health effects ; Daubert?

Neg per se

all wells flow togerher 

responding to replacement upon urgent need-reasonable for circumst.

fraud misrep-water was properly treated (3yr old data all avail thou)

harms- kidney issues 

NSF vs EPA ?

the amount is the issue 

used for unclogging for Fe bacteria 

automatice daily disinfection? what?

NSF part of EPA? 

PG17- was used wrong!!!! all wells run together 

grossness will move downstream 

did people in house use right? Did they know 

says person is the operator 

BCDMH in wells?? 

Clemson; DHEC; gov officials 

2011 water is unsatis 

operators in 2011 unfamiliar with halo 

the halo kit not used by the system 

future need to know re adding chemical treatment 

bad water flushing and leaks and repairs 

leaks=billing 

pg 29 

licensing lapsed yrs ago 

pg 30

pg 34

order was in 2011fixed in 90 dys 

failure to comply- pg 37

2012-U 

Halo well not in service n

in 2012 using the kit and know now; satifatory 

2013 requiremtns were met 

mayor stopped team from testing 

were they sampling correctly?

ecoli near pipe and hurt Deanna 

DHEC samples not lead- limited sampling 

found higher lead but similar to DHEC

NSF test cover teh Halo stuff? 

bromine=kidney

Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.
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Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.
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Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.
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causation issue probs-hard to know what health effects ; Daubert?
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Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.

Tort claims brought by users of H2O; exhibit #

causation issue probs-hard to know what health effects ; Daubert?

Neg per se

all wells flow togerher 

responding to replacement upon urgent need-reasonable for circumst.

fraud misrep-water was properly treated (3yr old data all avail thou)

harms- kidney issues 

NSF vs EPA ?

the amount is the issue 

used for unclogging for Fe bacteria 

automatice daily disinfection? what?

NSF part of EPA? 

PG17- was used wrong!!!! all wells run together 

grossness will move downstream 

did people in house use right? Did they know 

says person is the operator 

BCDMH in wells?? 

Clemson; DHEC; gov officials 

2011 water is unsatis 

operators in 2011 unfamiliar with halo 

the halo kit not used by the system 

future need to know re adding chemical treatment 

bad water flushing and leaks and repairs 

leaks=billing 

pg 29 

licensing lapsed yrs ago 

pg 30

pg 34

order was in 2011fixed in 90 dys 

failure to comply- pg 37

2012-U 

Halo well not in service n

in 2012 using the kit and know now; satifatory 

2013 requiremtns were met 

mayor stopped team from testing 

were they sampling correctly?

ecoli near pipe and hurt Deanna 

DHEC samples not lead- limited sampling 

found higher lead but similar to DHEC

NSF test cover teh Halo stuff? 

bromine=kidney

Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.

Tort claims brought by users of H2O; exhibit #

causation issue probs-hard to know what health effects ; Daubert?

Neg per se

all wells flow togerher 

responding to replacement upon urgent need-reasonable for circumst.

fraud misrep-water was properly treated (3yr old data all avail thou)

harms- kidney issues 

NSF vs EPA ?

the amount is the issue 

used for unclogging for Fe bacteria 

automatice daily disinfection? what?

NSF part of EPA? 

PG17- was used wrong!!!! all wells run together 

grossness will move downstream 

did people in house use right? Did they know 

says person is the operator 

BCDMH in wells?? 

Clemson; DHEC; gov officials 

2011 water is unsatis 

operators in 2011 unfamiliar with halo 

the halo kit not used by the system 

future need to know re adding chemical treatment 

bad water flushing and leaks and repairs 

leaks=billing 

pg 29 

licensing lapsed yrs ago 

pg 30

pg 34

order was in 2011fixed in 90 dys 

failure to comply- pg 37

2012-U 

Halo well not in service n

in 2012 using the kit and know now; satifatory 

2013 requiremtns were met 

mayor stopped team from testing 

were they sampling correctly?

ecoli near pipe and hurt Deanna 

DHEC samples not lead- limited sampling 

found higher lead but similar to DHEC

NSF test cover teh Halo stuff? 

bromine=kidney

Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.

Tort claims brought by users of H2O; exhibit #

causation issue probs-hard to know what health effects ; Daubert?

Neg per se

all wells flow togerher 

responding to replacement upon urgent need-reasonable for circumst.

fraud misrep-water was properly treated (3yr old data all avail thou)

harms- kidney issues 

NSF vs EPA ?

the amount is the issue 

used for unclogging for Fe bacteria 

automatice daily disinfection? what?

NSF part of EPA? 

PG17- was used wrong!!!! all wells run together 

grossness will move downstream 

did people in house use right? Did they know 

says person is the operator 

BCDMH in wells?? 

Clemson; DHEC; gov officials 

2011 water is unsatis 

operators in 2011 unfamiliar with halo 

the halo kit not used by the system 

future need to know re adding chemical treatment 

bad water flushing and leaks and repairs 

leaks=billing 

pg 29 

licensing lapsed yrs ago 

pg 30

pg 34

order was in 2011fixed in 90 dys 

failure to comply- pg 37

2012-U 

Halo well not in service n

in 2012 using the kit and know now; satifatory 

2013 requiremtns were met 

mayor stopped team from testing 

were they sampling correctly?

ecoli near pipe and hurt Deanna 

DHEC samples not lead- limited sampling 

found higher lead but similar to DHEC

NSF test cover teh Halo stuff? 

bromine=kidney

Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.
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causation issue probs-hard to know what health effects ; Daubert?
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Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.

Tort claims brought by users of H2O; exhibit #

causation issue probs-hard to know what health effects ; Daubert?
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Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.

Tort claims brought by users of H2O; exhibit #

causation issue probs-hard to know what health effects ; Daubert?

Neg per se

all wells flow togerher 

responding to replacement upon urgent need-reasonable for circumst.

fraud misrep-water was properly treated (3yr old data all avail thou)

harms- kidney issues 

NSF vs EPA ?

the amount is the issue 

used for unclogging for Fe bacteria 

automatice daily disinfection? what?

NSF part of EPA? 

PG17- was used wrong!!!! all wells run together 

grossness will move downstream 

did people in house use right? Did they know 

says person is the operator 

BCDMH in wells?? 

Clemson; DHEC; gov officials 

2011 water is unsatis 

operators in 2011 unfamiliar with halo 

the halo kit not used by the system 

future need to know re adding chemical treatment 

bad water flushing and leaks and repairs 

leaks=billing 

pg 29 

licensing lapsed yrs ago 

pg 30

pg 34

order was in 2011fixed in 90 dys 

failure to comply- pg 37

2012-U 

Halo well not in service n

in 2012 using the kit and know now; satifatory 

2013 requiremtns were met 

mayor stopped team from testing 

were they sampling correctly?

ecoli near pipe and hurt Deanna 

DHEC samples not lead- limited sampling 

found higher lead but similar to DHEC

NSF test cover teh Halo stuff? 

bromine=kidney

Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.

Tort claims brought by users of H2O; exhibit #

causation issue probs-hard to know what health effects ; Daubert?

Neg per se

all wells flow togerher 

responding to replacement upon urgent need-reasonable for circumst.

fraud misrep-water was properly treated (3yr old data all avail thou)

harms- kidney issues 

NSF vs EPA ?

the amount is the issue 

used for unclogging for Fe bacteria 

automatice daily disinfection? what?

NSF part of EPA? 

PG17- was used wrong!!!! all wells run together 

grossness will move downstream 

did people in house use right? Did they know 

says person is the operator 

BCDMH in wells?? 

Clemson; DHEC; gov officials 

2011 water is unsatis 

operators in 2011 unfamiliar with halo 

the halo kit not used by the system 

future need to know re adding chemical treatment 

bad water flushing and leaks and repairs 

leaks=billing 

pg 29 

licensing lapsed yrs ago 

pg 30

pg 34

order was in 2011fixed in 90 dys 

failure to comply- pg 37

2012-U 

Halo well not in service n

in 2012 using the kit and know now; satifatory 

2013 requiremtns were met 

mayor stopped team from testing 

were they sampling correctly?

ecoli near pipe and hurt Deanna 

DHEC samples not lead- limited sampling 

found higher lead but similar to DHEC

NSF test cover teh Halo stuff? 

bromine=kidney

Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.

Tort claims brought by users of H2O; exhibit #

causation issue probs-hard to know what health effects ; Daubert?

Neg per se

all wells flow togerher 

responding to replacement upon urgent need-reasonable for circumst.

fraud misrep-water was properly treated (3yr old data all avail thou)

harms- kidney issues 

NSF vs EPA ?

the amount is the issue 

used for unclogging for Fe bacteria 

automatice daily disinfection? what?

NSF part of EPA? 

PG17- was used wrong!!!! all wells run together 

grossness will move downstream 

did people in house use right? Did they know 

says person is the operator 

BCDMH in wells?? 

Clemson; DHEC; gov officials 

2011 water is unsatis 

operators in 2011 unfamiliar with halo 

the halo kit not used by the system 

future need to know re adding chemical treatment 

bad water flushing and leaks and repairs 

leaks=billing 

pg 29 

licensing lapsed yrs ago 

pg 30

pg 34

order was in 2011fixed in 90 dys 

failure to comply- pg 37

2012-U 

Halo well not in service n

in 2012 using the kit and know now; satifatory 

2013 requiremtns were met 

mayor stopped team from testing 

were they sampling correctly?

ecoli near pipe and hurt Deanna 

DHEC samples not lead- limited sampling 

found higher lead but similar to DHEC

NSF test cover teh Halo stuff? 

bromine=kidney

Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.
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Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.
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Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.

Tort claims brought by users of H2O; exhibit #

causation issue probs-hard to know what health effects ; Daubert?
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Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.

Tort claims brought by users of H2O; exhibit #

causation issue probs-hard to know what health effects ; Daubert?

Neg per se

all wells flow togerher 

responding to replacement upon urgent need-reasonable for circumst.

fraud misrep-water was properly treated (3yr old data all avail thou)

harms- kidney issues 

NSF vs EPA ?

the amount is the issue 

used for unclogging for Fe bacteria 

automatice daily disinfection? what?

NSF part of EPA? 

PG17- was used wrong!!!! all wells run together 

grossness will move downstream 

did people in house use right? Did they know 

says person is the operator 

BCDMH in wells?? 

Clemson; DHEC; gov officials 

2011 water is unsatis 

operators in 2011 unfamiliar with halo 

the halo kit not used by the system 

future need to know re adding chemical treatment 

bad water flushing and leaks and repairs 

leaks=billing 

pg 29 

licensing lapsed yrs ago 

pg 30

pg 34

order was in 2011fixed in 90 dys 

failure to comply- pg 37

2012-U 

Halo well not in service n

in 2012 using the kit and know now; satifatory 

2013 requiremtns were met 

mayor stopped team from testing 

were they sampling correctly?

ecoli near pipe and hurt Deanna 

DHEC samples not lead- limited sampling 

found higher lead but similar to DHEC

NSF test cover teh Halo stuff? 

bromine=kidney

Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.

Tort claims brought by users of H2O; exhibit #

causation issue probs-hard to know what health effects ; Daubert?

Neg per se

all wells flow togerher 

responding to replacement upon urgent need-reasonable for circumst.

fraud misrep-water was properly treated (3yr old data all avail thou)

harms- kidney issues 

NSF vs EPA ?

the amount is the issue 

used for unclogging for Fe bacteria 

automatice daily disinfection? what?

NSF part of EPA? 

PG17- was used wrong!!!! all wells run together 

grossness will move downstream 

did people in house use right? Did they know 

says person is the operator 

BCDMH in wells?? 

Clemson; DHEC; gov officials 

2011 water is unsatis 

operators in 2011 unfamiliar with halo 

the halo kit not used by the system 

future need to know re adding chemical treatment 

bad water flushing and leaks and repairs 

leaks=billing 

pg 29 

licensing lapsed yrs ago 

pg 30

pg 34

order was in 2011fixed in 90 dys 

failure to comply- pg 37

2012-U 

Halo well not in service n

in 2012 using the kit and know now; satifatory 

2013 requiremtns were met 

mayor stopped team from testing 

were they sampling correctly?

ecoli near pipe and hurt Deanna 

DHEC samples not lead- limited sampling 

found higher lead but similar to DHEC

NSF test cover teh Halo stuff? 

bromine=kidney

Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.

Tort claims brought by users of H2O; exhibit #

causation issue probs-hard to know what health effects ; Daubert?

Neg per se

all wells flow togerher 

responding to replacement upon urgent need-reasonable for circumst.

fraud misrep-water was properly treated (3yr old data all avail thou)

harms- kidney issues 

NSF vs EPA ?

the amount is the issue 

used for unclogging for Fe bacteria 

automatice daily disinfection? what?

NSF part of EPA? 

PG17- was used wrong!!!! all wells run together 

grossness will move downstream 

did people in house use right? Did they know 

says person is the operator 

BCDMH in wells?? 

Clemson; DHEC; gov officials 

2011 water is unsatis 

operators in 2011 unfamiliar with halo 

the halo kit not used by the system 

future need to know re adding chemical treatment 

bad water flushing and leaks and repairs 

leaks=billing 

pg 29 

licensing lapsed yrs ago 

pg 30

pg 34

order was in 2011fixed in 90 dys 

failure to comply- pg 37

2012-U 

Halo well not in service n

in 2012 using the kit and know now; satifatory 

2013 requiremtns were met 

mayor stopped team from testing 

were they sampling correctly?

ecoli near pipe and hurt Deanna 

DHEC samples not lead- limited sampling 

found higher lead but similar to DHEC

NSF test cover teh Halo stuff? 

bromine=kidney

Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.
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Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach

Cause 

Scope of Liability 

Damages 

The issue here is really one of causation. Market share is used where you cannot

pinpoint who actually caused the harm. In the ExxonMobil case we focused on

market share bc they were one of many that could be at fault in causing the harm.

We could narrow down the harm to the area specifically where the storm occurred

to determine who is likely most at fault but this still has a causation issue. We

could use the substantial factor test where there are multiple company that could

have caused the awful storm but we could use the substantial factor test to

determine who materially contributed which could be the company that has the

highest percentage. They all contribute but the one with the highest material

contribution would be the defendant and causation could be shown through their

contribution of gases to the atmosphere in the area. This could be shown through

circumstantial evidence and constructive knowledge where they should have

known they were causing harm so we can assume that they did. You could have

other companies involved in a claim too if you see them as acting in concert where

they aid or encourage in the commission of a tort. Here, other companies could

have been seen as aiding the company releasing the most by releasing their own

emissions. In this sort of instance it is hard but by trying to show through expert

testimony and circumstantial evidence and considering joint tortfeasors it could be

shown in order to make a causal connection btw the injuries and the gases that

created the storm. Also, if an act is deemed wrongful bc the act increases the

chance of a type of accident and harm of that sort occurs this could be enough for

"but for". 

The concept I found the most confusing initially was duty. I could not understand

how there was a general duty of reasonable care but also limitations to that duty. I

struggled to make sense of balancing between the limitations and the general rule. I

have come to understand, however, that these limitations are meant to increase the

fairness of torts. Were there to be a duty to all then it would be chaos. This to an

extent speaks to scope of liability and the case by Cardozo Palsgraff. It seems to

me to be to an extent a policy question to answer regarding the duty limitations.

We want to find a duty where one should be found but not extend it so much that

there is back up in the system and creates many more cases and holds a defendant

liable where they really shouldn't be. Further, I found the limitation of not being

required to act affirmatively in contrast to the moral duty one feels. This was not

so much a concept that was confusing as it was frustrating. It seems

counterintuitive that if you see someone drowning you don't have a duty to help.

This again is a rule that is based upon the fairness of torts. We don't want people

to have a duty and a possibility for liability where it is not really their responsibility.

This is though a debated question still. 

The collateral source rule is where there damages cannot be reduced just because

there is compensation from another source independent of the defendant. Here, as

there is not a collateral source rule it is likely that Freja's damages can be reduced

by the amount of money that she has received from donations. Her damages most

likely will be limited to these insurance offers. According to the facts there is no

other defendant that can be brought in as another source of the harm to offset any

of the damages she should actually be awarded despite the defendant not being

able to pay. Freja could potentially return the money from the fundraising site and

receive her damages solely from the defendant's insurance company however this

could require further negotiation with the insurance company. These damages likely

would not make her whole regardless of the amount she got from insurance of

defendant or from fundraising. She is only eligible for daamges in a lump sum so

could not get them over time as the defendant made any money. She could

potentially look for an employer for vicarious liability but this is not in the facts to

indicate. As sad as it is it is likely she will not recover significantly from this

plaintiff. 

Public Nuisance- efects public health 

This could be a case for public nuisance. This is where there is a substantial

interference with public health, safety, peace, comfort, or convenience. It is

continuing and the defendant either knows or has reason to know of effects. this

case can be brought by a citizen on behalf of the public. 

Here, there are obvious substantial effects on the public's health and safety and

possibly peace (if the explosive charge was to be noisy or the gas to be smelly).

The effect on crops creates a public health problem and safety problem with

regards to whether there will be food to sustain and the quality of that food. This is

a substantial interference likely bc it has made them lose 5,000 acres of crops. This

could also effect water quality in the area due to the drought but this is an

assumption. The issue would be over the continuous nature of the use. They say it

can be used when there is only hail storms approaching but since they have to be

used before the hail actually is formed this could be when there is rain approaching

(assuming rain makes hail idk?). It could be argued that this is not continuous but if

it is necessary to be used before rain it still causes the harm that is at issue. This is

debateable. It is known by the defendant that this is causing harm which is

undeniable as they have discussed it and said they are going to try to change

practices.

private nuisance- 

There could be a case for private nuisance by a farmer who has land nearby and is

being effected. For this there must be a possessory interest by P, interference with

enjoyment that is unreasonable from P's point of view, there must be damages,

continuing, permenant (not easily eliminated). Here, there is interference with

enjoyment as there can no longer be crops that are grown. And this interference

need only be from the farmer's point of view so they are likely to be able to make a

strong case-it can also be a case even though they are trying to use it reasonably by

using a mesh as first derfense and only when storms approach. Not using it for

crops also has caused monetary damages either by forcing them to buy food from

elsewhere or no longer can really make a living. As above the continuous nature is

a real issue. The permenant nature is also an issue of fact. These can be taken

down and eliminated but they are there and have been causing harm. This harm is

such that there should be compensation so based on fairness there should be some

sort of remedy. THis could be nuisance per accidens where the act so substantially

interferes bc this is a food/livelihood issue. There is also the issue of the sound

which could be distruptive as it is every 4 seconds but if they are going to be doing

it less again continuance is an issue. 

fraudulent misrepresentation- 

This could be a case for fraudulent misrep on the basis of the claim about the

company being green but doing this and it effects the natural course of nature. This

is a debateable claim though bc for fraud misrep it must be a material misrep and

there must have been reliance on it. here, this is debateable and could be argued by

a P but is more unlikely.

maybe trespass- the gas into areas close to canon 

There could be a case for trespass. There must be physical invasion, intent, and

possession by P. Here, the gas over any property could be considered a trespass

by a P. This is again questionable as here there is gas and cannot be tangible.

SOme courts will award for intangible but this depends on the situation. This is an

invasion to the air space as it goes into the atmosphere and effects the property but

it is likely not obvious to the farmer or owener of land. This is a debateable

question but could potentially be at issue. It could also maybe be couched under

there being something there that they have a duty to remove but again it is

atmospheric gas and is questionable. 

strict L for abnormally dangerous

If this device can be considered an abnormally dangerous activity this could be a

case for strict liability. for this there must be high prob of harm, likelihood of

severe harm, can't eliminate risk by reasonable care, not common usage,

inappropriate locale, and danger outweighs the value. Here, there is a high

likelihood of harm bc no rain or precipitation leads to lack of crops and starvation

likely, even if they act with reasonable care it still reduces the amount of

precipitation in the air (again if hail is same as rain formation). The issue is though

the common usage. It says they have been used and developed over the past 18th

century to further development in the last 30 yrs. And our company uses them and

this company uses them they may be considered common usage such that not

abnormally dangerous. But the danger posed by it to the crops and people likely

outweighs any benefit it has. Again, depends on if it is considered common usage

adn how the harm is actually considered.
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causation issue probs-hard to know what health effects ; Daubert?
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Discussion of the government in relation to duty and immunity

The first issue is was there a duty by the government that can relate to the users of

the water system in this instance. Government generally has immunities that prevent

it from being liable. However, there are exceptions for discretionary funds that

involve determining if there is exisiting law giving legal authority to make decisions

and determine if the decision involved social, econ, and political factors the

legislature did not intent and proprietary functions are not immune. Further the

federal torts claims act waives immunity to negligence and other conduct (not

intentional torts). The south carolina courts say there is immunitity unless the sect

12 regarding the issuance of approval or licensing unless done so grossly negligent

applies to the facts of a case and can implead the gross negligence level of breach

to the other possible immunity factors ie inspections (13), judgement by employee

or entity (5), gov action or inaction (2), or adoption/enforcement/compliance with

any law ordinance or regulation (4). There is also the question of whether there is

any private duty with relation to Hearn's analysis of Jensen's special duty test for

the government. Hearn discusses that there must be a discussion of duty first

before there is any discussion of immunities. There must be a duty based upon:

purpose of statute is to protect from a particular harm, specific duty to gauard

against harm, class intended to protect, P is within the class to protect, knows or

reason to know of harm if there is failure to do duty, sufficient authority to act. 

Immunity overall 

Here, with regards to the immunities it is likely that (12) can apply such that applies

gross negligence to all other sections regarding the issue. The Marc Edwards from

Virgina tech was prevented from testing water samples at the wells. The mayor

made a point of not giving approval to Edwards and as such the facts can relate to

(12). The catch is though, that there must be gross negligence with regards to not

allowing the sampling to be done by Edwards. This is a bit debateable here as

DHEC had already done sampling. Although, Edwards argues in EX 140 that there

are limited samples by DHEC and he is concerend about lead (Pb) and the samples

by DHEC are for other things. The mayor claimed that he did not want to step on

the toes of DHEC but DHEC said it was okay. Further, while Edwards had found

some samples similar to DHEC they found higher amounts of Pb. It can be seen

that Edwards intends to sample for Pb and Mg that are likely culprits of issues that

DHEC does not test for. In addition a legislator (Bamberg) said that the mayor

should allow for testing and that he should reconsider. This can be seen as gross

negligence bc by not allowing Edwards to test there could be Mg and Pb that goes

unnoticed in the water and can cause significatn harm (as we have seen in Flint).

The mayor knows/should have known that these were possible consequences of

not allowing testing to be done for such items in the water. Therefore, it is likely

that the gross negligence standard applies to the immunities here. 

Duty overall

Here, with regards to duty there is a duty that is owed to the public at large rather

than to any individual citizen. While Hearn discusses that test for private duty there

could be an argument that if this lawsuit were to move forward as the public (users

of the water) against the government the government owing a duty to the public at

large would have a duty of reasonable care. With regards to the statutes that are

involved in the issue is that by law a disinfectant must be registered witht he EPA.

This is to protect the usage of a disinfectant that could cause harm to the people or

the enviro (EX 10). This law is to protect the people (here users of water in tis

town) to prevent undue harm. While there was registration with the NSF this was

not the EPA and while Halosan thinks that this covers the statute this does not

mean that it does (EX 30). Therefore, as this law is to protect people from harm

from water disinfectants and there is a duty to the public at large by a government

there is likely a duty of reasonable care that can be placed upon the government

here. 

Further, citizens such as the one in EX 140 who told the city of the issue with their

water and was told to fix it herself in addition to Deanna may have private claims

based upon the general exception to public duty where there is a duty assumed

(through their role in protecting the water supply), there is knowledge that failure

will lead to harm (the gov would have knowledge of failure to have safe water),

there was direct contact (here the gov employees spoke to them), but the question

of reliance is an issue and may not make this a true case at issue. 

Breach: use of Halo, how it was used, sewage in water (inaction), not

allowing the independent tests, not going with EPA standards, lead in

school water 

The issue of breach would be likely heightened to entail gross negligence as to

meet the immunity standards. There is a duty of reasonable care here however and

there may even be a heightened standard of care for the appliciton to the chemicals

due to skill/knowledge of it. The breach of duty here is likely in regards to the use

of Halo in the water for homes. The directions for the use of the chemical state that

there should be an alternative use of drinking and food preparation when the

chemical is being used until the water is running clear and there is no debris (EX

30). In this instance the government knew that the water that was used by citizens

was running brown and was therefore not safe as stated by Halo. In addition, the

wells all run together (EX 10) therefore it would be such that the chemical would

run into all water systems if it was in the water. In addition, this chemical must be

used at a low level and should be tested for to be around .2. In 2011 (EX 90) there

was a document that stated that the operators did not know much about the

chemcial (Halo) being used and its function and did not have the residual test kit

from Halo to detect the levels in the system until 2012 (Ex 100). This indicates that

there was a period of time where the operators did not know the amount of the

chemical in the system. Ex 20 says that the amount in the drinking water is 100%

uncertain. 

Further, with regards to the Hand formula B<PL here the burden of having learned

to use Halo and test for the levels and even not using it would have been a lower

burden than the liklihood of injury to kidneys, cause deformities in fetuses, cause

skin irritation and more. These injuries are very likely when there is exposure to

chemicals like Halo. 

There are many untaken precautions that could have been done by the government.

There could have been use of chlorinated DBPs (210) which have lower health

effects than the brominated ones or a new one that is coming out ferrate. In

addition, NC did not allow the use of Halo in their water supply due to its

propensity to cause higher brominated and chlorinated disinfection byproducts

(which were not tested for until 2013). they also cited that while the NSF says it

can be used up to 3 mg/L this is not recommended for levels for drinking water.

Therefore, even if the gov was allowing Halo in the water at the level according to

NSF and Halo this was likely still unhealthy to the citizens. NC states in (170) that

there was not adequate demonstration of it being safe. 

These are numerous issues with the Halo product and how it was used by the gov

in the water for the public. This is not meeting the standard of reasonable care as

there was no regulation of it for some time, there are a number of untaken

precautions, and the burden of doing the research to use it properly or not using it

at all is much smaller than that of the health effects of so many citizens. In addition,

the effects could remain in the water and cause harm even after it is no longer in

use. The mayor may argue that it was safe and the standards of NSF and Halo are

good enough to drinking bc it is stated that it can be used in wells but there are a

number of precautions (the testing and not using too much) that were not taken in

its use making the usage of it in general and the manner a breach. In addition, the

EPA came out with a profile on Halohydantoins that states that they are to be used

in waste water, industrial systems, sewage, and only used as slimicide for food-use

(ex 150). this indicates that the NSF standards is not equivalent to that of the EPA. 

Sewage

Further, breach can be indicated through the sewage that was found in the water

supply near a well. This can even been shown through res ipsa where the sewage

being in the water can indicate that there was evidence of negligence bc there was

control over the water supply by the gov, waste likely would not be in the water

without some negligence and there is likely no negligence by P. The burden of

checking and not allowing a busted sewage pipe is less that harms from e coli and

the likelihood it would occur with sewage in the water. 

Lead in school H2O 

Edwards independently tested the water in the school system. He found in the

water here high levels of lead. This is from the same water system that is used in

the town. The gov does not have immunity here likely as the immunity to students

in schools is in regards to prescriptions rather than to water. However, lead in the

water can be indicated as a breach bc it is very high so is likely over the levels

allowed. 

Not allowing Edwards to test 

Allowing independent testing would be a very low burden. This testing would be

reasonable to have as the gov likely knew there were tests that the DHEC did not

run and therefore independent testing could allow for harms to be recognized such

that further harms could be prevented. The risk of not allowing the testing is high

that it would allow other harms to go unchecked such that others may get sick with

regards to substances in the water.

EPA

It can be argued there is negligence per se with regards to not following the EPA

standards. Neg per se is when it is the type of harm to be protected against and the

plaintiff is in the protected class. The citizens are meant to be protected from

tainted water by the EPA regs and the harm from water contamination was meant

to be protected against. 

Licensing 

Also there was a man who was to test whose license expired a yr ago and therefore

this was also probs a breach. 

Cause

The issue of cause of the harm is a rather tough question. The effects of Halo on

the public is largely unknown at this time. There is circumstantial evidence and

expert testimony evidence that could be shown to indicate the Halo and its manner

of use as being the "but for" cause and substantial factor to health issues in the

area. The circumstantial evidence of the kidney problems Smith (ex 10) indicate

that as kidney issues are caused by bromine and bromine is in chemicals such as

Halo the unreasonable conduct by the gov lead to these issues. It can be argued

though that the kidney issues did not necessarily come from the Halo. This is very

difficult to prove. However, the instances of the many kidney related issues in the

area can indicate that there is some causal link between the use of Halo (which has

bromine that can cause kidney issues if there is poisoning) and the kidney issues.

But for the use of Halo in the water and the gov's unreasonable conduct in its use

there would not be as many kidney related issues in the area.

Further, the sewage is likely the cause of the E coli issues in Pauline (ex 130) and

likely can be linked to the sewage in the water from the unreasonable behavior of

the gov in taking care of the water for drinking. This is a more difficult causal link

to show however and could be seen as not be the but for cause. The use of

substantial factor test here has the same difficulty as the but for test. But, if an act

is deemed wrongful bc it increases the liklihood of that particular type of harm and

then the harm of that sort occurs there is likely adequate support for "but for" the

act the harm would not have occurred (Zuchowitz). 

In addition, the lead in the water is a but for cause to any harms that there may be

in children such as those who were found to have gallbladder issues. If you apply

Zuchowitz the likelihood that not maintaining the water systems effectively would

lead to Pb in the water and could in addition cause the gallbladder issues.

Scope 

Scope is indicated through the foresight test that the reasonably foreseeable result

and there is no superseding intervening force. The risk standard can also apply as

the dangers the precautions were meant to have been taken to avoid, the harm

arose from the dangers. Here, it is reasonably foreseeable that the use of Halo and

in this manner would cause health issues in the population. As in 2007 (ex 150)

there was a EPA discussion of Halohydantoins that indicates that the use should

not be for households and only in generally industrial areas. As of 2018 there was a

presentation by DHEC showing that Halo was used in the Cox Mill Well (10). As

such, it was foreseeable as of 2007 that the use of this chemical in wells could

cause harm. In addition, it is foreseeable that it would cause this type of harm as

there is information regarding the health effects of the use of chemicals of its type

causing kidney issues. 

Scope is determined based upon foreseeability and as such due to the studies and

knowing that water contamination of any kind can cause health issues (see Flint)

any harms from not being reasonable in maintaining and protecting the water

system would be foreseeable. 

Damages

Damages here are likely to be in the form of medical bills mostly. Depending on

whether or not the use of these chemicals and the mayor's denial of allowing

independent testing to determine harms was to the level of malice or oppression

there could potentially be punitive damages but this is highly debateable. However,

damages cannot be speculative and therefore there is likely no recovery for those

who may possibly get sick in the future but if there is any harm that can be

indicated there is likely recovery. 

Defenses

There was likely no negligence or assumption of risk on the part of the citizens. 

Immunity is discussed above with relation to the governemental immunities but as

indicated above if it meets the level of gross negligence it is likely that there is no

immunity. 

High bills?

Duty

see above; in addition there is a duty for pure economic harms only when there is

foreseeability, there is knowledge/should have known by the D and the belonging

to a particularly foreseeable group. 

Breach

Here, there was knowledge by the gov regarding water leaks and unknown

information as to why the water bills were so high. This unreasonable behavior of

allowing leaks in the water and causing the bills of the public to be so high and not

being cognizant of why they actually were so high does not reach the general duty

of reasonable care they were not mindful of the expense to the citizens.

Cause 

This is a little tough as the gov indicates they do not know why the bills were so

high but it is likely that the leaks are a but for cause of the expenses to the citizens.

The moving out of people from the area could contribute to the high bills so

substantial factor must be applied. As such whether the leaks was materially

contributed to the harm is at issue. It is likely that these leaks materially contributed

to teh high cost bc the loss of water in the pipes likely caused the bills to be hgiher 

Scope

It would be foreseeable as there were documents presented indicating the

unsatisfactory water system and showed that there were leaks. As such it is likely

foreseeable 

Damages

Damages would likely be the excess in charge of the bills and the loss of the

citizens in having to pay more. 

Fear of Future disease 

Could potentially be a case since there is actual exposure that is indicated as it was

allowed into the water and there is a legitimate fear of kidney problems in the future

as it is unknown how much was allowed into the water and these chemicals cause

kidney problems due to the levels of bromine. 

Fraud Misrep 

Government immunity says that it covers intentional torts such that there is likely

no liablility so not a case most likely. But the claims that the water is safe could be

seen as such bc it is material and likely be known that the statements would be

incorrect or was at least reckless in regards and that there would likely be some

reliance by the people on the whole 
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Duty

Breach of duty

Causation

Scope of Liability

Damages

For the causation element of the negligence claim, we would have to argue that

exxon's emissions were a substantial factor in our plaintiff's injury. Since market

share liability is rejected, we cannot recover from them based on their percentage

contributed to the oil market, and we cannot for sure say that they are a but-for

cause (since there are several contributing companies). We must argue that they

were a substantial factor, meaning that their contribution to the pollution and the

ensuing storm was substantially linked and caused in part by their negligent

emissions. We would also need to argue that they are one of many potential

tortfeasors, and that they are jointly and severally liable for the harm. This way, we

could still recover from other potential defendants if we need. 

In torts, the concept that i found confusing and frustrating was the scope of

liability element in negligence. It seems like just a strange hybrid between duty and

cause, which made it hard to deal with it as its own separate element. Even though

Palsgraf was an interesting case, it didnt help clear up my uncertainty. However, as

I kept consolidating notes and studying further, I started to notice the breaks and

differences between scope and the other elements. I just needed to make the switch

between risk-centered and plaintiff-centered foreseeability arguments in duty to

more harm-centered arguments with scope. Though im sure this will not be my last

time dealing with it, I feel a lot better about my understanding now

For this case, it is very clear that we have a prima facie case of negligence gainst

the driver.

Negligence

The driver definitely owed a duty to you, as there is a very foreseeable risk that

driving drunk will lead to a very harmful crash. The driver created the risk to you,

and did not act reasonably to prevent harm. He also clearly breached; driving

drunk is incredibly unreasonable on it's own, and we can use negligence per se

(since drunk driving is illegal) to strengthen our argument that he acted

unreasonably in the face of foreseeable risks. His drunk driving definitely was a

but-for cause of your injuries, because had he been sober and/or acted responsibly

and reasonably, then he would not have caused an accident and hurt you. This all

falls within the scope of liability, because harm resulting from a drunk driver

crashing is incredibly foreseeable.  However, we hit a little snag with the damages

element.

Damages Discussion

The collateral source rule means that, when the court is awarding damages, they do

not look at any insurance payments you have already gotten; they would still award

the full amount owed regardless of how much money you have already gotten from

insurance. Since this state has abolished that rule, your insurance payments WILL

be deducted from your total damages award. He does not really have any money

he can give you himself, but we can probably reject the settlement offer and take

him for the whole $100,000 insurance payment. There is no standing law to my

knowledge that says charitable donations are deductible from a damages award, so

we may still be able to get you the $100k on top of your gofundme. However this

is not close to how much you deserve to get. We would need to search for other

possible defendants: was the driver on the job, acting within the scope of his

employment? If so, we may be able to sue his employer for possible vicarious

liability and negligent entrustment. We could also look to see if someone else lent

him the vehicle knowing he was a risky driver. Finally, we could even look to see if

the person who sold him the alcohol was negligent. Did they know he was driving,

or already drunk? Were they operating in compliance with company policy or state

law? Though we cant get it all from the driver, we have a few options with other

potential defendants.

One major claim, aside from negligence, that can be made against VW is public

nuisance. This claim is made when the defendant causes an unreasonable

interference with a right common to the general public. Here, VW is interfering with

the rain water these farmers need for their crops; very clearly a common public

right. VW interfered with P's use of the rainwater, whether the meant to or not.

(intent is irrelevant). This interference is unreasonable, because from P's

perspective, the utility of potentially saving some cars from hail damages is not

CLOSE to outweighing the suffering caused by this drought, both financially for

the farmers, and the loss of crops and food. Finally, the damages are quite

substantial; losing 5000 acres of crops is devastating, creating hardships for the

farmers' families and those who depended on the food. For the recovery for

economic loss, the P's must prove that they are a particularly foreseeable/at-risk

class potentially put at risk by VW's conduct. They will likely prove that easily, as

nearby farmers are reasonably foreseeable victims to tampering with precipitation. 

VW will likely argue that they used the product as intended, and were not properly

informed of the potential problems this cannon would cause. Also, they would

argue that, since "scientists are skeptical" about how well these cannons work, and

would argue that there is no proof that they do in fact work. However the P's will

likely be able to counter because Ramirez, the top local expert, can testify in P's

favor. In court, scientific evidence is based on quality, not quantity. The Daubert

rule says that scientific evidence should be allowed if it  is based in good grounds.

The Glastetter rule says that this evidence should be admitted based on

correctness. These standards are usually met with reliance on expert testimony. If

Ramirez has actual evidence that the cannons do cause these droughts, then as the

top expert, the evidence will likely be admitted and the P's may win. 

Second, Ps may have a case of trespass to Land against VW. The elements of

TtoL are: Defendant intentionally (regardless of bad faith) 1.) causes a thing to

enter 2.) land in the possession of P 3.) and causes even nominal damages. In the

past, courts have allowed trespass for non-tangible "things" like smelly/harmful

gases and other non-tangible intrusions. Here, the Ps may have a case of TtoL

against VW for the sonic booms that blast into the air. Here, VW causes these

sonic booms to enter the air above and around Ps' farmland, and causes these

massive damages. Though this case is not 100% going to win, VW's conduct

appears to meet the elements. VW would have to argue that these sonic booms are

not the type of "thing" that this claim is referring to. They would also have to argue

that the sonic booms flying in thhe sky above P's land are not technically

"entering" the land. Despite these arguments, the farmers may have a strong case

against VW. 

Finally Ps may have a case for intentional interference with prospective economic

expectancy. It depends on how the court defines economic expectancy, however.

If the court says that the right to not have their livelihood crushed by the nearby

plant causing shifts in precip. is an econ. expectancy, then  Ps may have a case.

Here, there may be an econ. exp. between vw and P. VW knows of this

expectancy. VW intends to interfere with this expactancy by impacting the

precipitation patterns without prior research as to the harmful effects. Finally, P

could argue that the interference was improper.

The first tort claim that can be filed by the citizens of denmark is a negligence claim

against the City of Denmark. 

Duty

The city of Denkmark has a duty to reasonably care for its citizens. As the

municipality, the citizens could argue that a special relationship exists and a duty of

reasonable care is ever present to the population as a whole.As the body that

maintains their water supply, it is foreseeable that individuals may be harmed if

water treatment is done/monitored poorly. Additionally, due to the pollutants in the

water, the city also has a duty to those it exposed to disease. Plaintiffs like Deanna

Berry in the T&D article were exposed to health issues like rashes, irritation, e.

coli, and even a risk of bladder cancer. Because of these foreseeable and provable

risks, the city clearly owed a duty to these citizens.

Breach

The city of denmark breached its duty owed to the public. Breach is proved by the

preponderance of evidence, from expert testimony and eyewitness accounts. The

city is negligent per se because their water treatment practices did not comply with

the State Primary Drinking Water Act, or the State Safe Drinking Water Act. Even

if they arent Negligent Per Se just for violating the statute, they do not have a

reasonable excuse for violating the statute. The burden of finding an alternative safe

method of sanitation, or even providing adequate maintenance of the infrastructure,

does not outweigh the risk and magnitude of the health problems thrust upon the

city. Additionally, they used a compound to sanitize the water that was not

approved by the EPA, and monitors at Clemson University issued a STOP order

for the city to cease using this compound (180). The Halosan compound used in

the water systems was not approved by the EPA for use in drinking water; it was

approved for use in swimming pools and non-drinking bodies of water. This

compound, along with other bromine compounds, was found to be toxic by the

TOXNET report as well as the Clemson order, but these warnings were ignored

(190). The City will argue that the BBC news article (240) from 2014 said that these

bromine products were safe and people should not be afraid of them. However,

the article states that these compounds are safe in flame retardants and some early

medicines, but doesnt not say if it's safe in drinking water. The city also proved

from one of their UNSATISFACTORY DHEC reports that the state's operators

of the system were not properly instructed on how to use the sanitation system

correctly (700). Additionally, the city failed to allow any outside entity test the

water, and allowed just DHEC to perform the inpections (140). Because the water

used by the people of Denmark is still full of iron bacteria (shown by the red

color), a potentially toxic compound not approved by the EPA is still put into the

water, and the city showed very clear incompetence with using the compound to

clean the water, the city clearly breached its duty to the people.

Causation

This breach of duty may be a but-for cause of some of the citizen's ailments. The

young teenagers from the news articles had the kidney stones resulting from the

high metal content in the water. Deanna Berry claims that the water was a but-for

cause of her contracting e.coli, but further scientific evidence will be needed to link

her disease to the breach. The water has caused sickness, rashes, irritation,

economic harms of having to find an alternate source of water and STILL having

to pay the city water bill.  Because of the poor sanitation of the water, the negligent

sanitation practices with the potentially toxic compound, and the conscious choice

to not get outside help with the water all were at least substantial factors in the

ailments and struggles of the public.

scope

These harms all fall within the scope of liability. It is definitely foreseeable that, by

not properly maintaining the water supply and even pumping it with another

harmful chemical , some health risks would result. Additionally, the city was

warned about the harms associated with the halosan compound as well as their

unsatisfactory maintenance of the water system. Because of these warnings and the

widespread use of the water system by the public, the harms done unto them are

clearly foreseeable and therefore fall under the scope of liability.

Damages

The city has owed a civil penalty in the past resulting from its violation of state

regulations (90). The city has been negligent in its water treatment for a long time,

exposing thousands to unsanitary and potentially toxic compounds. The city owes

damages to the people who were harmed and had to pay medical costs because of

ingesting the water. Those who drank the water were exposed to increased risk of

diseases, and some even contracted diseases. The city will owe the medical costs

accrued by its citizens. These are physical damages and are the easiest to recover

for. Along with these physical damages, the citizens who were physically harmed

may be able to recover emotional damages as well, like loss of consortium and

loss of enjoyment of life if these toxins manifest into the types of cancer, unsightly

irritation, and even long-standing lung problems the supplement has listed. The

people could recover the lost wages from their time while ill. Those who didnt

drink the water and chose other sources may be compensated for their economic

damages as well, as those under this water system may be considered a particularly

foreseeable and vulnerable class exposed to the negligence of the city.

Defenses

The city may have some valid defenses against this negligence claim. First, the

statute of limitations may apply to harms done to citizens in the past. The city's

water system has been poor, and the people have been exposed to the Halosan

compound for many years, so many of the harms put upon the citizens may have

both manifested AND been discovered too long ago, so the statute of limitations

stops their recovery. Additionally, The CIty may have a defense under the

governmental immunity exceptions found in 260. Here, the city is immune from

nuisance claims, harms caused by the implementation of orders, admin. inaction of

a legislative or judicial nature, exercises of discretion, and uses of their regulatory

powers, including negligent inspections. According to Repko v. County of

Georgetown, when one of these liability regulations stated a gross negligence

standard, that standard applied to all other subsections of the regulations as long as

the item involving the gross negligent standard also applied to the case. Here, 260

has a subsect with a negligence standard, meaning that they are not liable for things

negligently inspected, negligent inaction, and a negligent exercise of discretion. In

spite of this, the public may still have a case. First, they can counter the negligence

standard by proving that the city acted grossly negligent, or even recklessly. This

may work, since the city was warned of all the potential health risks as well as their

poor performance with sanitizing the water. Because of their knowledge and

disregard of these risks, they may be even more culpable than mere negligence.

Also, the harmed citizens may argue that non-compliance with state statutes, EPA

regulations, and Clemson's stop order are NOT included in their discretionary

powers. The city will claim they were exercising discretion by choosing what

compound they will sanitize the water with, but this argument may fail because

putting a toxic compound into the water likely does not fall into their discretion.

The final defense the city may bring up is contributory negligence/comparative

fault. They will argue that the people harmed by the water are negligent as well,

since they were the ones who actually drank the water. Most states use

comparative fault, so these Ps will likely not be completely barred from recovery

with cont. neg. Instead, the court will allocate a percentage of fault to the P and the

city. However, this may not be very effective for the city, as many people may not

have a choice NOT to drink the water that they already pay for and is provided by

the city. Even if the court allocates some fault to specific Ps, the percent will likely

not be very high

The governmental immunity statute explicitly bars liability for nuisance, so a public

nuisance claim would likely not work

The next tort claim may be brought against DHEC

Duty

First. DHEC had a duty to the people of SC. DHEC oversees these water systems

and administers the inspections. It is quite foreseeable that, if one of these

inspections is botched, done corruptly, or even not done at all, the unmonitored

water supply could cause all sorts of health issues to the people who drink from it.

The foreseeable risk, along with the exposure to future disease, all prove DHEC

had a duty.

Breach

DHEC breached their reasonable duty of care to the people of Denmark by

performing very lax and non-compliant inspections. First, DHEC is tasked with

overseeing and maintaining the EPA standards (60). DHEC approved and even

defended the use of a compound that the EPA had not yet approved for use in

drinking water systems. DHEC approved the use of HaloSan in the water system,

and claimed that it had not yet caused any issues (20). DHEC may be negligent per

se for violating federal orders without any reasonable justification. Second, DHEC

claimed that the NSF approved the use of HaloSan. Not only is NSF not a

governing body over health regulations, the Halosan compound is NO LONGER

found on their list of approved compounds (40). Also, DHEC said the outside

testing by the VT researchers was okay, but did not intervene when the mayor of

denmark forbade it. Since DHEC approved the use of a harmful and Non-

compliant chemical in the water system, incorrectly stated that it was approved by

the NSF, and did not intervene and allow for further potentially beneficial testing,

DHEC breached its duty to keep people safe from this polluted water.

Causation

As the governing body overseeing the city's water system, DHEC could have and

should have purged the use of HaloSan from the sanitation process. Like the claim

above, there is plenty of scientific literature that states how harmful this compound

can be to people who drink it. Because DHEC did not stop Denmark from using

the compound, and even approved their use of it in their inspection, Denmark still

put the chemical in the water system. This shows that DHEC's negligent approval

was a substantial factor in the health issues accrued by the people.

Scope of Liability

The health issues faced by the public in Denmark are definitely a foreseeable harm

resulting from DHEC's negligence. Allowing the continued use of a harmful

chemical in a water system foreseeably leads to health issues resulting from

ingesting that chemical. Because of this very clear foreseeability, these health

problems fall within the scope of liability

Damages

DHEC will likely not be held liable for harms resulting just from the unsanitary

water. DHEC has failed Denmark's system and submitted orders forcing them to

maintain the water better. Because of this oversight, they may be off the hook for

some of the illness. However, they are definitely responsible for harms resulting

from the use of HaloSan. They would owe damages resulting from the medical

issues faced by the people, as stated in the claim above, but they would be limited

just to the health issues associated with the bromine exposure (tissue irritation, the

bladder cancer risk, etc.) but will likely not be liable for the lead and iron exposure,

as that is more the fault of the city. 

Additionally, since there are two potential defendants to indivisible harms, a

question of joint and several liability arises. However, because of the differences in

possible health issues, only those harmed by the HaloSan would be able to recover

jointly from the two entities. Because of the indivisible harm, a plaintiff would be

able to recover as much as it wants from either defendant. DHEC likely has quite a

bit more money than the city of denmark, so these Ps are more likely to be made

"whole" again.

Defenses

Like the City, DHEC will have a governmental immunity argument. Also like the

city, the people can probably overcome this immunity by proving a higher level of

culpability than negligence, like gross negligence or recklessness. Here, DHEC

claims to oversee EPA standards, but very clearly green lighted the use of a

compound they both KNEW was not EPA approved, and KNEW was opposed

and ordered to stop using by the Clemson U regulators. Because of this, their

defense may fail, like the city, on the negligence standard AND the discretionary

power exception.

Claim against Berry Systems

Fraud. Misrep.

The city may have a claim of fraudulent misrepresentation against Berry Systems

regarding the NSF approval of HaloSan. Here, Berry fraudulently claimed that their

compound was approved by the NSF in their brochure (30). The brochure is

undated, and to our knowledge there is no replacement or retraction of the facts

stated within it. The defendant, the producer of the product, either knew it was no

longer approved or SHOULD have known, and disregarded it. It could be argued

that Berry intended the city to know that their product was still approved, even

though it wasnt. The city justifiably relies on this, stating that they believe the

compound was and still is approved for use. Finally, the city will likely incur some

sort of damage/cost for their noncompliance with the EPA, harming the public, and

other costs in reliance of Berry's claim that it is approved.

Products Liability

There may also be a products liability issue with Berry. Though Berry likely

misrepresented and the compound is toxic in drinking water, there doesnt seem to

be a manufacturing or design defect. The compound DOES sanitize water if used

properly, like in pools and such. However Berry may be liable for informational

defects. The city could argue that, since their operators were not properly trained

to use the system at first, that Berry should be liable for not providing adequate

instructions. Second, Ps can argue that Berry failed to provide adequate

instructions and warnings regarding the potential toxicity of bromine products. 
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For the causation element of the negligence claim, we would have to argue that

exxon's emissions were a substantial factor in our plaintiff's injury. Since market

share liability is rejected, we cannot recover from them based on their percentage

contributed to the oil market, and we cannot for sure say that they are a but-for

cause (since there are several contributing companies). We must argue that they

were a substantial factor, meaning that their contribution to the pollution and the

ensuing storm was substantially linked and caused in part by their negligent

emissions. We would also need to argue that they are one of many potential

tortfeasors, and that they are jointly and severally liable for the harm. This way, we

could still recover from other potential defendants if we need. 

In torts, the concept that i found confusing and frustrating was the scope of

liability element in negligence. It seems like just a strange hybrid between duty and

cause, which made it hard to deal with it as its own separate element. Even though

Palsgraf was an interesting case, it didnt help clear up my uncertainty. However, as

I kept consolidating notes and studying further, I started to notice the breaks and

differences between scope and the other elements. I just needed to make the switch

between risk-centered and plaintiff-centered foreseeability arguments in duty to

more harm-centered arguments with scope. Though im sure this will not be my last

time dealing with it, I feel a lot better about my understanding now

For this case, it is very clear that we have a prima facie case of negligence gainst

the driver.

Negligence

The driver definitely owed a duty to you, as there is a very foreseeable risk that

driving drunk will lead to a very harmful crash. The driver created the risk to you,

and did not act reasonably to prevent harm. He also clearly breached; driving

drunk is incredibly unreasonable on it's own, and we can use negligence per se

(since drunk driving is illegal) to strengthen our argument that he acted

unreasonably in the face of foreseeable risks. His drunk driving definitely was a

but-for cause of your injuries, because had he been sober and/or acted responsibly

and reasonably, then he would not have caused an accident and hurt you. This all

falls within the scope of liability, because harm resulting from a drunk driver

crashing is incredibly foreseeable.  However, we hit a little snag with the damages

element.

Damages Discussion

The collateral source rule means that, when the court is awarding damages, they do

not look at any insurance payments you have already gotten; they would still award

the full amount owed regardless of how much money you have already gotten from

insurance. Since this state has abolished that rule, your insurance payments WILL

be deducted from your total damages award. He does not really have any money

he can give you himself, but we can probably reject the settlement offer and take

him for the whole $100,000 insurance payment. There is no standing law to my

knowledge that says charitable donations are deductible from a damages award, so

we may still be able to get you the $100k on top of your gofundme. However this

is not close to how much you deserve to get. We would need to search for other

possible defendants: was the driver on the job, acting within the scope of his

employment? If so, we may be able to sue his employer for possible vicarious

liability and negligent entrustment. We could also look to see if someone else lent

him the vehicle knowing he was a risky driver. Finally, we could even look to see if

the person who sold him the alcohol was negligent. Did they know he was driving,

or already drunk? Were they operating in compliance with company policy or state

law? Though we cant get it all from the driver, we have a few options with other

potential defendants.

One major claim, aside from negligence, that can be made against VW is public

nuisance. This claim is made when the defendant causes an unreasonable

interference with a right common to the general public. Here, VW is interfering with

the rain water these farmers need for their crops; very clearly a common public

right. VW interfered with P's use of the rainwater, whether the meant to or not.

(intent is irrelevant). This interference is unreasonable, because from P's

perspective, the utility of potentially saving some cars from hail damages is not

CLOSE to outweighing the suffering caused by this drought, both financially for

the farmers, and the loss of crops and food. Finally, the damages are quite

substantial; losing 5000 acres of crops is devastating, creating hardships for the

farmers' families and those who depended on the food. For the recovery for

economic loss, the P's must prove that they are a particularly foreseeable/at-risk

class potentially put at risk by VW's conduct. They will likely prove that easily, as

nearby farmers are reasonably foreseeable victims to tampering with precipitation. 

VW will likely argue that they used the product as intended, and were not properly

informed of the potential problems this cannon would cause. Also, they would

argue that, since "scientists are skeptical" about how well these cannons work, and

would argue that there is no proof that they do in fact work. However the P's will

likely be able to counter because Ramirez, the top local expert, can testify in P's

favor. In court, scientific evidence is based on quality, not quantity. The Daubert

rule says that scientific evidence should be allowed if it  is based in good grounds.

The Glastetter rule says that this evidence should be admitted based on

correctness. These standards are usually met with reliance on expert testimony. If

Ramirez has actual evidence that the cannons do cause these droughts, then as the

top expert, the evidence will likely be admitted and the P's may win. 

Second, Ps may have a case of trespass to Land against VW. The elements of

TtoL are: Defendant intentionally (regardless of bad faith) 1.) causes a thing to

enter 2.) land in the possession of P 3.) and causes even nominal damages. In the

past, courts have allowed trespass for non-tangible "things" like smelly/harmful

gases and other non-tangible intrusions. Here, the Ps may have a case of TtoL

against VW for the sonic booms that blast into the air. Here, VW causes these

sonic booms to enter the air above and around Ps' farmland, and causes these

massive damages. Though this case is not 100% going to win, VW's conduct

appears to meet the elements. VW would have to argue that these sonic booms are

not the type of "thing" that this claim is referring to. They would also have to argue

that the sonic booms flying in thhe sky above P's land are not technically

"entering" the land. Despite these arguments, the farmers may have a strong case

against VW. 

Finally Ps may have a case for intentional interference with prospective economic

expectancy. It depends on how the court defines economic expectancy, however.

If the court says that the right to not have their livelihood crushed by the nearby

plant causing shifts in precip. is an econ. expectancy, then  Ps may have a case.

Here, there may be an econ. exp. between vw and P. VW knows of this

expectancy. VW intends to interfere with this expactancy by impacting the

precipitation patterns without prior research as to the harmful effects. Finally, P

could argue that the interference was improper.

The first tort claim that can be filed by the citizens of denmark is a negligence claim

against the City of Denmark. 

Duty

The city of Denkmark has a duty to reasonably care for its citizens. As the

municipality, the citizens could argue that a special relationship exists and a duty of

reasonable care is ever present to the population as a whole.As the body that

maintains their water supply, it is foreseeable that individuals may be harmed if

water treatment is done/monitored poorly. Additionally, due to the pollutants in the

water, the city also has a duty to those it exposed to disease. Plaintiffs like Deanna

Berry in the T&D article were exposed to health issues like rashes, irritation, e.

coli, and even a risk of bladder cancer. Because of these foreseeable and provable

risks, the city clearly owed a duty to these citizens.

Breach

The city of denmark breached its duty owed to the public. Breach is proved by the

preponderance of evidence, from expert testimony and eyewitness accounts. The

city is negligent per se because their water treatment practices did not comply with

the State Primary Drinking Water Act, or the State Safe Drinking Water Act. Even

if they arent Negligent Per Se just for violating the statute, they do not have a

reasonable excuse for violating the statute. The burden of finding an alternative safe

method of sanitation, or even providing adequate maintenance of the infrastructure,

does not outweigh the risk and magnitude of the health problems thrust upon the

city. Additionally, they used a compound to sanitize the water that was not

approved by the EPA, and monitors at Clemson University issued a STOP order

for the city to cease using this compound (180). The Halosan compound used in

the water systems was not approved by the EPA for use in drinking water; it was

approved for use in swimming pools and non-drinking bodies of water. This

compound, along with other bromine compounds, was found to be toxic by the

TOXNET report as well as the Clemson order, but these warnings were ignored

(190). The City will argue that the BBC news article (240) from 2014 said that these

bromine products were safe and people should not be afraid of them. However,

the article states that these compounds are safe in flame retardants and some early

medicines, but doesnt not say if it's safe in drinking water. The city also proved

from one of their UNSATISFACTORY DHEC reports that the state's operators

of the system were not properly instructed on how to use the sanitation system

correctly (700). Additionally, the city failed to allow any outside entity test the

water, and allowed just DHEC to perform the inpections (140). Because the water

used by the people of Denmark is still full of iron bacteria (shown by the red

color), a potentially toxic compound not approved by the EPA is still put into the

water, and the city showed very clear incompetence with using the compound to

clean the water, the city clearly breached its duty to the people.

Causation

This breach of duty may be a but-for cause of some of the citizen's ailments. The

young teenagers from the news articles had the kidney stones resulting from the

high metal content in the water. Deanna Berry claims that the water was a but-for

cause of her contracting e.coli, but further scientific evidence will be needed to link

her disease to the breach. The water has caused sickness, rashes, irritation,

economic harms of having to find an alternate source of water and STILL having

to pay the city water bill.  Because of the poor sanitation of the water, the negligent

sanitation practices with the potentially toxic compound, and the conscious choice

to not get outside help with the water all were at least substantial factors in the

ailments and struggles of the public.

scope

These harms all fall within the scope of liability. It is definitely foreseeable that, by

not properly maintaining the water supply and even pumping it with another

harmful chemical , some health risks would result. Additionally, the city was

warned about the harms associated with the halosan compound as well as their

unsatisfactory maintenance of the water system. Because of these warnings and the

widespread use of the water system by the public, the harms done unto them are

clearly foreseeable and therefore fall under the scope of liability.

Damages

The city has owed a civil penalty in the past resulting from its violation of state

regulations (90). The city has been negligent in its water treatment for a long time,

exposing thousands to unsanitary and potentially toxic compounds. The city owes

damages to the people who were harmed and had to pay medical costs because of

ingesting the water. Those who drank the water were exposed to increased risk of

diseases, and some even contracted diseases. The city will owe the medical costs

accrued by its citizens. These are physical damages and are the easiest to recover

for. Along with these physical damages, the citizens who were physically harmed

may be able to recover emotional damages as well, like loss of consortium and

loss of enjoyment of life if these toxins manifest into the types of cancer, unsightly

irritation, and even long-standing lung problems the supplement has listed. The

people could recover the lost wages from their time while ill. Those who didnt

drink the water and chose other sources may be compensated for their economic

damages as well, as those under this water system may be considered a particularly

foreseeable and vulnerable class exposed to the negligence of the city.

Defenses

The city may have some valid defenses against this negligence claim. First, the

statute of limitations may apply to harms done to citizens in the past. The city's

water system has been poor, and the people have been exposed to the Halosan

compound for many years, so many of the harms put upon the citizens may have

both manifested AND been discovered too long ago, so the statute of limitations

stops their recovery. Additionally, The CIty may have a defense under the

governmental immunity exceptions found in 260. Here, the city is immune from

nuisance claims, harms caused by the implementation of orders, admin. inaction of

a legislative or judicial nature, exercises of discretion, and uses of their regulatory

powers, including negligent inspections. According to Repko v. County of

Georgetown, when one of these liability regulations stated a gross negligence

standard, that standard applied to all other subsections of the regulations as long as

the item involving the gross negligent standard also applied to the case. Here, 260

has a subsect with a negligence standard, meaning that they are not liable for things

negligently inspected, negligent inaction, and a negligent exercise of discretion. In

spite of this, the public may still have a case. First, they can counter the negligence

standard by proving that the city acted grossly negligent, or even recklessly. This

may work, since the city was warned of all the potential health risks as well as their

poor performance with sanitizing the water. Because of their knowledge and

disregard of these risks, they may be even more culpable than mere negligence.

Also, the harmed citizens may argue that non-compliance with state statutes, EPA

regulations, and Clemson's stop order are NOT included in their discretionary

powers. The city will claim they were exercising discretion by choosing what

compound they will sanitize the water with, but this argument may fail because

putting a toxic compound into the water likely does not fall into their discretion.

The final defense the city may bring up is contributory negligence/comparative

fault. They will argue that the people harmed by the water are negligent as well,

since they were the ones who actually drank the water. Most states use

comparative fault, so these Ps will likely not be completely barred from recovery

with cont. neg. Instead, the court will allocate a percentage of fault to the P and the

city. However, this may not be very effective for the city, as many people may not

have a choice NOT to drink the water that they already pay for and is provided by

the city. Even if the court allocates some fault to specific Ps, the percent will likely

not be very high

The governmental immunity statute explicitly bars liability for nuisance, so a public

nuisance claim would likely not work

The next tort claim may be brought against DHEC

Duty

First. DHEC had a duty to the people of SC. DHEC oversees these water systems

and administers the inspections. It is quite foreseeable that, if one of these

inspections is botched, done corruptly, or even not done at all, the unmonitored

water supply could cause all sorts of health issues to the people who drink from it.

The foreseeable risk, along with the exposure to future disease, all prove DHEC

had a duty.

Breach

DHEC breached their reasonable duty of care to the people of Denmark by

performing very lax and non-compliant inspections. First, DHEC is tasked with

overseeing and maintaining the EPA standards (60). DHEC approved and even

defended the use of a compound that the EPA had not yet approved for use in

drinking water systems. DHEC approved the use of HaloSan in the water system,

and claimed that it had not yet caused any issues (20). DHEC may be negligent per

se for violating federal orders without any reasonable justification. Second, DHEC

claimed that the NSF approved the use of HaloSan. Not only is NSF not a

governing body over health regulations, the Halosan compound is NO LONGER

found on their list of approved compounds (40). Also, DHEC said the outside

testing by the VT researchers was okay, but did not intervene when the mayor of

denmark forbade it. Since DHEC approved the use of a harmful and Non-

compliant chemical in the water system, incorrectly stated that it was approved by

the NSF, and did not intervene and allow for further potentially beneficial testing,

DHEC breached its duty to keep people safe from this polluted water.

Causation

As the governing body overseeing the city's water system, DHEC could have and

should have purged the use of HaloSan from the sanitation process. Like the claim

above, there is plenty of scientific literature that states how harmful this compound

can be to people who drink it. Because DHEC did not stop Denmark from using

the compound, and even approved their use of it in their inspection, Denmark still

put the chemical in the water system. This shows that DHEC's negligent approval

was a substantial factor in the health issues accrued by the people.

Scope of Liability

The health issues faced by the public in Denmark are definitely a foreseeable harm

resulting from DHEC's negligence. Allowing the continued use of a harmful

chemical in a water system foreseeably leads to health issues resulting from

ingesting that chemical. Because of this very clear foreseeability, these health

problems fall within the scope of liability

Damages

DHEC will likely not be held liable for harms resulting just from the unsanitary

water. DHEC has failed Denmark's system and submitted orders forcing them to

maintain the water better. Because of this oversight, they may be off the hook for

some of the illness. However, they are definitely responsible for harms resulting

from the use of HaloSan. They would owe damages resulting from the medical

issues faced by the people, as stated in the claim above, but they would be limited

just to the health issues associated with the bromine exposure (tissue irritation, the

bladder cancer risk, etc.) but will likely not be liable for the lead and iron exposure,

as that is more the fault of the city. 

Additionally, since there are two potential defendants to indivisible harms, a

question of joint and several liability arises. However, because of the differences in

possible health issues, only those harmed by the HaloSan would be able to recover

jointly from the two entities. Because of the indivisible harm, a plaintiff would be

able to recover as much as it wants from either defendant. DHEC likely has quite a

bit more money than the city of denmark, so these Ps are more likely to be made

"whole" again.

Defenses

Like the City, DHEC will have a governmental immunity argument. Also like the

city, the people can probably overcome this immunity by proving a higher level of

culpability than negligence, like gross negligence or recklessness. Here, DHEC

claims to oversee EPA standards, but very clearly green lighted the use of a

compound they both KNEW was not EPA approved, and KNEW was opposed

and ordered to stop using by the Clemson U regulators. Because of this, their

defense may fail, like the city, on the negligence standard AND the discretionary

power exception.

Claim against Berry Systems

Fraud. Misrep.

The city may have a claim of fraudulent misrepresentation against Berry Systems

regarding the NSF approval of HaloSan. Here, Berry fraudulently claimed that their

compound was approved by the NSF in their brochure (30). The brochure is

undated, and to our knowledge there is no replacement or retraction of the facts

stated within it. The defendant, the producer of the product, either knew it was no

longer approved or SHOULD have known, and disregarded it. It could be argued

that Berry intended the city to know that their product was still approved, even

though it wasnt. The city justifiably relies on this, stating that they believe the

compound was and still is approved for use. Finally, the city will likely incur some

sort of damage/cost for their noncompliance with the EPA, harming the public, and

other costs in reliance of Berry's claim that it is approved.

Products Liability

There may also be a products liability issue with Berry. Though Berry likely

misrepresented and the compound is toxic in drinking water, there doesnt seem to

be a manufacturing or design defect. The compound DOES sanitize water if used

properly, like in pools and such. However Berry may be liable for informational

defects. The city could argue that, since their operators were not properly trained

to use the system at first, that Berry should be liable for not providing adequate

instructions. Second, Ps can argue that Berry failed to provide adequate

instructions and warnings regarding the potential toxicity of bromine products. 
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For the causation element of the negligence claim, we would have to argue that

exxon's emissions were a substantial factor in our plaintiff's injury. Since market

share liability is rejected, we cannot recover from them based on their percentage

contributed to the oil market, and we cannot for sure say that they are a but-for

cause (since there are several contributing companies). We must argue that they

were a substantial factor, meaning that their contribution to the pollution and the

ensuing storm was substantially linked and caused in part by their negligent

emissions. We would also need to argue that they are one of many potential

tortfeasors, and that they are jointly and severally liable for the harm. This way, we

could still recover from other potential defendants if we need. 

In torts, the concept that i found confusing and frustrating was the scope of

liability element in negligence. It seems like just a strange hybrid between duty and

cause, which made it hard to deal with it as its own separate element. Even though

Palsgraf was an interesting case, it didnt help clear up my uncertainty. However, as

I kept consolidating notes and studying further, I started to notice the breaks and

differences between scope and the other elements. I just needed to make the switch

between risk-centered and plaintiff-centered foreseeability arguments in duty to

more harm-centered arguments with scope. Though im sure this will not be my last

time dealing with it, I feel a lot better about my understanding now

For this case, it is very clear that we have a prima facie case of negligence gainst

the driver.

Negligence

The driver definitely owed a duty to you, as there is a very foreseeable risk that

driving drunk will lead to a very harmful crash. The driver created the risk to you,

and did not act reasonably to prevent harm. He also clearly breached; driving

drunk is incredibly unreasonable on it's own, and we can use negligence per se

(since drunk driving is illegal) to strengthen our argument that he acted

unreasonably in the face of foreseeable risks. His drunk driving definitely was a

but-for cause of your injuries, because had he been sober and/or acted responsibly

and reasonably, then he would not have caused an accident and hurt you. This all

falls within the scope of liability, because harm resulting from a drunk driver

crashing is incredibly foreseeable.  However, we hit a little snag with the damages

element.

Damages Discussion

The collateral source rule means that, when the court is awarding damages, they do

not look at any insurance payments you have already gotten; they would still award

the full amount owed regardless of how much money you have already gotten from

insurance. Since this state has abolished that rule, your insurance payments WILL

be deducted from your total damages award. He does not really have any money

he can give you himself, but we can probably reject the settlement offer and take

him for the whole $100,000 insurance payment. There is no standing law to my

knowledge that says charitable donations are deductible from a damages award, so

we may still be able to get you the $100k on top of your gofundme. However this

is not close to how much you deserve to get. We would need to search for other

possible defendants: was the driver on the job, acting within the scope of his

employment? If so, we may be able to sue his employer for possible vicarious

liability and negligent entrustment. We could also look to see if someone else lent

him the vehicle knowing he was a risky driver. Finally, we could even look to see if

the person who sold him the alcohol was negligent. Did they know he was driving,

or already drunk? Were they operating in compliance with company policy or state

law? Though we cant get it all from the driver, we have a few options with other

potential defendants.

One major claim, aside from negligence, that can be made against VW is public

nuisance. This claim is made when the defendant causes an unreasonable

interference with a right common to the general public. Here, VW is interfering with

the rain water these farmers need for their crops; very clearly a common public

right. VW interfered with P's use of the rainwater, whether the meant to or not.

(intent is irrelevant). This interference is unreasonable, because from P's

perspective, the utility of potentially saving some cars from hail damages is not

CLOSE to outweighing the suffering caused by this drought, both financially for

the farmers, and the loss of crops and food. Finally, the damages are quite

substantial; losing 5000 acres of crops is devastating, creating hardships for the

farmers' families and those who depended on the food. For the recovery for

economic loss, the P's must prove that they are a particularly foreseeable/at-risk

class potentially put at risk by VW's conduct. They will likely prove that easily, as

nearby farmers are reasonably foreseeable victims to tampering with precipitation. 

VW will likely argue that they used the product as intended, and were not properly

informed of the potential problems this cannon would cause. Also, they would

argue that, since "scientists are skeptical" about how well these cannons work, and

would argue that there is no proof that they do in fact work. However the P's will

likely be able to counter because Ramirez, the top local expert, can testify in P's

favor. In court, scientific evidence is based on quality, not quantity. The Daubert

rule says that scientific evidence should be allowed if it  is based in good grounds.

The Glastetter rule says that this evidence should be admitted based on

correctness. These standards are usually met with reliance on expert testimony. If

Ramirez has actual evidence that the cannons do cause these droughts, then as the

top expert, the evidence will likely be admitted and the P's may win. 

Second, Ps may have a case of trespass to Land against VW. The elements of

TtoL are: Defendant intentionally (regardless of bad faith) 1.) causes a thing to

enter 2.) land in the possession of P 3.) and causes even nominal damages. In the

past, courts have allowed trespass for non-tangible "things" like smelly/harmful

gases and other non-tangible intrusions. Here, the Ps may have a case of TtoL

against VW for the sonic booms that blast into the air. Here, VW causes these

sonic booms to enter the air above and around Ps' farmland, and causes these

massive damages. Though this case is not 100% going to win, VW's conduct

appears to meet the elements. VW would have to argue that these sonic booms are

not the type of "thing" that this claim is referring to. They would also have to argue

that the sonic booms flying in thhe sky above P's land are not technically

"entering" the land. Despite these arguments, the farmers may have a strong case

against VW. 

Finally Ps may have a case for intentional interference with prospective economic

expectancy. It depends on how the court defines economic expectancy, however.

If the court says that the right to not have their livelihood crushed by the nearby

plant causing shifts in precip. is an econ. expectancy, then  Ps may have a case.

Here, there may be an econ. exp. between vw and P. VW knows of this

expectancy. VW intends to interfere with this expactancy by impacting the

precipitation patterns without prior research as to the harmful effects. Finally, P

could argue that the interference was improper.

The first tort claim that can be filed by the citizens of denmark is a negligence claim

against the City of Denmark. 

Duty

The city of Denkmark has a duty to reasonably care for its citizens. As the

municipality, the citizens could argue that a special relationship exists and a duty of

reasonable care is ever present to the population as a whole.As the body that

maintains their water supply, it is foreseeable that individuals may be harmed if

water treatment is done/monitored poorly. Additionally, due to the pollutants in the

water, the city also has a duty to those it exposed to disease. Plaintiffs like Deanna

Berry in the T&D article were exposed to health issues like rashes, irritation, e.

coli, and even a risk of bladder cancer. Because of these foreseeable and provable

risks, the city clearly owed a duty to these citizens.

Breach

The city of denmark breached its duty owed to the public. Breach is proved by the

preponderance of evidence, from expert testimony and eyewitness accounts. The

city is negligent per se because their water treatment practices did not comply with

the State Primary Drinking Water Act, or the State Safe Drinking Water Act. Even

if they arent Negligent Per Se just for violating the statute, they do not have a

reasonable excuse for violating the statute. The burden of finding an alternative safe

method of sanitation, or even providing adequate maintenance of the infrastructure,

does not outweigh the risk and magnitude of the health problems thrust upon the

city. Additionally, they used a compound to sanitize the water that was not

approved by the EPA, and monitors at Clemson University issued a STOP order

for the city to cease using this compound (180). The Halosan compound used in

the water systems was not approved by the EPA for use in drinking water; it was

approved for use in swimming pools and non-drinking bodies of water. This

compound, along with other bromine compounds, was found to be toxic by the

TOXNET report as well as the Clemson order, but these warnings were ignored

(190). The City will argue that the BBC news article (240) from 2014 said that these

bromine products were safe and people should not be afraid of them. However,

the article states that these compounds are safe in flame retardants and some early

medicines, but doesnt not say if it's safe in drinking water. The city also proved

from one of their UNSATISFACTORY DHEC reports that the state's operators

of the system were not properly instructed on how to use the sanitation system

correctly (700). Additionally, the city failed to allow any outside entity test the

water, and allowed just DHEC to perform the inpections (140). Because the water

used by the people of Denmark is still full of iron bacteria (shown by the red

color), a potentially toxic compound not approved by the EPA is still put into the

water, and the city showed very clear incompetence with using the compound to

clean the water, the city clearly breached its duty to the people.

Causation

This breach of duty may be a but-for cause of some of the citizen's ailments. The

young teenagers from the news articles had the kidney stones resulting from the

high metal content in the water. Deanna Berry claims that the water was a but-for

cause of her contracting e.coli, but further scientific evidence will be needed to link

her disease to the breach. The water has caused sickness, rashes, irritation,

economic harms of having to find an alternate source of water and STILL having

to pay the city water bill.  Because of the poor sanitation of the water, the negligent

sanitation practices with the potentially toxic compound, and the conscious choice

to not get outside help with the water all were at least substantial factors in the

ailments and struggles of the public.

scope

These harms all fall within the scope of liability. It is definitely foreseeable that, by

not properly maintaining the water supply and even pumping it with another

harmful chemical , some health risks would result. Additionally, the city was

warned about the harms associated with the halosan compound as well as their

unsatisfactory maintenance of the water system. Because of these warnings and the

widespread use of the water system by the public, the harms done unto them are

clearly foreseeable and therefore fall under the scope of liability.

Damages

The city has owed a civil penalty in the past resulting from its violation of state

regulations (90). The city has been negligent in its water treatment for a long time,

exposing thousands to unsanitary and potentially toxic compounds. The city owes

damages to the people who were harmed and had to pay medical costs because of

ingesting the water. Those who drank the water were exposed to increased risk of

diseases, and some even contracted diseases. The city will owe the medical costs

accrued by its citizens. These are physical damages and are the easiest to recover

for. Along with these physical damages, the citizens who were physically harmed

may be able to recover emotional damages as well, like loss of consortium and

loss of enjoyment of life if these toxins manifest into the types of cancer, unsightly

irritation, and even long-standing lung problems the supplement has listed. The

people could recover the lost wages from their time while ill. Those who didnt

drink the water and chose other sources may be compensated for their economic

damages as well, as those under this water system may be considered a particularly

foreseeable and vulnerable class exposed to the negligence of the city.

Defenses

The city may have some valid defenses against this negligence claim. First, the

statute of limitations may apply to harms done to citizens in the past. The city's

water system has been poor, and the people have been exposed to the Halosan

compound for many years, so many of the harms put upon the citizens may have

both manifested AND been discovered too long ago, so the statute of limitations

stops their recovery. Additionally, The CIty may have a defense under the

governmental immunity exceptions found in 260. Here, the city is immune from

nuisance claims, harms caused by the implementation of orders, admin. inaction of

a legislative or judicial nature, exercises of discretion, and uses of their regulatory

powers, including negligent inspections. According to Repko v. County of

Georgetown, when one of these liability regulations stated a gross negligence

standard, that standard applied to all other subsections of the regulations as long as

the item involving the gross negligent standard also applied to the case. Here, 260

has a subsect with a negligence standard, meaning that they are not liable for things

negligently inspected, negligent inaction, and a negligent exercise of discretion. In

spite of this, the public may still have a case. First, they can counter the negligence

standard by proving that the city acted grossly negligent, or even recklessly. This

may work, since the city was warned of all the potential health risks as well as their

poor performance with sanitizing the water. Because of their knowledge and

disregard of these risks, they may be even more culpable than mere negligence.

Also, the harmed citizens may argue that non-compliance with state statutes, EPA

regulations, and Clemson's stop order are NOT included in their discretionary

powers. The city will claim they were exercising discretion by choosing what

compound they will sanitize the water with, but this argument may fail because

putting a toxic compound into the water likely does not fall into their discretion.

The final defense the city may bring up is contributory negligence/comparative

fault. They will argue that the people harmed by the water are negligent as well,

since they were the ones who actually drank the water. Most states use

comparative fault, so these Ps will likely not be completely barred from recovery

with cont. neg. Instead, the court will allocate a percentage of fault to the P and the

city. However, this may not be very effective for the city, as many people may not

have a choice NOT to drink the water that they already pay for and is provided by

the city. Even if the court allocates some fault to specific Ps, the percent will likely

not be very high

The governmental immunity statute explicitly bars liability for nuisance, so a public

nuisance claim would likely not work

The next tort claim may be brought against DHEC

Duty

First. DHEC had a duty to the people of SC. DHEC oversees these water systems

and administers the inspections. It is quite foreseeable that, if one of these

inspections is botched, done corruptly, or even not done at all, the unmonitored

water supply could cause all sorts of health issues to the people who drink from it.

The foreseeable risk, along with the exposure to future disease, all prove DHEC

had a duty.

Breach

DHEC breached their reasonable duty of care to the people of Denmark by

performing very lax and non-compliant inspections. First, DHEC is tasked with

overseeing and maintaining the EPA standards (60). DHEC approved and even

defended the use of a compound that the EPA had not yet approved for use in

drinking water systems. DHEC approved the use of HaloSan in the water system,

and claimed that it had not yet caused any issues (20). DHEC may be negligent per

se for violating federal orders without any reasonable justification. Second, DHEC

claimed that the NSF approved the use of HaloSan. Not only is NSF not a

governing body over health regulations, the Halosan compound is NO LONGER

found on their list of approved compounds (40). Also, DHEC said the outside

testing by the VT researchers was okay, but did not intervene when the mayor of

denmark forbade it. Since DHEC approved the use of a harmful and Non-

compliant chemical in the water system, incorrectly stated that it was approved by

the NSF, and did not intervene and allow for further potentially beneficial testing,

DHEC breached its duty to keep people safe from this polluted water.

Causation

As the governing body overseeing the city's water system, DHEC could have and

should have purged the use of HaloSan from the sanitation process. Like the claim

above, there is plenty of scientific literature that states how harmful this compound

can be to people who drink it. Because DHEC did not stop Denmark from using

the compound, and even approved their use of it in their inspection, Denmark still

put the chemical in the water system. This shows that DHEC's negligent approval

was a substantial factor in the health issues accrued by the people.

Scope of Liability

The health issues faced by the public in Denmark are definitely a foreseeable harm

resulting from DHEC's negligence. Allowing the continued use of a harmful

chemical in a water system foreseeably leads to health issues resulting from

ingesting that chemical. Because of this very clear foreseeability, these health

problems fall within the scope of liability

Damages

DHEC will likely not be held liable for harms resulting just from the unsanitary

water. DHEC has failed Denmark's system and submitted orders forcing them to

maintain the water better. Because of this oversight, they may be off the hook for

some of the illness. However, they are definitely responsible for harms resulting

from the use of HaloSan. They would owe damages resulting from the medical

issues faced by the people, as stated in the claim above, but they would be limited

just to the health issues associated with the bromine exposure (tissue irritation, the

bladder cancer risk, etc.) but will likely not be liable for the lead and iron exposure,

as that is more the fault of the city. 

Additionally, since there are two potential defendants to indivisible harms, a

question of joint and several liability arises. However, because of the differences in

possible health issues, only those harmed by the HaloSan would be able to recover

jointly from the two entities. Because of the indivisible harm, a plaintiff would be

able to recover as much as it wants from either defendant. DHEC likely has quite a

bit more money than the city of denmark, so these Ps are more likely to be made

"whole" again.

Defenses

Like the City, DHEC will have a governmental immunity argument. Also like the

city, the people can probably overcome this immunity by proving a higher level of

culpability than negligence, like gross negligence or recklessness. Here, DHEC

claims to oversee EPA standards, but very clearly green lighted the use of a

compound they both KNEW was not EPA approved, and KNEW was opposed

and ordered to stop using by the Clemson U regulators. Because of this, their

defense may fail, like the city, on the negligence standard AND the discretionary

power exception.

Claim against Berry Systems

Fraud. Misrep.

The city may have a claim of fraudulent misrepresentation against Berry Systems

regarding the NSF approval of HaloSan. Here, Berry fraudulently claimed that their

compound was approved by the NSF in their brochure (30). The brochure is

undated, and to our knowledge there is no replacement or retraction of the facts

stated within it. The defendant, the producer of the product, either knew it was no

longer approved or SHOULD have known, and disregarded it. It could be argued

that Berry intended the city to know that their product was still approved, even

though it wasnt. The city justifiably relies on this, stating that they believe the

compound was and still is approved for use. Finally, the city will likely incur some

sort of damage/cost for their noncompliance with the EPA, harming the public, and

other costs in reliance of Berry's claim that it is approved.

Products Liability

There may also be a products liability issue with Berry. Though Berry likely

misrepresented and the compound is toxic in drinking water, there doesnt seem to

be a manufacturing or design defect. The compound DOES sanitize water if used

properly, like in pools and such. However Berry may be liable for informational

defects. The city could argue that, since their operators were not properly trained

to use the system at first, that Berry should be liable for not providing adequate

instructions. Second, Ps can argue that Berry failed to provide adequate

instructions and warnings regarding the potential toxicity of bromine products. 
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Duty

Breach of duty

Causation

Scope of Liability

Damages

For the causation element of the negligence claim, we would have to argue that

exxon's emissions were a substantial factor in our plaintiff's injury. Since market

share liability is rejected, we cannot recover from them based on their percentage

contributed to the oil market, and we cannot for sure say that they are a but-for

cause (since there are several contributing companies). We must argue that they

were a substantial factor, meaning that their contribution to the pollution and the

ensuing storm was substantially linked and caused in part by their negligent

emissions. We would also need to argue that they are one of many potential

tortfeasors, and that they are jointly and severally liable for the harm. This way, we

could still recover from other potential defendants if we need. 

In torts, the concept that i found confusing and frustrating was the scope of

liability element in negligence. It seems like just a strange hybrid between duty and

cause, which made it hard to deal with it as its own separate element. Even though

Palsgraf was an interesting case, it didnt help clear up my uncertainty. However, as

I kept consolidating notes and studying further, I started to notice the breaks and

differences between scope and the other elements. I just needed to make the switch

between risk-centered and plaintiff-centered foreseeability arguments in duty to

more harm-centered arguments with scope. Though im sure this will not be my last

time dealing with it, I feel a lot better about my understanding now

For this case, it is very clear that we have a prima facie case of negligence gainst

the driver.

Negligence

The driver definitely owed a duty to you, as there is a very foreseeable risk that

driving drunk will lead to a very harmful crash. The driver created the risk to you,

and did not act reasonably to prevent harm. He also clearly breached; driving

drunk is incredibly unreasonable on it's own, and we can use negligence per se

(since drunk driving is illegal) to strengthen our argument that he acted

unreasonably in the face of foreseeable risks. His drunk driving definitely was a

but-for cause of your injuries, because had he been sober and/or acted responsibly

and reasonably, then he would not have caused an accident and hurt you. This all

falls within the scope of liability, because harm resulting from a drunk driver

crashing is incredibly foreseeable.  However, we hit a little snag with the damages

element.

Damages Discussion

The collateral source rule means that, when the court is awarding damages, they do

not look at any insurance payments you have already gotten; they would still award

the full amount owed regardless of how much money you have already gotten from

insurance. Since this state has abolished that rule, your insurance payments WILL

be deducted from your total damages award. He does not really have any money

he can give you himself, but we can probably reject the settlement offer and take

him for the whole $100,000 insurance payment. There is no standing law to my

knowledge that says charitable donations are deductible from a damages award, so

we may still be able to get you the $100k on top of your gofundme. However this

is not close to how much you deserve to get. We would need to search for other

possible defendants: was the driver on the job, acting within the scope of his

employment? If so, we may be able to sue his employer for possible vicarious

liability and negligent entrustment. We could also look to see if someone else lent

him the vehicle knowing he was a risky driver. Finally, we could even look to see if

the person who sold him the alcohol was negligent. Did they know he was driving,

or already drunk? Were they operating in compliance with company policy or state

law? Though we cant get it all from the driver, we have a few options with other

potential defendants.

One major claim, aside from negligence, that can be made against VW is public

nuisance. This claim is made when the defendant causes an unreasonable

interference with a right common to the general public. Here, VW is interfering with

the rain water these farmers need for their crops; very clearly a common public

right. VW interfered with P's use of the rainwater, whether the meant to or not.

(intent is irrelevant). This interference is unreasonable, because from P's

perspective, the utility of potentially saving some cars from hail damages is not

CLOSE to outweighing the suffering caused by this drought, both financially for

the farmers, and the loss of crops and food. Finally, the damages are quite

substantial; losing 5000 acres of crops is devastating, creating hardships for the

farmers' families and those who depended on the food. For the recovery for

economic loss, the P's must prove that they are a particularly foreseeable/at-risk

class potentially put at risk by VW's conduct. They will likely prove that easily, as

nearby farmers are reasonably foreseeable victims to tampering with precipitation. 

VW will likely argue that they used the product as intended, and were not properly

informed of the potential problems this cannon would cause. Also, they would

argue that, since "scientists are skeptical" about how well these cannons work, and

would argue that there is no proof that they do in fact work. However the P's will

likely be able to counter because Ramirez, the top local expert, can testify in P's

favor. In court, scientific evidence is based on quality, not quantity. The Daubert

rule says that scientific evidence should be allowed if it  is based in good grounds.

The Glastetter rule says that this evidence should be admitted based on

correctness. These standards are usually met with reliance on expert testimony. If

Ramirez has actual evidence that the cannons do cause these droughts, then as the

top expert, the evidence will likely be admitted and the P's may win. 

Second, Ps may have a case of trespass to Land against VW. The elements of

TtoL are: Defendant intentionally (regardless of bad faith) 1.) causes a thing to

enter 2.) land in the possession of P 3.) and causes even nominal damages. In the

past, courts have allowed trespass for non-tangible "things" like smelly/harmful

gases and other non-tangible intrusions. Here, the Ps may have a case of TtoL

against VW for the sonic booms that blast into the air. Here, VW causes these

sonic booms to enter the air above and around Ps' farmland, and causes these

massive damages. Though this case is not 100% going to win, VW's conduct

appears to meet the elements. VW would have to argue that these sonic booms are

not the type of "thing" that this claim is referring to. They would also have to argue

that the sonic booms flying in thhe sky above P's land are not technically

"entering" the land. Despite these arguments, the farmers may have a strong case

against VW. 

Finally Ps may have a case for intentional interference with prospective economic

expectancy. It depends on how the court defines economic expectancy, however.

If the court says that the right to not have their livelihood crushed by the nearby

plant causing shifts in precip. is an econ. expectancy, then  Ps may have a case.

Here, there may be an econ. exp. between vw and P. VW knows of this

expectancy. VW intends to interfere with this expactancy by impacting the

precipitation patterns without prior research as to the harmful effects. Finally, P

could argue that the interference was improper.

The first tort claim that can be filed by the citizens of denmark is a negligence claim

against the City of Denmark. 

Duty

The city of Denkmark has a duty to reasonably care for its citizens. As the

municipality, the citizens could argue that a special relationship exists and a duty of

reasonable care is ever present to the population as a whole.As the body that

maintains their water supply, it is foreseeable that individuals may be harmed if

water treatment is done/monitored poorly. Additionally, due to the pollutants in the

water, the city also has a duty to those it exposed to disease. Plaintiffs like Deanna

Berry in the T&D article were exposed to health issues like rashes, irritation, e.

coli, and even a risk of bladder cancer. Because of these foreseeable and provable

risks, the city clearly owed a duty to these citizens.

Breach

The city of denmark breached its duty owed to the public. Breach is proved by the

preponderance of evidence, from expert testimony and eyewitness accounts. The

city is negligent per se because their water treatment practices did not comply with

the State Primary Drinking Water Act, or the State Safe Drinking Water Act. Even

if they arent Negligent Per Se just for violating the statute, they do not have a

reasonable excuse for violating the statute. The burden of finding an alternative safe

method of sanitation, or even providing adequate maintenance of the infrastructure,

does not outweigh the risk and magnitude of the health problems thrust upon the

city. Additionally, they used a compound to sanitize the water that was not

approved by the EPA, and monitors at Clemson University issued a STOP order

for the city to cease using this compound (180). The Halosan compound used in

the water systems was not approved by the EPA for use in drinking water; it was

approved for use in swimming pools and non-drinking bodies of water. This

compound, along with other bromine compounds, was found to be toxic by the

TOXNET report as well as the Clemson order, but these warnings were ignored

(190). The City will argue that the BBC news article (240) from 2014 said that these

bromine products were safe and people should not be afraid of them. However,

the article states that these compounds are safe in flame retardants and some early

medicines, but doesnt not say if it's safe in drinking water. The city also proved

from one of their UNSATISFACTORY DHEC reports that the state's operators

of the system were not properly instructed on how to use the sanitation system

correctly (700). Additionally, the city failed to allow any outside entity test the

water, and allowed just DHEC to perform the inpections (140). Because the water

used by the people of Denmark is still full of iron bacteria (shown by the red

color), a potentially toxic compound not approved by the EPA is still put into the

water, and the city showed very clear incompetence with using the compound to

clean the water, the city clearly breached its duty to the people.

Causation

This breach of duty may be a but-for cause of some of the citizen's ailments. The

young teenagers from the news articles had the kidney stones resulting from the

high metal content in the water. Deanna Berry claims that the water was a but-for

cause of her contracting e.coli, but further scientific evidence will be needed to link

her disease to the breach. The water has caused sickness, rashes, irritation,

economic harms of having to find an alternate source of water and STILL having

to pay the city water bill.  Because of the poor sanitation of the water, the negligent

sanitation practices with the potentially toxic compound, and the conscious choice

to not get outside help with the water all were at least substantial factors in the

ailments and struggles of the public.

scope

These harms all fall within the scope of liability. It is definitely foreseeable that, by

not properly maintaining the water supply and even pumping it with another

harmful chemical , some health risks would result. Additionally, the city was

warned about the harms associated with the halosan compound as well as their

unsatisfactory maintenance of the water system. Because of these warnings and the

widespread use of the water system by the public, the harms done unto them are

clearly foreseeable and therefore fall under the scope of liability.

Damages

The city has owed a civil penalty in the past resulting from its violation of state

regulations (90). The city has been negligent in its water treatment for a long time,

exposing thousands to unsanitary and potentially toxic compounds. The city owes

damages to the people who were harmed and had to pay medical costs because of

ingesting the water. Those who drank the water were exposed to increased risk of

diseases, and some even contracted diseases. The city will owe the medical costs

accrued by its citizens. These are physical damages and are the easiest to recover

for. Along with these physical damages, the citizens who were physically harmed

may be able to recover emotional damages as well, like loss of consortium and

loss of enjoyment of life if these toxins manifest into the types of cancer, unsightly

irritation, and even long-standing lung problems the supplement has listed. The

people could recover the lost wages from their time while ill. Those who didnt

drink the water and chose other sources may be compensated for their economic

damages as well, as those under this water system may be considered a particularly

foreseeable and vulnerable class exposed to the negligence of the city.

Defenses

The city may have some valid defenses against this negligence claim. First, the

statute of limitations may apply to harms done to citizens in the past. The city's

water system has been poor, and the people have been exposed to the Halosan

compound for many years, so many of the harms put upon the citizens may have

both manifested AND been discovered too long ago, so the statute of limitations

stops their recovery. Additionally, The CIty may have a defense under the

governmental immunity exceptions found in 260. Here, the city is immune from

nuisance claims, harms caused by the implementation of orders, admin. inaction of

a legislative or judicial nature, exercises of discretion, and uses of their regulatory

powers, including negligent inspections. According to Repko v. County of

Georgetown, when one of these liability regulations stated a gross negligence

standard, that standard applied to all other subsections of the regulations as long as

the item involving the gross negligent standard also applied to the case. Here, 260

has a subsect with a negligence standard, meaning that they are not liable for things

negligently inspected, negligent inaction, and a negligent exercise of discretion. In

spite of this, the public may still have a case. First, they can counter the negligence

standard by proving that the city acted grossly negligent, or even recklessly. This

may work, since the city was warned of all the potential health risks as well as their

poor performance with sanitizing the water. Because of their knowledge and

disregard of these risks, they may be even more culpable than mere negligence.

Also, the harmed citizens may argue that non-compliance with state statutes, EPA

regulations, and Clemson's stop order are NOT included in their discretionary

powers. The city will claim they were exercising discretion by choosing what

compound they will sanitize the water with, but this argument may fail because

putting a toxic compound into the water likely does not fall into their discretion.

The final defense the city may bring up is contributory negligence/comparative

fault. They will argue that the people harmed by the water are negligent as well,

since they were the ones who actually drank the water. Most states use

comparative fault, so these Ps will likely not be completely barred from recovery

with cont. neg. Instead, the court will allocate a percentage of fault to the P and the

city. However, this may not be very effective for the city, as many people may not

have a choice NOT to drink the water that they already pay for and is provided by

the city. Even if the court allocates some fault to specific Ps, the percent will likely

not be very high

The governmental immunity statute explicitly bars liability for nuisance, so a public

nuisance claim would likely not work

The next tort claim may be brought against DHEC

Duty

First. DHEC had a duty to the people of SC. DHEC oversees these water systems

and administers the inspections. It is quite foreseeable that, if one of these

inspections is botched, done corruptly, or even not done at all, the unmonitored

water supply could cause all sorts of health issues to the people who drink from it.

The foreseeable risk, along with the exposure to future disease, all prove DHEC

had a duty.

Breach

DHEC breached their reasonable duty of care to the people of Denmark by

performing very lax and non-compliant inspections. First, DHEC is tasked with

overseeing and maintaining the EPA standards (60). DHEC approved and even

defended the use of a compound that the EPA had not yet approved for use in

drinking water systems. DHEC approved the use of HaloSan in the water system,

and claimed that it had not yet caused any issues (20). DHEC may be negligent per

se for violating federal orders without any reasonable justification. Second, DHEC

claimed that the NSF approved the use of HaloSan. Not only is NSF not a

governing body over health regulations, the Halosan compound is NO LONGER

found on their list of approved compounds (40). Also, DHEC said the outside

testing by the VT researchers was okay, but did not intervene when the mayor of

denmark forbade it. Since DHEC approved the use of a harmful and Non-

compliant chemical in the water system, incorrectly stated that it was approved by

the NSF, and did not intervene and allow for further potentially beneficial testing,

DHEC breached its duty to keep people safe from this polluted water.

Causation

As the governing body overseeing the city's water system, DHEC could have and

should have purged the use of HaloSan from the sanitation process. Like the claim

above, there is plenty of scientific literature that states how harmful this compound

can be to people who drink it. Because DHEC did not stop Denmark from using

the compound, and even approved their use of it in their inspection, Denmark still

put the chemical in the water system. This shows that DHEC's negligent approval

was a substantial factor in the health issues accrued by the people.

Scope of Liability

The health issues faced by the public in Denmark are definitely a foreseeable harm

resulting from DHEC's negligence. Allowing the continued use of a harmful

chemical in a water system foreseeably leads to health issues resulting from

ingesting that chemical. Because of this very clear foreseeability, these health

problems fall within the scope of liability

Damages

DHEC will likely not be held liable for harms resulting just from the unsanitary

water. DHEC has failed Denmark's system and submitted orders forcing them to

maintain the water better. Because of this oversight, they may be off the hook for

some of the illness. However, they are definitely responsible for harms resulting

from the use of HaloSan. They would owe damages resulting from the medical

issues faced by the people, as stated in the claim above, but they would be limited

just to the health issues associated with the bromine exposure (tissue irritation, the

bladder cancer risk, etc.) but will likely not be liable for the lead and iron exposure,

as that is more the fault of the city. 

Additionally, since there are two potential defendants to indivisible harms, a

question of joint and several liability arises. However, because of the differences in

possible health issues, only those harmed by the HaloSan would be able to recover

jointly from the two entities. Because of the indivisible harm, a plaintiff would be

able to recover as much as it wants from either defendant. DHEC likely has quite a

bit more money than the city of denmark, so these Ps are more likely to be made

"whole" again.

Defenses

Like the City, DHEC will have a governmental immunity argument. Also like the

city, the people can probably overcome this immunity by proving a higher level of

culpability than negligence, like gross negligence or recklessness. Here, DHEC

claims to oversee EPA standards, but very clearly green lighted the use of a

compound they both KNEW was not EPA approved, and KNEW was opposed

and ordered to stop using by the Clemson U regulators. Because of this, their

defense may fail, like the city, on the negligence standard AND the discretionary

power exception.

Claim against Berry Systems

Fraud. Misrep.

The city may have a claim of fraudulent misrepresentation against Berry Systems

regarding the NSF approval of HaloSan. Here, Berry fraudulently claimed that their

compound was approved by the NSF in their brochure (30). The brochure is

undated, and to our knowledge there is no replacement or retraction of the facts

stated within it. The defendant, the producer of the product, either knew it was no

longer approved or SHOULD have known, and disregarded it. It could be argued

that Berry intended the city to know that their product was still approved, even

though it wasnt. The city justifiably relies on this, stating that they believe the

compound was and still is approved for use. Finally, the city will likely incur some

sort of damage/cost for their noncompliance with the EPA, harming the public, and

other costs in reliance of Berry's claim that it is approved.

Products Liability

There may also be a products liability issue with Berry. Though Berry likely

misrepresented and the compound is toxic in drinking water, there doesnt seem to

be a manufacturing or design defect. The compound DOES sanitize water if used

properly, like in pools and such. However Berry may be liable for informational

defects. The city could argue that, since their operators were not properly trained

to use the system at first, that Berry should be liable for not providing adequate

instructions. Second, Ps can argue that Berry failed to provide adequate

instructions and warnings regarding the potential toxicity of bromine products. 
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For the causation element of the negligence claim, we would have to argue that

exxon's emissions were a substantial factor in our plaintiff's injury. Since market

share liability is rejected, we cannot recover from them based on their percentage

contributed to the oil market, and we cannot for sure say that they are a but-for

cause (since there are several contributing companies). We must argue that they

were a substantial factor, meaning that their contribution to the pollution and the

ensuing storm was substantially linked and caused in part by their negligent

emissions. We would also need to argue that they are one of many potential

tortfeasors, and that they are jointly and severally liable for the harm. This way, we

could still recover from other potential defendants if we need. 

In torts, the concept that i found confusing and frustrating was the scope of

liability element in negligence. It seems like just a strange hybrid between duty and

cause, which made it hard to deal with it as its own separate element. Even though

Palsgraf was an interesting case, it didnt help clear up my uncertainty. However, as

I kept consolidating notes and studying further, I started to notice the breaks and

differences between scope and the other elements. I just needed to make the switch

between risk-centered and plaintiff-centered foreseeability arguments in duty to

more harm-centered arguments with scope. Though im sure this will not be my last

time dealing with it, I feel a lot better about my understanding now

For this case, it is very clear that we have a prima facie case of negligence gainst

the driver.

Negligence

The driver definitely owed a duty to you, as there is a very foreseeable risk that

driving drunk will lead to a very harmful crash. The driver created the risk to you,

and did not act reasonably to prevent harm. He also clearly breached; driving

drunk is incredibly unreasonable on it's own, and we can use negligence per se

(since drunk driving is illegal) to strengthen our argument that he acted

unreasonably in the face of foreseeable risks. His drunk driving definitely was a

but-for cause of your injuries, because had he been sober and/or acted responsibly

and reasonably, then he would not have caused an accident and hurt you. This all

falls within the scope of liability, because harm resulting from a drunk driver

crashing is incredibly foreseeable.  However, we hit a little snag with the damages

element.

Damages Discussion

The collateral source rule means that, when the court is awarding damages, they do

not look at any insurance payments you have already gotten; they would still award

the full amount owed regardless of how much money you have already gotten from

insurance. Since this state has abolished that rule, your insurance payments WILL

be deducted from your total damages award. He does not really have any money

he can give you himself, but we can probably reject the settlement offer and take

him for the whole $100,000 insurance payment. There is no standing law to my

knowledge that says charitable donations are deductible from a damages award, so

we may still be able to get you the $100k on top of your gofundme. However this

is not close to how much you deserve to get. We would need to search for other

possible defendants: was the driver on the job, acting within the scope of his

employment? If so, we may be able to sue his employer for possible vicarious

liability and negligent entrustment. We could also look to see if someone else lent

him the vehicle knowing he was a risky driver. Finally, we could even look to see if

the person who sold him the alcohol was negligent. Did they know he was driving,

or already drunk? Were they operating in compliance with company policy or state

law? Though we cant get it all from the driver, we have a few options with other

potential defendants.

One major claim, aside from negligence, that can be made against VW is public

nuisance. This claim is made when the defendant causes an unreasonable

interference with a right common to the general public. Here, VW is interfering with

the rain water these farmers need for their crops; very clearly a common public

right. VW interfered with P's use of the rainwater, whether the meant to or not.

(intent is irrelevant). This interference is unreasonable, because from P's

perspective, the utility of potentially saving some cars from hail damages is not

CLOSE to outweighing the suffering caused by this drought, both financially for

the farmers, and the loss of crops and food. Finally, the damages are quite

substantial; losing 5000 acres of crops is devastating, creating hardships for the

farmers' families and those who depended on the food. For the recovery for

economic loss, the P's must prove that they are a particularly foreseeable/at-risk

class potentially put at risk by VW's conduct. They will likely prove that easily, as

nearby farmers are reasonably foreseeable victims to tampering with precipitation. 

VW will likely argue that they used the product as intended, and were not properly

informed of the potential problems this cannon would cause. Also, they would

argue that, since "scientists are skeptical" about how well these cannons work, and

would argue that there is no proof that they do in fact work. However the P's will

likely be able to counter because Ramirez, the top local expert, can testify in P's

favor. In court, scientific evidence is based on quality, not quantity. The Daubert

rule says that scientific evidence should be allowed if it  is based in good grounds.

The Glastetter rule says that this evidence should be admitted based on

correctness. These standards are usually met with reliance on expert testimony. If

Ramirez has actual evidence that the cannons do cause these droughts, then as the

top expert, the evidence will likely be admitted and the P's may win. 

Second, Ps may have a case of trespass to Land against VW. The elements of

TtoL are: Defendant intentionally (regardless of bad faith) 1.) causes a thing to

enter 2.) land in the possession of P 3.) and causes even nominal damages. In the

past, courts have allowed trespass for non-tangible "things" like smelly/harmful

gases and other non-tangible intrusions. Here, the Ps may have a case of TtoL

against VW for the sonic booms that blast into the air. Here, VW causes these

sonic booms to enter the air above and around Ps' farmland, and causes these

massive damages. Though this case is not 100% going to win, VW's conduct

appears to meet the elements. VW would have to argue that these sonic booms are

not the type of "thing" that this claim is referring to. They would also have to argue

that the sonic booms flying in thhe sky above P's land are not technically

"entering" the land. Despite these arguments, the farmers may have a strong case

against VW. 

Finally Ps may have a case for intentional interference with prospective economic

expectancy. It depends on how the court defines economic expectancy, however.

If the court says that the right to not have their livelihood crushed by the nearby

plant causing shifts in precip. is an econ. expectancy, then  Ps may have a case.

Here, there may be an econ. exp. between vw and P. VW knows of this

expectancy. VW intends to interfere with this expactancy by impacting the

precipitation patterns without prior research as to the harmful effects. Finally, P

could argue that the interference was improper.

The first tort claim that can be filed by the citizens of denmark is a negligence claim

against the City of Denmark. 

Duty

The city of Denkmark has a duty to reasonably care for its citizens. As the

municipality, the citizens could argue that a special relationship exists and a duty of

reasonable care is ever present to the population as a whole.As the body that

maintains their water supply, it is foreseeable that individuals may be harmed if

water treatment is done/monitored poorly. Additionally, due to the pollutants in the

water, the city also has a duty to those it exposed to disease. Plaintiffs like Deanna

Berry in the T&D article were exposed to health issues like rashes, irritation, e.

coli, and even a risk of bladder cancer. Because of these foreseeable and provable

risks, the city clearly owed a duty to these citizens.

Breach

The city of denmark breached its duty owed to the public. Breach is proved by the

preponderance of evidence, from expert testimony and eyewitness accounts. The

city is negligent per se because their water treatment practices did not comply with

the State Primary Drinking Water Act, or the State Safe Drinking Water Act. Even

if they arent Negligent Per Se just for violating the statute, they do not have a

reasonable excuse for violating the statute. The burden of finding an alternative safe

method of sanitation, or even providing adequate maintenance of the infrastructure,

does not outweigh the risk and magnitude of the health problems thrust upon the

city. Additionally, they used a compound to sanitize the water that was not

approved by the EPA, and monitors at Clemson University issued a STOP order

for the city to cease using this compound (180). The Halosan compound used in

the water systems was not approved by the EPA for use in drinking water; it was

approved for use in swimming pools and non-drinking bodies of water. This

compound, along with other bromine compounds, was found to be toxic by the

TOXNET report as well as the Clemson order, but these warnings were ignored

(190). The City will argue that the BBC news article (240) from 2014 said that these

bromine products were safe and people should not be afraid of them. However,

the article states that these compounds are safe in flame retardants and some early

medicines, but doesnt not say if it's safe in drinking water. The city also proved

from one of their UNSATISFACTORY DHEC reports that the state's operators

of the system were not properly instructed on how to use the sanitation system

correctly (700). Additionally, the city failed to allow any outside entity test the

water, and allowed just DHEC to perform the inpections (140). Because the water

used by the people of Denmark is still full of iron bacteria (shown by the red

color), a potentially toxic compound not approved by the EPA is still put into the

water, and the city showed very clear incompetence with using the compound to

clean the water, the city clearly breached its duty to the people.

Causation

This breach of duty may be a but-for cause of some of the citizen's ailments. The

young teenagers from the news articles had the kidney stones resulting from the

high metal content in the water. Deanna Berry claims that the water was a but-for

cause of her contracting e.coli, but further scientific evidence will be needed to link

her disease to the breach. The water has caused sickness, rashes, irritation,

economic harms of having to find an alternate source of water and STILL having

to pay the city water bill.  Because of the poor sanitation of the water, the negligent

sanitation practices with the potentially toxic compound, and the conscious choice

to not get outside help with the water all were at least substantial factors in the

ailments and struggles of the public.

scope

These harms all fall within the scope of liability. It is definitely foreseeable that, by

not properly maintaining the water supply and even pumping it with another

harmful chemical , some health risks would result. Additionally, the city was

warned about the harms associated with the halosan compound as well as their

unsatisfactory maintenance of the water system. Because of these warnings and the

widespread use of the water system by the public, the harms done unto them are

clearly foreseeable and therefore fall under the scope of liability.

Damages

The city has owed a civil penalty in the past resulting from its violation of state

regulations (90). The city has been negligent in its water treatment for a long time,

exposing thousands to unsanitary and potentially toxic compounds. The city owes

damages to the people who were harmed and had to pay medical costs because of

ingesting the water. Those who drank the water were exposed to increased risk of

diseases, and some even contracted diseases. The city will owe the medical costs

accrued by its citizens. These are physical damages and are the easiest to recover

for. Along with these physical damages, the citizens who were physically harmed

may be able to recover emotional damages as well, like loss of consortium and

loss of enjoyment of life if these toxins manifest into the types of cancer, unsightly

irritation, and even long-standing lung problems the supplement has listed. The

people could recover the lost wages from their time while ill. Those who didnt

drink the water and chose other sources may be compensated for their economic

damages as well, as those under this water system may be considered a particularly

foreseeable and vulnerable class exposed to the negligence of the city.

Defenses

The city may have some valid defenses against this negligence claim. First, the

statute of limitations may apply to harms done to citizens in the past. The city's

water system has been poor, and the people have been exposed to the Halosan

compound for many years, so many of the harms put upon the citizens may have

both manifested AND been discovered too long ago, so the statute of limitations

stops their recovery. Additionally, The CIty may have a defense under the

governmental immunity exceptions found in 260. Here, the city is immune from

nuisance claims, harms caused by the implementation of orders, admin. inaction of

a legislative or judicial nature, exercises of discretion, and uses of their regulatory

powers, including negligent inspections. According to Repko v. County of

Georgetown, when one of these liability regulations stated a gross negligence

standard, that standard applied to all other subsections of the regulations as long as

the item involving the gross negligent standard also applied to the case. Here, 260

has a subsect with a negligence standard, meaning that they are not liable for things

negligently inspected, negligent inaction, and a negligent exercise of discretion. In

spite of this, the public may still have a case. First, they can counter the negligence

standard by proving that the city acted grossly negligent, or even recklessly. This

may work, since the city was warned of all the potential health risks as well as their

poor performance with sanitizing the water. Because of their knowledge and

disregard of these risks, they may be even more culpable than mere negligence.

Also, the harmed citizens may argue that non-compliance with state statutes, EPA

regulations, and Clemson's stop order are NOT included in their discretionary

powers. The city will claim they were exercising discretion by choosing what

compound they will sanitize the water with, but this argument may fail because

putting a toxic compound into the water likely does not fall into their discretion.

The final defense the city may bring up is contributory negligence/comparative

fault. They will argue that the people harmed by the water are negligent as well,

since they were the ones who actually drank the water. Most states use

comparative fault, so these Ps will likely not be completely barred from recovery

with cont. neg. Instead, the court will allocate a percentage of fault to the P and the

city. However, this may not be very effective for the city, as many people may not

have a choice NOT to drink the water that they already pay for and is provided by

the city. Even if the court allocates some fault to specific Ps, the percent will likely

not be very high

The governmental immunity statute explicitly bars liability for nuisance, so a public

nuisance claim would likely not work

The next tort claim may be brought against DHEC

Duty

First. DHEC had a duty to the people of SC. DHEC oversees these water systems

and administers the inspections. It is quite foreseeable that, if one of these

inspections is botched, done corruptly, or even not done at all, the unmonitored

water supply could cause all sorts of health issues to the people who drink from it.

The foreseeable risk, along with the exposure to future disease, all prove DHEC

had a duty.

Breach

DHEC breached their reasonable duty of care to the people of Denmark by

performing very lax and non-compliant inspections. First, DHEC is tasked with

overseeing and maintaining the EPA standards (60). DHEC approved and even

defended the use of a compound that the EPA had not yet approved for use in

drinking water systems. DHEC approved the use of HaloSan in the water system,

and claimed that it had not yet caused any issues (20). DHEC may be negligent per

se for violating federal orders without any reasonable justification. Second, DHEC

claimed that the NSF approved the use of HaloSan. Not only is NSF not a

governing body over health regulations, the Halosan compound is NO LONGER

found on their list of approved compounds (40). Also, DHEC said the outside

testing by the VT researchers was okay, but did not intervene when the mayor of

denmark forbade it. Since DHEC approved the use of a harmful and Non-

compliant chemical in the water system, incorrectly stated that it was approved by

the NSF, and did not intervene and allow for further potentially beneficial testing,

DHEC breached its duty to keep people safe from this polluted water.

Causation

As the governing body overseeing the city's water system, DHEC could have and

should have purged the use of HaloSan from the sanitation process. Like the claim

above, there is plenty of scientific literature that states how harmful this compound

can be to people who drink it. Because DHEC did not stop Denmark from using

the compound, and even approved their use of it in their inspection, Denmark still

put the chemical in the water system. This shows that DHEC's negligent approval

was a substantial factor in the health issues accrued by the people.

Scope of Liability

The health issues faced by the public in Denmark are definitely a foreseeable harm

resulting from DHEC's negligence. Allowing the continued use of a harmful

chemical in a water system foreseeably leads to health issues resulting from

ingesting that chemical. Because of this very clear foreseeability, these health

problems fall within the scope of liability

Damages

DHEC will likely not be held liable for harms resulting just from the unsanitary

water. DHEC has failed Denmark's system and submitted orders forcing them to

maintain the water better. Because of this oversight, they may be off the hook for

some of the illness. However, they are definitely responsible for harms resulting

from the use of HaloSan. They would owe damages resulting from the medical

issues faced by the people, as stated in the claim above, but they would be limited

just to the health issues associated with the bromine exposure (tissue irritation, the

bladder cancer risk, etc.) but will likely not be liable for the lead and iron exposure,

as that is more the fault of the city. 

Additionally, since there are two potential defendants to indivisible harms, a

question of joint and several liability arises. However, because of the differences in

possible health issues, only those harmed by the HaloSan would be able to recover

jointly from the two entities. Because of the indivisible harm, a plaintiff would be

able to recover as much as it wants from either defendant. DHEC likely has quite a

bit more money than the city of denmark, so these Ps are more likely to be made

"whole" again.

Defenses

Like the City, DHEC will have a governmental immunity argument. Also like the

city, the people can probably overcome this immunity by proving a higher level of

culpability than negligence, like gross negligence or recklessness. Here, DHEC

claims to oversee EPA standards, but very clearly green lighted the use of a

compound they both KNEW was not EPA approved, and KNEW was opposed

and ordered to stop using by the Clemson U regulators. Because of this, their

defense may fail, like the city, on the negligence standard AND the discretionary

power exception.

Claim against Berry Systems

Fraud. Misrep.

The city may have a claim of fraudulent misrepresentation against Berry Systems

regarding the NSF approval of HaloSan. Here, Berry fraudulently claimed that their

compound was approved by the NSF in their brochure (30). The brochure is

undated, and to our knowledge there is no replacement or retraction of the facts

stated within it. The defendant, the producer of the product, either knew it was no

longer approved or SHOULD have known, and disregarded it. It could be argued

that Berry intended the city to know that their product was still approved, even

though it wasnt. The city justifiably relies on this, stating that they believe the

compound was and still is approved for use. Finally, the city will likely incur some

sort of damage/cost for their noncompliance with the EPA, harming the public, and

other costs in reliance of Berry's claim that it is approved.

Products Liability

There may also be a products liability issue with Berry. Though Berry likely

misrepresented and the compound is toxic in drinking water, there doesnt seem to

be a manufacturing or design defect. The compound DOES sanitize water if used

properly, like in pools and such. However Berry may be liable for informational

defects. The city could argue that, since their operators were not properly trained

to use the system at first, that Berry should be liable for not providing adequate

instructions. Second, Ps can argue that Berry failed to provide adequate

instructions and warnings regarding the potential toxicity of bromine products. 
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For the causation element of the negligence claim, we would have to argue that

exxon's emissions were a substantial factor in our plaintiff's injury. Since market

share liability is rejected, we cannot recover from them based on their percentage

contributed to the oil market, and we cannot for sure say that they are a but-for

cause (since there are several contributing companies). We must argue that they

were a substantial factor, meaning that their contribution to the pollution and the

ensuing storm was substantially linked and caused in part by their negligent

emissions. We would also need to argue that they are one of many potential

tortfeasors, and that they are jointly and severally liable for the harm. This way, we

could still recover from other potential defendants if we need. 

In torts, the concept that i found confusing and frustrating was the scope of

liability element in negligence. It seems like just a strange hybrid between duty and

cause, which made it hard to deal with it as its own separate element. Even though

Palsgraf was an interesting case, it didnt help clear up my uncertainty. However, as

I kept consolidating notes and studying further, I started to notice the breaks and

differences between scope and the other elements. I just needed to make the switch

between risk-centered and plaintiff-centered foreseeability arguments in duty to

more harm-centered arguments with scope. Though im sure this will not be my last

time dealing with it, I feel a lot better about my understanding now

For this case, it is very clear that we have a prima facie case of negligence gainst

the driver.

Negligence

The driver definitely owed a duty to you, as there is a very foreseeable risk that

driving drunk will lead to a very harmful crash. The driver created the risk to you,

and did not act reasonably to prevent harm. He also clearly breached; driving

drunk is incredibly unreasonable on it's own, and we can use negligence per se

(since drunk driving is illegal) to strengthen our argument that he acted

unreasonably in the face of foreseeable risks. His drunk driving definitely was a

but-for cause of your injuries, because had he been sober and/or acted responsibly

and reasonably, then he would not have caused an accident and hurt you. This all

falls within the scope of liability, because harm resulting from a drunk driver

crashing is incredibly foreseeable.  However, we hit a little snag with the damages

element.

Damages Discussion

The collateral source rule means that, when the court is awarding damages, they do

not look at any insurance payments you have already gotten; they would still award

the full amount owed regardless of how much money you have already gotten from

insurance. Since this state has abolished that rule, your insurance payments WILL

be deducted from your total damages award. He does not really have any money

he can give you himself, but we can probably reject the settlement offer and take

him for the whole $100,000 insurance payment. There is no standing law to my

knowledge that says charitable donations are deductible from a damages award, so

we may still be able to get you the $100k on top of your gofundme. However this

is not close to how much you deserve to get. We would need to search for other

possible defendants: was the driver on the job, acting within the scope of his

employment? If so, we may be able to sue his employer for possible vicarious

liability and negligent entrustment. We could also look to see if someone else lent

him the vehicle knowing he was a risky driver. Finally, we could even look to see if

the person who sold him the alcohol was negligent. Did they know he was driving,

or already drunk? Were they operating in compliance with company policy or state

law? Though we cant get it all from the driver, we have a few options with other

potential defendants.

One major claim, aside from negligence, that can be made against VW is public

nuisance. This claim is made when the defendant causes an unreasonable

interference with a right common to the general public. Here, VW is interfering with

the rain water these farmers need for their crops; very clearly a common public

right. VW interfered with P's use of the rainwater, whether the meant to or not.

(intent is irrelevant). This interference is unreasonable, because from P's

perspective, the utility of potentially saving some cars from hail damages is not

CLOSE to outweighing the suffering caused by this drought, both financially for

the farmers, and the loss of crops and food. Finally, the damages are quite

substantial; losing 5000 acres of crops is devastating, creating hardships for the

farmers' families and those who depended on the food. For the recovery for

economic loss, the P's must prove that they are a particularly foreseeable/at-risk

class potentially put at risk by VW's conduct. They will likely prove that easily, as

nearby farmers are reasonably foreseeable victims to tampering with precipitation. 

VW will likely argue that they used the product as intended, and were not properly

informed of the potential problems this cannon would cause. Also, they would

argue that, since "scientists are skeptical" about how well these cannons work, and

would argue that there is no proof that they do in fact work. However the P's will

likely be able to counter because Ramirez, the top local expert, can testify in P's

favor. In court, scientific evidence is based on quality, not quantity. The Daubert

rule says that scientific evidence should be allowed if it  is based in good grounds.

The Glastetter rule says that this evidence should be admitted based on

correctness. These standards are usually met with reliance on expert testimony. If

Ramirez has actual evidence that the cannons do cause these droughts, then as the

top expert, the evidence will likely be admitted and the P's may win. 

Second, Ps may have a case of trespass to Land against VW. The elements of

TtoL are: Defendant intentionally (regardless of bad faith) 1.) causes a thing to

enter 2.) land in the possession of P 3.) and causes even nominal damages. In the

past, courts have allowed trespass for non-tangible "things" like smelly/harmful

gases and other non-tangible intrusions. Here, the Ps may have a case of TtoL

against VW for the sonic booms that blast into the air. Here, VW causes these

sonic booms to enter the air above and around Ps' farmland, and causes these

massive damages. Though this case is not 100% going to win, VW's conduct

appears to meet the elements. VW would have to argue that these sonic booms are

not the type of "thing" that this claim is referring to. They would also have to argue

that the sonic booms flying in thhe sky above P's land are not technically

"entering" the land. Despite these arguments, the farmers may have a strong case

against VW. 

Finally Ps may have a case for intentional interference with prospective economic

expectancy. It depends on how the court defines economic expectancy, however.

If the court says that the right to not have their livelihood crushed by the nearby

plant causing shifts in precip. is an econ. expectancy, then  Ps may have a case.

Here, there may be an econ. exp. between vw and P. VW knows of this

expectancy. VW intends to interfere with this expactancy by impacting the

precipitation patterns without prior research as to the harmful effects. Finally, P

could argue that the interference was improper.

The first tort claim that can be filed by the citizens of denmark is a negligence claim

against the City of Denmark. 

Duty

The city of Denkmark has a duty to reasonably care for its citizens. As the

municipality, the citizens could argue that a special relationship exists and a duty of

reasonable care is ever present to the population as a whole.As the body that

maintains their water supply, it is foreseeable that individuals may be harmed if

water treatment is done/monitored poorly. Additionally, due to the pollutants in the

water, the city also has a duty to those it exposed to disease. Plaintiffs like Deanna

Berry in the T&D article were exposed to health issues like rashes, irritation, e.

coli, and even a risk of bladder cancer. Because of these foreseeable and provable

risks, the city clearly owed a duty to these citizens.

Breach

The city of denmark breached its duty owed to the public. Breach is proved by the

preponderance of evidence, from expert testimony and eyewitness accounts. The

city is negligent per se because their water treatment practices did not comply with

the State Primary Drinking Water Act, or the State Safe Drinking Water Act. Even

if they arent Negligent Per Se just for violating the statute, they do not have a

reasonable excuse for violating the statute. The burden of finding an alternative safe

method of sanitation, or even providing adequate maintenance of the infrastructure,

does not outweigh the risk and magnitude of the health problems thrust upon the

city. Additionally, they used a compound to sanitize the water that was not

approved by the EPA, and monitors at Clemson University issued a STOP order

for the city to cease using this compound (180). The Halosan compound used in

the water systems was not approved by the EPA for use in drinking water; it was

approved for use in swimming pools and non-drinking bodies of water. This

compound, along with other bromine compounds, was found to be toxic by the

TOXNET report as well as the Clemson order, but these warnings were ignored

(190). The City will argue that the BBC news article (240) from 2014 said that these

bromine products were safe and people should not be afraid of them. However,

the article states that these compounds are safe in flame retardants and some early

medicines, but doesnt not say if it's safe in drinking water. The city also proved

from one of their UNSATISFACTORY DHEC reports that the state's operators

of the system were not properly instructed on how to use the sanitation system

correctly (700). Additionally, the city failed to allow any outside entity test the

water, and allowed just DHEC to perform the inpections (140). Because the water

used by the people of Denmark is still full of iron bacteria (shown by the red

color), a potentially toxic compound not approved by the EPA is still put into the

water, and the city showed very clear incompetence with using the compound to

clean the water, the city clearly breached its duty to the people.

Causation

This breach of duty may be a but-for cause of some of the citizen's ailments. The

young teenagers from the news articles had the kidney stones resulting from the

high metal content in the water. Deanna Berry claims that the water was a but-for

cause of her contracting e.coli, but further scientific evidence will be needed to link

her disease to the breach. The water has caused sickness, rashes, irritation,

economic harms of having to find an alternate source of water and STILL having

to pay the city water bill.  Because of the poor sanitation of the water, the negligent

sanitation practices with the potentially toxic compound, and the conscious choice

to not get outside help with the water all were at least substantial factors in the

ailments and struggles of the public.

scope

These harms all fall within the scope of liability. It is definitely foreseeable that, by

not properly maintaining the water supply and even pumping it with another

harmful chemical , some health risks would result. Additionally, the city was

warned about the harms associated with the halosan compound as well as their

unsatisfactory maintenance of the water system. Because of these warnings and the

widespread use of the water system by the public, the harms done unto them are

clearly foreseeable and therefore fall under the scope of liability.

Damages

The city has owed a civil penalty in the past resulting from its violation of state

regulations (90). The city has been negligent in its water treatment for a long time,

exposing thousands to unsanitary and potentially toxic compounds. The city owes

damages to the people who were harmed and had to pay medical costs because of

ingesting the water. Those who drank the water were exposed to increased risk of

diseases, and some even contracted diseases. The city will owe the medical costs

accrued by its citizens. These are physical damages and are the easiest to recover

for. Along with these physical damages, the citizens who were physically harmed

may be able to recover emotional damages as well, like loss of consortium and

loss of enjoyment of life if these toxins manifest into the types of cancer, unsightly

irritation, and even long-standing lung problems the supplement has listed. The

people could recover the lost wages from their time while ill. Those who didnt

drink the water and chose other sources may be compensated for their economic

damages as well, as those under this water system may be considered a particularly

foreseeable and vulnerable class exposed to the negligence of the city.

Defenses

The city may have some valid defenses against this negligence claim. First, the

statute of limitations may apply to harms done to citizens in the past. The city's

water system has been poor, and the people have been exposed to the Halosan

compound for many years, so many of the harms put upon the citizens may have

both manifested AND been discovered too long ago, so the statute of limitations

stops their recovery. Additionally, The CIty may have a defense under the

governmental immunity exceptions found in 260. Here, the city is immune from

nuisance claims, harms caused by the implementation of orders, admin. inaction of

a legislative or judicial nature, exercises of discretion, and uses of their regulatory

powers, including negligent inspections. According to Repko v. County of

Georgetown, when one of these liability regulations stated a gross negligence

standard, that standard applied to all other subsections of the regulations as long as

the item involving the gross negligent standard also applied to the case. Here, 260

has a subsect with a negligence standard, meaning that they are not liable for things

negligently inspected, negligent inaction, and a negligent exercise of discretion. In

spite of this, the public may still have a case. First, they can counter the negligence

standard by proving that the city acted grossly negligent, or even recklessly. This

may work, since the city was warned of all the potential health risks as well as their

poor performance with sanitizing the water. Because of their knowledge and

disregard of these risks, they may be even more culpable than mere negligence.

Also, the harmed citizens may argue that non-compliance with state statutes, EPA

regulations, and Clemson's stop order are NOT included in their discretionary

powers. The city will claim they were exercising discretion by choosing what

compound they will sanitize the water with, but this argument may fail because

putting a toxic compound into the water likely does not fall into their discretion.

The final defense the city may bring up is contributory negligence/comparative

fault. They will argue that the people harmed by the water are negligent as well,

since they were the ones who actually drank the water. Most states use

comparative fault, so these Ps will likely not be completely barred from recovery

with cont. neg. Instead, the court will allocate a percentage of fault to the P and the

city. However, this may not be very effective for the city, as many people may not

have a choice NOT to drink the water that they already pay for and is provided by

the city. Even if the court allocates some fault to specific Ps, the percent will likely

not be very high

The governmental immunity statute explicitly bars liability for nuisance, so a public

nuisance claim would likely not work

The next tort claim may be brought against DHEC

Duty

First. DHEC had a duty to the people of SC. DHEC oversees these water systems

and administers the inspections. It is quite foreseeable that, if one of these

inspections is botched, done corruptly, or even not done at all, the unmonitored

water supply could cause all sorts of health issues to the people who drink from it.

The foreseeable risk, along with the exposure to future disease, all prove DHEC

had a duty.

Breach

DHEC breached their reasonable duty of care to the people of Denmark by

performing very lax and non-compliant inspections. First, DHEC is tasked with

overseeing and maintaining the EPA standards (60). DHEC approved and even

defended the use of a compound that the EPA had not yet approved for use in

drinking water systems. DHEC approved the use of HaloSan in the water system,

and claimed that it had not yet caused any issues (20). DHEC may be negligent per

se for violating federal orders without any reasonable justification. Second, DHEC

claimed that the NSF approved the use of HaloSan. Not only is NSF not a

governing body over health regulations, the Halosan compound is NO LONGER

found on their list of approved compounds (40). Also, DHEC said the outside

testing by the VT researchers was okay, but did not intervene when the mayor of

denmark forbade it. Since DHEC approved the use of a harmful and Non-

compliant chemical in the water system, incorrectly stated that it was approved by

the NSF, and did not intervene and allow for further potentially beneficial testing,

DHEC breached its duty to keep people safe from this polluted water.

Causation

As the governing body overseeing the city's water system, DHEC could have and

should have purged the use of HaloSan from the sanitation process. Like the claim

above, there is plenty of scientific literature that states how harmful this compound

can be to people who drink it. Because DHEC did not stop Denmark from using

the compound, and even approved their use of it in their inspection, Denmark still

put the chemical in the water system. This shows that DHEC's negligent approval

was a substantial factor in the health issues accrued by the people.

Scope of Liability

The health issues faced by the public in Denmark are definitely a foreseeable harm

resulting from DHEC's negligence. Allowing the continued use of a harmful

chemical in a water system foreseeably leads to health issues resulting from

ingesting that chemical. Because of this very clear foreseeability, these health

problems fall within the scope of liability

Damages

DHEC will likely not be held liable for harms resulting just from the unsanitary

water. DHEC has failed Denmark's system and submitted orders forcing them to

maintain the water better. Because of this oversight, they may be off the hook for

some of the illness. However, they are definitely responsible for harms resulting

from the use of HaloSan. They would owe damages resulting from the medical

issues faced by the people, as stated in the claim above, but they would be limited

just to the health issues associated with the bromine exposure (tissue irritation, the

bladder cancer risk, etc.) but will likely not be liable for the lead and iron exposure,

as that is more the fault of the city. 

Additionally, since there are two potential defendants to indivisible harms, a

question of joint and several liability arises. However, because of the differences in

possible health issues, only those harmed by the HaloSan would be able to recover

jointly from the two entities. Because of the indivisible harm, a plaintiff would be

able to recover as much as it wants from either defendant. DHEC likely has quite a

bit more money than the city of denmark, so these Ps are more likely to be made

"whole" again.

Defenses

Like the City, DHEC will have a governmental immunity argument. Also like the

city, the people can probably overcome this immunity by proving a higher level of

culpability than negligence, like gross negligence or recklessness. Here, DHEC

claims to oversee EPA standards, but very clearly green lighted the use of a

compound they both KNEW was not EPA approved, and KNEW was opposed

and ordered to stop using by the Clemson U regulators. Because of this, their

defense may fail, like the city, on the negligence standard AND the discretionary

power exception.

Claim against Berry Systems

Fraud. Misrep.

The city may have a claim of fraudulent misrepresentation against Berry Systems

regarding the NSF approval of HaloSan. Here, Berry fraudulently claimed that their

compound was approved by the NSF in their brochure (30). The brochure is

undated, and to our knowledge there is no replacement or retraction of the facts

stated within it. The defendant, the producer of the product, either knew it was no

longer approved or SHOULD have known, and disregarded it. It could be argued

that Berry intended the city to know that their product was still approved, even

though it wasnt. The city justifiably relies on this, stating that they believe the

compound was and still is approved for use. Finally, the city will likely incur some

sort of damage/cost for their noncompliance with the EPA, harming the public, and

other costs in reliance of Berry's claim that it is approved.

Products Liability

There may also be a products liability issue with Berry. Though Berry likely

misrepresented and the compound is toxic in drinking water, there doesnt seem to

be a manufacturing or design defect. The compound DOES sanitize water if used

properly, like in pools and such. However Berry may be liable for informational

defects. The city could argue that, since their operators were not properly trained

to use the system at first, that Berry should be liable for not providing adequate

instructions. Second, Ps can argue that Berry failed to provide adequate

instructions and warnings regarding the potential toxicity of bromine products. 
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For the causation element of the negligence claim, we would have to argue that

exxon's emissions were a substantial factor in our plaintiff's injury. Since market

share liability is rejected, we cannot recover from them based on their percentage

contributed to the oil market, and we cannot for sure say that they are a but-for

cause (since there are several contributing companies). We must argue that they

were a substantial factor, meaning that their contribution to the pollution and the

ensuing storm was substantially linked and caused in part by their negligent

emissions. We would also need to argue that they are one of many potential

tortfeasors, and that they are jointly and severally liable for the harm. This way, we

could still recover from other potential defendants if we need. 

In torts, the concept that i found confusing and frustrating was the scope of

liability element in negligence. It seems like just a strange hybrid between duty and

cause, which made it hard to deal with it as its own separate element. Even though

Palsgraf was an interesting case, it didnt help clear up my uncertainty. However, as

I kept consolidating notes and studying further, I started to notice the breaks and

differences between scope and the other elements. I just needed to make the switch

between risk-centered and plaintiff-centered foreseeability arguments in duty to

more harm-centered arguments with scope. Though im sure this will not be my last

time dealing with it, I feel a lot better about my understanding now

For this case, it is very clear that we have a prima facie case of negligence gainst

the driver.

Negligence

The driver definitely owed a duty to you, as there is a very foreseeable risk that

driving drunk will lead to a very harmful crash. The driver created the risk to you,

and did not act reasonably to prevent harm. He also clearly breached; driving

drunk is incredibly unreasonable on it's own, and we can use negligence per se

(since drunk driving is illegal) to strengthen our argument that he acted

unreasonably in the face of foreseeable risks. His drunk driving definitely was a

but-for cause of your injuries, because had he been sober and/or acted responsibly

and reasonably, then he would not have caused an accident and hurt you. This all

falls within the scope of liability, because harm resulting from a drunk driver

crashing is incredibly foreseeable.  However, we hit a little snag with the damages

element.

Damages Discussion

The collateral source rule means that, when the court is awarding damages, they do

not look at any insurance payments you have already gotten; they would still award

the full amount owed regardless of how much money you have already gotten from

insurance. Since this state has abolished that rule, your insurance payments WILL

be deducted from your total damages award. He does not really have any money

he can give you himself, but we can probably reject the settlement offer and take

him for the whole $100,000 insurance payment. There is no standing law to my

knowledge that says charitable donations are deductible from a damages award, so

we may still be able to get you the $100k on top of your gofundme. However this

is not close to how much you deserve to get. We would need to search for other

possible defendants: was the driver on the job, acting within the scope of his

employment? If so, we may be able to sue his employer for possible vicarious

liability and negligent entrustment. We could also look to see if someone else lent

him the vehicle knowing he was a risky driver. Finally, we could even look to see if

the person who sold him the alcohol was negligent. Did they know he was driving,

or already drunk? Were they operating in compliance with company policy or state

law? Though we cant get it all from the driver, we have a few options with other

potential defendants.

One major claim, aside from negligence, that can be made against VW is public

nuisance. This claim is made when the defendant causes an unreasonable

interference with a right common to the general public. Here, VW is interfering with

the rain water these farmers need for their crops; very clearly a common public

right. VW interfered with P's use of the rainwater, whether the meant to or not.

(intent is irrelevant). This interference is unreasonable, because from P's

perspective, the utility of potentially saving some cars from hail damages is not

CLOSE to outweighing the suffering caused by this drought, both financially for

the farmers, and the loss of crops and food. Finally, the damages are quite

substantial; losing 5000 acres of crops is devastating, creating hardships for the

farmers' families and those who depended on the food. For the recovery for

economic loss, the P's must prove that they are a particularly foreseeable/at-risk

class potentially put at risk by VW's conduct. They will likely prove that easily, as

nearby farmers are reasonably foreseeable victims to tampering with precipitation. 

VW will likely argue that they used the product as intended, and were not properly

informed of the potential problems this cannon would cause. Also, they would

argue that, since "scientists are skeptical" about how well these cannons work, and

would argue that there is no proof that they do in fact work. However the P's will

likely be able to counter because Ramirez, the top local expert, can testify in P's

favor. In court, scientific evidence is based on quality, not quantity. The Daubert

rule says that scientific evidence should be allowed if it  is based in good grounds.

The Glastetter rule says that this evidence should be admitted based on

correctness. These standards are usually met with reliance on expert testimony. If

Ramirez has actual evidence that the cannons do cause these droughts, then as the

top expert, the evidence will likely be admitted and the P's may win. 

Second, Ps may have a case of trespass to Land against VW. The elements of

TtoL are: Defendant intentionally (regardless of bad faith) 1.) causes a thing to

enter 2.) land in the possession of P 3.) and causes even nominal damages. In the

past, courts have allowed trespass for non-tangible "things" like smelly/harmful

gases and other non-tangible intrusions. Here, the Ps may have a case of TtoL

against VW for the sonic booms that blast into the air. Here, VW causes these

sonic booms to enter the air above and around Ps' farmland, and causes these

massive damages. Though this case is not 100% going to win, VW's conduct

appears to meet the elements. VW would have to argue that these sonic booms are

not the type of "thing" that this claim is referring to. They would also have to argue

that the sonic booms flying in thhe sky above P's land are not technically

"entering" the land. Despite these arguments, the farmers may have a strong case

against VW. 

Finally Ps may have a case for intentional interference with prospective economic

expectancy. It depends on how the court defines economic expectancy, however.

If the court says that the right to not have their livelihood crushed by the nearby

plant causing shifts in precip. is an econ. expectancy, then  Ps may have a case.

Here, there may be an econ. exp. between vw and P. VW knows of this

expectancy. VW intends to interfere with this expactancy by impacting the

precipitation patterns without prior research as to the harmful effects. Finally, P

could argue that the interference was improper.

The first tort claim that can be filed by the citizens of denmark is a negligence claim

against the City of Denmark. 

Duty

The city of Denkmark has a duty to reasonably care for its citizens. As the

municipality, the citizens could argue that a special relationship exists and a duty of

reasonable care is ever present to the population as a whole.As the body that

maintains their water supply, it is foreseeable that individuals may be harmed if

water treatment is done/monitored poorly. Additionally, due to the pollutants in the

water, the city also has a duty to those it exposed to disease. Plaintiffs like Deanna

Berry in the T&D article were exposed to health issues like rashes, irritation, e.

coli, and even a risk of bladder cancer. Because of these foreseeable and provable

risks, the city clearly owed a duty to these citizens.

Breach

The city of denmark breached its duty owed to the public. Breach is proved by the

preponderance of evidence, from expert testimony and eyewitness accounts. The

city is negligent per se because their water treatment practices did not comply with

the State Primary Drinking Water Act, or the State Safe Drinking Water Act. Even

if they arent Negligent Per Se just for violating the statute, they do not have a

reasonable excuse for violating the statute. The burden of finding an alternative safe

method of sanitation, or even providing adequate maintenance of the infrastructure,

does not outweigh the risk and magnitude of the health problems thrust upon the

city. Additionally, they used a compound to sanitize the water that was not

approved by the EPA, and monitors at Clemson University issued a STOP order

for the city to cease using this compound (180). The Halosan compound used in

the water systems was not approved by the EPA for use in drinking water; it was

approved for use in swimming pools and non-drinking bodies of water. This

compound, along with other bromine compounds, was found to be toxic by the

TOXNET report as well as the Clemson order, but these warnings were ignored

(190). The City will argue that the BBC news article (240) from 2014 said that these

bromine products were safe and people should not be afraid of them. However,

the article states that these compounds are safe in flame retardants and some early

medicines, but doesnt not say if it's safe in drinking water. The city also proved

from one of their UNSATISFACTORY DHEC reports that the state's operators

of the system were not properly instructed on how to use the sanitation system

correctly (700). Additionally, the city failed to allow any outside entity test the

water, and allowed just DHEC to perform the inpections (140). Because the water

used by the people of Denmark is still full of iron bacteria (shown by the red

color), a potentially toxic compound not approved by the EPA is still put into the

water, and the city showed very clear incompetence with using the compound to

clean the water, the city clearly breached its duty to the people.

Causation

This breach of duty may be a but-for cause of some of the citizen's ailments. The

young teenagers from the news articles had the kidney stones resulting from the

high metal content in the water. Deanna Berry claims that the water was a but-for

cause of her contracting e.coli, but further scientific evidence will be needed to link

her disease to the breach. The water has caused sickness, rashes, irritation,

economic harms of having to find an alternate source of water and STILL having

to pay the city water bill.  Because of the poor sanitation of the water, the negligent

sanitation practices with the potentially toxic compound, and the conscious choice

to not get outside help with the water all were at least substantial factors in the

ailments and struggles of the public.

scope

These harms all fall within the scope of liability. It is definitely foreseeable that, by

not properly maintaining the water supply and even pumping it with another

harmful chemical , some health risks would result. Additionally, the city was

warned about the harms associated with the halosan compound as well as their

unsatisfactory maintenance of the water system. Because of these warnings and the

widespread use of the water system by the public, the harms done unto them are

clearly foreseeable and therefore fall under the scope of liability.

Damages

The city has owed a civil penalty in the past resulting from its violation of state

regulations (90). The city has been negligent in its water treatment for a long time,

exposing thousands to unsanitary and potentially toxic compounds. The city owes

damages to the people who were harmed and had to pay medical costs because of

ingesting the water. Those who drank the water were exposed to increased risk of

diseases, and some even contracted diseases. The city will owe the medical costs

accrued by its citizens. These are physical damages and are the easiest to recover

for. Along with these physical damages, the citizens who were physically harmed

may be able to recover emotional damages as well, like loss of consortium and

loss of enjoyment of life if these toxins manifest into the types of cancer, unsightly

irritation, and even long-standing lung problems the supplement has listed. The

people could recover the lost wages from their time while ill. Those who didnt

drink the water and chose other sources may be compensated for their economic

damages as well, as those under this water system may be considered a particularly

foreseeable and vulnerable class exposed to the negligence of the city.

Defenses

The city may have some valid defenses against this negligence claim. First, the

statute of limitations may apply to harms done to citizens in the past. The city's

water system has been poor, and the people have been exposed to the Halosan

compound for many years, so many of the harms put upon the citizens may have

both manifested AND been discovered too long ago, so the statute of limitations

stops their recovery. Additionally, The CIty may have a defense under the

governmental immunity exceptions found in 260. Here, the city is immune from

nuisance claims, harms caused by the implementation of orders, admin. inaction of

a legislative or judicial nature, exercises of discretion, and uses of their regulatory

powers, including negligent inspections. According to Repko v. County of

Georgetown, when one of these liability regulations stated a gross negligence

standard, that standard applied to all other subsections of the regulations as long as

the item involving the gross negligent standard also applied to the case. Here, 260

has a subsect with a negligence standard, meaning that they are not liable for things

negligently inspected, negligent inaction, and a negligent exercise of discretion. In

spite of this, the public may still have a case. First, they can counter the negligence

standard by proving that the city acted grossly negligent, or even recklessly. This

may work, since the city was warned of all the potential health risks as well as their

poor performance with sanitizing the water. Because of their knowledge and

disregard of these risks, they may be even more culpable than mere negligence.

Also, the harmed citizens may argue that non-compliance with state statutes, EPA

regulations, and Clemson's stop order are NOT included in their discretionary

powers. The city will claim they were exercising discretion by choosing what

compound they will sanitize the water with, but this argument may fail because

putting a toxic compound into the water likely does not fall into their discretion.

The final defense the city may bring up is contributory negligence/comparative

fault. They will argue that the people harmed by the water are negligent as well,

since they were the ones who actually drank the water. Most states use

comparative fault, so these Ps will likely not be completely barred from recovery

with cont. neg. Instead, the court will allocate a percentage of fault to the P and the

city. However, this may not be very effective for the city, as many people may not

have a choice NOT to drink the water that they already pay for and is provided by

the city. Even if the court allocates some fault to specific Ps, the percent will likely

not be very high

The governmental immunity statute explicitly bars liability for nuisance, so a public

nuisance claim would likely not work

The next tort claim may be brought against DHEC

Duty

First. DHEC had a duty to the people of SC. DHEC oversees these water systems

and administers the inspections. It is quite foreseeable that, if one of these

inspections is botched, done corruptly, or even not done at all, the unmonitored

water supply could cause all sorts of health issues to the people who drink from it.

The foreseeable risk, along with the exposure to future disease, all prove DHEC

had a duty.

Breach

DHEC breached their reasonable duty of care to the people of Denmark by

performing very lax and non-compliant inspections. First, DHEC is tasked with

overseeing and maintaining the EPA standards (60). DHEC approved and even

defended the use of a compound that the EPA had not yet approved for use in

drinking water systems. DHEC approved the use of HaloSan in the water system,

and claimed that it had not yet caused any issues (20). DHEC may be negligent per

se for violating federal orders without any reasonable justification. Second, DHEC

claimed that the NSF approved the use of HaloSan. Not only is NSF not a

governing body over health regulations, the Halosan compound is NO LONGER

found on their list of approved compounds (40). Also, DHEC said the outside

testing by the VT researchers was okay, but did not intervene when the mayor of

denmark forbade it. Since DHEC approved the use of a harmful and Non-

compliant chemical in the water system, incorrectly stated that it was approved by

the NSF, and did not intervene and allow for further potentially beneficial testing,

DHEC breached its duty to keep people safe from this polluted water.

Causation

As the governing body overseeing the city's water system, DHEC could have and

should have purged the use of HaloSan from the sanitation process. Like the claim

above, there is plenty of scientific literature that states how harmful this compound

can be to people who drink it. Because DHEC did not stop Denmark from using

the compound, and even approved their use of it in their inspection, Denmark still

put the chemical in the water system. This shows that DHEC's negligent approval

was a substantial factor in the health issues accrued by the people.

Scope of Liability

The health issues faced by the public in Denmark are definitely a foreseeable harm

resulting from DHEC's negligence. Allowing the continued use of a harmful

chemical in a water system foreseeably leads to health issues resulting from

ingesting that chemical. Because of this very clear foreseeability, these health

problems fall within the scope of liability

Damages

DHEC will likely not be held liable for harms resulting just from the unsanitary

water. DHEC has failed Denmark's system and submitted orders forcing them to

maintain the water better. Because of this oversight, they may be off the hook for

some of the illness. However, they are definitely responsible for harms resulting

from the use of HaloSan. They would owe damages resulting from the medical

issues faced by the people, as stated in the claim above, but they would be limited

just to the health issues associated with the bromine exposure (tissue irritation, the

bladder cancer risk, etc.) but will likely not be liable for the lead and iron exposure,

as that is more the fault of the city. 

Additionally, since there are two potential defendants to indivisible harms, a

question of joint and several liability arises. However, because of the differences in

possible health issues, only those harmed by the HaloSan would be able to recover

jointly from the two entities. Because of the indivisible harm, a plaintiff would be

able to recover as much as it wants from either defendant. DHEC likely has quite a

bit more money than the city of denmark, so these Ps are more likely to be made

"whole" again.

Defenses

Like the City, DHEC will have a governmental immunity argument. Also like the

city, the people can probably overcome this immunity by proving a higher level of

culpability than negligence, like gross negligence or recklessness. Here, DHEC

claims to oversee EPA standards, but very clearly green lighted the use of a

compound they both KNEW was not EPA approved, and KNEW was opposed

and ordered to stop using by the Clemson U regulators. Because of this, their

defense may fail, like the city, on the negligence standard AND the discretionary

power exception.

Claim against Berry Systems

Fraud. Misrep.

The city may have a claim of fraudulent misrepresentation against Berry Systems

regarding the NSF approval of HaloSan. Here, Berry fraudulently claimed that their

compound was approved by the NSF in their brochure (30). The brochure is

undated, and to our knowledge there is no replacement or retraction of the facts

stated within it. The defendant, the producer of the product, either knew it was no

longer approved or SHOULD have known, and disregarded it. It could be argued

that Berry intended the city to know that their product was still approved, even

though it wasnt. The city justifiably relies on this, stating that they believe the

compound was and still is approved for use. Finally, the city will likely incur some

sort of damage/cost for their noncompliance with the EPA, harming the public, and

other costs in reliance of Berry's claim that it is approved.

Products Liability

There may also be a products liability issue with Berry. Though Berry likely

misrepresented and the compound is toxic in drinking water, there doesnt seem to

be a manufacturing or design defect. The compound DOES sanitize water if used

properly, like in pools and such. However Berry may be liable for informational

defects. The city could argue that, since their operators were not properly trained

to use the system at first, that Berry should be liable for not providing adequate

instructions. Second, Ps can argue that Berry failed to provide adequate

instructions and warnings regarding the potential toxicity of bromine products. 
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For the causation element of the negligence claim, we would have to argue that

exxon's emissions were a substantial factor in our plaintiff's injury. Since market

share liability is rejected, we cannot recover from them based on their percentage

contributed to the oil market, and we cannot for sure say that they are a but-for

cause (since there are several contributing companies). We must argue that they

were a substantial factor, meaning that their contribution to the pollution and the

ensuing storm was substantially linked and caused in part by their negligent

emissions. We would also need to argue that they are one of many potential

tortfeasors, and that they are jointly and severally liable for the harm. This way, we

could still recover from other potential defendants if we need. 

In torts, the concept that i found confusing and frustrating was the scope of

liability element in negligence. It seems like just a strange hybrid between duty and

cause, which made it hard to deal with it as its own separate element. Even though

Palsgraf was an interesting case, it didnt help clear up my uncertainty. However, as

I kept consolidating notes and studying further, I started to notice the breaks and

differences between scope and the other elements. I just needed to make the switch

between risk-centered and plaintiff-centered foreseeability arguments in duty to

more harm-centered arguments with scope. Though im sure this will not be my last

time dealing with it, I feel a lot better about my understanding now

For this case, it is very clear that we have a prima facie case of negligence gainst

the driver.

Negligence

The driver definitely owed a duty to you, as there is a very foreseeable risk that

driving drunk will lead to a very harmful crash. The driver created the risk to you,

and did not act reasonably to prevent harm. He also clearly breached; driving

drunk is incredibly unreasonable on it's own, and we can use negligence per se

(since drunk driving is illegal) to strengthen our argument that he acted

unreasonably in the face of foreseeable risks. His drunk driving definitely was a

but-for cause of your injuries, because had he been sober and/or acted responsibly

and reasonably, then he would not have caused an accident and hurt you. This all

falls within the scope of liability, because harm resulting from a drunk driver

crashing is incredibly foreseeable.  However, we hit a little snag with the damages

element.

Damages Discussion

The collateral source rule means that, when the court is awarding damages, they do

not look at any insurance payments you have already gotten; they would still award

the full amount owed regardless of how much money you have already gotten from

insurance. Since this state has abolished that rule, your insurance payments WILL

be deducted from your total damages award. He does not really have any money

he can give you himself, but we can probably reject the settlement offer and take

him for the whole $100,000 insurance payment. There is no standing law to my

knowledge that says charitable donations are deductible from a damages award, so

we may still be able to get you the $100k on top of your gofundme. However this

is not close to how much you deserve to get. We would need to search for other

possible defendants: was the driver on the job, acting within the scope of his

employment? If so, we may be able to sue his employer for possible vicarious

liability and negligent entrustment. We could also look to see if someone else lent

him the vehicle knowing he was a risky driver. Finally, we could even look to see if

the person who sold him the alcohol was negligent. Did they know he was driving,

or already drunk? Were they operating in compliance with company policy or state

law? Though we cant get it all from the driver, we have a few options with other

potential defendants.

One major claim, aside from negligence, that can be made against VW is public

nuisance. This claim is made when the defendant causes an unreasonable

interference with a right common to the general public. Here, VW is interfering with

the rain water these farmers need for their crops; very clearly a common public

right. VW interfered with P's use of the rainwater, whether the meant to or not.

(intent is irrelevant). This interference is unreasonable, because from P's

perspective, the utility of potentially saving some cars from hail damages is not

CLOSE to outweighing the suffering caused by this drought, both financially for

the farmers, and the loss of crops and food. Finally, the damages are quite

substantial; losing 5000 acres of crops is devastating, creating hardships for the

farmers' families and those who depended on the food. For the recovery for

economic loss, the P's must prove that they are a particularly foreseeable/at-risk

class potentially put at risk by VW's conduct. They will likely prove that easily, as

nearby farmers are reasonably foreseeable victims to tampering with precipitation. 

VW will likely argue that they used the product as intended, and were not properly

informed of the potential problems this cannon would cause. Also, they would

argue that, since "scientists are skeptical" about how well these cannons work, and

would argue that there is no proof that they do in fact work. However the P's will

likely be able to counter because Ramirez, the top local expert, can testify in P's

favor. In court, scientific evidence is based on quality, not quantity. The Daubert

rule says that scientific evidence should be allowed if it  is based in good grounds.

The Glastetter rule says that this evidence should be admitted based on

correctness. These standards are usually met with reliance on expert testimony. If

Ramirez has actual evidence that the cannons do cause these droughts, then as the

top expert, the evidence will likely be admitted and the P's may win. 

Second, Ps may have a case of trespass to Land against VW. The elements of

TtoL are: Defendant intentionally (regardless of bad faith) 1.) causes a thing to

enter 2.) land in the possession of P 3.) and causes even nominal damages. In the

past, courts have allowed trespass for non-tangible "things" like smelly/harmful

gases and other non-tangible intrusions. Here, the Ps may have a case of TtoL

against VW for the sonic booms that blast into the air. Here, VW causes these

sonic booms to enter the air above and around Ps' farmland, and causes these

massive damages. Though this case is not 100% going to win, VW's conduct

appears to meet the elements. VW would have to argue that these sonic booms are

not the type of "thing" that this claim is referring to. They would also have to argue

that the sonic booms flying in thhe sky above P's land are not technically

"entering" the land. Despite these arguments, the farmers may have a strong case

against VW. 

Finally Ps may have a case for intentional interference with prospective economic

expectancy. It depends on how the court defines economic expectancy, however.

If the court says that the right to not have their livelihood crushed by the nearby

plant causing shifts in precip. is an econ. expectancy, then  Ps may have a case.

Here, there may be an econ. exp. between vw and P. VW knows of this

expectancy. VW intends to interfere with this expactancy by impacting the

precipitation patterns without prior research as to the harmful effects. Finally, P

could argue that the interference was improper.

The first tort claim that can be filed by the citizens of denmark is a negligence claim

against the City of Denmark. 

Duty

The city of Denkmark has a duty to reasonably care for its citizens. As the

municipality, the citizens could argue that a special relationship exists and a duty of

reasonable care is ever present to the population as a whole.As the body that

maintains their water supply, it is foreseeable that individuals may be harmed if

water treatment is done/monitored poorly. Additionally, due to the pollutants in the

water, the city also has a duty to those it exposed to disease. Plaintiffs like Deanna

Berry in the T&D article were exposed to health issues like rashes, irritation, e.

coli, and even a risk of bladder cancer. Because of these foreseeable and provable

risks, the city clearly owed a duty to these citizens.

Breach

The city of denmark breached its duty owed to the public. Breach is proved by the

preponderance of evidence, from expert testimony and eyewitness accounts. The

city is negligent per se because their water treatment practices did not comply with

the State Primary Drinking Water Act, or the State Safe Drinking Water Act. Even

if they arent Negligent Per Se just for violating the statute, they do not have a

reasonable excuse for violating the statute. The burden of finding an alternative safe

method of sanitation, or even providing adequate maintenance of the infrastructure,

does not outweigh the risk and magnitude of the health problems thrust upon the

city. Additionally, they used a compound to sanitize the water that was not

approved by the EPA, and monitors at Clemson University issued a STOP order

for the city to cease using this compound (180). The Halosan compound used in

the water systems was not approved by the EPA for use in drinking water; it was

approved for use in swimming pools and non-drinking bodies of water. This

compound, along with other bromine compounds, was found to be toxic by the

TOXNET report as well as the Clemson order, but these warnings were ignored

(190). The City will argue that the BBC news article (240) from 2014 said that these

bromine products were safe and people should not be afraid of them. However,

the article states that these compounds are safe in flame retardants and some early

medicines, but doesnt not say if it's safe in drinking water. The city also proved

from one of their UNSATISFACTORY DHEC reports that the state's operators

of the system were not properly instructed on how to use the sanitation system

correctly (700). Additionally, the city failed to allow any outside entity test the

water, and allowed just DHEC to perform the inpections (140). Because the water

used by the people of Denmark is still full of iron bacteria (shown by the red

color), a potentially toxic compound not approved by the EPA is still put into the

water, and the city showed very clear incompetence with using the compound to

clean the water, the city clearly breached its duty to the people.

Causation

This breach of duty may be a but-for cause of some of the citizen's ailments. The

young teenagers from the news articles had the kidney stones resulting from the

high metal content in the water. Deanna Berry claims that the water was a but-for

cause of her contracting e.coli, but further scientific evidence will be needed to link

her disease to the breach. The water has caused sickness, rashes, irritation,

economic harms of having to find an alternate source of water and STILL having

to pay the city water bill.  Because of the poor sanitation of the water, the negligent

sanitation practices with the potentially toxic compound, and the conscious choice

to not get outside help with the water all were at least substantial factors in the

ailments and struggles of the public.

scope

These harms all fall within the scope of liability. It is definitely foreseeable that, by

not properly maintaining the water supply and even pumping it with another

harmful chemical , some health risks would result. Additionally, the city was

warned about the harms associated with the halosan compound as well as their

unsatisfactory maintenance of the water system. Because of these warnings and the

widespread use of the water system by the public, the harms done unto them are

clearly foreseeable and therefore fall under the scope of liability.

Damages

The city has owed a civil penalty in the past resulting from its violation of state

regulations (90). The city has been negligent in its water treatment for a long time,

exposing thousands to unsanitary and potentially toxic compounds. The city owes

damages to the people who were harmed and had to pay medical costs because of

ingesting the water. Those who drank the water were exposed to increased risk of

diseases, and some even contracted diseases. The city will owe the medical costs

accrued by its citizens. These are physical damages and are the easiest to recover

for. Along with these physical damages, the citizens who were physically harmed

may be able to recover emotional damages as well, like loss of consortium and

loss of enjoyment of life if these toxins manifest into the types of cancer, unsightly

irritation, and even long-standing lung problems the supplement has listed. The

people could recover the lost wages from their time while ill. Those who didnt

drink the water and chose other sources may be compensated for their economic

damages as well, as those under this water system may be considered a particularly

foreseeable and vulnerable class exposed to the negligence of the city.

Defenses

The city may have some valid defenses against this negligence claim. First, the

statute of limitations may apply to harms done to citizens in the past. The city's

water system has been poor, and the people have been exposed to the Halosan

compound for many years, so many of the harms put upon the citizens may have

both manifested AND been discovered too long ago, so the statute of limitations

stops their recovery. Additionally, The CIty may have a defense under the

governmental immunity exceptions found in 260. Here, the city is immune from

nuisance claims, harms caused by the implementation of orders, admin. inaction of

a legislative or judicial nature, exercises of discretion, and uses of their regulatory

powers, including negligent inspections. According to Repko v. County of

Georgetown, when one of these liability regulations stated a gross negligence

standard, that standard applied to all other subsections of the regulations as long as

the item involving the gross negligent standard also applied to the case. Here, 260

has a subsect with a negligence standard, meaning that they are not liable for things

negligently inspected, negligent inaction, and a negligent exercise of discretion. In

spite of this, the public may still have a case. First, they can counter the negligence

standard by proving that the city acted grossly negligent, or even recklessly. This

may work, since the city was warned of all the potential health risks as well as their

poor performance with sanitizing the water. Because of their knowledge and

disregard of these risks, they may be even more culpable than mere negligence.

Also, the harmed citizens may argue that non-compliance with state statutes, EPA

regulations, and Clemson's stop order are NOT included in their discretionary

powers. The city will claim they were exercising discretion by choosing what

compound they will sanitize the water with, but this argument may fail because

putting a toxic compound into the water likely does not fall into their discretion.

The final defense the city may bring up is contributory negligence/comparative

fault. They will argue that the people harmed by the water are negligent as well,

since they were the ones who actually drank the water. Most states use

comparative fault, so these Ps will likely not be completely barred from recovery

with cont. neg. Instead, the court will allocate a percentage of fault to the P and the

city. However, this may not be very effective for the city, as many people may not

have a choice NOT to drink the water that they already pay for and is provided by

the city. Even if the court allocates some fault to specific Ps, the percent will likely

not be very high

The governmental immunity statute explicitly bars liability for nuisance, so a public

nuisance claim would likely not work

The next tort claim may be brought against DHEC

Duty

First. DHEC had a duty to the people of SC. DHEC oversees these water systems

and administers the inspections. It is quite foreseeable that, if one of these

inspections is botched, done corruptly, or even not done at all, the unmonitored

water supply could cause all sorts of health issues to the people who drink from it.

The foreseeable risk, along with the exposure to future disease, all prove DHEC

had a duty.

Breach

DHEC breached their reasonable duty of care to the people of Denmark by

performing very lax and non-compliant inspections. First, DHEC is tasked with

overseeing and maintaining the EPA standards (60). DHEC approved and even

defended the use of a compound that the EPA had not yet approved for use in

drinking water systems. DHEC approved the use of HaloSan in the water system,

and claimed that it had not yet caused any issues (20). DHEC may be negligent per

se for violating federal orders without any reasonable justification. Second, DHEC

claimed that the NSF approved the use of HaloSan. Not only is NSF not a

governing body over health regulations, the Halosan compound is NO LONGER

found on their list of approved compounds (40). Also, DHEC said the outside

testing by the VT researchers was okay, but did not intervene when the mayor of

denmark forbade it. Since DHEC approved the use of a harmful and Non-

compliant chemical in the water system, incorrectly stated that it was approved by

the NSF, and did not intervene and allow for further potentially beneficial testing,

DHEC breached its duty to keep people safe from this polluted water.

Causation

As the governing body overseeing the city's water system, DHEC could have and

should have purged the use of HaloSan from the sanitation process. Like the claim

above, there is plenty of scientific literature that states how harmful this compound

can be to people who drink it. Because DHEC did not stop Denmark from using

the compound, and even approved their use of it in their inspection, Denmark still

put the chemical in the water system. This shows that DHEC's negligent approval

was a substantial factor in the health issues accrued by the people.

Scope of Liability

The health issues faced by the public in Denmark are definitely a foreseeable harm

resulting from DHEC's negligence. Allowing the continued use of a harmful

chemical in a water system foreseeably leads to health issues resulting from

ingesting that chemical. Because of this very clear foreseeability, these health

problems fall within the scope of liability

Damages

DHEC will likely not be held liable for harms resulting just from the unsanitary

water. DHEC has failed Denmark's system and submitted orders forcing them to

maintain the water better. Because of this oversight, they may be off the hook for

some of the illness. However, they are definitely responsible for harms resulting

from the use of HaloSan. They would owe damages resulting from the medical

issues faced by the people, as stated in the claim above, but they would be limited

just to the health issues associated with the bromine exposure (tissue irritation, the

bladder cancer risk, etc.) but will likely not be liable for the lead and iron exposure,

as that is more the fault of the city. 

Additionally, since there are two potential defendants to indivisible harms, a

question of joint and several liability arises. However, because of the differences in

possible health issues, only those harmed by the HaloSan would be able to recover

jointly from the two entities. Because of the indivisible harm, a plaintiff would be

able to recover as much as it wants from either defendant. DHEC likely has quite a

bit more money than the city of denmark, so these Ps are more likely to be made

"whole" again.

Defenses

Like the City, DHEC will have a governmental immunity argument. Also like the

city, the people can probably overcome this immunity by proving a higher level of

culpability than negligence, like gross negligence or recklessness. Here, DHEC

claims to oversee EPA standards, but very clearly green lighted the use of a

compound they both KNEW was not EPA approved, and KNEW was opposed

and ordered to stop using by the Clemson U regulators. Because of this, their

defense may fail, like the city, on the negligence standard AND the discretionary

power exception.

Claim against Berry Systems

Fraud. Misrep.

The city may have a claim of fraudulent misrepresentation against Berry Systems

regarding the NSF approval of HaloSan. Here, Berry fraudulently claimed that their

compound was approved by the NSF in their brochure (30). The brochure is

undated, and to our knowledge there is no replacement or retraction of the facts

stated within it. The defendant, the producer of the product, either knew it was no

longer approved or SHOULD have known, and disregarded it. It could be argued

that Berry intended the city to know that their product was still approved, even

though it wasnt. The city justifiably relies on this, stating that they believe the

compound was and still is approved for use. Finally, the city will likely incur some

sort of damage/cost for their noncompliance with the EPA, harming the public, and

other costs in reliance of Berry's claim that it is approved.

Products Liability

There may also be a products liability issue with Berry. Though Berry likely

misrepresented and the compound is toxic in drinking water, there doesnt seem to

be a manufacturing or design defect. The compound DOES sanitize water if used

properly, like in pools and such. However Berry may be liable for informational

defects. The city could argue that, since their operators were not properly trained

to use the system at first, that Berry should be liable for not providing adequate

instructions. Second, Ps can argue that Berry failed to provide adequate

instructions and warnings regarding the potential toxicity of bromine products. 
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Duty

Breach of duty

Causation

Scope of Liability

Damages

For the causation element of the negligence claim, we would have to argue that

exxon's emissions were a substantial factor in our plaintiff's injury. Since market

share liability is rejected, we cannot recover from them based on their percentage

contributed to the oil market, and we cannot for sure say that they are a but-for

cause (since there are several contributing companies). We must argue that they

were a substantial factor, meaning that their contribution to the pollution and the

ensuing storm was substantially linked and caused in part by their negligent

emissions. We would also need to argue that they are one of many potential

tortfeasors, and that they are jointly and severally liable for the harm. This way, we

could still recover from other potential defendants if we need. 

In torts, the concept that i found confusing and frustrating was the scope of

liability element in negligence. It seems like just a strange hybrid between duty and

cause, which made it hard to deal with it as its own separate element. Even though

Palsgraf was an interesting case, it didnt help clear up my uncertainty. However, as

I kept consolidating notes and studying further, I started to notice the breaks and

differences between scope and the other elements. I just needed to make the switch

between risk-centered and plaintiff-centered foreseeability arguments in duty to

more harm-centered arguments with scope. Though im sure this will not be my last

time dealing with it, I feel a lot better about my understanding now

For this case, it is very clear that we have a prima facie case of negligence gainst

the driver.

Negligence

The driver definitely owed a duty to you, as there is a very foreseeable risk that

driving drunk will lead to a very harmful crash. The driver created the risk to you,

and did not act reasonably to prevent harm. He also clearly breached; driving

drunk is incredibly unreasonable on it's own, and we can use negligence per se

(since drunk driving is illegal) to strengthen our argument that he acted

unreasonably in the face of foreseeable risks. His drunk driving definitely was a

but-for cause of your injuries, because had he been sober and/or acted responsibly

and reasonably, then he would not have caused an accident and hurt you. This all

falls within the scope of liability, because harm resulting from a drunk driver

crashing is incredibly foreseeable.  However, we hit a little snag with the damages

element.

Damages Discussion

The collateral source rule means that, when the court is awarding damages, they do

not look at any insurance payments you have already gotten; they would still award

the full amount owed regardless of how much money you have already gotten from

insurance. Since this state has abolished that rule, your insurance payments WILL

be deducted from your total damages award. He does not really have any money

he can give you himself, but we can probably reject the settlement offer and take

him for the whole $100,000 insurance payment. There is no standing law to my

knowledge that says charitable donations are deductible from a damages award, so

we may still be able to get you the $100k on top of your gofundme. However this

is not close to how much you deserve to get. We would need to search for other

possible defendants: was the driver on the job, acting within the scope of his

employment? If so, we may be able to sue his employer for possible vicarious

liability and negligent entrustment. We could also look to see if someone else lent

him the vehicle knowing he was a risky driver. Finally, we could even look to see if

the person who sold him the alcohol was negligent. Did they know he was driving,

or already drunk? Were they operating in compliance with company policy or state

law? Though we cant get it all from the driver, we have a few options with other

potential defendants.

One major claim, aside from negligence, that can be made against VW is public

nuisance. This claim is made when the defendant causes an unreasonable

interference with a right common to the general public. Here, VW is interfering with

the rain water these farmers need for their crops; very clearly a common public

right. VW interfered with P's use of the rainwater, whether the meant to or not.

(intent is irrelevant). This interference is unreasonable, because from P's

perspective, the utility of potentially saving some cars from hail damages is not

CLOSE to outweighing the suffering caused by this drought, both financially for

the farmers, and the loss of crops and food. Finally, the damages are quite

substantial; losing 5000 acres of crops is devastating, creating hardships for the

farmers' families and those who depended on the food. For the recovery for

economic loss, the P's must prove that they are a particularly foreseeable/at-risk

class potentially put at risk by VW's conduct. They will likely prove that easily, as

nearby farmers are reasonably foreseeable victims to tampering with precipitation. 

VW will likely argue that they used the product as intended, and were not properly

informed of the potential problems this cannon would cause. Also, they would

argue that, since "scientists are skeptical" about how well these cannons work, and

would argue that there is no proof that they do in fact work. However the P's will

likely be able to counter because Ramirez, the top local expert, can testify in P's

favor. In court, scientific evidence is based on quality, not quantity. The Daubert

rule says that scientific evidence should be allowed if it  is based in good grounds.

The Glastetter rule says that this evidence should be admitted based on

correctness. These standards are usually met with reliance on expert testimony. If

Ramirez has actual evidence that the cannons do cause these droughts, then as the

top expert, the evidence will likely be admitted and the P's may win. 

Second, Ps may have a case of trespass to Land against VW. The elements of

TtoL are: Defendant intentionally (regardless of bad faith) 1.) causes a thing to

enter 2.) land in the possession of P 3.) and causes even nominal damages. In the

past, courts have allowed trespass for non-tangible "things" like smelly/harmful

gases and other non-tangible intrusions. Here, the Ps may have a case of TtoL

against VW for the sonic booms that blast into the air. Here, VW causes these

sonic booms to enter the air above and around Ps' farmland, and causes these

massive damages. Though this case is not 100% going to win, VW's conduct

appears to meet the elements. VW would have to argue that these sonic booms are

not the type of "thing" that this claim is referring to. They would also have to argue

that the sonic booms flying in thhe sky above P's land are not technically

"entering" the land. Despite these arguments, the farmers may have a strong case

against VW. 

Finally Ps may have a case for intentional interference with prospective economic

expectancy. It depends on how the court defines economic expectancy, however.

If the court says that the right to not have their livelihood crushed by the nearby

plant causing shifts in precip. is an econ. expectancy, then  Ps may have a case.

Here, there may be an econ. exp. between vw and P. VW knows of this

expectancy. VW intends to interfere with this expactancy by impacting the

precipitation patterns without prior research as to the harmful effects. Finally, P

could argue that the interference was improper.

The first tort claim that can be filed by the citizens of denmark is a negligence claim

against the City of Denmark. 

Duty

The city of Denkmark has a duty to reasonably care for its citizens. As the

municipality, the citizens could argue that a special relationship exists and a duty of

reasonable care is ever present to the population as a whole.As the body that

maintains their water supply, it is foreseeable that individuals may be harmed if

water treatment is done/monitored poorly. Additionally, due to the pollutants in the

water, the city also has a duty to those it exposed to disease. Plaintiffs like Deanna

Berry in the T&D article were exposed to health issues like rashes, irritation, e.

coli, and even a risk of bladder cancer. Because of these foreseeable and provable

risks, the city clearly owed a duty to these citizens.

Breach

The city of denmark breached its duty owed to the public. Breach is proved by the

preponderance of evidence, from expert testimony and eyewitness accounts. The

city is negligent per se because their water treatment practices did not comply with

the State Primary Drinking Water Act, or the State Safe Drinking Water Act. Even

if they arent Negligent Per Se just for violating the statute, they do not have a

reasonable excuse for violating the statute. The burden of finding an alternative safe

method of sanitation, or even providing adequate maintenance of the infrastructure,

does not outweigh the risk and magnitude of the health problems thrust upon the

city. Additionally, they used a compound to sanitize the water that was not

approved by the EPA, and monitors at Clemson University issued a STOP order

for the city to cease using this compound (180). The Halosan compound used in

the water systems was not approved by the EPA for use in drinking water; it was

approved for use in swimming pools and non-drinking bodies of water. This

compound, along with other bromine compounds, was found to be toxic by the

TOXNET report as well as the Clemson order, but these warnings were ignored

(190). The City will argue that the BBC news article (240) from 2014 said that these

bromine products were safe and people should not be afraid of them. However,

the article states that these compounds are safe in flame retardants and some early

medicines, but doesnt not say if it's safe in drinking water. The city also proved

from one of their UNSATISFACTORY DHEC reports that the state's operators

of the system were not properly instructed on how to use the sanitation system

correctly (700). Additionally, the city failed to allow any outside entity test the

water, and allowed just DHEC to perform the inpections (140). Because the water

used by the people of Denmark is still full of iron bacteria (shown by the red

color), a potentially toxic compound not approved by the EPA is still put into the

water, and the city showed very clear incompetence with using the compound to

clean the water, the city clearly breached its duty to the people.

Causation

This breach of duty may be a but-for cause of some of the citizen's ailments. The

young teenagers from the news articles had the kidney stones resulting from the

high metal content in the water. Deanna Berry claims that the water was a but-for

cause of her contracting e.coli, but further scientific evidence will be needed to link

her disease to the breach. The water has caused sickness, rashes, irritation,

economic harms of having to find an alternate source of water and STILL having

to pay the city water bill.  Because of the poor sanitation of the water, the negligent

sanitation practices with the potentially toxic compound, and the conscious choice

to not get outside help with the water all were at least substantial factors in the

ailments and struggles of the public.

scope

These harms all fall within the scope of liability. It is definitely foreseeable that, by

not properly maintaining the water supply and even pumping it with another

harmful chemical , some health risks would result. Additionally, the city was

warned about the harms associated with the halosan compound as well as their

unsatisfactory maintenance of the water system. Because of these warnings and the

widespread use of the water system by the public, the harms done unto them are

clearly foreseeable and therefore fall under the scope of liability.

Damages

The city has owed a civil penalty in the past resulting from its violation of state

regulations (90). The city has been negligent in its water treatment for a long time,

exposing thousands to unsanitary and potentially toxic compounds. The city owes

damages to the people who were harmed and had to pay medical costs because of

ingesting the water. Those who drank the water were exposed to increased risk of

diseases, and some even contracted diseases. The city will owe the medical costs

accrued by its citizens. These are physical damages and are the easiest to recover

for. Along with these physical damages, the citizens who were physically harmed

may be able to recover emotional damages as well, like loss of consortium and

loss of enjoyment of life if these toxins manifest into the types of cancer, unsightly

irritation, and even long-standing lung problems the supplement has listed. The

people could recover the lost wages from their time while ill. Those who didnt

drink the water and chose other sources may be compensated for their economic

damages as well, as those under this water system may be considered a particularly

foreseeable and vulnerable class exposed to the negligence of the city.

Defenses

The city may have some valid defenses against this negligence claim. First, the

statute of limitations may apply to harms done to citizens in the past. The city's

water system has been poor, and the people have been exposed to the Halosan

compound for many years, so many of the harms put upon the citizens may have

both manifested AND been discovered too long ago, so the statute of limitations

stops their recovery. Additionally, The CIty may have a defense under the

governmental immunity exceptions found in 260. Here, the city is immune from

nuisance claims, harms caused by the implementation of orders, admin. inaction of

a legislative or judicial nature, exercises of discretion, and uses of their regulatory

powers, including negligent inspections. According to Repko v. County of

Georgetown, when one of these liability regulations stated a gross negligence

standard, that standard applied to all other subsections of the regulations as long as

the item involving the gross negligent standard also applied to the case. Here, 260

has a subsect with a negligence standard, meaning that they are not liable for things

negligently inspected, negligent inaction, and a negligent exercise of discretion. In

spite of this, the public may still have a case. First, they can counter the negligence

standard by proving that the city acted grossly negligent, or even recklessly. This

may work, since the city was warned of all the potential health risks as well as their

poor performance with sanitizing the water. Because of their knowledge and

disregard of these risks, they may be even more culpable than mere negligence.

Also, the harmed citizens may argue that non-compliance with state statutes, EPA

regulations, and Clemson's stop order are NOT included in their discretionary

powers. The city will claim they were exercising discretion by choosing what

compound they will sanitize the water with, but this argument may fail because

putting a toxic compound into the water likely does not fall into their discretion.

The final defense the city may bring up is contributory negligence/comparative

fault. They will argue that the people harmed by the water are negligent as well,

since they were the ones who actually drank the water. Most states use

comparative fault, so these Ps will likely not be completely barred from recovery

with cont. neg. Instead, the court will allocate a percentage of fault to the P and the

city. However, this may not be very effective for the city, as many people may not

have a choice NOT to drink the water that they already pay for and is provided by

the city. Even if the court allocates some fault to specific Ps, the percent will likely

not be very high

The governmental immunity statute explicitly bars liability for nuisance, so a public

nuisance claim would likely not work

The next tort claim may be brought against DHEC

Duty

First. DHEC had a duty to the people of SC. DHEC oversees these water systems

and administers the inspections. It is quite foreseeable that, if one of these

inspections is botched, done corruptly, or even not done at all, the unmonitored

water supply could cause all sorts of health issues to the people who drink from it.

The foreseeable risk, along with the exposure to future disease, all prove DHEC

had a duty.

Breach

DHEC breached their reasonable duty of care to the people of Denmark by

performing very lax and non-compliant inspections. First, DHEC is tasked with

overseeing and maintaining the EPA standards (60). DHEC approved and even

defended the use of a compound that the EPA had not yet approved for use in

drinking water systems. DHEC approved the use of HaloSan in the water system,

and claimed that it had not yet caused any issues (20). DHEC may be negligent per

se for violating federal orders without any reasonable justification. Second, DHEC

claimed that the NSF approved the use of HaloSan. Not only is NSF not a

governing body over health regulations, the Halosan compound is NO LONGER

found on their list of approved compounds (40). Also, DHEC said the outside

testing by the VT researchers was okay, but did not intervene when the mayor of

denmark forbade it. Since DHEC approved the use of a harmful and Non-

compliant chemical in the water system, incorrectly stated that it was approved by

the NSF, and did not intervene and allow for further potentially beneficial testing,

DHEC breached its duty to keep people safe from this polluted water.

Causation

As the governing body overseeing the city's water system, DHEC could have and

should have purged the use of HaloSan from the sanitation process. Like the claim

above, there is plenty of scientific literature that states how harmful this compound

can be to people who drink it. Because DHEC did not stop Denmark from using

the compound, and even approved their use of it in their inspection, Denmark still

put the chemical in the water system. This shows that DHEC's negligent approval

was a substantial factor in the health issues accrued by the people.

Scope of Liability

The health issues faced by the public in Denmark are definitely a foreseeable harm

resulting from DHEC's negligence. Allowing the continued use of a harmful

chemical in a water system foreseeably leads to health issues resulting from

ingesting that chemical. Because of this very clear foreseeability, these health

problems fall within the scope of liability

Damages

DHEC will likely not be held liable for harms resulting just from the unsanitary

water. DHEC has failed Denmark's system and submitted orders forcing them to

maintain the water better. Because of this oversight, they may be off the hook for

some of the illness. However, they are definitely responsible for harms resulting

from the use of HaloSan. They would owe damages resulting from the medical

issues faced by the people, as stated in the claim above, but they would be limited

just to the health issues associated with the bromine exposure (tissue irritation, the

bladder cancer risk, etc.) but will likely not be liable for the lead and iron exposure,

as that is more the fault of the city. 

Additionally, since there are two potential defendants to indivisible harms, a

question of joint and several liability arises. However, because of the differences in

possible health issues, only those harmed by the HaloSan would be able to recover

jointly from the two entities. Because of the indivisible harm, a plaintiff would be

able to recover as much as it wants from either defendant. DHEC likely has quite a

bit more money than the city of denmark, so these Ps are more likely to be made

"whole" again.

Defenses

Like the City, DHEC will have a governmental immunity argument. Also like the

city, the people can probably overcome this immunity by proving a higher level of

culpability than negligence, like gross negligence or recklessness. Here, DHEC

claims to oversee EPA standards, but very clearly green lighted the use of a

compound they both KNEW was not EPA approved, and KNEW was opposed

and ordered to stop using by the Clemson U regulators. Because of this, their

defense may fail, like the city, on the negligence standard AND the discretionary

power exception.

Claim against Berry Systems

Fraud. Misrep.

The city may have a claim of fraudulent misrepresentation against Berry Systems

regarding the NSF approval of HaloSan. Here, Berry fraudulently claimed that their

compound was approved by the NSF in their brochure (30). The brochure is

undated, and to our knowledge there is no replacement or retraction of the facts

stated within it. The defendant, the producer of the product, either knew it was no

longer approved or SHOULD have known, and disregarded it. It could be argued

that Berry intended the city to know that their product was still approved, even

though it wasnt. The city justifiably relies on this, stating that they believe the

compound was and still is approved for use. Finally, the city will likely incur some

sort of damage/cost for their noncompliance with the EPA, harming the public, and

other costs in reliance of Berry's claim that it is approved.

Products Liability

There may also be a products liability issue with Berry. Though Berry likely

misrepresented and the compound is toxic in drinking water, there doesnt seem to

be a manufacturing or design defect. The compound DOES sanitize water if used

properly, like in pools and such. However Berry may be liable for informational

defects. The city could argue that, since their operators were not properly trained

to use the system at first, that Berry should be liable for not providing adequate

instructions. Second, Ps can argue that Berry failed to provide adequate

instructions and warnings regarding the potential toxicity of bromine products. 
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For the causation element of the negligence claim, we would have to argue that

exxon's emissions were a substantial factor in our plaintiff's injury. Since market

share liability is rejected, we cannot recover from them based on their percentage

contributed to the oil market, and we cannot for sure say that they are a but-for

cause (since there are several contributing companies). We must argue that they

were a substantial factor, meaning that their contribution to the pollution and the

ensuing storm was substantially linked and caused in part by their negligent

emissions. We would also need to argue that they are one of many potential

tortfeasors, and that they are jointly and severally liable for the harm. This way, we

could still recover from other potential defendants if we need. 

In torts, the concept that i found confusing and frustrating was the scope of

liability element in negligence. It seems like just a strange hybrid between duty and

cause, which made it hard to deal with it as its own separate element. Even though

Palsgraf was an interesting case, it didnt help clear up my uncertainty. However, as

I kept consolidating notes and studying further, I started to notice the breaks and

differences between scope and the other elements. I just needed to make the switch

between risk-centered and plaintiff-centered foreseeability arguments in duty to

more harm-centered arguments with scope. Though im sure this will not be my last

time dealing with it, I feel a lot better about my understanding now

For this case, it is very clear that we have a prima facie case of negligence gainst

the driver.

Negligence

The driver definitely owed a duty to you, as there is a very foreseeable risk that

driving drunk will lead to a very harmful crash. The driver created the risk to you,

and did not act reasonably to prevent harm. He also clearly breached; driving

drunk is incredibly unreasonable on it's own, and we can use negligence per se

(since drunk driving is illegal) to strengthen our argument that he acted

unreasonably in the face of foreseeable risks. His drunk driving definitely was a

but-for cause of your injuries, because had he been sober and/or acted responsibly

and reasonably, then he would not have caused an accident and hurt you. This all

falls within the scope of liability, because harm resulting from a drunk driver

crashing is incredibly foreseeable.  However, we hit a little snag with the damages

element.

Damages Discussion

The collateral source rule means that, when the court is awarding damages, they do

not look at any insurance payments you have already gotten; they would still award

the full amount owed regardless of how much money you have already gotten from

insurance. Since this state has abolished that rule, your insurance payments WILL

be deducted from your total damages award. He does not really have any money

he can give you himself, but we can probably reject the settlement offer and take

him for the whole $100,000 insurance payment. There is no standing law to my

knowledge that says charitable donations are deductible from a damages award, so

we may still be able to get you the $100k on top of your gofundme. However this

is not close to how much you deserve to get. We would need to search for other

possible defendants: was the driver on the job, acting within the scope of his

employment? If so, we may be able to sue his employer for possible vicarious

liability and negligent entrustment. We could also look to see if someone else lent

him the vehicle knowing he was a risky driver. Finally, we could even look to see if

the person who sold him the alcohol was negligent. Did they know he was driving,

or already drunk? Were they operating in compliance with company policy or state

law? Though we cant get it all from the driver, we have a few options with other

potential defendants.

One major claim, aside from negligence, that can be made against VW is public

nuisance. This claim is made when the defendant causes an unreasonable

interference with a right common to the general public. Here, VW is interfering with

the rain water these farmers need for their crops; very clearly a common public

right. VW interfered with P's use of the rainwater, whether the meant to or not.

(intent is irrelevant). This interference is unreasonable, because from P's

perspective, the utility of potentially saving some cars from hail damages is not

CLOSE to outweighing the suffering caused by this drought, both financially for

the farmers, and the loss of crops and food. Finally, the damages are quite

substantial; losing 5000 acres of crops is devastating, creating hardships for the

farmers' families and those who depended on the food. For the recovery for

economic loss, the P's must prove that they are a particularly foreseeable/at-risk

class potentially put at risk by VW's conduct. They will likely prove that easily, as

nearby farmers are reasonably foreseeable victims to tampering with precipitation. 

VW will likely argue that they used the product as intended, and were not properly

informed of the potential problems this cannon would cause. Also, they would

argue that, since "scientists are skeptical" about how well these cannons work, and

would argue that there is no proof that they do in fact work. However the P's will

likely be able to counter because Ramirez, the top local expert, can testify in P's

favor. In court, scientific evidence is based on quality, not quantity. The Daubert

rule says that scientific evidence should be allowed if it  is based in good grounds.

The Glastetter rule says that this evidence should be admitted based on

correctness. These standards are usually met with reliance on expert testimony. If

Ramirez has actual evidence that the cannons do cause these droughts, then as the

top expert, the evidence will likely be admitted and the P's may win. 

Second, Ps may have a case of trespass to Land against VW. The elements of

TtoL are: Defendant intentionally (regardless of bad faith) 1.) causes a thing to

enter 2.) land in the possession of P 3.) and causes even nominal damages. In the

past, courts have allowed trespass for non-tangible "things" like smelly/harmful

gases and other non-tangible intrusions. Here, the Ps may have a case of TtoL

against VW for the sonic booms that blast into the air. Here, VW causes these

sonic booms to enter the air above and around Ps' farmland, and causes these

massive damages. Though this case is not 100% going to win, VW's conduct

appears to meet the elements. VW would have to argue that these sonic booms are

not the type of "thing" that this claim is referring to. They would also have to argue

that the sonic booms flying in thhe sky above P's land are not technically

"entering" the land. Despite these arguments, the farmers may have a strong case

against VW. 

Finally Ps may have a case for intentional interference with prospective economic

expectancy. It depends on how the court defines economic expectancy, however.

If the court says that the right to not have their livelihood crushed by the nearby

plant causing shifts in precip. is an econ. expectancy, then  Ps may have a case.

Here, there may be an econ. exp. between vw and P. VW knows of this

expectancy. VW intends to interfere with this expactancy by impacting the

precipitation patterns without prior research as to the harmful effects. Finally, P

could argue that the interference was improper.

The first tort claim that can be filed by the citizens of denmark is a negligence claim

against the City of Denmark. 

Duty

The city of Denkmark has a duty to reasonably care for its citizens. As the

municipality, the citizens could argue that a special relationship exists and a duty of

reasonable care is ever present to the population as a whole.As the body that

maintains their water supply, it is foreseeable that individuals may be harmed if

water treatment is done/monitored poorly. Additionally, due to the pollutants in the

water, the city also has a duty to those it exposed to disease. Plaintiffs like Deanna

Berry in the T&D article were exposed to health issues like rashes, irritation, e.

coli, and even a risk of bladder cancer. Because of these foreseeable and provable

risks, the city clearly owed a duty to these citizens.

Breach

The city of denmark breached its duty owed to the public. Breach is proved by the

preponderance of evidence, from expert testimony and eyewitness accounts. The

city is negligent per se because their water treatment practices did not comply with

the State Primary Drinking Water Act, or the State Safe Drinking Water Act. Even

if they arent Negligent Per Se just for violating the statute, they do not have a

reasonable excuse for violating the statute. The burden of finding an alternative safe

method of sanitation, or even providing adequate maintenance of the infrastructure,

does not outweigh the risk and magnitude of the health problems thrust upon the

city. Additionally, they used a compound to sanitize the water that was not

approved by the EPA, and monitors at Clemson University issued a STOP order

for the city to cease using this compound (180). The Halosan compound used in

the water systems was not approved by the EPA for use in drinking water; it was

approved for use in swimming pools and non-drinking bodies of water. This

compound, along with other bromine compounds, was found to be toxic by the

TOXNET report as well as the Clemson order, but these warnings were ignored

(190). The City will argue that the BBC news article (240) from 2014 said that these

bromine products were safe and people should not be afraid of them. However,

the article states that these compounds are safe in flame retardants and some early

medicines, but doesnt not say if it's safe in drinking water. The city also proved

from one of their UNSATISFACTORY DHEC reports that the state's operators

of the system were not properly instructed on how to use the sanitation system

correctly (700). Additionally, the city failed to allow any outside entity test the

water, and allowed just DHEC to perform the inpections (140). Because the water

used by the people of Denmark is still full of iron bacteria (shown by the red

color), a potentially toxic compound not approved by the EPA is still put into the

water, and the city showed very clear incompetence with using the compound to

clean the water, the city clearly breached its duty to the people.

Causation

This breach of duty may be a but-for cause of some of the citizen's ailments. The

young teenagers from the news articles had the kidney stones resulting from the

high metal content in the water. Deanna Berry claims that the water was a but-for

cause of her contracting e.coli, but further scientific evidence will be needed to link

her disease to the breach. The water has caused sickness, rashes, irritation,

economic harms of having to find an alternate source of water and STILL having

to pay the city water bill.  Because of the poor sanitation of the water, the negligent

sanitation practices with the potentially toxic compound, and the conscious choice

to not get outside help with the water all were at least substantial factors in the

ailments and struggles of the public.

scope

These harms all fall within the scope of liability. It is definitely foreseeable that, by

not properly maintaining the water supply and even pumping it with another

harmful chemical , some health risks would result. Additionally, the city was

warned about the harms associated with the halosan compound as well as their

unsatisfactory maintenance of the water system. Because of these warnings and the

widespread use of the water system by the public, the harms done unto them are

clearly foreseeable and therefore fall under the scope of liability.

Damages

The city has owed a civil penalty in the past resulting from its violation of state

regulations (90). The city has been negligent in its water treatment for a long time,

exposing thousands to unsanitary and potentially toxic compounds. The city owes

damages to the people who were harmed and had to pay medical costs because of

ingesting the water. Those who drank the water were exposed to increased risk of

diseases, and some even contracted diseases. The city will owe the medical costs

accrued by its citizens. These are physical damages and are the easiest to recover

for. Along with these physical damages, the citizens who were physically harmed

may be able to recover emotional damages as well, like loss of consortium and

loss of enjoyment of life if these toxins manifest into the types of cancer, unsightly

irritation, and even long-standing lung problems the supplement has listed. The

people could recover the lost wages from their time while ill. Those who didnt

drink the water and chose other sources may be compensated for their economic

damages as well, as those under this water system may be considered a particularly

foreseeable and vulnerable class exposed to the negligence of the city.

Defenses

The city may have some valid defenses against this negligence claim. First, the

statute of limitations may apply to harms done to citizens in the past. The city's

water system has been poor, and the people have been exposed to the Halosan

compound for many years, so many of the harms put upon the citizens may have

both manifested AND been discovered too long ago, so the statute of limitations

stops their recovery. Additionally, The CIty may have a defense under the

governmental immunity exceptions found in 260. Here, the city is immune from

nuisance claims, harms caused by the implementation of orders, admin. inaction of

a legislative or judicial nature, exercises of discretion, and uses of their regulatory

powers, including negligent inspections. According to Repko v. County of

Georgetown, when one of these liability regulations stated a gross negligence

standard, that standard applied to all other subsections of the regulations as long as

the item involving the gross negligent standard also applied to the case. Here, 260

has a subsect with a negligence standard, meaning that they are not liable for things

negligently inspected, negligent inaction, and a negligent exercise of discretion. In

spite of this, the public may still have a case. First, they can counter the negligence

standard by proving that the city acted grossly negligent, or even recklessly. This

may work, since the city was warned of all the potential health risks as well as their

poor performance with sanitizing the water. Because of their knowledge and

disregard of these risks, they may be even more culpable than mere negligence.

Also, the harmed citizens may argue that non-compliance with state statutes, EPA

regulations, and Clemson's stop order are NOT included in their discretionary

powers. The city will claim they were exercising discretion by choosing what

compound they will sanitize the water with, but this argument may fail because

putting a toxic compound into the water likely does not fall into their discretion.

The final defense the city may bring up is contributory negligence/comparative

fault. They will argue that the people harmed by the water are negligent as well,

since they were the ones who actually drank the water. Most states use

comparative fault, so these Ps will likely not be completely barred from recovery

with cont. neg. Instead, the court will allocate a percentage of fault to the P and the

city. However, this may not be very effective for the city, as many people may not

have a choice NOT to drink the water that they already pay for and is provided by

the city. Even if the court allocates some fault to specific Ps, the percent will likely

not be very high

The governmental immunity statute explicitly bars liability for nuisance, so a public

nuisance claim would likely not work

The next tort claim may be brought against DHEC

Duty

First. DHEC had a duty to the people of SC. DHEC oversees these water systems

and administers the inspections. It is quite foreseeable that, if one of these

inspections is botched, done corruptly, or even not done at all, the unmonitored

water supply could cause all sorts of health issues to the people who drink from it.

The foreseeable risk, along with the exposure to future disease, all prove DHEC

had a duty.

Breach

DHEC breached their reasonable duty of care to the people of Denmark by

performing very lax and non-compliant inspections. First, DHEC is tasked with

overseeing and maintaining the EPA standards (60). DHEC approved and even

defended the use of a compound that the EPA had not yet approved for use in

drinking water systems. DHEC approved the use of HaloSan in the water system,

and claimed that it had not yet caused any issues (20). DHEC may be negligent per

se for violating federal orders without any reasonable justification. Second, DHEC

claimed that the NSF approved the use of HaloSan. Not only is NSF not a

governing body over health regulations, the Halosan compound is NO LONGER

found on their list of approved compounds (40). Also, DHEC said the outside

testing by the VT researchers was okay, but did not intervene when the mayor of

denmark forbade it. Since DHEC approved the use of a harmful and Non-

compliant chemical in the water system, incorrectly stated that it was approved by

the NSF, and did not intervene and allow for further potentially beneficial testing,

DHEC breached its duty to keep people safe from this polluted water.

Causation

As the governing body overseeing the city's water system, DHEC could have and

should have purged the use of HaloSan from the sanitation process. Like the claim

above, there is plenty of scientific literature that states how harmful this compound

can be to people who drink it. Because DHEC did not stop Denmark from using

the compound, and even approved their use of it in their inspection, Denmark still

put the chemical in the water system. This shows that DHEC's negligent approval

was a substantial factor in the health issues accrued by the people.

Scope of Liability

The health issues faced by the public in Denmark are definitely a foreseeable harm

resulting from DHEC's negligence. Allowing the continued use of a harmful

chemical in a water system foreseeably leads to health issues resulting from

ingesting that chemical. Because of this very clear foreseeability, these health

problems fall within the scope of liability

Damages

DHEC will likely not be held liable for harms resulting just from the unsanitary

water. DHEC has failed Denmark's system and submitted orders forcing them to

maintain the water better. Because of this oversight, they may be off the hook for

some of the illness. However, they are definitely responsible for harms resulting

from the use of HaloSan. They would owe damages resulting from the medical

issues faced by the people, as stated in the claim above, but they would be limited

just to the health issues associated with the bromine exposure (tissue irritation, the

bladder cancer risk, etc.) but will likely not be liable for the lead and iron exposure,

as that is more the fault of the city. 

Additionally, since there are two potential defendants to indivisible harms, a

question of joint and several liability arises. However, because of the differences in

possible health issues, only those harmed by the HaloSan would be able to recover

jointly from the two entities. Because of the indivisible harm, a plaintiff would be

able to recover as much as it wants from either defendant. DHEC likely has quite a

bit more money than the city of denmark, so these Ps are more likely to be made

"whole" again.

Defenses

Like the City, DHEC will have a governmental immunity argument. Also like the

city, the people can probably overcome this immunity by proving a higher level of

culpability than negligence, like gross negligence or recklessness. Here, DHEC

claims to oversee EPA standards, but very clearly green lighted the use of a

compound they both KNEW was not EPA approved, and KNEW was opposed

and ordered to stop using by the Clemson U regulators. Because of this, their

defense may fail, like the city, on the negligence standard AND the discretionary

power exception.

Claim against Berry Systems

Fraud. Misrep.

The city may have a claim of fraudulent misrepresentation against Berry Systems

regarding the NSF approval of HaloSan. Here, Berry fraudulently claimed that their

compound was approved by the NSF in their brochure (30). The brochure is

undated, and to our knowledge there is no replacement or retraction of the facts

stated within it. The defendant, the producer of the product, either knew it was no

longer approved or SHOULD have known, and disregarded it. It could be argued

that Berry intended the city to know that their product was still approved, even

though it wasnt. The city justifiably relies on this, stating that they believe the

compound was and still is approved for use. Finally, the city will likely incur some

sort of damage/cost for their noncompliance with the EPA, harming the public, and

other costs in reliance of Berry's claim that it is approved.

Products Liability

There may also be a products liability issue with Berry. Though Berry likely

misrepresented and the compound is toxic in drinking water, there doesnt seem to

be a manufacturing or design defect. The compound DOES sanitize water if used

properly, like in pools and such. However Berry may be liable for informational

defects. The city could argue that, since their operators were not properly trained

to use the system at first, that Berry should be liable for not providing adequate

instructions. Second, Ps can argue that Berry failed to provide adequate

instructions and warnings regarding the potential toxicity of bromine products. 
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For the causation element of the negligence claim, we would have to argue that

exxon's emissions were a substantial factor in our plaintiff's injury. Since market

share liability is rejected, we cannot recover from them based on their percentage

contributed to the oil market, and we cannot for sure say that they are a but-for

cause (since there are several contributing companies). We must argue that they

were a substantial factor, meaning that their contribution to the pollution and the

ensuing storm was substantially linked and caused in part by their negligent

emissions. We would also need to argue that they are one of many potential

tortfeasors, and that they are jointly and severally liable for the harm. This way, we

could still recover from other potential defendants if we need. 

In torts, the concept that i found confusing and frustrating was the scope of

liability element in negligence. It seems like just a strange hybrid between duty and

cause, which made it hard to deal with it as its own separate element. Even though

Palsgraf was an interesting case, it didnt help clear up my uncertainty. However, as

I kept consolidating notes and studying further, I started to notice the breaks and

differences between scope and the other elements. I just needed to make the switch

between risk-centered and plaintiff-centered foreseeability arguments in duty to

more harm-centered arguments with scope. Though im sure this will not be my last

time dealing with it, I feel a lot better about my understanding now

For this case, it is very clear that we have a prima facie case of negligence gainst

the driver.

Negligence

The driver definitely owed a duty to you, as there is a very foreseeable risk that

driving drunk will lead to a very harmful crash. The driver created the risk to you,

and did not act reasonably to prevent harm. He also clearly breached; driving

drunk is incredibly unreasonable on it's own, and we can use negligence per se

(since drunk driving is illegal) to strengthen our argument that he acted

unreasonably in the face of foreseeable risks. His drunk driving definitely was a

but-for cause of your injuries, because had he been sober and/or acted responsibly

and reasonably, then he would not have caused an accident and hurt you. This all

falls within the scope of liability, because harm resulting from a drunk driver

crashing is incredibly foreseeable.  However, we hit a little snag with the damages

element.

Damages Discussion

The collateral source rule means that, when the court is awarding damages, they do

not look at any insurance payments you have already gotten; they would still award

the full amount owed regardless of how much money you have already gotten from

insurance. Since this state has abolished that rule, your insurance payments WILL

be deducted from your total damages award. He does not really have any money

he can give you himself, but we can probably reject the settlement offer and take

him for the whole $100,000 insurance payment. There is no standing law to my

knowledge that says charitable donations are deductible from a damages award, so

we may still be able to get you the $100k on top of your gofundme. However this

is not close to how much you deserve to get. We would need to search for other

possible defendants: was the driver on the job, acting within the scope of his

employment? If so, we may be able to sue his employer for possible vicarious

liability and negligent entrustment. We could also look to see if someone else lent

him the vehicle knowing he was a risky driver. Finally, we could even look to see if

the person who sold him the alcohol was negligent. Did they know he was driving,

or already drunk? Were they operating in compliance with company policy or state

law? Though we cant get it all from the driver, we have a few options with other

potential defendants.

One major claim, aside from negligence, that can be made against VW is public

nuisance. This claim is made when the defendant causes an unreasonable

interference with a right common to the general public. Here, VW is interfering with

the rain water these farmers need for their crops; very clearly a common public

right. VW interfered with P's use of the rainwater, whether the meant to or not.

(intent is irrelevant). This interference is unreasonable, because from P's

perspective, the utility of potentially saving some cars from hail damages is not

CLOSE to outweighing the suffering caused by this drought, both financially for

the farmers, and the loss of crops and food. Finally, the damages are quite

substantial; losing 5000 acres of crops is devastating, creating hardships for the

farmers' families and those who depended on the food. For the recovery for

economic loss, the P's must prove that they are a particularly foreseeable/at-risk

class potentially put at risk by VW's conduct. They will likely prove that easily, as

nearby farmers are reasonably foreseeable victims to tampering with precipitation. 

VW will likely argue that they used the product as intended, and were not properly

informed of the potential problems this cannon would cause. Also, they would

argue that, since "scientists are skeptical" about how well these cannons work, and

would argue that there is no proof that they do in fact work. However the P's will

likely be able to counter because Ramirez, the top local expert, can testify in P's

favor. In court, scientific evidence is based on quality, not quantity. The Daubert

rule says that scientific evidence should be allowed if it  is based in good grounds.

The Glastetter rule says that this evidence should be admitted based on

correctness. These standards are usually met with reliance on expert testimony. If

Ramirez has actual evidence that the cannons do cause these droughts, then as the

top expert, the evidence will likely be admitted and the P's may win. 

Second, Ps may have a case of trespass to Land against VW. The elements of

TtoL are: Defendant intentionally (regardless of bad faith) 1.) causes a thing to

enter 2.) land in the possession of P 3.) and causes even nominal damages. In the

past, courts have allowed trespass for non-tangible "things" like smelly/harmful

gases and other non-tangible intrusions. Here, the Ps may have a case of TtoL

against VW for the sonic booms that blast into the air. Here, VW causes these

sonic booms to enter the air above and around Ps' farmland, and causes these

massive damages. Though this case is not 100% going to win, VW's conduct

appears to meet the elements. VW would have to argue that these sonic booms are

not the type of "thing" that this claim is referring to. They would also have to argue

that the sonic booms flying in thhe sky above P's land are not technically

"entering" the land. Despite these arguments, the farmers may have a strong case

against VW. 

Finally Ps may have a case for intentional interference with prospective economic

expectancy. It depends on how the court defines economic expectancy, however.

If the court says that the right to not have their livelihood crushed by the nearby

plant causing shifts in precip. is an econ. expectancy, then  Ps may have a case.

Here, there may be an econ. exp. between vw and P. VW knows of this

expectancy. VW intends to interfere with this expactancy by impacting the

precipitation patterns without prior research as to the harmful effects. Finally, P

could argue that the interference was improper.

The first tort claim that can be filed by the citizens of denmark is a negligence claim

against the City of Denmark. 

Duty

The city of Denkmark has a duty to reasonably care for its citizens. As the

municipality, the citizens could argue that a special relationship exists and a duty of

reasonable care is ever present to the population as a whole.As the body that

maintains their water supply, it is foreseeable that individuals may be harmed if

water treatment is done/monitored poorly. Additionally, due to the pollutants in the

water, the city also has a duty to those it exposed to disease. Plaintiffs like Deanna

Berry in the T&D article were exposed to health issues like rashes, irritation, e.

coli, and even a risk of bladder cancer. Because of these foreseeable and provable

risks, the city clearly owed a duty to these citizens.

Breach

The city of denmark breached its duty owed to the public. Breach is proved by the

preponderance of evidence, from expert testimony and eyewitness accounts. The

city is negligent per se because their water treatment practices did not comply with

the State Primary Drinking Water Act, or the State Safe Drinking Water Act. Even

if they arent Negligent Per Se just for violating the statute, they do not have a

reasonable excuse for violating the statute. The burden of finding an alternative safe

method of sanitation, or even providing adequate maintenance of the infrastructure,

does not outweigh the risk and magnitude of the health problems thrust upon the

city. Additionally, they used a compound to sanitize the water that was not

approved by the EPA, and monitors at Clemson University issued a STOP order

for the city to cease using this compound (180). The Halosan compound used in

the water systems was not approved by the EPA for use in drinking water; it was

approved for use in swimming pools and non-drinking bodies of water. This

compound, along with other bromine compounds, was found to be toxic by the

TOXNET report as well as the Clemson order, but these warnings were ignored

(190). The City will argue that the BBC news article (240) from 2014 said that these

bromine products were safe and people should not be afraid of them. However,

the article states that these compounds are safe in flame retardants and some early

medicines, but doesnt not say if it's safe in drinking water. The city also proved

from one of their UNSATISFACTORY DHEC reports that the state's operators

of the system were not properly instructed on how to use the sanitation system

correctly (700). Additionally, the city failed to allow any outside entity test the

water, and allowed just DHEC to perform the inpections (140). Because the water

used by the people of Denmark is still full of iron bacteria (shown by the red

color), a potentially toxic compound not approved by the EPA is still put into the

water, and the city showed very clear incompetence with using the compound to

clean the water, the city clearly breached its duty to the people.

Causation

This breach of duty may be a but-for cause of some of the citizen's ailments. The

young teenagers from the news articles had the kidney stones resulting from the

high metal content in the water. Deanna Berry claims that the water was a but-for

cause of her contracting e.coli, but further scientific evidence will be needed to link

her disease to the breach. The water has caused sickness, rashes, irritation,

economic harms of having to find an alternate source of water and STILL having

to pay the city water bill.  Because of the poor sanitation of the water, the negligent

sanitation practices with the potentially toxic compound, and the conscious choice

to not get outside help with the water all were at least substantial factors in the

ailments and struggles of the public.

scope

These harms all fall within the scope of liability. It is definitely foreseeable that, by

not properly maintaining the water supply and even pumping it with another

harmful chemical , some health risks would result. Additionally, the city was

warned about the harms associated with the halosan compound as well as their

unsatisfactory maintenance of the water system. Because of these warnings and the

widespread use of the water system by the public, the harms done unto them are

clearly foreseeable and therefore fall under the scope of liability.

Damages

The city has owed a civil penalty in the past resulting from its violation of state

regulations (90). The city has been negligent in its water treatment for a long time,

exposing thousands to unsanitary and potentially toxic compounds. The city owes

damages to the people who were harmed and had to pay medical costs because of

ingesting the water. Those who drank the water were exposed to increased risk of

diseases, and some even contracted diseases. The city will owe the medical costs

accrued by its citizens. These are physical damages and are the easiest to recover

for. Along with these physical damages, the citizens who were physically harmed

may be able to recover emotional damages as well, like loss of consortium and

loss of enjoyment of life if these toxins manifest into the types of cancer, unsightly

irritation, and even long-standing lung problems the supplement has listed. The

people could recover the lost wages from their time while ill. Those who didnt

drink the water and chose other sources may be compensated for their economic

damages as well, as those under this water system may be considered a particularly

foreseeable and vulnerable class exposed to the negligence of the city.

Defenses

The city may have some valid defenses against this negligence claim. First, the

statute of limitations may apply to harms done to citizens in the past. The city's

water system has been poor, and the people have been exposed to the Halosan

compound for many years, so many of the harms put upon the citizens may have

both manifested AND been discovered too long ago, so the statute of limitations

stops their recovery. Additionally, The CIty may have a defense under the

governmental immunity exceptions found in 260. Here, the city is immune from

nuisance claims, harms caused by the implementation of orders, admin. inaction of

a legislative or judicial nature, exercises of discretion, and uses of their regulatory

powers, including negligent inspections. According to Repko v. County of

Georgetown, when one of these liability regulations stated a gross negligence

standard, that standard applied to all other subsections of the regulations as long as

the item involving the gross negligent standard also applied to the case. Here, 260

has a subsect with a negligence standard, meaning that they are not liable for things

negligently inspected, negligent inaction, and a negligent exercise of discretion. In

spite of this, the public may still have a case. First, they can counter the negligence

standard by proving that the city acted grossly negligent, or even recklessly. This

may work, since the city was warned of all the potential health risks as well as their

poor performance with sanitizing the water. Because of their knowledge and

disregard of these risks, they may be even more culpable than mere negligence.

Also, the harmed citizens may argue that non-compliance with state statutes, EPA

regulations, and Clemson's stop order are NOT included in their discretionary

powers. The city will claim they were exercising discretion by choosing what

compound they will sanitize the water with, but this argument may fail because

putting a toxic compound into the water likely does not fall into their discretion.

The final defense the city may bring up is contributory negligence/comparative

fault. They will argue that the people harmed by the water are negligent as well,

since they were the ones who actually drank the water. Most states use

comparative fault, so these Ps will likely not be completely barred from recovery

with cont. neg. Instead, the court will allocate a percentage of fault to the P and the

city. However, this may not be very effective for the city, as many people may not

have a choice NOT to drink the water that they already pay for and is provided by

the city. Even if the court allocates some fault to specific Ps, the percent will likely

not be very high

The governmental immunity statute explicitly bars liability for nuisance, so a public

nuisance claim would likely not work

The next tort claim may be brought against DHEC

Duty

First. DHEC had a duty to the people of SC. DHEC oversees these water systems

and administers the inspections. It is quite foreseeable that, if one of these

inspections is botched, done corruptly, or even not done at all, the unmonitored

water supply could cause all sorts of health issues to the people who drink from it.

The foreseeable risk, along with the exposure to future disease, all prove DHEC

had a duty.

Breach

DHEC breached their reasonable duty of care to the people of Denmark by

performing very lax and non-compliant inspections. First, DHEC is tasked with

overseeing and maintaining the EPA standards (60). DHEC approved and even

defended the use of a compound that the EPA had not yet approved for use in

drinking water systems. DHEC approved the use of HaloSan in the water system,

and claimed that it had not yet caused any issues (20). DHEC may be negligent per

se for violating federal orders without any reasonable justification. Second, DHEC

claimed that the NSF approved the use of HaloSan. Not only is NSF not a

governing body over health regulations, the Halosan compound is NO LONGER

found on their list of approved compounds (40). Also, DHEC said the outside

testing by the VT researchers was okay, but did not intervene when the mayor of

denmark forbade it. Since DHEC approved the use of a harmful and Non-

compliant chemical in the water system, incorrectly stated that it was approved by

the NSF, and did not intervene and allow for further potentially beneficial testing,

DHEC breached its duty to keep people safe from this polluted water.

Causation

As the governing body overseeing the city's water system, DHEC could have and

should have purged the use of HaloSan from the sanitation process. Like the claim

above, there is plenty of scientific literature that states how harmful this compound

can be to people who drink it. Because DHEC did not stop Denmark from using

the compound, and even approved their use of it in their inspection, Denmark still

put the chemical in the water system. This shows that DHEC's negligent approval

was a substantial factor in the health issues accrued by the people.

Scope of Liability

The health issues faced by the public in Denmark are definitely a foreseeable harm

resulting from DHEC's negligence. Allowing the continued use of a harmful

chemical in a water system foreseeably leads to health issues resulting from

ingesting that chemical. Because of this very clear foreseeability, these health

problems fall within the scope of liability

Damages

DHEC will likely not be held liable for harms resulting just from the unsanitary

water. DHEC has failed Denmark's system and submitted orders forcing them to

maintain the water better. Because of this oversight, they may be off the hook for

some of the illness. However, they are definitely responsible for harms resulting

from the use of HaloSan. They would owe damages resulting from the medical

issues faced by the people, as stated in the claim above, but they would be limited

just to the health issues associated with the bromine exposure (tissue irritation, the

bladder cancer risk, etc.) but will likely not be liable for the lead and iron exposure,

as that is more the fault of the city. 

Additionally, since there are two potential defendants to indivisible harms, a

question of joint and several liability arises. However, because of the differences in

possible health issues, only those harmed by the HaloSan would be able to recover

jointly from the two entities. Because of the indivisible harm, a plaintiff would be

able to recover as much as it wants from either defendant. DHEC likely has quite a

bit more money than the city of denmark, so these Ps are more likely to be made

"whole" again.

Defenses

Like the City, DHEC will have a governmental immunity argument. Also like the

city, the people can probably overcome this immunity by proving a higher level of

culpability than negligence, like gross negligence or recklessness. Here, DHEC

claims to oversee EPA standards, but very clearly green lighted the use of a

compound they both KNEW was not EPA approved, and KNEW was opposed

and ordered to stop using by the Clemson U regulators. Because of this, their

defense may fail, like the city, on the negligence standard AND the discretionary

power exception.

Claim against Berry Systems

Fraud. Misrep.

The city may have a claim of fraudulent misrepresentation against Berry Systems

regarding the NSF approval of HaloSan. Here, Berry fraudulently claimed that their

compound was approved by the NSF in their brochure (30). The brochure is

undated, and to our knowledge there is no replacement or retraction of the facts

stated within it. The defendant, the producer of the product, either knew it was no

longer approved or SHOULD have known, and disregarded it. It could be argued

that Berry intended the city to know that their product was still approved, even

though it wasnt. The city justifiably relies on this, stating that they believe the

compound was and still is approved for use. Finally, the city will likely incur some

sort of damage/cost for their noncompliance with the EPA, harming the public, and

other costs in reliance of Berry's claim that it is approved.

Products Liability

There may also be a products liability issue with Berry. Though Berry likely

misrepresented and the compound is toxic in drinking water, there doesnt seem to

be a manufacturing or design defect. The compound DOES sanitize water if used

properly, like in pools and such. However Berry may be liable for informational

defects. The city could argue that, since their operators were not properly trained

to use the system at first, that Berry should be liable for not providing adequate

instructions. Second, Ps can argue that Berry failed to provide adequate

instructions and warnings regarding the potential toxicity of bromine products. 
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Duty

Breach of duty

Causation

Scope of Liability

Damages

For the causation element of the negligence claim, we would have to argue that

exxon's emissions were a substantial factor in our plaintiff's injury. Since market

share liability is rejected, we cannot recover from them based on their percentage

contributed to the oil market, and we cannot for sure say that they are a but-for

cause (since there are several contributing companies). We must argue that they

were a substantial factor, meaning that their contribution to the pollution and the

ensuing storm was substantially linked and caused in part by their negligent

emissions. We would also need to argue that they are one of many potential

tortfeasors, and that they are jointly and severally liable for the harm. This way, we

could still recover from other potential defendants if we need. 

In torts, the concept that i found confusing and frustrating was the scope of

liability element in negligence. It seems like just a strange hybrid between duty and

cause, which made it hard to deal with it as its own separate element. Even though

Palsgraf was an interesting case, it didnt help clear up my uncertainty. However, as

I kept consolidating notes and studying further, I started to notice the breaks and

differences between scope and the other elements. I just needed to make the switch

between risk-centered and plaintiff-centered foreseeability arguments in duty to

more harm-centered arguments with scope. Though im sure this will not be my last

time dealing with it, I feel a lot better about my understanding now

For this case, it is very clear that we have a prima facie case of negligence gainst

the driver.

Negligence

The driver definitely owed a duty to you, as there is a very foreseeable risk that

driving drunk will lead to a very harmful crash. The driver created the risk to you,

and did not act reasonably to prevent harm. He also clearly breached; driving

drunk is incredibly unreasonable on it's own, and we can use negligence per se

(since drunk driving is illegal) to strengthen our argument that he acted

unreasonably in the face of foreseeable risks. His drunk driving definitely was a

but-for cause of your injuries, because had he been sober and/or acted responsibly

and reasonably, then he would not have caused an accident and hurt you. This all

falls within the scope of liability, because harm resulting from a drunk driver

crashing is incredibly foreseeable.  However, we hit a little snag with the damages

element.

Damages Discussion

The collateral source rule means that, when the court is awarding damages, they do

not look at any insurance payments you have already gotten; they would still award

the full amount owed regardless of how much money you have already gotten from

insurance. Since this state has abolished that rule, your insurance payments WILL

be deducted from your total damages award. He does not really have any money

he can give you himself, but we can probably reject the settlement offer and take

him for the whole $100,000 insurance payment. There is no standing law to my

knowledge that says charitable donations are deductible from a damages award, so

we may still be able to get you the $100k on top of your gofundme. However this

is not close to how much you deserve to get. We would need to search for other

possible defendants: was the driver on the job, acting within the scope of his

employment? If so, we may be able to sue his employer for possible vicarious

liability and negligent entrustment. We could also look to see if someone else lent

him the vehicle knowing he was a risky driver. Finally, we could even look to see if

the person who sold him the alcohol was negligent. Did they know he was driving,

or already drunk? Were they operating in compliance with company policy or state

law? Though we cant get it all from the driver, we have a few options with other

potential defendants.

One major claim, aside from negligence, that can be made against VW is public

nuisance. This claim is made when the defendant causes an unreasonable

interference with a right common to the general public. Here, VW is interfering with

the rain water these farmers need for their crops; very clearly a common public

right. VW interfered with P's use of the rainwater, whether the meant to or not.

(intent is irrelevant). This interference is unreasonable, because from P's

perspective, the utility of potentially saving some cars from hail damages is not

CLOSE to outweighing the suffering caused by this drought, both financially for

the farmers, and the loss of crops and food. Finally, the damages are quite

substantial; losing 5000 acres of crops is devastating, creating hardships for the

farmers' families and those who depended on the food. For the recovery for

economic loss, the P's must prove that they are a particularly foreseeable/at-risk

class potentially put at risk by VW's conduct. They will likely prove that easily, as

nearby farmers are reasonably foreseeable victims to tampering with precipitation. 

VW will likely argue that they used the product as intended, and were not properly

informed of the potential problems this cannon would cause. Also, they would

argue that, since "scientists are skeptical" about how well these cannons work, and

would argue that there is no proof that they do in fact work. However the P's will

likely be able to counter because Ramirez, the top local expert, can testify in P's

favor. In court, scientific evidence is based on quality, not quantity. The Daubert

rule says that scientific evidence should be allowed if it  is based in good grounds.

The Glastetter rule says that this evidence should be admitted based on

correctness. These standards are usually met with reliance on expert testimony. If

Ramirez has actual evidence that the cannons do cause these droughts, then as the

top expert, the evidence will likely be admitted and the P's may win. 

Second, Ps may have a case of trespass to Land against VW. The elements of

TtoL are: Defendant intentionally (regardless of bad faith) 1.) causes a thing to

enter 2.) land in the possession of P 3.) and causes even nominal damages. In the

past, courts have allowed trespass for non-tangible "things" like smelly/harmful

gases and other non-tangible intrusions. Here, the Ps may have a case of TtoL

against VW for the sonic booms that blast into the air. Here, VW causes these

sonic booms to enter the air above and around Ps' farmland, and causes these

massive damages. Though this case is not 100% going to win, VW's conduct

appears to meet the elements. VW would have to argue that these sonic booms are

not the type of "thing" that this claim is referring to. They would also have to argue

that the sonic booms flying in thhe sky above P's land are not technically

"entering" the land. Despite these arguments, the farmers may have a strong case

against VW. 

Finally Ps may have a case for intentional interference with prospective economic

expectancy. It depends on how the court defines economic expectancy, however.

If the court says that the right to not have their livelihood crushed by the nearby

plant causing shifts in precip. is an econ. expectancy, then  Ps may have a case.

Here, there may be an econ. exp. between vw and P. VW knows of this

expectancy. VW intends to interfere with this expactancy by impacting the

precipitation patterns without prior research as to the harmful effects. Finally, P

could argue that the interference was improper.

The first tort claim that can be filed by the citizens of denmark is a negligence claim

against the City of Denmark. 

Duty

The city of Denkmark has a duty to reasonably care for its citizens. As the

municipality, the citizens could argue that a special relationship exists and a duty of

reasonable care is ever present to the population as a whole.As the body that

maintains their water supply, it is foreseeable that individuals may be harmed if

water treatment is done/monitored poorly. Additionally, due to the pollutants in the

water, the city also has a duty to those it exposed to disease. Plaintiffs like Deanna

Berry in the T&D article were exposed to health issues like rashes, irritation, e.

coli, and even a risk of bladder cancer. Because of these foreseeable and provable

risks, the city clearly owed a duty to these citizens.

Breach

The city of denmark breached its duty owed to the public. Breach is proved by the

preponderance of evidence, from expert testimony and eyewitness accounts. The

city is negligent per se because their water treatment practices did not comply with

the State Primary Drinking Water Act, or the State Safe Drinking Water Act. Even

if they arent Negligent Per Se just for violating the statute, they do not have a

reasonable excuse for violating the statute. The burden of finding an alternative safe

method of sanitation, or even providing adequate maintenance of the infrastructure,

does not outweigh the risk and magnitude of the health problems thrust upon the

city. Additionally, they used a compound to sanitize the water that was not

approved by the EPA, and monitors at Clemson University issued a STOP order

for the city to cease using this compound (180). The Halosan compound used in

the water systems was not approved by the EPA for use in drinking water; it was

approved for use in swimming pools and non-drinking bodies of water. This

compound, along with other bromine compounds, was found to be toxic by the

TOXNET report as well as the Clemson order, but these warnings were ignored

(190). The City will argue that the BBC news article (240) from 2014 said that these

bromine products were safe and people should not be afraid of them. However,

the article states that these compounds are safe in flame retardants and some early

medicines, but doesnt not say if it's safe in drinking water. The city also proved

from one of their UNSATISFACTORY DHEC reports that the state's operators

of the system were not properly instructed on how to use the sanitation system

correctly (700). Additionally, the city failed to allow any outside entity test the

water, and allowed just DHEC to perform the inpections (140). Because the water

used by the people of Denmark is still full of iron bacteria (shown by the red

color), a potentially toxic compound not approved by the EPA is still put into the

water, and the city showed very clear incompetence with using the compound to

clean the water, the city clearly breached its duty to the people.

Causation

This breach of duty may be a but-for cause of some of the citizen's ailments. The

young teenagers from the news articles had the kidney stones resulting from the

high metal content in the water. Deanna Berry claims that the water was a but-for

cause of her contracting e.coli, but further scientific evidence will be needed to link

her disease to the breach. The water has caused sickness, rashes, irritation,

economic harms of having to find an alternate source of water and STILL having

to pay the city water bill.  Because of the poor sanitation of the water, the negligent

sanitation practices with the potentially toxic compound, and the conscious choice

to not get outside help with the water all were at least substantial factors in the

ailments and struggles of the public.

scope

These harms all fall within the scope of liability. It is definitely foreseeable that, by

not properly maintaining the water supply and even pumping it with another

harmful chemical , some health risks would result. Additionally, the city was

warned about the harms associated with the halosan compound as well as their

unsatisfactory maintenance of the water system. Because of these warnings and the

widespread use of the water system by the public, the harms done unto them are

clearly foreseeable and therefore fall under the scope of liability.

Damages

The city has owed a civil penalty in the past resulting from its violation of state

regulations (90). The city has been negligent in its water treatment for a long time,

exposing thousands to unsanitary and potentially toxic compounds. The city owes

damages to the people who were harmed and had to pay medical costs because of

ingesting the water. Those who drank the water were exposed to increased risk of

diseases, and some even contracted diseases. The city will owe the medical costs

accrued by its citizens. These are physical damages and are the easiest to recover

for. Along with these physical damages, the citizens who were physically harmed

may be able to recover emotional damages as well, like loss of consortium and

loss of enjoyment of life if these toxins manifest into the types of cancer, unsightly

irritation, and even long-standing lung problems the supplement has listed. The

people could recover the lost wages from their time while ill. Those who didnt

drink the water and chose other sources may be compensated for their economic

damages as well, as those under this water system may be considered a particularly

foreseeable and vulnerable class exposed to the negligence of the city.

Defenses

The city may have some valid defenses against this negligence claim. First, the

statute of limitations may apply to harms done to citizens in the past. The city's

water system has been poor, and the people have been exposed to the Halosan

compound for many years, so many of the harms put upon the citizens may have

both manifested AND been discovered too long ago, so the statute of limitations

stops their recovery. Additionally, The CIty may have a defense under the

governmental immunity exceptions found in 260. Here, the city is immune from

nuisance claims, harms caused by the implementation of orders, admin. inaction of

a legislative or judicial nature, exercises of discretion, and uses of their regulatory

powers, including negligent inspections. According to Repko v. County of

Georgetown, when one of these liability regulations stated a gross negligence

standard, that standard applied to all other subsections of the regulations as long as

the item involving the gross negligent standard also applied to the case. Here, 260

has a subsect with a negligence standard, meaning that they are not liable for things

negligently inspected, negligent inaction, and a negligent exercise of discretion. In

spite of this, the public may still have a case. First, they can counter the negligence

standard by proving that the city acted grossly negligent, or even recklessly. This

may work, since the city was warned of all the potential health risks as well as their

poor performance with sanitizing the water. Because of their knowledge and

disregard of these risks, they may be even more culpable than mere negligence.

Also, the harmed citizens may argue that non-compliance with state statutes, EPA

regulations, and Clemson's stop order are NOT included in their discretionary

powers. The city will claim they were exercising discretion by choosing what

compound they will sanitize the water with, but this argument may fail because

putting a toxic compound into the water likely does not fall into their discretion.

The final defense the city may bring up is contributory negligence/comparative

fault. They will argue that the people harmed by the water are negligent as well,

since they were the ones who actually drank the water. Most states use

comparative fault, so these Ps will likely not be completely barred from recovery

with cont. neg. Instead, the court will allocate a percentage of fault to the P and the

city. However, this may not be very effective for the city, as many people may not

have a choice NOT to drink the water that they already pay for and is provided by

the city. Even if the court allocates some fault to specific Ps, the percent will likely

not be very high

The governmental immunity statute explicitly bars liability for nuisance, so a public

nuisance claim would likely not work

The next tort claim may be brought against DHEC

Duty

First. DHEC had a duty to the people of SC. DHEC oversees these water systems

and administers the inspections. It is quite foreseeable that, if one of these

inspections is botched, done corruptly, or even not done at all, the unmonitored

water supply could cause all sorts of health issues to the people who drink from it.

The foreseeable risk, along with the exposure to future disease, all prove DHEC

had a duty.

Breach

DHEC breached their reasonable duty of care to the people of Denmark by

performing very lax and non-compliant inspections. First, DHEC is tasked with

overseeing and maintaining the EPA standards (60). DHEC approved and even

defended the use of a compound that the EPA had not yet approved for use in

drinking water systems. DHEC approved the use of HaloSan in the water system,

and claimed that it had not yet caused any issues (20). DHEC may be negligent per

se for violating federal orders without any reasonable justification. Second, DHEC

claimed that the NSF approved the use of HaloSan. Not only is NSF not a

governing body over health regulations, the Halosan compound is NO LONGER

found on their list of approved compounds (40). Also, DHEC said the outside

testing by the VT researchers was okay, but did not intervene when the mayor of

denmark forbade it. Since DHEC approved the use of a harmful and Non-

compliant chemical in the water system, incorrectly stated that it was approved by

the NSF, and did not intervene and allow for further potentially beneficial testing,

DHEC breached its duty to keep people safe from this polluted water.

Causation

As the governing body overseeing the city's water system, DHEC could have and

should have purged the use of HaloSan from the sanitation process. Like the claim

above, there is plenty of scientific literature that states how harmful this compound

can be to people who drink it. Because DHEC did not stop Denmark from using

the compound, and even approved their use of it in their inspection, Denmark still

put the chemical in the water system. This shows that DHEC's negligent approval

was a substantial factor in the health issues accrued by the people.

Scope of Liability

The health issues faced by the public in Denmark are definitely a foreseeable harm

resulting from DHEC's negligence. Allowing the continued use of a harmful

chemical in a water system foreseeably leads to health issues resulting from

ingesting that chemical. Because of this very clear foreseeability, these health

problems fall within the scope of liability

Damages

DHEC will likely not be held liable for harms resulting just from the unsanitary

water. DHEC has failed Denmark's system and submitted orders forcing them to

maintain the water better. Because of this oversight, they may be off the hook for

some of the illness. However, they are definitely responsible for harms resulting

from the use of HaloSan. They would owe damages resulting from the medical

issues faced by the people, as stated in the claim above, but they would be limited

just to the health issues associated with the bromine exposure (tissue irritation, the

bladder cancer risk, etc.) but will likely not be liable for the lead and iron exposure,

as that is more the fault of the city. 

Additionally, since there are two potential defendants to indivisible harms, a

question of joint and several liability arises. However, because of the differences in

possible health issues, only those harmed by the HaloSan would be able to recover

jointly from the two entities. Because of the indivisible harm, a plaintiff would be

able to recover as much as it wants from either defendant. DHEC likely has quite a

bit more money than the city of denmark, so these Ps are more likely to be made

"whole" again.

Defenses

Like the City, DHEC will have a governmental immunity argument. Also like the

city, the people can probably overcome this immunity by proving a higher level of

culpability than negligence, like gross negligence or recklessness. Here, DHEC

claims to oversee EPA standards, but very clearly green lighted the use of a

compound they both KNEW was not EPA approved, and KNEW was opposed

and ordered to stop using by the Clemson U regulators. Because of this, their

defense may fail, like the city, on the negligence standard AND the discretionary

power exception.

Claim against Berry Systems

Fraud. Misrep.

The city may have a claim of fraudulent misrepresentation against Berry Systems

regarding the NSF approval of HaloSan. Here, Berry fraudulently claimed that their

compound was approved by the NSF in their brochure (30). The brochure is

undated, and to our knowledge there is no replacement or retraction of the facts

stated within it. The defendant, the producer of the product, either knew it was no

longer approved or SHOULD have known, and disregarded it. It could be argued

that Berry intended the city to know that their product was still approved, even

though it wasnt. The city justifiably relies on this, stating that they believe the

compound was and still is approved for use. Finally, the city will likely incur some

sort of damage/cost for their noncompliance with the EPA, harming the public, and

other costs in reliance of Berry's claim that it is approved.

Products Liability

There may also be a products liability issue with Berry. Though Berry likely

misrepresented and the compound is toxic in drinking water, there doesnt seem to

be a manufacturing or design defect. The compound DOES sanitize water if used

properly, like in pools and such. However Berry may be liable for informational

defects. The city could argue that, since their operators were not properly trained

to use the system at first, that Berry should be liable for not providing adequate

instructions. Second, Ps can argue that Berry failed to provide adequate

instructions and warnings regarding the potential toxicity of bromine products. 
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For the causation element of the negligence claim, we would have to argue that

exxon's emissions were a substantial factor in our plaintiff's injury. Since market

share liability is rejected, we cannot recover from them based on their percentage

contributed to the oil market, and we cannot for sure say that they are a but-for

cause (since there are several contributing companies). We must argue that they

were a substantial factor, meaning that their contribution to the pollution and the

ensuing storm was substantially linked and caused in part by their negligent

emissions. We would also need to argue that they are one of many potential

tortfeasors, and that they are jointly and severally liable for the harm. This way, we

could still recover from other potential defendants if we need. 

In torts, the concept that i found confusing and frustrating was the scope of

liability element in negligence. It seems like just a strange hybrid between duty and

cause, which made it hard to deal with it as its own separate element. Even though

Palsgraf was an interesting case, it didnt help clear up my uncertainty. However, as

I kept consolidating notes and studying further, I started to notice the breaks and

differences between scope and the other elements. I just needed to make the switch

between risk-centered and plaintiff-centered foreseeability arguments in duty to

more harm-centered arguments with scope. Though im sure this will not be my last

time dealing with it, I feel a lot better about my understanding now

For this case, it is very clear that we have a prima facie case of negligence gainst

the driver.

Negligence

The driver definitely owed a duty to you, as there is a very foreseeable risk that

driving drunk will lead to a very harmful crash. The driver created the risk to you,

and did not act reasonably to prevent harm. He also clearly breached; driving

drunk is incredibly unreasonable on it's own, and we can use negligence per se

(since drunk driving is illegal) to strengthen our argument that he acted

unreasonably in the face of foreseeable risks. His drunk driving definitely was a

but-for cause of your injuries, because had he been sober and/or acted responsibly

and reasonably, then he would not have caused an accident and hurt you. This all

falls within the scope of liability, because harm resulting from a drunk driver

crashing is incredibly foreseeable.  However, we hit a little snag with the damages

element.

Damages Discussion

The collateral source rule means that, when the court is awarding damages, they do

not look at any insurance payments you have already gotten; they would still award

the full amount owed regardless of how much money you have already gotten from

insurance. Since this state has abolished that rule, your insurance payments WILL

be deducted from your total damages award. He does not really have any money

he can give you himself, but we can probably reject the settlement offer and take

him for the whole $100,000 insurance payment. There is no standing law to my

knowledge that says charitable donations are deductible from a damages award, so

we may still be able to get you the $100k on top of your gofundme. However this

is not close to how much you deserve to get. We would need to search for other

possible defendants: was the driver on the job, acting within the scope of his

employment? If so, we may be able to sue his employer for possible vicarious

liability and negligent entrustment. We could also look to see if someone else lent

him the vehicle knowing he was a risky driver. Finally, we could even look to see if

the person who sold him the alcohol was negligent. Did they know he was driving,

or already drunk? Were they operating in compliance with company policy or state

law? Though we cant get it all from the driver, we have a few options with other

potential defendants.

One major claim, aside from negligence, that can be made against VW is public

nuisance. This claim is made when the defendant causes an unreasonable

interference with a right common to the general public. Here, VW is interfering with

the rain water these farmers need for their crops; very clearly a common public

right. VW interfered with P's use of the rainwater, whether the meant to or not.

(intent is irrelevant). This interference is unreasonable, because from P's

perspective, the utility of potentially saving some cars from hail damages is not

CLOSE to outweighing the suffering caused by this drought, both financially for

the farmers, and the loss of crops and food. Finally, the damages are quite

substantial; losing 5000 acres of crops is devastating, creating hardships for the

farmers' families and those who depended on the food. For the recovery for

economic loss, the P's must prove that they are a particularly foreseeable/at-risk

class potentially put at risk by VW's conduct. They will likely prove that easily, as

nearby farmers are reasonably foreseeable victims to tampering with precipitation. 

VW will likely argue that they used the product as intended, and were not properly

informed of the potential problems this cannon would cause. Also, they would

argue that, since "scientists are skeptical" about how well these cannons work, and

would argue that there is no proof that they do in fact work. However the P's will

likely be able to counter because Ramirez, the top local expert, can testify in P's

favor. In court, scientific evidence is based on quality, not quantity. The Daubert

rule says that scientific evidence should be allowed if it  is based in good grounds.

The Glastetter rule says that this evidence should be admitted based on

correctness. These standards are usually met with reliance on expert testimony. If

Ramirez has actual evidence that the cannons do cause these droughts, then as the

top expert, the evidence will likely be admitted and the P's may win. 

Second, Ps may have a case of trespass to Land against VW. The elements of

TtoL are: Defendant intentionally (regardless of bad faith) 1.) causes a thing to

enter 2.) land in the possession of P 3.) and causes even nominal damages. In the

past, courts have allowed trespass for non-tangible "things" like smelly/harmful

gases and other non-tangible intrusions. Here, the Ps may have a case of TtoL

against VW for the sonic booms that blast into the air. Here, VW causes these

sonic booms to enter the air above and around Ps' farmland, and causes these

massive damages. Though this case is not 100% going to win, VW's conduct

appears to meet the elements. VW would have to argue that these sonic booms are

not the type of "thing" that this claim is referring to. They would also have to argue

that the sonic booms flying in thhe sky above P's land are not technically

"entering" the land. Despite these arguments, the farmers may have a strong case

against VW. 

Finally Ps may have a case for intentional interference with prospective economic

expectancy. It depends on how the court defines economic expectancy, however.

If the court says that the right to not have their livelihood crushed by the nearby

plant causing shifts in precip. is an econ. expectancy, then  Ps may have a case.

Here, there may be an econ. exp. between vw and P. VW knows of this

expectancy. VW intends to interfere with this expactancy by impacting the

precipitation patterns without prior research as to the harmful effects. Finally, P

could argue that the interference was improper.

The first tort claim that can be filed by the citizens of denmark is a negligence claim

against the City of Denmark. 

Duty

The city of Denkmark has a duty to reasonably care for its citizens. As the

municipality, the citizens could argue that a special relationship exists and a duty of

reasonable care is ever present to the population as a whole.As the body that

maintains their water supply, it is foreseeable that individuals may be harmed if

water treatment is done/monitored poorly. Additionally, due to the pollutants in the

water, the city also has a duty to those it exposed to disease. Plaintiffs like Deanna

Berry in the T&D article were exposed to health issues like rashes, irritation, e.

coli, and even a risk of bladder cancer. Because of these foreseeable and provable

risks, the city clearly owed a duty to these citizens.

Breach

The city of denmark breached its duty owed to the public. Breach is proved by the

preponderance of evidence, from expert testimony and eyewitness accounts. The

city is negligent per se because their water treatment practices did not comply with

the State Primary Drinking Water Act, or the State Safe Drinking Water Act. Even

if they arent Negligent Per Se just for violating the statute, they do not have a

reasonable excuse for violating the statute. The burden of finding an alternative safe

method of sanitation, or even providing adequate maintenance of the infrastructure,

does not outweigh the risk and magnitude of the health problems thrust upon the

city. Additionally, they used a compound to sanitize the water that was not

approved by the EPA, and monitors at Clemson University issued a STOP order

for the city to cease using this compound (180). The Halosan compound used in

the water systems was not approved by the EPA for use in drinking water; it was

approved for use in swimming pools and non-drinking bodies of water. This

compound, along with other bromine compounds, was found to be toxic by the

TOXNET report as well as the Clemson order, but these warnings were ignored

(190). The City will argue that the BBC news article (240) from 2014 said that these

bromine products were safe and people should not be afraid of them. However,

the article states that these compounds are safe in flame retardants and some early

medicines, but doesnt not say if it's safe in drinking water. The city also proved

from one of their UNSATISFACTORY DHEC reports that the state's operators

of the system were not properly instructed on how to use the sanitation system

correctly (700). Additionally, the city failed to allow any outside entity test the

water, and allowed just DHEC to perform the inpections (140). Because the water

used by the people of Denmark is still full of iron bacteria (shown by the red

color), a potentially toxic compound not approved by the EPA is still put into the

water, and the city showed very clear incompetence with using the compound to

clean the water, the city clearly breached its duty to the people.

Causation

This breach of duty may be a but-for cause of some of the citizen's ailments. The

young teenagers from the news articles had the kidney stones resulting from the

high metal content in the water. Deanna Berry claims that the water was a but-for

cause of her contracting e.coli, but further scientific evidence will be needed to link

her disease to the breach. The water has caused sickness, rashes, irritation,

economic harms of having to find an alternate source of water and STILL having

to pay the city water bill.  Because of the poor sanitation of the water, the negligent

sanitation practices with the potentially toxic compound, and the conscious choice

to not get outside help with the water all were at least substantial factors in the

ailments and struggles of the public.

scope

These harms all fall within the scope of liability. It is definitely foreseeable that, by

not properly maintaining the water supply and even pumping it with another

harmful chemical , some health risks would result. Additionally, the city was

warned about the harms associated with the halosan compound as well as their

unsatisfactory maintenance of the water system. Because of these warnings and the

widespread use of the water system by the public, the harms done unto them are

clearly foreseeable and therefore fall under the scope of liability.

Damages

The city has owed a civil penalty in the past resulting from its violation of state

regulations (90). The city has been negligent in its water treatment for a long time,

exposing thousands to unsanitary and potentially toxic compounds. The city owes

damages to the people who were harmed and had to pay medical costs because of

ingesting the water. Those who drank the water were exposed to increased risk of

diseases, and some even contracted diseases. The city will owe the medical costs

accrued by its citizens. These are physical damages and are the easiest to recover

for. Along with these physical damages, the citizens who were physically harmed

may be able to recover emotional damages as well, like loss of consortium and

loss of enjoyment of life if these toxins manifest into the types of cancer, unsightly

irritation, and even long-standing lung problems the supplement has listed. The

people could recover the lost wages from their time while ill. Those who didnt

drink the water and chose other sources may be compensated for their economic

damages as well, as those under this water system may be considered a particularly

foreseeable and vulnerable class exposed to the negligence of the city.

Defenses

The city may have some valid defenses against this negligence claim. First, the

statute of limitations may apply to harms done to citizens in the past. The city's

water system has been poor, and the people have been exposed to the Halosan

compound for many years, so many of the harms put upon the citizens may have

both manifested AND been discovered too long ago, so the statute of limitations

stops their recovery. Additionally, The CIty may have a defense under the

governmental immunity exceptions found in 260. Here, the city is immune from

nuisance claims, harms caused by the implementation of orders, admin. inaction of

a legislative or judicial nature, exercises of discretion, and uses of their regulatory

powers, including negligent inspections. According to Repko v. County of

Georgetown, when one of these liability regulations stated a gross negligence

standard, that standard applied to all other subsections of the regulations as long as

the item involving the gross negligent standard also applied to the case. Here, 260

has a subsect with a negligence standard, meaning that they are not liable for things

negligently inspected, negligent inaction, and a negligent exercise of discretion. In

spite of this, the public may still have a case. First, they can counter the negligence

standard by proving that the city acted grossly negligent, or even recklessly. This

may work, since the city was warned of all the potential health risks as well as their

poor performance with sanitizing the water. Because of their knowledge and

disregard of these risks, they may be even more culpable than mere negligence.

Also, the harmed citizens may argue that non-compliance with state statutes, EPA

regulations, and Clemson's stop order are NOT included in their discretionary

powers. The city will claim they were exercising discretion by choosing what

compound they will sanitize the water with, but this argument may fail because

putting a toxic compound into the water likely does not fall into their discretion.

The final defense the city may bring up is contributory negligence/comparative

fault. They will argue that the people harmed by the water are negligent as well,

since they were the ones who actually drank the water. Most states use

comparative fault, so these Ps will likely not be completely barred from recovery

with cont. neg. Instead, the court will allocate a percentage of fault to the P and the

city. However, this may not be very effective for the city, as many people may not

have a choice NOT to drink the water that they already pay for and is provided by

the city. Even if the court allocates some fault to specific Ps, the percent will likely

not be very high

The governmental immunity statute explicitly bars liability for nuisance, so a public

nuisance claim would likely not work

The next tort claim may be brought against DHEC

Duty

First. DHEC had a duty to the people of SC. DHEC oversees these water systems

and administers the inspections. It is quite foreseeable that, if one of these

inspections is botched, done corruptly, or even not done at all, the unmonitored

water supply could cause all sorts of health issues to the people who drink from it.

The foreseeable risk, along with the exposure to future disease, all prove DHEC

had a duty.

Breach

DHEC breached their reasonable duty of care to the people of Denmark by

performing very lax and non-compliant inspections. First, DHEC is tasked with

overseeing and maintaining the EPA standards (60). DHEC approved and even

defended the use of a compound that the EPA had not yet approved for use in

drinking water systems. DHEC approved the use of HaloSan in the water system,

and claimed that it had not yet caused any issues (20). DHEC may be negligent per

se for violating federal orders without any reasonable justification. Second, DHEC

claimed that the NSF approved the use of HaloSan. Not only is NSF not a

governing body over health regulations, the Halosan compound is NO LONGER

found on their list of approved compounds (40). Also, DHEC said the outside

testing by the VT researchers was okay, but did not intervene when the mayor of

denmark forbade it. Since DHEC approved the use of a harmful and Non-

compliant chemical in the water system, incorrectly stated that it was approved by

the NSF, and did not intervene and allow for further potentially beneficial testing,

DHEC breached its duty to keep people safe from this polluted water.

Causation

As the governing body overseeing the city's water system, DHEC could have and

should have purged the use of HaloSan from the sanitation process. Like the claim

above, there is plenty of scientific literature that states how harmful this compound

can be to people who drink it. Because DHEC did not stop Denmark from using

the compound, and even approved their use of it in their inspection, Denmark still

put the chemical in the water system. This shows that DHEC's negligent approval

was a substantial factor in the health issues accrued by the people.

Scope of Liability

The health issues faced by the public in Denmark are definitely a foreseeable harm

resulting from DHEC's negligence. Allowing the continued use of a harmful

chemical in a water system foreseeably leads to health issues resulting from

ingesting that chemical. Because of this very clear foreseeability, these health

problems fall within the scope of liability

Damages

DHEC will likely not be held liable for harms resulting just from the unsanitary

water. DHEC has failed Denmark's system and submitted orders forcing them to

maintain the water better. Because of this oversight, they may be off the hook for

some of the illness. However, they are definitely responsible for harms resulting

from the use of HaloSan. They would owe damages resulting from the medical

issues faced by the people, as stated in the claim above, but they would be limited

just to the health issues associated with the bromine exposure (tissue irritation, the

bladder cancer risk, etc.) but will likely not be liable for the lead and iron exposure,

as that is more the fault of the city. 

Additionally, since there are two potential defendants to indivisible harms, a

question of joint and several liability arises. However, because of the differences in

possible health issues, only those harmed by the HaloSan would be able to recover

jointly from the two entities. Because of the indivisible harm, a plaintiff would be

able to recover as much as it wants from either defendant. DHEC likely has quite a

bit more money than the city of denmark, so these Ps are more likely to be made

"whole" again.

Defenses

Like the City, DHEC will have a governmental immunity argument. Also like the

city, the people can probably overcome this immunity by proving a higher level of

culpability than negligence, like gross negligence or recklessness. Here, DHEC

claims to oversee EPA standards, but very clearly green lighted the use of a

compound they both KNEW was not EPA approved, and KNEW was opposed

and ordered to stop using by the Clemson U regulators. Because of this, their

defense may fail, like the city, on the negligence standard AND the discretionary

power exception.

Claim against Berry Systems

Fraud. Misrep.

The city may have a claim of fraudulent misrepresentation against Berry Systems

regarding the NSF approval of HaloSan. Here, Berry fraudulently claimed that their

compound was approved by the NSF in their brochure (30). The brochure is

undated, and to our knowledge there is no replacement or retraction of the facts

stated within it. The defendant, the producer of the product, either knew it was no

longer approved or SHOULD have known, and disregarded it. It could be argued

that Berry intended the city to know that their product was still approved, even

though it wasnt. The city justifiably relies on this, stating that they believe the

compound was and still is approved for use. Finally, the city will likely incur some

sort of damage/cost for their noncompliance with the EPA, harming the public, and

other costs in reliance of Berry's claim that it is approved.

Products Liability

There may also be a products liability issue with Berry. Though Berry likely

misrepresented and the compound is toxic in drinking water, there doesnt seem to

be a manufacturing or design defect. The compound DOES sanitize water if used

properly, like in pools and such. However Berry may be liable for informational

defects. The city could argue that, since their operators were not properly trained

to use the system at first, that Berry should be liable for not providing adequate

instructions. Second, Ps can argue that Berry failed to provide adequate

instructions and warnings regarding the potential toxicity of bromine products. 
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For the causation element of the negligence claim, we would have to argue that

exxon's emissions were a substantial factor in our plaintiff's injury. Since market

share liability is rejected, we cannot recover from them based on their percentage

contributed to the oil market, and we cannot for sure say that they are a but-for

cause (since there are several contributing companies). We must argue that they

were a substantial factor, meaning that their contribution to the pollution and the

ensuing storm was substantially linked and caused in part by their negligent

emissions. We would also need to argue that they are one of many potential

tortfeasors, and that they are jointly and severally liable for the harm. This way, we

could still recover from other potential defendants if we need. 

In torts, the concept that i found confusing and frustrating was the scope of

liability element in negligence. It seems like just a strange hybrid between duty and

cause, which made it hard to deal with it as its own separate element. Even though

Palsgraf was an interesting case, it didnt help clear up my uncertainty. However, as

I kept consolidating notes and studying further, I started to notice the breaks and

differences between scope and the other elements. I just needed to make the switch

between risk-centered and plaintiff-centered foreseeability arguments in duty to

more harm-centered arguments with scope. Though im sure this will not be my last

time dealing with it, I feel a lot better about my understanding now

For this case, it is very clear that we have a prima facie case of negligence gainst

the driver.

Negligence

The driver definitely owed a duty to you, as there is a very foreseeable risk that

driving drunk will lead to a very harmful crash. The driver created the risk to you,

and did not act reasonably to prevent harm. He also clearly breached; driving

drunk is incredibly unreasonable on it's own, and we can use negligence per se

(since drunk driving is illegal) to strengthen our argument that he acted

unreasonably in the face of foreseeable risks. His drunk driving definitely was a

but-for cause of your injuries, because had he been sober and/or acted responsibly

and reasonably, then he would not have caused an accident and hurt you. This all

falls within the scope of liability, because harm resulting from a drunk driver

crashing is incredibly foreseeable.  However, we hit a little snag with the damages

element.

Damages Discussion

The collateral source rule means that, when the court is awarding damages, they do

not look at any insurance payments you have already gotten; they would still award

the full amount owed regardless of how much money you have already gotten from

insurance. Since this state has abolished that rule, your insurance payments WILL

be deducted from your total damages award. He does not really have any money

he can give you himself, but we can probably reject the settlement offer and take

him for the whole $100,000 insurance payment. There is no standing law to my

knowledge that says charitable donations are deductible from a damages award, so

we may still be able to get you the $100k on top of your gofundme. However this

is not close to how much you deserve to get. We would need to search for other

possible defendants: was the driver on the job, acting within the scope of his

employment? If so, we may be able to sue his employer for possible vicarious

liability and negligent entrustment. We could also look to see if someone else lent

him the vehicle knowing he was a risky driver. Finally, we could even look to see if

the person who sold him the alcohol was negligent. Did they know he was driving,

or already drunk? Were they operating in compliance with company policy or state

law? Though we cant get it all from the driver, we have a few options with other

potential defendants.

One major claim, aside from negligence, that can be made against VW is public

nuisance. This claim is made when the defendant causes an unreasonable

interference with a right common to the general public. Here, VW is interfering with

the rain water these farmers need for their crops; very clearly a common public

right. VW interfered with P's use of the rainwater, whether the meant to or not.

(intent is irrelevant). This interference is unreasonable, because from P's

perspective, the utility of potentially saving some cars from hail damages is not

CLOSE to outweighing the suffering caused by this drought, both financially for

the farmers, and the loss of crops and food. Finally, the damages are quite

substantial; losing 5000 acres of crops is devastating, creating hardships for the

farmers' families and those who depended on the food. For the recovery for

economic loss, the P's must prove that they are a particularly foreseeable/at-risk

class potentially put at risk by VW's conduct. They will likely prove that easily, as

nearby farmers are reasonably foreseeable victims to tampering with precipitation. 

VW will likely argue that they used the product as intended, and were not properly

informed of the potential problems this cannon would cause. Also, they would

argue that, since "scientists are skeptical" about how well these cannons work, and

would argue that there is no proof that they do in fact work. However the P's will

likely be able to counter because Ramirez, the top local expert, can testify in P's

favor. In court, scientific evidence is based on quality, not quantity. The Daubert

rule says that scientific evidence should be allowed if it  is based in good grounds.

The Glastetter rule says that this evidence should be admitted based on

correctness. These standards are usually met with reliance on expert testimony. If

Ramirez has actual evidence that the cannons do cause these droughts, then as the

top expert, the evidence will likely be admitted and the P's may win. 

Second, Ps may have a case of trespass to Land against VW. The elements of

TtoL are: Defendant intentionally (regardless of bad faith) 1.) causes a thing to

enter 2.) land in the possession of P 3.) and causes even nominal damages. In the

past, courts have allowed trespass for non-tangible "things" like smelly/harmful

gases and other non-tangible intrusions. Here, the Ps may have a case of TtoL

against VW for the sonic booms that blast into the air. Here, VW causes these

sonic booms to enter the air above and around Ps' farmland, and causes these

massive damages. Though this case is not 100% going to win, VW's conduct

appears to meet the elements. VW would have to argue that these sonic booms are

not the type of "thing" that this claim is referring to. They would also have to argue

that the sonic booms flying in thhe sky above P's land are not technically

"entering" the land. Despite these arguments, the farmers may have a strong case

against VW. 

Finally Ps may have a case for intentional interference with prospective economic

expectancy. It depends on how the court defines economic expectancy, however.

If the court says that the right to not have their livelihood crushed by the nearby

plant causing shifts in precip. is an econ. expectancy, then  Ps may have a case.

Here, there may be an econ. exp. between vw and P. VW knows of this

expectancy. VW intends to interfere with this expactancy by impacting the

precipitation patterns without prior research as to the harmful effects. Finally, P

could argue that the interference was improper.

The first tort claim that can be filed by the citizens of denmark is a negligence claim

against the City of Denmark. 

Duty

The city of Denkmark has a duty to reasonably care for its citizens. As the

municipality, the citizens could argue that a special relationship exists and a duty of

reasonable care is ever present to the population as a whole.As the body that

maintains their water supply, it is foreseeable that individuals may be harmed if

water treatment is done/monitored poorly. Additionally, due to the pollutants in the

water, the city also has a duty to those it exposed to disease. Plaintiffs like Deanna

Berry in the T&D article were exposed to health issues like rashes, irritation, e.

coli, and even a risk of bladder cancer. Because of these foreseeable and provable

risks, the city clearly owed a duty to these citizens.

Breach

The city of denmark breached its duty owed to the public. Breach is proved by the

preponderance of evidence, from expert testimony and eyewitness accounts. The

city is negligent per se because their water treatment practices did not comply with

the State Primary Drinking Water Act, or the State Safe Drinking Water Act. Even

if they arent Negligent Per Se just for violating the statute, they do not have a

reasonable excuse for violating the statute. The burden of finding an alternative safe

method of sanitation, or even providing adequate maintenance of the infrastructure,

does not outweigh the risk and magnitude of the health problems thrust upon the

city. Additionally, they used a compound to sanitize the water that was not

approved by the EPA, and monitors at Clemson University issued a STOP order

for the city to cease using this compound (180). The Halosan compound used in

the water systems was not approved by the EPA for use in drinking water; it was

approved for use in swimming pools and non-drinking bodies of water. This

compound, along with other bromine compounds, was found to be toxic by the

TOXNET report as well as the Clemson order, but these warnings were ignored

(190). The City will argue that the BBC news article (240) from 2014 said that these

bromine products were safe and people should not be afraid of them. However,

the article states that these compounds are safe in flame retardants and some early

medicines, but doesnt not say if it's safe in drinking water. The city also proved

from one of their UNSATISFACTORY DHEC reports that the state's operators

of the system were not properly instructed on how to use the sanitation system

correctly (700). Additionally, the city failed to allow any outside entity test the

water, and allowed just DHEC to perform the inpections (140). Because the water

used by the people of Denmark is still full of iron bacteria (shown by the red

color), a potentially toxic compound not approved by the EPA is still put into the

water, and the city showed very clear incompetence with using the compound to

clean the water, the city clearly breached its duty to the people.

Causation

This breach of duty may be a but-for cause of some of the citizen's ailments. The

young teenagers from the news articles had the kidney stones resulting from the

high metal content in the water. Deanna Berry claims that the water was a but-for

cause of her contracting e.coli, but further scientific evidence will be needed to link

her disease to the breach. The water has caused sickness, rashes, irritation,

economic harms of having to find an alternate source of water and STILL having

to pay the city water bill.  Because of the poor sanitation of the water, the negligent

sanitation practices with the potentially toxic compound, and the conscious choice

to not get outside help with the water all were at least substantial factors in the

ailments and struggles of the public.

scope

These harms all fall within the scope of liability. It is definitely foreseeable that, by

not properly maintaining the water supply and even pumping it with another

harmful chemical , some health risks would result. Additionally, the city was

warned about the harms associated with the halosan compound as well as their

unsatisfactory maintenance of the water system. Because of these warnings and the

widespread use of the water system by the public, the harms done unto them are

clearly foreseeable and therefore fall under the scope of liability.

Damages

The city has owed a civil penalty in the past resulting from its violation of state

regulations (90). The city has been negligent in its water treatment for a long time,

exposing thousands to unsanitary and potentially toxic compounds. The city owes

damages to the people who were harmed and had to pay medical costs because of

ingesting the water. Those who drank the water were exposed to increased risk of

diseases, and some even contracted diseases. The city will owe the medical costs

accrued by its citizens. These are physical damages and are the easiest to recover

for. Along with these physical damages, the citizens who were physically harmed

may be able to recover emotional damages as well, like loss of consortium and

loss of enjoyment of life if these toxins manifest into the types of cancer, unsightly

irritation, and even long-standing lung problems the supplement has listed. The

people could recover the lost wages from their time while ill. Those who didnt

drink the water and chose other sources may be compensated for their economic

damages as well, as those under this water system may be considered a particularly

foreseeable and vulnerable class exposed to the negligence of the city.

Defenses

The city may have some valid defenses against this negligence claim. First, the

statute of limitations may apply to harms done to citizens in the past. The city's

water system has been poor, and the people have been exposed to the Halosan

compound for many years, so many of the harms put upon the citizens may have

both manifested AND been discovered too long ago, so the statute of limitations

stops their recovery. Additionally, The CIty may have a defense under the

governmental immunity exceptions found in 260. Here, the city is immune from

nuisance claims, harms caused by the implementation of orders, admin. inaction of

a legislative or judicial nature, exercises of discretion, and uses of their regulatory

powers, including negligent inspections. According to Repko v. County of

Georgetown, when one of these liability regulations stated a gross negligence

standard, that standard applied to all other subsections of the regulations as long as

the item involving the gross negligent standard also applied to the case. Here, 260

has a subsect with a negligence standard, meaning that they are not liable for things

negligently inspected, negligent inaction, and a negligent exercise of discretion. In

spite of this, the public may still have a case. First, they can counter the negligence

standard by proving that the city acted grossly negligent, or even recklessly. This

may work, since the city was warned of all the potential health risks as well as their

poor performance with sanitizing the water. Because of their knowledge and

disregard of these risks, they may be even more culpable than mere negligence.

Also, the harmed citizens may argue that non-compliance with state statutes, EPA

regulations, and Clemson's stop order are NOT included in their discretionary

powers. The city will claim they were exercising discretion by choosing what

compound they will sanitize the water with, but this argument may fail because

putting a toxic compound into the water likely does not fall into their discretion.

The final defense the city may bring up is contributory negligence/comparative

fault. They will argue that the people harmed by the water are negligent as well,

since they were the ones who actually drank the water. Most states use

comparative fault, so these Ps will likely not be completely barred from recovery

with cont. neg. Instead, the court will allocate a percentage of fault to the P and the

city. However, this may not be very effective for the city, as many people may not

have a choice NOT to drink the water that they already pay for and is provided by

the city. Even if the court allocates some fault to specific Ps, the percent will likely

not be very high

The governmental immunity statute explicitly bars liability for nuisance, so a public

nuisance claim would likely not work

The next tort claim may be brought against DHEC

Duty

First. DHEC had a duty to the people of SC. DHEC oversees these water systems

and administers the inspections. It is quite foreseeable that, if one of these

inspections is botched, done corruptly, or even not done at all, the unmonitored

water supply could cause all sorts of health issues to the people who drink from it.

The foreseeable risk, along with the exposure to future disease, all prove DHEC

had a duty.

Breach

DHEC breached their reasonable duty of care to the people of Denmark by

performing very lax and non-compliant inspections. First, DHEC is tasked with

overseeing and maintaining the EPA standards (60). DHEC approved and even

defended the use of a compound that the EPA had not yet approved for use in

drinking water systems. DHEC approved the use of HaloSan in the water system,

and claimed that it had not yet caused any issues (20). DHEC may be negligent per

se for violating federal orders without any reasonable justification. Second, DHEC

claimed that the NSF approved the use of HaloSan. Not only is NSF not a

governing body over health regulations, the Halosan compound is NO LONGER

found on their list of approved compounds (40). Also, DHEC said the outside

testing by the VT researchers was okay, but did not intervene when the mayor of

denmark forbade it. Since DHEC approved the use of a harmful and Non-

compliant chemical in the water system, incorrectly stated that it was approved by

the NSF, and did not intervene and allow for further potentially beneficial testing,

DHEC breached its duty to keep people safe from this polluted water.

Causation

As the governing body overseeing the city's water system, DHEC could have and

should have purged the use of HaloSan from the sanitation process. Like the claim

above, there is plenty of scientific literature that states how harmful this compound

can be to people who drink it. Because DHEC did not stop Denmark from using

the compound, and even approved their use of it in their inspection, Denmark still

put the chemical in the water system. This shows that DHEC's negligent approval

was a substantial factor in the health issues accrued by the people.

Scope of Liability

The health issues faced by the public in Denmark are definitely a foreseeable harm

resulting from DHEC's negligence. Allowing the continued use of a harmful

chemical in a water system foreseeably leads to health issues resulting from

ingesting that chemical. Because of this very clear foreseeability, these health

problems fall within the scope of liability

Damages

DHEC will likely not be held liable for harms resulting just from the unsanitary

water. DHEC has failed Denmark's system and submitted orders forcing them to

maintain the water better. Because of this oversight, they may be off the hook for

some of the illness. However, they are definitely responsible for harms resulting

from the use of HaloSan. They would owe damages resulting from the medical

issues faced by the people, as stated in the claim above, but they would be limited

just to the health issues associated with the bromine exposure (tissue irritation, the

bladder cancer risk, etc.) but will likely not be liable for the lead and iron exposure,

as that is more the fault of the city. 

Additionally, since there are two potential defendants to indivisible harms, a

question of joint and several liability arises. However, because of the differences in

possible health issues, only those harmed by the HaloSan would be able to recover

jointly from the two entities. Because of the indivisible harm, a plaintiff would be

able to recover as much as it wants from either defendant. DHEC likely has quite a

bit more money than the city of denmark, so these Ps are more likely to be made

"whole" again.

Defenses

Like the City, DHEC will have a governmental immunity argument. Also like the

city, the people can probably overcome this immunity by proving a higher level of

culpability than negligence, like gross negligence or recklessness. Here, DHEC

claims to oversee EPA standards, but very clearly green lighted the use of a

compound they both KNEW was not EPA approved, and KNEW was opposed

and ordered to stop using by the Clemson U regulators. Because of this, their

defense may fail, like the city, on the negligence standard AND the discretionary

power exception.

Claim against Berry Systems

Fraud. Misrep.

The city may have a claim of fraudulent misrepresentation against Berry Systems

regarding the NSF approval of HaloSan. Here, Berry fraudulently claimed that their

compound was approved by the NSF in their brochure (30). The brochure is

undated, and to our knowledge there is no replacement or retraction of the facts

stated within it. The defendant, the producer of the product, either knew it was no

longer approved or SHOULD have known, and disregarded it. It could be argued

that Berry intended the city to know that their product was still approved, even

though it wasnt. The city justifiably relies on this, stating that they believe the

compound was and still is approved for use. Finally, the city will likely incur some

sort of damage/cost for their noncompliance with the EPA, harming the public, and

other costs in reliance of Berry's claim that it is approved.

Products Liability

There may also be a products liability issue with Berry. Though Berry likely

misrepresented and the compound is toxic in drinking water, there doesnt seem to

be a manufacturing or design defect. The compound DOES sanitize water if used

properly, like in pools and such. However Berry may be liable for informational

defects. The city could argue that, since their operators were not properly trained

to use the system at first, that Berry should be liable for not providing adequate

instructions. Second, Ps can argue that Berry failed to provide adequate

instructions and warnings regarding the potential toxicity of bromine products. 
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Duty

Breach of duty

Causation

Scope of Liability

Damages

For the causation element of the negligence claim, we would have to argue that

exxon's emissions were a substantial factor in our plaintiff's injury. Since market

share liability is rejected, we cannot recover from them based on their percentage

contributed to the oil market, and we cannot for sure say that they are a but-for

cause (since there are several contributing companies). We must argue that they

were a substantial factor, meaning that their contribution to the pollution and the

ensuing storm was substantially linked and caused in part by their negligent

emissions. We would also need to argue that they are one of many potential

tortfeasors, and that they are jointly and severally liable for the harm. This way, we

could still recover from other potential defendants if we need. 

In torts, the concept that i found confusing and frustrating was the scope of

liability element in negligence. It seems like just a strange hybrid between duty and

cause, which made it hard to deal with it as its own separate element. Even though

Palsgraf was an interesting case, it didnt help clear up my uncertainty. However, as

I kept consolidating notes and studying further, I started to notice the breaks and

differences between scope and the other elements. I just needed to make the switch

between risk-centered and plaintiff-centered foreseeability arguments in duty to

more harm-centered arguments with scope. Though im sure this will not be my last

time dealing with it, I feel a lot better about my understanding now

For this case, it is very clear that we have a prima facie case of negligence gainst

the driver.

Negligence

The driver definitely owed a duty to you, as there is a very foreseeable risk that

driving drunk will lead to a very harmful crash. The driver created the risk to you,

and did not act reasonably to prevent harm. He also clearly breached; driving

drunk is incredibly unreasonable on it's own, and we can use negligence per se

(since drunk driving is illegal) to strengthen our argument that he acted

unreasonably in the face of foreseeable risks. His drunk driving definitely was a

but-for cause of your injuries, because had he been sober and/or acted responsibly

and reasonably, then he would not have caused an accident and hurt you. This all

falls within the scope of liability, because harm resulting from a drunk driver

crashing is incredibly foreseeable.  However, we hit a little snag with the damages

element.

Damages Discussion

The collateral source rule means that, when the court is awarding damages, they do

not look at any insurance payments you have already gotten; they would still award

the full amount owed regardless of how much money you have already gotten from

insurance. Since this state has abolished that rule, your insurance payments WILL

be deducted from your total damages award. He does not really have any money

he can give you himself, but we can probably reject the settlement offer and take

him for the whole $100,000 insurance payment. There is no standing law to my

knowledge that says charitable donations are deductible from a damages award, so

we may still be able to get you the $100k on top of your gofundme. However this

is not close to how much you deserve to get. We would need to search for other

possible defendants: was the driver on the job, acting within the scope of his

employment? If so, we may be able to sue his employer for possible vicarious

liability and negligent entrustment. We could also look to see if someone else lent

him the vehicle knowing he was a risky driver. Finally, we could even look to see if

the person who sold him the alcohol was negligent. Did they know he was driving,

or already drunk? Were they operating in compliance with company policy or state

law? Though we cant get it all from the driver, we have a few options with other

potential defendants.

One major claim, aside from negligence, that can be made against VW is public

nuisance. This claim is made when the defendant causes an unreasonable

interference with a right common to the general public. Here, VW is interfering with

the rain water these farmers need for their crops; very clearly a common public

right. VW interfered with P's use of the rainwater, whether the meant to or not.

(intent is irrelevant). This interference is unreasonable, because from P's

perspective, the utility of potentially saving some cars from hail damages is not

CLOSE to outweighing the suffering caused by this drought, both financially for

the farmers, and the loss of crops and food. Finally, the damages are quite

substantial; losing 5000 acres of crops is devastating, creating hardships for the

farmers' families and those who depended on the food. For the recovery for

economic loss, the P's must prove that they are a particularly foreseeable/at-risk

class potentially put at risk by VW's conduct. They will likely prove that easily, as

nearby farmers are reasonably foreseeable victims to tampering with precipitation. 

VW will likely argue that they used the product as intended, and were not properly

informed of the potential problems this cannon would cause. Also, they would

argue that, since "scientists are skeptical" about how well these cannons work, and

would argue that there is no proof that they do in fact work. However the P's will

likely be able to counter because Ramirez, the top local expert, can testify in P's

favor. In court, scientific evidence is based on quality, not quantity. The Daubert

rule says that scientific evidence should be allowed if it  is based in good grounds.

The Glastetter rule says that this evidence should be admitted based on

correctness. These standards are usually met with reliance on expert testimony. If

Ramirez has actual evidence that the cannons do cause these droughts, then as the

top expert, the evidence will likely be admitted and the P's may win. 

Second, Ps may have a case of trespass to Land against VW. The elements of

TtoL are: Defendant intentionally (regardless of bad faith) 1.) causes a thing to

enter 2.) land in the possession of P 3.) and causes even nominal damages. In the

past, courts have allowed trespass for non-tangible "things" like smelly/harmful

gases and other non-tangible intrusions. Here, the Ps may have a case of TtoL

against VW for the sonic booms that blast into the air. Here, VW causes these

sonic booms to enter the air above and around Ps' farmland, and causes these

massive damages. Though this case is not 100% going to win, VW's conduct

appears to meet the elements. VW would have to argue that these sonic booms are

not the type of "thing" that this claim is referring to. They would also have to argue

that the sonic booms flying in thhe sky above P's land are not technically

"entering" the land. Despite these arguments, the farmers may have a strong case

against VW. 

Finally Ps may have a case for intentional interference with prospective economic

expectancy. It depends on how the court defines economic expectancy, however.

If the court says that the right to not have their livelihood crushed by the nearby

plant causing shifts in precip. is an econ. expectancy, then  Ps may have a case.

Here, there may be an econ. exp. between vw and P. VW knows of this

expectancy. VW intends to interfere with this expactancy by impacting the

precipitation patterns without prior research as to the harmful effects. Finally, P

could argue that the interference was improper.

The first tort claim that can be filed by the citizens of denmark is a negligence claim

against the City of Denmark. 

Duty

The city of Denkmark has a duty to reasonably care for its citizens. As the

municipality, the citizens could argue that a special relationship exists and a duty of

reasonable care is ever present to the population as a whole.As the body that

maintains their water supply, it is foreseeable that individuals may be harmed if

water treatment is done/monitored poorly. Additionally, due to the pollutants in the

water, the city also has a duty to those it exposed to disease. Plaintiffs like Deanna

Berry in the T&D article were exposed to health issues like rashes, irritation, e.

coli, and even a risk of bladder cancer. Because of these foreseeable and provable

risks, the city clearly owed a duty to these citizens.

Breach

The city of denmark breached its duty owed to the public. Breach is proved by the

preponderance of evidence, from expert testimony and eyewitness accounts. The

city is negligent per se because their water treatment practices did not comply with

the State Primary Drinking Water Act, or the State Safe Drinking Water Act. Even

if they arent Negligent Per Se just for violating the statute, they do not have a

reasonable excuse for violating the statute. The burden of finding an alternative safe

method of sanitation, or even providing adequate maintenance of the infrastructure,

does not outweigh the risk and magnitude of the health problems thrust upon the

city. Additionally, they used a compound to sanitize the water that was not

approved by the EPA, and monitors at Clemson University issued a STOP order

for the city to cease using this compound (180). The Halosan compound used in

the water systems was not approved by the EPA for use in drinking water; it was

approved for use in swimming pools and non-drinking bodies of water. This

compound, along with other bromine compounds, was found to be toxic by the

TOXNET report as well as the Clemson order, but these warnings were ignored

(190). The City will argue that the BBC news article (240) from 2014 said that these

bromine products were safe and people should not be afraid of them. However,

the article states that these compounds are safe in flame retardants and some early

medicines, but doesnt not say if it's safe in drinking water. The city also proved

from one of their UNSATISFACTORY DHEC reports that the state's operators

of the system were not properly instructed on how to use the sanitation system

correctly (700). Additionally, the city failed to allow any outside entity test the

water, and allowed just DHEC to perform the inpections (140). Because the water

used by the people of Denmark is still full of iron bacteria (shown by the red

color), a potentially toxic compound not approved by the EPA is still put into the

water, and the city showed very clear incompetence with using the compound to

clean the water, the city clearly breached its duty to the people.

Causation

This breach of duty may be a but-for cause of some of the citizen's ailments. The

young teenagers from the news articles had the kidney stones resulting from the

high metal content in the water. Deanna Berry claims that the water was a but-for

cause of her contracting e.coli, but further scientific evidence will be needed to link

her disease to the breach. The water has caused sickness, rashes, irritation,

economic harms of having to find an alternate source of water and STILL having

to pay the city water bill.  Because of the poor sanitation of the water, the negligent

sanitation practices with the potentially toxic compound, and the conscious choice

to not get outside help with the water all were at least substantial factors in the

ailments and struggles of the public.

scope

These harms all fall within the scope of liability. It is definitely foreseeable that, by

not properly maintaining the water supply and even pumping it with another

harmful chemical , some health risks would result. Additionally, the city was

warned about the harms associated with the halosan compound as well as their

unsatisfactory maintenance of the water system. Because of these warnings and the

widespread use of the water system by the public, the harms done unto them are

clearly foreseeable and therefore fall under the scope of liability.

Damages

The city has owed a civil penalty in the past resulting from its violation of state

regulations (90). The city has been negligent in its water treatment for a long time,

exposing thousands to unsanitary and potentially toxic compounds. The city owes

damages to the people who were harmed and had to pay medical costs because of

ingesting the water. Those who drank the water were exposed to increased risk of

diseases, and some even contracted diseases. The city will owe the medical costs

accrued by its citizens. These are physical damages and are the easiest to recover

for. Along with these physical damages, the citizens who were physically harmed

may be able to recover emotional damages as well, like loss of consortium and

loss of enjoyment of life if these toxins manifest into the types of cancer, unsightly

irritation, and even long-standing lung problems the supplement has listed. The

people could recover the lost wages from their time while ill. Those who didnt

drink the water and chose other sources may be compensated for their economic

damages as well, as those under this water system may be considered a particularly

foreseeable and vulnerable class exposed to the negligence of the city.

Defenses

The city may have some valid defenses against this negligence claim. First, the

statute of limitations may apply to harms done to citizens in the past. The city's

water system has been poor, and the people have been exposed to the Halosan

compound for many years, so many of the harms put upon the citizens may have

both manifested AND been discovered too long ago, so the statute of limitations

stops their recovery. Additionally, The CIty may have a defense under the

governmental immunity exceptions found in 260. Here, the city is immune from

nuisance claims, harms caused by the implementation of orders, admin. inaction of

a legislative or judicial nature, exercises of discretion, and uses of their regulatory

powers, including negligent inspections. According to Repko v. County of

Georgetown, when one of these liability regulations stated a gross negligence

standard, that standard applied to all other subsections of the regulations as long as

the item involving the gross negligent standard also applied to the case. Here, 260

has a subsect with a negligence standard, meaning that they are not liable for things

negligently inspected, negligent inaction, and a negligent exercise of discretion. In

spite of this, the public may still have a case. First, they can counter the negligence

standard by proving that the city acted grossly negligent, or even recklessly. This

may work, since the city was warned of all the potential health risks as well as their

poor performance with sanitizing the water. Because of their knowledge and

disregard of these risks, they may be even more culpable than mere negligence.

Also, the harmed citizens may argue that non-compliance with state statutes, EPA

regulations, and Clemson's stop order are NOT included in their discretionary

powers. The city will claim they were exercising discretion by choosing what

compound they will sanitize the water with, but this argument may fail because

putting a toxic compound into the water likely does not fall into their discretion.

The final defense the city may bring up is contributory negligence/comparative

fault. They will argue that the people harmed by the water are negligent as well,

since they were the ones who actually drank the water. Most states use

comparative fault, so these Ps will likely not be completely barred from recovery

with cont. neg. Instead, the court will allocate a percentage of fault to the P and the

city. However, this may not be very effective for the city, as many people may not

have a choice NOT to drink the water that they already pay for and is provided by

the city. Even if the court allocates some fault to specific Ps, the percent will likely

not be very high

The governmental immunity statute explicitly bars liability for nuisance, so a public

nuisance claim would likely not work

The next tort claim may be brought against DHEC

Duty

First. DHEC had a duty to the people of SC. DHEC oversees these water systems

and administers the inspections. It is quite foreseeable that, if one of these

inspections is botched, done corruptly, or even not done at all, the unmonitored

water supply could cause all sorts of health issues to the people who drink from it.

The foreseeable risk, along with the exposure to future disease, all prove DHEC

had a duty.

Breach

DHEC breached their reasonable duty of care to the people of Denmark by

performing very lax and non-compliant inspections. First, DHEC is tasked with

overseeing and maintaining the EPA standards (60). DHEC approved and even

defended the use of a compound that the EPA had not yet approved for use in

drinking water systems. DHEC approved the use of HaloSan in the water system,

and claimed that it had not yet caused any issues (20). DHEC may be negligent per

se for violating federal orders without any reasonable justification. Second, DHEC

claimed that the NSF approved the use of HaloSan. Not only is NSF not a

governing body over health regulations, the Halosan compound is NO LONGER

found on their list of approved compounds (40). Also, DHEC said the outside

testing by the VT researchers was okay, but did not intervene when the mayor of

denmark forbade it. Since DHEC approved the use of a harmful and Non-

compliant chemical in the water system, incorrectly stated that it was approved by

the NSF, and did not intervene and allow for further potentially beneficial testing,

DHEC breached its duty to keep people safe from this polluted water.

Causation

As the governing body overseeing the city's water system, DHEC could have and

should have purged the use of HaloSan from the sanitation process. Like the claim

above, there is plenty of scientific literature that states how harmful this compound

can be to people who drink it. Because DHEC did not stop Denmark from using

the compound, and even approved their use of it in their inspection, Denmark still

put the chemical in the water system. This shows that DHEC's negligent approval

was a substantial factor in the health issues accrued by the people.

Scope of Liability

The health issues faced by the public in Denmark are definitely a foreseeable harm

resulting from DHEC's negligence. Allowing the continued use of a harmful

chemical in a water system foreseeably leads to health issues resulting from

ingesting that chemical. Because of this very clear foreseeability, these health

problems fall within the scope of liability

Damages

DHEC will likely not be held liable for harms resulting just from the unsanitary

water. DHEC has failed Denmark's system and submitted orders forcing them to

maintain the water better. Because of this oversight, they may be off the hook for

some of the illness. However, they are definitely responsible for harms resulting

from the use of HaloSan. They would owe damages resulting from the medical

issues faced by the people, as stated in the claim above, but they would be limited

just to the health issues associated with the bromine exposure (tissue irritation, the

bladder cancer risk, etc.) but will likely not be liable for the lead and iron exposure,

as that is more the fault of the city. 

Additionally, since there are two potential defendants to indivisible harms, a

question of joint and several liability arises. However, because of the differences in

possible health issues, only those harmed by the HaloSan would be able to recover

jointly from the two entities. Because of the indivisible harm, a plaintiff would be

able to recover as much as it wants from either defendant. DHEC likely has quite a

bit more money than the city of denmark, so these Ps are more likely to be made

"whole" again.

Defenses

Like the City, DHEC will have a governmental immunity argument. Also like the

city, the people can probably overcome this immunity by proving a higher level of

culpability than negligence, like gross negligence or recklessness. Here, DHEC

claims to oversee EPA standards, but very clearly green lighted the use of a

compound they both KNEW was not EPA approved, and KNEW was opposed

and ordered to stop using by the Clemson U regulators. Because of this, their

defense may fail, like the city, on the negligence standard AND the discretionary

power exception.

Claim against Berry Systems

Fraud. Misrep.

The city may have a claim of fraudulent misrepresentation against Berry Systems

regarding the NSF approval of HaloSan. Here, Berry fraudulently claimed that their

compound was approved by the NSF in their brochure (30). The brochure is

undated, and to our knowledge there is no replacement or retraction of the facts

stated within it. The defendant, the producer of the product, either knew it was no

longer approved or SHOULD have known, and disregarded it. It could be argued

that Berry intended the city to know that their product was still approved, even

though it wasnt. The city justifiably relies on this, stating that they believe the

compound was and still is approved for use. Finally, the city will likely incur some

sort of damage/cost for their noncompliance with the EPA, harming the public, and

other costs in reliance of Berry's claim that it is approved.

Products Liability

There may also be a products liability issue with Berry. Though Berry likely

misrepresented and the compound is toxic in drinking water, there doesnt seem to

be a manufacturing or design defect. The compound DOES sanitize water if used

properly, like in pools and such. However Berry may be liable for informational

defects. The city could argue that, since their operators were not properly trained

to use the system at first, that Berry should be liable for not providing adequate

instructions. Second, Ps can argue that Berry failed to provide adequate

instructions and warnings regarding the potential toxicity of bromine products. 
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